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ATOMIC RESOLUTION WITH THE ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPE

ON CONDUCTORS AND NONCONDUCTORS

Thomas R. Albrecht and Calvin F. Quate

Dept. of Applied Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

ABSTRACT

The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) has achieved atomic resolution on

nonconducting as well as electrically conducting surfaces, opening a new class of

materials to atomically resolved surface imaging. Images of boron nitride (a

nonconductor) reveal that AFM can distinguish different atomic species. AFM

images of molybdenum disulfide and graphite are also presented. Graphite AFM

images appear identical to images obtained by scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM), although AFM and STM probably respond to different atomic sites on

the graphite surface. Microfabrication procedures for constructing low mass

force-sensing cantilevers are discussed.

Proceedings of STM'87, the Second International Conference on
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy. To be published in the

Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology A, March/April 1988
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)' has been introduced as a new technique for

obtaining high resolution images of force contours near the surfaces of solids. Since its

invention in 1985, AFM has been used to study attractive Van der Waals forces, 1-3

repulsive contact forces,4-6 lateral friction forces, 7 and magnetic forces. 8,9 One

interesting application of AFM is atomic scale imaging of surface topography via force

interactions, with resolution comparable to that obtained by scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM).'10 "' Unlike STM, however, AFM is not restricted to studying

electrically conducting materials. Recent work has demonstrated that AFM can achieve

atomic resolution on both conducting 4.6 and nonconducting. 6 surfaces. Like STM, AFM

can be used in air or at liquid/solid interfaces and should prove useful for low

temperature measurements and for ultrahigh vacuum surface studies. This paper

discusses atomic resolution imaging of surface topography on conducting and

nonconducting surfaces in air by mapping repulsive contact forces with the AFM.

I. FABRICATION OF FORCE-SENSING MICROCANTILEVERS

Force measurements are made in the AFM by monitoring the deflection of a

flexible element (usually a cantilever) in response to the interaction force. Because of the

magnitude of the forces involved, the cantilever should have a small force constant

(10-2-102 N/in) in order to obtain a measurable response. In addition, a high mechanical

resonance frequency is advantageous, since the imaging rate is limited by the speed of

response of the cantilever. In our AFM, these requirements are met by using

microfabrication techniques1 2 to construct thin film SiO2 microcantilevers with very low

mass. The fabrication procedure is shown in Fig. I. A thin film (1.5 Pm thick) of SiO2 is

thermally grown on both sides of a (100) Si wafer. Using photolithographic techniques,

rectangular openings are etched in the oxide on both sides of the wafer. The orientation

and size of the openings are chosen so that their edges define a volume of the wafer

I
I
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bounded by (111) planes. A strip of oxide, which will serve as the cantilever, is left

protruding into one of the openings. An anisotropic Si etchant is used to remove the

exposed silicon. Because of the anisotropic nature of the etchant, the etching stops when

the entire volume of Si removed is bound by (111) planes, which results in the geometry

shown in Fig. 1(b), with the cantilever freely suspended over a hole through the wafer.

One side of the lever is coated with a thin metal film and a small section of the wafer is cut

out for positioning the lever in the AFM. Two types of levers fabricated by this

procedure are shown in Fig. 2. Ideally the cantilever should have a sharp (perhaps single

atom) point in order to restrict the interaction with the sample to a very small area. For

the levers shown in Fig. 2. this is accomplished by tilting the levers so that only one

comer comes into contact with the sample. The V-shaped cantilever shown in Fig. 2(b)

provides a sharper comer than the rectangular style, and the additional rigidity of the

V-shaped lever reduces lateral bending of the lever in response to frictional forces which

are presnt when scanning over the sample. One difficulty in achieving atomic resolution

with the AFM is obtaining a sufficiently sharp point on the cantilever. Only 25-50% of

the levers of the types shown in Fig. 2 are usable for atomic resolution imaging. Fig. 3

shows two possible methods for forming sharp tips on cantilevers. Small sharp cones

(Fig. 3(a)] grown by an evaporation technique 13 can be formed on the ends of cantilevers.

As an alternative method, diamond fragments [Fig. 3(b)] have been successfully attached

to cantilevers with promising results. 4

I. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

There are several modes for operating the AFM, depending on the nature of the

forces involved. Deflection of the force-sensing cantilever can be measured by tunneling

between the lever and a second electrode,1.4-"69 by optical interferometry- 7'.8 or by

capacitive techniques. 7 In our AFM, deflection is measured by tunneling between an

electrochemically etched tungsten tip and a gold film on the back of the lever. The lever

is mounted on a fixed support, and the sample and tunneling tip are brought into position

-15-



with separate mechanical approach systems. Both the tip and sample are mounted on

piezoelectric tubes' 5 which control the X-Y scanning of the sample and the Z motion of

the sample and tunneling tip. Each experiment begins by establishing a stable tunneling

current between the cantilever and tunneling tip. The sample is then brought into contact

with a comer of the cantilever and moved in further until the desired deflection (i.e.,

force) is obtained. Forces in the 10-8- 10-7 N range were found to be satisfactory for

atomic resolution. A feedback system with fast response can be used to keep the lever

deflection constant while scanning (the "constant force" mode) or, if a slow feedback

response is used, the average lever deflection can be held constant (the "variable

deflection" mode). Because the lever remains in contact with the sample at all times,

neither mode of operation can prevent lateral bumping on rough surfaces, an advantage

which is realized in the "constant current" mode of STM operation. The variable

deflection mode for the AFM is well suited to high speed imaging of relatively flat

surfaces, since the feedback system only needs to respond rapidly enough to keep the

tunneling tip and cantilever within tunneling range. When this mode is used, topographic

information is obtained from rapid variations in the tunneling current as the lever

deflection changes in response to surface corrugations while scanning, Our AFM uses a

sinusoidal 2 kHz X scan and a 20 Hz triangle Y scan, producing real time images.

IV. ATOMIC RESOLUTION IMAGES

Fig. 4 shows four atomic resolution images of the (0001) surface of highly oriented

pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). The largest corrugations observed on HOPG were

approximately 0.15 A in amplitude, which was calculated from the modulation of the

tunneling current in the variable deflection mode. The surface of graphite is composed

of carbon atoms occupying inequivalent A and B sites in a hexagonal array. Batra and

Ciracild have shown that the AFM probably responds to A atoms on graphite, unlike STM

which shows a greater response to B atoms. It is also important to note that the AFM

responds to the total charge density in the contact region, unlike the STM which responds

-16-
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only to charge density near the Fermi level. An ideal AFM image of graphite should

Ishow a dominant array of protrusions (assumed to be at the A sites) with 2.46 A

periodicity, similar to Fig. 4(a). The other images shown in Fig. 4 are probably caused

by variations in the quality of the lever/sample contact area which can result in

simultaneous imaging from multiple contact points. Mizes et al.17 have shown that such

images differ from one another only in the relative amplitudes and phases of three

dominant spatial Fourier components (with 2.46 A period) which can be explained in

terms of anisotropic responses caused by multiple point imaging. Therefore it is likely

that all of the images in Fig. 4 show an appreciable response only to A atoms, unlike

earlier interpretations" which suggest that images similar to Fig. 4(c) show all six atoms

per hexagon.

Figs. 5(a) and (b) are images of semiconducting 2H-MoS2, a layered transition metal

dichalcogenide. MoS 2 is easily cleaved in air, providing atomically flat surfaces

composed of a close packed array of sulfur atoms with a 3.1604 A lattice spacing."8 This

material has previously been imaged by STM, 1920 but difficulties arise due to its highly

anisotropic electrical conductivity.' 8 MoSt, however, can be imaged as easily as graphite

with the AFM, and its availability, ease of preparation, and large lattice constant make it a

good candidate for initial evaluations of the performance of an AFM. The unusual shape

of the protrusions seen in Fig. 5 is not well understood, but may be due to the properties

of the lever/sample contact or some anisotropy in the material. Surface corrugations of

0.1-0.2 A were observed on MoS 2 in the variable deflection mode.

Fig. 5(c) is an image of highly oriented pyrolytic boron nitride (HOPBN),21 an

electrically insulating material which could not be imaged by STM. Similar to HOPG,

HOPBN is a hexagonal layered material with a lattice constant of 2.504 A. Adjacent sites

in the plane am occupied alternately by boron and nitrogen atoms and the layers are

stacked in direct registry (unlike graphite) with a boron atom above and below each

nitrogen atom. The observed corrugation amplitude was 0.05, A. The inequivalent

atomic species are clearly differentiated by the AFM, with only one species appearing as

dominant protrusions. A simple calculation5 suggested that the protrusions may be
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attributed to nitrogen atoms on the surface, but a more extensive analysis is needed before

a well cstablished conclusion can be drawn. Difficulties arise in interpreting the images.

since it is unknown whether the lever/sample force is confined to a single pair of atoms or

distributed over a larger area, and the lever/sample interaction may cause appreciable

perturbation of the charge density on the surface being studied. In addition, the extent

and effects of any contamination present on the sample or lever in air are not well

understood.

Future progress in AFM may make possible the routine imaging of nonconducting

surfaces with atomic resolution. In particular, it may be possible to study biological and

organic materials in liquid or air environments, which are often less destructive to these

materials than the vacuum environments commonly encountered in SEM and TEM

studies. Improvements in the construction of force-sensing cantilevers are expected to

facilitate the application of AFM to a wide variety of studies.
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CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. Fabrication of rectangular microcantilevers. Rectangular openings (a) are

etched in an oxide film on both sides of a (100) Si wafer, leaving a thin strip of oxide

intact. Anisotropic Si etching (b) removes a portion of the Si under the oxide strip,

leaving it freely suspended as a cantilever. After metallization, which causes slight

curvature of the lever, a small piece (c) of the wafer is cut out for mounting the lever in

the AFM.

FIG. 2. SEM micrographs of force-sensing microcantilevers. The levers protrude from

the edge of a silicon chip (right). When mounted in the AFM the top side contacts the

sample at one comer and the bottom side is coated with a thin film of gold which serves as

an electrode for the tunneling current. The longer rectangular lever shown in (a) is 180

jim long, 20 pam wide, and 1.5 pgm thick: its force constant is calculated to be 0.16 N/m

with a resonant frequency of 38 kHz. Each leg of the V-shaped lever shown in (b) is 100

pim long, 23 .m wide, and 1.5 gm thick, with a force constant of 2 N/m and a resonant

frequency of 100 kHz.

FIG. 3. Two methods for forming sharp points on the ends of microcantilevers.

Miniature cones (a) could be grown on levers by evaporation of material through a small

hole. Diamond fragments (b) can be attached to levers with a small amount of glue.

FIG. 4. Grayscale images of graphite obtained with the AFM. The largest corrugation

observed was 0.15 A in amplitude. Several image variations including (a) round

protrusions, (b) elliptical protrusions, (c) a hexagonal "honeycomb", and (d) triangular

protrusions are seen. Such variations may be caused by simulaneous imaging with

multiple contact points.

FIG. 5. AFM images of a semiconductor and a nonconductor. Sulfur atoms on the

I
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cleaved surface of 2H-MoS 2 (a) appear as an array of protrusions. A greater

magnification (b) of the same material reveals that the protrusions are anisotropic.

Boron nitride (c) is a nonconductor and therefore could not be imaged by STM.

I
I
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II HILE the operation of standard semiconductor devices muls' t. woiISSOO prism. and differential deecion

W1is well understood on the basis of highly developed
models, corroborative experimental techniques that directly
access the internal parts of the devtces have not been available, of the polarized optical beams. The Wollaston prism separates
Such techniques are especially appealing in the development of the incoming beam into two orthogonally polarized beams.
complex high-performance devices such as resonant tunneling with a divergence angle of 3.8 mrad. The relative phase shift
diodes and quantum-well devtces. where our understanding of between the two beams is adjusted by translation of the prism
the device physics ts less mature. Also. noninvasive access to to a point of maximum sensitivity. Optimum sensitivity is
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and other problems. Recently [11. (2 1, we reported an optical circularly polarized. For a given laser mode, this is achieved
probe which, working on thie princtple of free-carrer optical when the relative phase shift induced by a round trip through
dispersion in semiconductors, provides information not avails- the Wollaston prism and test wafer is an odd multiple of X.r
ble at the device terminals and thus makes new kinds of tests With multimode lasers, it is not possible to meet this conditi.in
possible. This letter describes improvements made to the simultaneously tor all modes. However, when thie reianive
optical probe and demonstrates the detection of single-shot 25- phase shift for one mode is r/2 or a small odd multiple of i
Mbitls modulation of sheet charge densities in a bipolar the optimum bias condition can be met to good approximai;,,n
transistor. We now use a multimicde I .3-ism semiconductor for all modes. This can also be understood by noting that :h
laser, and have increased sensitivity, stability. and nocise path difference for the two beam should be short compared
performance. A second application-using electronic signals the laser coherence length.
applied to the silicon to modulate light-haa been identified. The -probe- beam is focused to a 3-Mam spot in a dev'se
This is illustrated by an optical modulator based on a platar area where the time-varying charge density modulates tie
silicon n-p-n transistor. We observed a peak-to-peak ampli- phase of the beam by free-carrier dispersion. The -reference'
tude modulation index of 9.8 percent at 25 NMbi./s with signal- beam is focused 30 Mmr away, onto an inactive area where
to-noise ratio exceeding 6: 1. there is no modulation of the beam. Both beam reflect' from

The improved optical probe is depicted in Fig. 1. New the front surface and return through the substrate. The
elements include a multilonginsdissai-mode 1.3-om ln~aAsP reflective surface of the wafer need not be metal ized. but the
laser, a quartz Wollaston prism, coated high numerical back surface must be polished. .The beams are recombined in
aperture lenses, and two photodiudes for differential detection the Wollaston prism. The relative phase shift induced by the

charge in the silicon device results in elliptical polarization in
Mansicpt received Mamh~ 24. 1987. revised May 21. 19ir This wor the recombined beams. (That is. there is a deviation from the

.as supported by dhe Joint Services Electronwia P ops unders commac circular polarization with no signal on the silicon device.) This
Th at. r is ilsth GntottWbraoy.Stnor eicsiy polarization modulation is converted to amplitude modulation

Stanford. CA 94305 by the polarizing beam splitters in the Faraday isolator. The
IEEE Log Number 8715905. detected signals a( the two photodiodes are IS0* out of phase

0741-31t)6/87,t3SO0-0344SOt.00 0, 1987? IEEE



HEMENW y e at OPTICAL DETECTION OF CHARGE MODULATION

The net relative phase shift of the two beams is found by
integrating the local refractive index along their paths. The OuT

change in refractive index due to free-carrier disperion is
given by

8,~:,L "-. --,. I ,

where q is the electronic charge. is the vacuum wavelength. Fig 2 Lower race' Real-tame voltge signal npu to base of rinn,,ior

no is the refractive index. e, is the material permittivity, .V and Upper race: Response of system at ouitpu of illferentiai ampi icr
N, are the local time-dependent free electron and hole Horizontal scale is 50 nsdiv
concentrations, and m" and m * are the camer effective
masses. The change An causes a modulation of the nominally ,
circular polarization in the return beam and generates in the out 700ov
photodetectors two signals that are 180" out of phase. The ?O-"-

signals pass through separate 46-dB gain 1-200-MHz low-
noise amplifiers and are combined in a differential amplifier w vvi--
with I-dB gain. Common-mode noise is virtually eliminated ,N Zv
by this differential detection scheme. . ..... .

Improvements in the probe performance are substantial.
The Wollaston prism allows the use of a multimode laser Fig. 3 Lower trace: Eye diagrn of pseudorandom Manchester-coded ,i

sream input to base of transistor. Upper trace Eye diagram of receiyed
diode. With a single wedge [21. static birefringence leads to a optical signal. Horizontal scale is 20 nsdihv
differential path delay between the two beams and mode
partition noise from the laser renders the system useless. The closer together, placing them in approximately the same
Wollaston prism equalizes the path lengths and allows the use thermal environment. A computer model of the effect shows
of a multimode laser. (The previous system used a Nd:YAG or that, for our configuration, the thermal contribution to the
a single-longitudinal-mode semiconductor laser.) The new observed signal is large at dc but has a corner frequency at
system is much less sensitive to mode fluctuations giving a approximately I MHz and then rolls off at 30 dB/decade. The
received signal that is more stable and depends to first order thermal effect is therefore expected to be negligible at higher
only on laser intensity. Differential detection has virtually frequencies. This behavior is venfied by experiment. How-
doubled the signal voltage with only a 1.3-dB increase in the ever, in a different context, one may wish to use this dc
noise. Sensitivity to intensity noise in the laser is also greatly sensitivity to examine remotely the temperature profile in an
reduced. Finally, the coated lenses increase optical efficiency. active integrated circuit.
The system noise floor can now be adjusted to within 2 dB of Despite the thermal effect, one can use silicon as an efficient
the Johnson noise limit, which in our system is about 7 dB broad-band optoelectronic modulator by appropriately coding
above the shot-noise limit. The system exhibits some addi- the input data stream. Manchester coding at clock rates above
tional laser-induced noise caused by variations in temperature 5 MHz effectively eliminates the thermal effect because of the
and optical feedback. A better isolator and temperature control negligible spectral content of the data stream at frequencies
should minimize this problem. where heating is important. The penalty is a maximum data

Modulation efficiency in this system is high enough to rate reduced by half. Fig. 3 is the eye diagram of a
suggest that data communication could be accomplished using pseudorandom optical Manchester-encoded bit stream injected
an on-chip silicon modulator. This was demonstrated using a into the base at 25 Mbitis using the same configuration as for
planar silicon n-p-n transistor. We injected a 25-Mbit/s digital Fig. 2. The lower trace is the input eye diagram. and the upper
RZ data stream into the base of a common-emitter transistor trace is the received eye diagram. The received eye is open.
circuit. The emitter area was I I x II m- and peak current with a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 6: 1. indicating an
was 130 mA. The applied base voltage is the lower trace in expected bit error rate of less than 10-' The associated
Fig. 2. The upper trace is the received optical signal after modulation -index in this planar structure is 9 8 percent.
amplification without equalization when the probe beam was (Modulation depth for 0.8-V ECL signals in the base is
positioned in the base. The modulation index is 9.8 percent typically 3-4 percent.)
peak to peak relative to the static light level with a signal-to- This experiment suggests that optical data communication
noise ratio exceeding 6: 1. could be implemented using on-chip modulators based on the

The baseline wander seen in Fig. 2 could cause tining or plasma optical effect. Practical systems would likely require
data errors in the receiver. This is caused by the t-MHz low- higher data rates sad monolithic optical implementation. We
end cutoff in the amplifier and also by heating: modulation of are currently developing new monolithic device structures that
current changes the temperature profile near the beams and do not require externv optics to achieve intensity modulation
therefore the index of refraction. The dynamic response of this and that can operate at higher data rates. In addition. all
thermal modulation causes a frequency-dependent difference semiconductors exhibit free-carrier optical dispersion to some
in the phase of the two beams. This appears in the received degree. For example, in GaAs the small values of the effective
signal. The effect can be minimized by bringing te beams masses and relatively large bandgap suggest that the effect will
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Observation of Dislocations in Granhite by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

J. Nogami, Sang-il Park. and C.F. Quate
Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford CA 94305

and
A.W. Moore

Union Carbide Corporation, Parma Technical Centre, Parma OH 44130

Graphite is an attractive object for study by scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM) since large areas of atomically flat surface are easily

prepared by cleaving. These surfaces are relatively inert and have been

imaged with STM in airl], waterf2], and vacuum[31. The in-plane lattice

spacing of 2.46 A is easily resolved with this technique. We have

observed networks of dislocations at the surface of graphite on a scale

much finer than that previously seen by TEM studies. The width of the

individual dislocations is less than 10 A. Moreover, the dislocations

outline hexagonal domains that are typically less than 25 A across.

These domains were observed at room temperature on isolated areas of pyrolytic

graphite that had been annealed at 3400 °C during preparation. These samples were being

characterized as an alternate substrate to the moe commonly studied highly oriented

pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). To the naked eye, the sample surface was pebbled in

appearance, with shiny conve areas of several square millimeters bounded by sharp lines

where the surface was kinked. X-Ray measurements showed that the FWHM of the c-axis

orientation distribution was 5P. (Less than 10 is typical of HOPO. [4]) On the submicron

scale accessible to the STM, the great majority of the surface was atomically flat, and was a

perfect single crystal over areas much larger than 1OA square. There were occasional

areas of unstable tunneling cment that might be due to either gross structural defects on the

surface or to surface contamination. It was not possible to say whether such areas occurred

more frequently than on HOPG samples.
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The images were taken in air with an instrument that has been described previously. I!

The tip to sample bias was 10 mV and the feedback maintained an average tunneling current

of 5 nA. The images presented here were taken with a relatively high scanning rate in the

variable current mode [1,51 to improve the signal to noise ratio. Constant current

topographs were also taken to verify that there were no significant vertical corrugations of

the surface at a dislocation.

Figure I shows an image of a defect-free area of the graphite surface taken under the

same conditions as the images to follow. Every second surface atom appears as a bright

spot in the image. These ae the atoms which do not have a neighbour in the underlying

plane of atoms.(61 It is important to point out that since the image is sensitive to the

registration between the first and second atomic layers, a dislocation in either layer can have

an equal effect on the apparent image of the surface.

Figure 2 shows an area exhibiting the hexagonal domain structure. The areas within

each domain have the same appearance as normal graphite, whereas the boundary regions

are blurred or steaked indicating that the registry between the first two layers is not well

defined as would be the case if either or both of the layers had a dislocation across the

boundary region. Figure 3a shows a smaller area cenued on the boundary regions between

three domains. This image was taken with the same sample and tip as figure 1. Figure 3b

shows the same area as in 3a. with a triangula grid superimposed to clarify the spatial

dispacement of atms across the boundaries. The grid has been position and scaled to

provide a best fit to the atomat positions in areas of the lattice away from the boundary

regions. One sees immediately that the position of the bright spot changes by a

displacement of the type a16<l I 20> across any of the boundaries. which is half of a unit

vector in the unit cell.

These red space images provide a dict measurement of the width of a basal

dislocation in graphite. A previous measurement by convergent elecMM beam diffa=on
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suggested that partial dislocations are at least 20 to 30 unit cells wide.(7] Here the apparent

width is less than 4 unit cells (10,A). The value is in rough agreement with other STM

observations of isolated lines of dislocations in HOPG. [8,91 In particular Marti et al [3]

report a reversal of the orientation of the three maxima in each unit cell across a dislocation

boundary that is also apparent in our images.

Similar networks of dislocations have been observed at twist boundaries in graphite

[10,11]. In fact a simple rotation of one hexagonal planar lattice of atoms with respect to

another results in a regular array of hexagonal ordered areas of near a-a stacking. However

the STM images clearly show that the graphite within the domains have the threefold

pattern characteristic of normal a-b stacking and sugges that a-a stacking is strictly avoided

even though this necessitates significant lateral displacement of atoms and the formation of

a very dense network of in-plane dislocations.

It is important to note that the dislocations that are observed here have a different

Burger's vector than the partials seen in previous work. TEM studies have shown that

basal dislocations in graphite split into partials of the typea,3l 00> (Figure 4). An

example of this would be Ae or aC, with Aa + oC -+ AC being a typical decomposition of

a dislocation. In the case of these new dislocations the displacement of atom is along one

of the unit cell directions, and is oriented parallel to the domain boundary. The dislocanons

are then pure screw in nature.

We have also observed transition regions between areas with these hexagonal domains

and ordinary graphite. The transition seems to occur over a large distance over which there

are areas of disordered graphic. periodic arrays of defects that appear as patches of

unstable tunneling current, and a large vertical corru tion that spans the entire region. The

structure of the different areas in the boundary, and their relationship to the ordered patterns

on either side is unknown. The overll boundary region appears to be a stipe about 50A

wide, a value which corresponds to the width of a dislocation measured by other means.[71

-33
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Perhaps then it is this entire boundary region that might be associated with the line of

contrast at a dislocation as seen by TEM. However, since our images with atomic

resolution after digitization were limited to about 100A square, we were unable to measure

along the boundary region for more than about 200A so the actual larger scale geometry of

the boundary is unknown. The possibility that the hexagonal domains are restricted to

isolated regions of the sample rather than along an extended line cannot be ruled out.

This work was supported by the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

and the U.S. Joint Services Electronics Program. We acknowledge helpful discussions

with Howard Mizes.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: An STM image of graphite, presented as a greyscale map. Lighter areas

indicate areas of greater tunneling current Each hexagon of the lattice

appears as three dots in the positions of atoms without a neighbour in the

second layer nearest the surface. The spacing between the dots is equal to

2.46A, the basal lattice constant of graphite. The imaged area is

approximately 30 x 30 A.

Figure 2: An ima of an are showing the hexagonal domain structure. The size of

the image is approximately 40 x 50 A.

Figure 3: A magnified view of several domains and the boundaries between them.

Figure 3a (Left) The imaged area is approximaly 30 x 30 A.

Figure 3b (Right) The same image with a triangular grid overlaid to clarify

the shift in the pattern of bright dots across the domain boundaries.

Figure 4: A diagrammatic representation of Figure 3b showing three domains and the

pattern of dots within each. The upper left portion shows one possible

position for the surface atoms along with the conventional notation for the

basal plane lattice unit vectors, Note that the shift in position from domain

to domain corresponds to displacements that are half of a unit vector such as

AB or AC. AD or AO are partial lattice vectos of the general type

a,/3<l T0O> which have been observed byTEM

I
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Atomic resolution imaging of a nononductor by Atomic Force Microscpy

T. PL Albrecht and C. F. Quate

Deparoment of Applied Physics, Starord Universty, Stanford. Calfornia 94305

j ABSTRACT

I
We have demonstrated the capability of the Atomic Force Microscope to image the surface of

an electrically insulating solid with atomic resolution. Images of highly oriented pyrolytic boron

nitride taken in air show atomic corrugations with a lateral resolution better than 3 A. Low noise

images of grphite and molybdenum disulfide are also presented.

PACS numbers: 68.35.Bs, 61.16.Di

Submitted for publication in Journal of Applied Physics, May 1987
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Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) l has been proposed as a technique for extending the high

resolution capabilities of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 2-3 to the imaging of

nonconducting as well as conducting surfaces. The AFM profiles a surface by measuring the

interatomic forces between a flexible stylus and the surface of interest. Several groups have

reported AFM imaging with lateral resolutions on the order of 100 to 1000 Al. 4 -s Others have

mapped magnetic forces with the AFM, achieving similar resolution.6,7 Recently Binnig et al.8 and

Marti et al.9 demonswated atomic resolution on graphite. The latter group also profiled monatomic

steps on an oil-covered surface of sodium chloride. Here we report AFM imaging of atomic

corrugations on atomically fiat surfaces of graphite, molybdenum disulfide, and highly oriented

pyrolytic boron nitride (a nonconductor). The ability of the AFM to image nonconductors opens a

new class of materials to atomic resolution surface imaging, complementing the work already being

done with STM.

Our AFM (Fig. 1) senses repulsive contact forces between a fixed flexible microcantilever and

the surface of the sample. The force is monitored by measuring the deflection of the lever with a

tunneling current between a sharp tungsten tip and the back side of the lever. The sample is

mounted on an X-Y-Z piezoelectic tube scanner.,0 A second piezoelectric tube controls the Z

motion of the tunneling tip. Separate mechanical systems using finely threaded screws and motion

reduction levers' 1 provide mechanical approach for the tip and sample. The apparatus rests on a

stack of steel plates separated by rubber spacers, which provides adequate isolation from building

vibrations. Because of d relatively long thermal path between between the 'various elements of the

AFM, a thermally insulated enclosure surrounding the AFM is necessary to reduce thermal drifts to

an acceptable level.

The critical component of the AFM is the force-sensing microcantilever. It has previously been

shown1 '4 that the force-sensing element should have a low force constant (< 100 N/m) and a high

mechanical resonant frequency. These requirements are met in our AFM by microfabtrication
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techniques8 12 which allow us to make structures with force constants between 10-2 and 10 N/m

with corresponding resonances between 20 and 200 kHz. Our experience with several types of

levers suggests that relatively stiff levers (I to 10 N/m) with high resonances (-100 kHz) provide a

superior signal to noise ratio. Others have achieved atomic resolution with a force constant as high

as 40 N/r. 9 We now use a V-shaped silicon dioxide lever (Fig. 2), consisting of two straight

cantilevers intersecting at the free end at an angle of 60". The lever has a calculated force constant

of approximately 2 N/m and a resonant frequency near 100 kHz.12 The V-shape reduces lateral

bending of the lever in response to X-Y scanning of the sample. One side of the lever is covered

with 400 A of gold which serves as a conducting surface for the tunneling current between the

tungsten tip and lever. Since we have not yet succeeded in constructing a protruding sharp tip on

the end of the lever, the lever is tilted approximately 20" toward the sample, which restricts the

contact area to the tip of the lever. The V-shape provides a macroscopically sharper point than the

rectangular cantilevers used previously.8 Microscopic (perhaps monatornic) promusions on the tip

of the lever make atomic resolution imaging possible. Obtaining a sufficiently sharp tip on the lever

appears to be the greatest difficulty in achieving atomic resolution with the AFM.

The control ciivuitry for the AFM is shown in Fig. 3. The first step in operating the AFM is to

establish a stable tunneling current between the tip and lever. A feedback system identical to that

used for high speed variable current STM imaging 13 maintains a constant average tip-lever

separation of a few angstroms by monitoring the tunneling current. With no sample in place, we

observe rapid fluctuations of the tunneling current which are attributed to thermal excitations of the

lever. Next, the sample is brought into contact with the lever using the mechanical approach

system and a manually controlled DC voltage on the Z electrode of the sample piezo. Bringing the

sample into contact with the lever signilicantly changes the mechanical protperies of the lever,

reducing the amplitude of its thermal vibrations As a result, the initial contat between the sample

and lever is detected as an abrupt reduction in noise in the tunneling cMWrnt. Moving the sample in
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further causes backward deflection of the lever, which is observed by monitoring the position of

the tunneling tip as it follows the motion of the lever. The AFM is operated with a typical lever

deflection of 1000 A. which corresponds to a force of 2 x 10- 7 N for the V-shaped lever. The

amount of force exerted against the sample is not critical, since the average lever deflection can

sometimes be changed by thousands of angstoms with little change in image quality. The sample

is scanned at 1800 Hz in X and 18 Hz in Y. Slow feedback response prevents the tunneling tip

from following the apid changes in lever delfection in response to surface corrugations. The

resulting modulation of the tunneling current is high-pass filtered to remove the effects of tilt in the

background plane and is displayed as a television grayscale image using a video image processor

and temporal filter.14 This "variable deflection" imaging mode produces real time images at a rate

of 18 frames per second. Temporal filtering of the images improves the signal to noise ratio when

the images are sufficiently stable.

Figure 4 shows AFM images of three different samples studied in air. All were taken with the

same V-shaped lever. The scanning system was first calibrated by operating the apparatus as an

STM with a bias voltage applied to a cleaved sample of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)

and no force-sensing lever in place. The distance between equivalent sites in the graphite basal

plane is known to be 2.46 A. The AFM image of the same graphite sample shown in Fig. 4(a)

confirmed that the scan calibration remains valid in the AFM mode. This AFM image of graphite

is comparable in signal to noise ratio with the best STM images we have taken in air. The

maximum modulation of the tunneling current between the tunneling tip and the lever was 30%.

corresponding to lever motions in response to surface corrugation of 0.13 A for an assumed

tunneling barrier height of 4 eV. Helium scattering studiesI 5 indicate a corrugation height of

0.21 A on graphite. Both the nature of the image and the amount of modulation on the tunneling

current changed occasionally, apparently due to variations in the quality of the lever-sample contact

point and the condition of the tunneling tip. For example, in Fig. 4(a), inequivalent sites in the
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graphite lattice are clearly distinguished, as only three bright maxima appear in each hexagon. At

times, however, the complete hexagonal rings are seen with little distinction between inequivalent

sites, although the individual atoms are not resolved as separate maxima.

Figure 4(b) is an AFM image of 2H-MoS2 , a layered semiconductor. MoS2 can be cleaved by

exfoliation in air to expose large atomically flat planes of sulfur atoms on its surface. The lattice is

known to have threefold rotational symmetry with a spacing of 3.1604 A between atoms in the

sulfur planes. 16 The observed lattice spacing is 3.2±0.2 A. Because the electrical resistivity in the

direction perpendicular to the planes may be as much as 103 times greater than in the parallel

direction (p - 10 Q-cm),16 our previous attempts to image MoS2 by STM were only occasionally

successful With the AFM, however, MoS2 proved no more difficult to image than graphite.

Modulation of the tunneling current was similar to that observed on graphite. The image shown

reveals an elongation of the atoms similar to the effect seen in STM images of TaSe2 . 17 Rotating

the sample also rotated the elongation direction, indicating that the anisotropy is a property of the

sample and not generated by the imaging method. The AFM appears well suited for studies of the

layered transition metal dichalcogenides, such as MoS 2. which have some unusual physical

Spropertes.
t 6

The third sample imaged was highly oriented pyrolytic boron nitde (HOPBN), which was our

first ntconducting sample to exhibit atomic resolution (Fig. 4(c)]. HOPBN is a hexagonal layered

material siril to HOPO, with a spacing of 2.504 A between equivalent sites in the same plane. I

Each hexagon contains three atoms of each species, alternating at adjacent vertices. The layers are

stacked in direct registry, with a boron atom above and below each nitrogen atom. The sample was

cleaved by exfoliation in air. The maximum modulation of the tunneling current was 10%,

indicating surface cofrugations of 0.05 A, and the observed lattice spacing is 2.5±0.1 A. All of the
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HOPBN images showed three dominant bright spots per hexagon, indicating that height maxima

occur over the atomic sites of one species only.

In order to determine how the observed corrugations correspond to atomic sites on the surface

of HOPBN. we model the lever-sample repulsive potential using an overlap interaction between a

single oxygen atom on the tip of the lever and a single boron or nitrogen atom on the surface of the

sample. The interaction is approximated using the Gordon-Kim potential for the overlap of two

neon atoms 19 scaled for the B-O and N-O cases according to a method presented by Harrison.2

While this approximation is inexact, it provides at least a qualitative comparison between the B-O

and N-O cases. Harrison's overlap potential for two atoms separated by a distance d is

V12(d) 2 d g exp ( -5 g12 d / 3 )
2 m,

where 1 is an empirica! constant and gt 2 =( 1/2 )X t + g ). The gi satisfy E., a t 2 g2 / 2me

where EP, is the p-state energy of an atom of species i. While this potential is quite successful in

predicting V 12 for d near the lattice spacing in a crystal, comparison with the more accurate

Gordon-Kim potential eveals that it is less reliable in the strongly repulsive regime we are

interested in. Hence the above is used only to compute scaling factors which relate V12 to the

potential VN, for two Ne atoms:

V12(d) = -- VN.(d)exp[- 5(9t2 -P%)d/3

At this point VN, is replaced by the Gordon-Kim potential, which in the range d =0.5 to 1.3 A can
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be approximated by

VNGK(d) = A e"*4

where A = 2800eV and K = 4.45 A-. In BN, the charge is dismbuted between the B and N

atoms in the ratio 0.7:1.3 (Ref. 21). Taking this into account, the force in each case is

fao(d) = -0.7 - = (3.7 xtO)e 3 3 4 d N

fNo(d) =--N) = (1.1 x 10
fNO~d -- .3 i0-5) C-3.68 d N

where d is in angstroms. If we assume the observed force of 2 x I0-7 N acts on only two atoms

(one on the lever and one on the sample), the above would indicate d = 0.88 A when the tip of the

lever is over a B atom and d = 1.09 A over a N atom, resulting in a lever deflection approximately

0.2 A greater on N atoms compared to B atoms. Similar calculations assuming a single silicon or

carbon atom on the lever yielded qualitatively similar results. Based on this model, the height

maxima in Fig. 4(c) are attributed to nitogen sites on the surface of HOPBN. If the force is

actually distributed over several atoms, however, this model would not apply.

Images of all three surfaces occasionally showed continuous parallel corrugations like those

shown in Fig. 4(d). These feature are attibuted to simultaneous imaging by two separate

sample-lever contact points. A similar effect is commonly encountered in STM due to simultaneous

tunneling from more than one atom on a tunneling tip.22

We have shown that the AFM is capable of low noise atomic reiution in imaging both

conducting and nonconducting surfaces in air. Future refinements in the instrument, especially in
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the force-sensing stylus, should establish the AFM as a valuable new analytical tool.
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CAPTIONS:

FIG. 1. (a) Diagram of the AFM apparatus showing the mechanical positioners and piezoelecmc

tubes for controlling the motion of the critical components. (b) Enlarged view showing the

orientuon of the tunneling tip and force-sensing microcantilever.

FIG. 2. SEM microp'aph of the silicon dioxide V-shaped microcantilever used for sensing the

force. Each leg of the structure is 1.5g thick. OOA long and 22;L wide. When mounted in the

AFM. the top side is toward the sample. The bottom side is covered with a thin film of gold.

FIG. 3. The AFM contol circuitry. Deflection of the force-sensing lever is monitored by a

tunneling curent between the tunneling tip and a gold film on the lever. As the sample is scanned.

rapid changes in lever deflection in response to surface topography are observed as modulation of

the tunneling current which is displayed as a real time grayscale image.

FIG. 4. AFM grayscale images of (a) graphite, (b) molybdenum disulfide, and (c) boron nitride.

A second image of boron nitride (d) shows the effects of multiple contact points between the

sample and lever. White corresponds to raised areas on the surfaces.
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Abstract

As the bandwidth of silicon integrated circuits is pushed towards microwave

frequencies, electrical measurements inside these circuits become more difficult -o

make. The best commercially available noncontact probing technique, the voitage

contrast scanning electron microscope (SE.I), is complex, and has a low sersitivi-.

Present optical probing techniques are less complex than the SE but still produce

weak signals. Probing systems based on silicon's nonlinear optical interactions

produce even smaller signals than the SEM, since the electrooptic interactions in

silicon are weak.

However, free carriers in an integrated active device introduce a significant per-

turbation in the index of refraction of the material. We have demonstrated a

noninvasive 1.3grm (sub-silicon-bandgap) optical probing system which interfero-

metrically senses the free-carrier concentration in active devices, with a sensitivit,

over an order of magnitude higher than the SEM. Because of this high sensitivity.

we have experimentally measured real-time .8V digital signals applied to a bipoiar

junction transistor using a multimode InGaAsP semiconductor laser. This measure-

ment was performed in a 200MHz detection bandwidth, and hence, it represents

a wide-bandwidth optical interconnect between the probed device and the system

detector.

In the future this probing system has the potential of simplifying complex mi-

crowave test systems, and since active devices in all semiconductor materials operate

on the principle of charge control, we should be able to detect signals in IC's fab-

ricated in any semiconductor material including GaAs, InGaAsP, Ge, and Si. In

addition, because of the high spatial and temporal resolution capabilities of this sys-

tem, we should be able to directly observe free-carrier dynamics in active devices.

Finally, by optimizing a device which exploits the charge-optical interaction, we

should be able to develop efficient integrated optical modulators for use in optical

communication systems.
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A REAL-TIME CONFOCAL SCANNING OPTICAL MICROSCOPE

G. Q. Xiao and G. S. Kino

Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory, W. W. Hansen Laboratories of Physics
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

Abstract

A new type of real-time confocal scar ing optical microscope, with the same measured
resolution as a conventional confocal scanning optical microscope, is described. The system
uses a rotating Nipkow disk with 150,000 pinholes etched in it, to yield a 640 frame/sec.
7000-line image. The transverse definition is of the order of 0.3 m , and the 3 dB
range resolution, with a 0.8 N.A. objective lens, is better than 0.75 um

Introduction

Recently we have developed a high-speed scanning technique for a scanning confocal
optical microscope. We call the device 'the spiral scanning optical microscope (SSOM)."
The device operates at a rate of 640 frames/sec and produces an image with approximately

7000 lines. When viewed in real time by the naked eye, the definition is such that no
scanning lines are observable in the image. Furthermore, the transverse definition of the
microscope is better than that of a standard microscope, and it has extremely good depth
definition, far superior to that of standard microscopes.

Our devi e is a development of the "tandem scanning optical microscope (TSOM)" of
Petran et aI. Their microscope is extremely difficult to align because of its optical
and mechanical complexity. Therefore, it provides fine performance, although perhaps not as
good as that of a true confocal scanning optical microscope (CSOM). For these reasons,
only a very small number of the devices have been made in the last twenty years. Ours
eliminates the optical and mechanical difficulties in the design, is simple and relatively
easy to construct, and makes it possible to realize the ultimate definition of a CSOM, as
described below.

;OCAL
PLANE

PINHOLE

INPUT , H "
LIGHT *. I
BEAM "

OUTPUT

LIGHT
BEAM

REFLECTOR
OUT OF
FOCUS

Fig. I. An illustration of the principle of the confocal scanning optical microscope. The

detector and laser source are not shown.

We will first describe the principles of the CSOM, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Light
enters the objective lens of a microscope through a pinhole. An image of the pinhole is
focused on the plane of the object. The beam impinging on the object is reflected from it,
and an image of the illuminated spot on the object is, in turn, focused on the pinhole. The
light passes through the pinhole to a detector (not shown). The output from the detector
will be maximum when the object is located at the focus of the lens; otherwise the light
received at the pinhole (dotted lines) is defocused, and the amplitude of the signal falls
off very rapidly as the position of the object is changed. Thus, the system has a very
short depth of focus. In addition, it has excellent transverse definition, with 3 dB
points spaced at a distance approximately 70% of that for a onventional microscope. A
CSOM also has very low sidelobe levels. This is because the lens is used in both transmit
and receive mode so that the point spread function of the microscope is the square of the

Fourth international Symposium on Optical and Optoelectronic Applied Science and Engineering
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point spread function of a single lens. Such a microscope can be mechanically scanned to

form a raster image by moving the object or the pinhole. Typically, this Is a relatively
slow process. In a commercia example, the SiScan CSOM. the frame time for an image with
512 x 512 spots is 10 sec .

The principle of the tandem scanning optical microscope is illustrated in Fig. 2. A

circular disk, known as a Nipkow disk, has pinholes placed in it which are located on sev-
eral interleaved spirals. These pinholes are illuminated by a light source from a mercury
vapor arc. and are imaged on the sample by the objective lens. The reflected light from the
object passes back through the conjugate pinholes, and an image of the pinholes is observed
through a standard microscope eyepiece. The disk itself is rotated so as to form a raster
sca-, and thus fill in the spaces between the pinholes.

ROTATING
DISC

(NIPKOW SOURCE

SYSTEM

OaECTIVE

O..- ecr "LANE

Fig. 2. A schematic of the tandem scanning optical microscope used by Petran et al.1

It will be noted that if no additional precautions were taken, the reflected light from
the disk would obscure the relatively weak image from the object formed by the approxi-
mately 1% of the light passing through the pinholes. Petran et al eliminated the re-
flected light by using a set of mirrors, a beamsplitter, and an image inverter under the

disk. This arrangement was used to pass light through a conjugate set of holes in the disK
on the side of the axis opposite from the region illuminated by the light source. This made
it extremely difficult to align the sytem, and therefore required the use of somewhat larger
holes than the optimum size for a standard confocal microscope. The alignment difficulties,

and hence the tolerances required, tend to degrade the transverse and range resolutions of
the microscope. Furthermore, it is extremely difficult to duplicate the system hecause of
the problem of mechanical alignment of the pinholes with their conjugate pairs, along with
the necessity to adjust the large number of optical components in the path.

Therefore, we decided that the best way to eliminate these difficulties was by passing
both the transmitted and reflected light through the same pinhole, so the alignment is gua-
ranteed by the principles of optics. To do this, we have developed a new system which we

have called "the spiral scanning optical microscope (SSOM)." The system is illustrated in

Fig. 3. The 20 um diameter holes are spaced, on average, about 9 hole diameters apart.
In our case, the average radius of the spirals is 4 cm , and the spirals extend over a ra-

dial distance of 1.8 cm with a total of 150,000 holes. Either a mercury vapor arc lamp
or a laser beam is used to illuminate a circular area. 1.4 cm in diameter, containing

about 4000 holes. The incident beam converges to a 5 mm diameter on the back of the
objective lens so 4000 points on the object are illuminated simultaneously. BecauSe of
the spacing of the image points, there is negligible interference between the different il-
luminated regions. The disk Is rotated at 2400 rpm . Since the holes are arranged along

spiral paths, the rotation of the disk forms a raster scan across the object, thus yielding

a 7000-lIne. 640 frame/sec image.

I
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Fig. 3. A schematic of the spiral scanning optical microscope. 
t
ie direct-view system is

i1lustrated.

The light focused on the object is reflected from it and IS. in turn, focused on the
pinholes. An eyepiece and 1:1 transfer lens is used to observe the image of the pinnoles.

which corresponds to the image of the object. Thus, an instantaneous scanned image is
received by the eye. Alternatively, an image can be. and has been, obtained on photographic
film or a TV system. In the latter case, the transfer lens is used to form an image direct-

ly on the retina of the vidicon. The output of the vidicon can then be taken directly to a
TV display system or an image processing system, which can be used to obtain line scans and
to process the image in.different ways.

We eliminate the reflected light from the disk by the following stratagems:

(1) We use the same hole for transmission and reception of the light. This measure
made alignment relatively simple, in fact simpler than for a standard microscope. The
eyepiece Is focused on the pinholes using a light source behind the pinholes. The object
can then be moved up or down to focus on the object plane. Since the pinholes are scanned,
there are always pinholes within the field of view. Centering of the spirals is uncri-
tical. Vibration is not a severe problem, provided that the disk vibrations have an am-
plitude much less than the depth of focus of the objective and transfer lenses at the

pinholes, a distance greater than I mm in our case.

(2) We use a black emulsion photomask on glass for the disk (Petran et a) used thin
copper). This reduces the reflected light intensity to 4% of the incident light.

(3) We use a polarlzer to polarize the light and an analyzer in front of the eyepiece

rotated at 90 to reduce the background light intensity by 50 d8 . A quarter-wavelength
phase plate Is used on the lower side of the disk to rotate the plane of polarization.

(4) A third technique, which we have not yet employed, is to place a small-diameter
black mask at the focused image of the light source. This should completely eliminate the
light directly reflected from the disk. With a collimated laser source, the mask need be

only slightly larger than the diameter of the focused reflected beam. With an incoherent
light source, the mask must block the reflected image of the l'ight source.

It will be realized that this type of microscope should have the same range and trans-
verse definitions as the standard single-pinhole CSOM. Its major disadvantage is that a
much more powerful light source is required than for a standard CSOM. Approximately 1% of
the light reaching the Nipkow disk passes through the pinholes. Furthermore. it is neces-
sary to illuminate the complete field of view at one time. The advantages are the real-time
imaging and the fact that It only requires a small. incoherent light source. This latter
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property should make it possible to minimize the interference between waves reflected from
the back and front surfaces of a transparent thin film, and to use a broadband light source
extending over the whole optical wavelength range, thus yielding images in full color.

Experimental Results

The experimental system employed a 0.8 aperture 60X Nikon N-plan lens, a 100 watt
mercury vapor arc source, and either a 15X eyepiece with a 1:1 transfer lens or a video

camera or Nikon camera focused on the transferred image of the disk. We found the system to
be extremely simple to align, far simpler than any confocal microscope with which we had
worked in the past.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Photographs of an integrated circuit as the sample is moved away from the objec-
tive. The sample is moved in incremental steps of: (a) 0 um , (b) 0.40 uM ,
(c) 0.96 um , and (d) 1.77 um , respectively.

An image of a silicon integrated circuit, photographed from the video display screen,

is shown in Fig. 4. The field of view is approximately 100 um across. Images 4a, 4b, 
4
c,

and 4d were taken with the sample moved in steps away from the objective lens. It will be
clearly seen that the images change as different planes of the object come into focus and
then disappear. Figures 5a and 5b are images of the same sample with the disk rotating and
stationary, respectively. The pinholes can be seen when the disk is stationary. The image
taken compares favorably with that using a more conventional CSOM and a lens of the same
aperture. The transverse resolution of the image and the contrast is somewhat better with
the SSOM than with the use of a conventional microscope with a 0.95 objective lens. Fur-
thermore, as the conventional microscope is defocused, it cannit pick out different layers
of the object, as can the SSOM.

Photographs from the video screen of thin strips of SiO on silicon 1 um wide and
0.6 um high are shown. A schematic of the sample is shown In Fig. 6a. with images of the
sample in Figs. 6b and 6c. It is clear that the top and bottom surfaces of the Si02 layer
can clearly be picked out when the system is focused on them.

j
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Images of an integrated circuit with: (a) disk rotating, and (b) disk stationary.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 6. Images of 0.6 urm tall. I am wide SiO 2  lines. (a) A schematic of the
sample. (b) Beam focused on the top surface of the sample with (c) the sample
moved 1.5 urm away from the objective.

To illustrate the resolution of the system, we have taken a set of photographs (Fig. 7)
of a photoresist grating made for observation for an SEM. This grating is covered with a
gold flash and Is 0.5 um deep. The form of the grating is also illustrated in Fig. 7. It
will be seen that the 0.5 um width can be clearly seen. wh'le the 0.3 um strip can bare-
ly be seen in the photograph. We have been able to observe, visually. 0.2 um width
strips, The calculated periodic spacing, which can just be resolved, is given by the
Abbe criteria for this system by the relation

2
• 2 sin a



where X is the wavelength. For X • 5500 A and sin 9 - 0.8 , the calculated value of
is 0.35 u or a Strip width of 0.17 us * which compares well with the experimental

value of a - 0.4 s .

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Photograph of a grating of a 1.0 um and 0.6 Lm period, with equal gap and strip
widths.

z
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Fig. 8. A plot of intensity versus distance from the focus.

Finally. we show in Fig. 8 a plot of intensity at a photodetector placed in the image
plane, versus defocus distance z , using a simple mirror as the object. The results were
taken with the disk rotating, and are essentially identical to those obtained with the disk
stationary. A simple theory indicates a range resolution between 3 d8 points AiZ (3. dB)

.45 k
&Z(3 d8)

1- Cos e

For a 0.8 aperture lens and a wavelength of 5500 A , the calculated value of
df(3 dB) is 6125 A . where 9 is the aperture angle. i.e., 5in a - 0.8 . This value is
c ose to the measured range definition of 7600 A . We believe' that the slight discrepancy
between experiment and theory is due to a slight tilting of the object with respect to the
objective lens. Since the signal is being observed from point sources distributed over a
region of the order of 80 am in diameter, tilting would broaden the width of the intensity

curve.
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Conclusions

We have demonstrated a new type of real-time scanning optical microscope. This device
operates in all respects like a confocal scanning optical microscope: the range and trans-
verse definition appear to be of the Same order as that of the conventional confocal scan
ning microscope. It is easy to construct and easy to line up. It can be used with an in-
coherent light source of small size and produces very high-quality images.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Summary

We now have an opportunity to highlight the main results of this dissertation so

they will not be lost in the details of their initial presentation. All of the results quoted in

this chapter will be original contributions unless specifically represented otherwise. A

review of the wedge tap and the array tap will be followed by a review of the new

physical relations resulting from the theory of Bragg diffraction from a thin fiber core.

The chapter will close with a few suggestions for future research, based on the

experience and knowledge gained from this work.

The contacting-wedge tap

The contacting-wedge tap was the first demonstration of a switchable optical fiber

tap using the acousto-optic Bragg interaction. It exhibited for the first time some of the

properties expected of a Bragg-diffracting fiber tap, such as the linear relationship

between rf drive power and tap efficiency, and the resonant behavior of acoustic

reflections within the fiber. The wedge tap demonstrated the feasibility of launching a

high-frequency acoustic beam into a fiber through a direct Hertzian contact. This contact

is nondestructive and completely reversible, so the position of the tap on the fiber can be

adjusted simply by lifting the wedge and moving it to another desired tap location. In

addition, no difficult preparation of the fiber is necessary, as the fiber cladding can
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usually be exposed by stripping away the protective plastic jacket with a sharp knife. A

D-fiber was used to facilitate the Hertzian contact, but it may be possible to make good

contact to a standard cylindrical fiber by first polishing a cylindrical groove in the wedge.

This would allow the tap to be used as a general-purpose nondestructive probe for

fiber-optic systems.

As expected, the frequency response of the tap exhibited a periodic structure

attributed to acoustic resonance within the fiber. Neglecting this resonance, the tap

efficiency was measured to be - 38 dB / Winput , with a center frequency of 3.4 GHz.

The bandwidth of the tap, limited by the acoustic transducer, was greater than I GHz,

so the tap weighting could be adjusted in less than 1 ns. The characteristics of the

guided mode in the D-fiber were not precisely known, but by estimating an effective

width of 2 .m for the optical, field at the core, an efficiency of - 41 dB / Winput was

predicted by the theory of chapter two.

Operation of the wedge tap was based on the possibility of acoustic transmission

through a direct Hertzian contact. A transmission loss of 1.2 dB at 7 GHz was

demonstrated through a contact between two sapphire pieces, and at the same time

techniques were developed for alignment of the two pieces relative to one another. The

alignment technique depended on the ability to monitor acoustic reflections, but the

reflections within the wedge of the wedge tap arrived at the transducer at a large angle to

the normal. A transducer in the shape of a grating had to be designed to allow these

oblique reflections to be monitored. This grating transducer led to the idea of the

acoustic array tap , where a phased array of acoustic transducers generates an acoustic

beam in the fiber at the Bragg angle.

-2..,.



The acoustic array tap

It is possible to take advantage of the cylindrical shape of a standard optical fiber

to focus an acoustic field onto the fiber core for more efficient acousto-optic interaction.

The acoustic array tap employed a phased array of acoustic transducers fabricated

directly on the surface of a cylindrical fiber. Fabrication of this device required the

development of new technololgy both for the deposition of oriented zinc oxide and for

photolithography on the surface of an optical fiber. In chapter five a phased array of

transducers on the fiber surface was designed to generate an acoustic field at the fiber

core which satisfied the Bragg condition.

The measured tap efficiency was - 24 dB/Winput , compared to a predicted

efficiency of -21.4 dB/Winput as calculated according to the theory set forth in

Chapters 2 and 5. In this initial device the center frequency of the transducer was a bit

higher than expected, and it appears possible to achieve better than -20 dB/Winput

efficiency simply by matching the transducer center frequency to the interaction center

frequency. The device has been tested with input powers of up to 0. 1 W. At higher

power levels the carbon tetrachloride index-matching fluid begins to boil, so the absolute

efficiency is limited to about -30 dB . This limit may be increased by using a less

volatile matching fluid. The tap efficiency peaked at 3.3 GIz , and had a bandwidth of

approximately 920 MHz.

The aray tap is a monolithic device which requires no mechanical alignment. It is

probably better suited to production in large quantities (as would be required for an

adaptive signal processing system) than is the wedge tap, which would require careful

mechanical adjustment at each tap. On the other hand, an array tap can only be fabricated

on a fiber in a vaccuum sputtering system, so it is not possible to tap an existing fiber in

the field using this technique, or to move the tap to a new location on the fiber. The

I
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array tap demonstrates a new technological capability to fabricate acoustic transducers

directly on the side of an optical fiber, of a quality comparable to that of planar

transducers.

The narrow-beam interaction

By analyzing acousto-optic Bragg diffraction as far-field radiation from the optical

antenna formed by the wave interaciton region, the characteristics of Bragg diffraction

were shown in chapter two to fall into two regimes. The wide-beam regime applies to

the traditional interaction geometry with a wide optical beam. The narrow-beam

description applies to an interaction at a high acoustic frequency with a narrow optical

beam (such as that guided by a fiber) and a relatively wide acoustic beam. The

distinction between the two regimes is determined by geometric parameters:

Wide-Beam Regime b tan u/d << 1 (2.61)

Narrow-Beam Regime b tan W / d >> 1 (2.62)

where b is the acoustic beamwidth, d is the optical beamwidth, and 4f is the

deflection angle of the diffracted optical beam.

At the end of chapter two the properties of the narrow-beam interaction are

compared to those of the wide-beam interaction, so there is no need for a similar review

here. In a nutshell, there are two fundamental new results of the narrow-beam analysis,

from which other results can be derived. One new result is that the angular resolution of

the diffracted optical beam is determined by the acoustic beax.width instead of by the

optical beamwidth. This leads to a number of resolvable diffracted spots which is twice

the time-bandwidth product of the interaction. The second fundamental new result is that



the wave interaction length L is given by L = d / sin xV, so it is proportional to the

optical beamwidth instead of the acoustic beamwidth. The interaction length must be

taken into account when calculating both the tap efficiency and the interaction bandwidth.

Future research

The conclusion of this dissertation would not be complete without a few brief

suggestions of areas which might provide fertile grounds for research in the near future.

In a sense, these suggestions summarize the potential uses for the contributions of the

dissertation.

The wedge tap could be very useful as a nondestructive probe for in situ fibers,

but its current design precludes its use on standard cylindrical fibers. If a cylindrical

groove were machined in the contacting face of the wedge, a Hertzian contact might be

made to standard fibers. Admittedly, polishing a groove of the required shape and

dimensions would not be easy. Such a device would also be useful as a tap for

high-bandwidth fiber communication lines. A new user could be connected to an

existing fiber without breaking the fiber.

The wedge tap illustrates that the piezo-optic function of a Bragg cell can be

separated from its propagation-delay function. In a traditional Bragg cell the

acousto-optic medium serves as both the acoustic delay medium and the piezo-optic

medium, forcing a trade-off between low acoustic attenuation and a high piezo-optic

coefficient. Very high frequency Bragg cells might benefit from a geometery similar to

that of the wedge tap, except that a highly piezo-optic planar waveguide could be

deposited directly on the wedge, obviating the Hertzian contact (Fig. 7.1). The wedge

material can be chosen for low acoustic attenuation regardless of its optical properties.

making long propagation delays possible even at very high frequencies.

-
I
I
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Fig. 7.1. A high-fruency Bragg cell in which a highly piezo-optic planar

waveguide is deposited on a low-loss wedge.

Technology for the deposition of zinc oxide and for photolithography on the

surface of an optical fiber was developed for fabrication of the array tap, but can be

applied to other all-fiber acousto-optic modulators. At the time of writing, this

technology is being used to fabricate a phase modulator with a large range of phase

control. A transducer on the surface of a cylindrical fiber generates a focused acoustic

beam, leading to efficient acousto-optic interaction at the fiber core. Unlike most fiber

modulators, these devices are monolithic, with no need of adjustment or mechanical

alignment. The design of new devices incorporating this technology and their

application to fiber-optic systems may lead to many useful results.
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Abstract

The development of all-fiber-optic gyroscopes at Stanford University is reviewed. Fiber-optic componeints for
the gyroscopes are described. Techniques to suppress various error sources, and different approaches to a ii,'ar s-ale
factor with wide dynamic range, are discussed. Fiber-optic single sideband frequency shifters for closed-loop op,-ratiou
of gyroscopes are described. A new approach to high birefringence fiber gyroscopes, with broadband optical sourc,-
and birefringence modulation, is presented. Other approaches, including the pulsed reentrant fiber gyro, are shown

Introduction

Soon after the first experimental demonstration of a Sagnac interferometer using optical fiber', it was realizei
that stability of the interferometer against environmental changes would be critical to achieving high performance
in a fiber-optic gyroscope. Bulk optic components such as beamsplitters, polarizers and birefringent plates used in
the optical circuit could not provide alignment tolerances adequate for practical gyroscopes. One of the solutions for
this problem was proposed and demonstrated at Stanford University. Single-mode fiber versions of these Ilk ,optic
elenents were developed, in the form of fiber-optic directional couplers2 , polarizers3 and polarization conirollers'
Along with fiber-optic phase modulators', these made it possible to build an all-fiber gyroscope on a single strand of
single-mode fiber6 . This resulted in a low-loss interferometer combining the optical reciprocity' of all-singe-n mle
operation with the mechanical stability of afl-fiber construction. With this system, it was possible to study other.Imore subtle noise mechanisms and to demonstrate low noise performance9 '10

.

Being interferometers, the linear dynamic range of such gyroscopes was quite limited due to the non-linear
(cosinusoidal) response of the output to rotation rate. One way to extend the linear dynamic range was to use
electronic closed-loop operation of the gyro employing a single-sideband frequency shifter in the fiber sensing coil
to neutralize the rotation induced Sagnac phase shift'' 12. The frequency shifters were not available iii fiber-optic
form. In order not to compromise the all-fiber-optic approach to the' gyroscope, a considerable effort was made to use
existing fiber phase modulators as feedback control elements in closed-loop gyroscopes, and a few such gyros have been
dluiiostrated'3 - ' s . At the saie tillie, the development of fiber-optic frequency shifters has been mrsiid at Stanford
University using acousto-optic interaction iii birefringent s'6 I'7 , and two-ntiode' 9' 20 optical fibers. Ainother successfiul
demonstration of a gyro with an extended linear dynamic range was made using a synthetic heterodyne technique in
an open-loop gyro with a phase modulator23 '2 . The next stage of fiber gyro development at Stanford involved a high
birefringence fiber gyro with a broadband optical source such as a superluininescent diode. A technique for accurate
aligiment of the birefringent axes in fiber-optic components was developed 23 in order to reduce the polarization cross-
coupling in the fiber circuit. One of the current research efforts is directed at finding the optimum combination of
available components which can produce the minimum nonreciprocal phase error2 4. Another active research area is
the development of aii all-fiber acousto-optic frequency shifter using two-mode fiber, in which the optical wave and
an acoustic flexural wave are both guided by the fiber l

9'
20

.
25 .

Low-noise all-fiber-optic gyroscope

Figure I shows the schematic of an all-fiber-optic gyroscope. It is a reciprocal configuration in that, in the
abskece of rotation, the two counter-propagating waves travel exactly the same optical path'-". The basic fiber-optic
components are directional couplers (DC) 2 , a polarizer (p) 3 and polarization controllers (PC) 4 , as shown in Fig. 2.

Tle directional coupler was formed by bringing the cores of two fibers very close together so that the evanescent fields
of the guided modes overlap. This involved removal of most of the cladding material on the mating side of each fiber
by grinding and polishing. The optical power splitting ratio can be adjusted by adjusting the separation of the two
cores. Polarizers with a very high extinction ratio were made by using evanescent coupling between the guided mode

/ SPIE Vl. 719 Fiber Optic Gyvoa 10th Aniversarr Cmnfgrafte (19M)
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rI

rDC1 P PM

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of an all-fiber-optic gyroscope. LD: laser diode, PC: polarization controller, DC:
directional coupler, P: polarizer, PM: phase modulator, FC: fiber coil, D. detector.

of the fiber and a birefringent crystal. rhe two orthogonal polarization modes of the fiber experience different effective
refractive indices in the crystal such that one of the modes is no longer guided. Polarization controllers were necessary
in order to compensate for the random birefringence in the fiber circuit and thus prevent signal fading due to drifting
of the polarization. The polarization controllers consist of two fiber loops of controlled diameter to induce bending
birefringence that corresponds to two quarter-wave retardation sections. The birefringence axes are perpendicular
and parallel to the plane of the bend, whose orientation can be adjusted in order to transform any input polarization
state to any arbitrary output polarization.

All these fiber components can be built on an uninterrupted length of single-mode fiber to form a complete optical
circuit, or can be spliced together after being fabricated separately. Using these fiber-optic components developed
at Stanford University, along with a fiber phase modulator, a fiber gyro with very low loss and excellent mechanical
stability was constructed 9 .

The phase modulator located at one end of the sensing fiber coil provides a modulation in phase difference between
the two counter-propagating optical waves. This non-reciprocal phase modulation was used to shift the operating point
of the gyro from the zero sensitivity point to the maximum sensitivity region s 2 . It also removed electronic I/f noise
by translating the signal to a high frequency carrier and allowing the use of phase sensitive detection. Another
important advantage of this detection technique is that the signal at zero rotation is independent of source optical
power, amplitude of phase modulation and gain in the detection electronics, which led to substantial improvement
in long term stability of the rotation measurement. An imperfect phase modulator, however, can generate phase
modulation at harmonics of the modulation frequency, polarization modulation and amplitude modulation, which.
constitute error sources. It was noticed that these error sources do not degrade the rotation measurements if a proper
phase modulation frequency is used 9 . The appropriate period of this modulation signal corresponds to twice the
transit time of the light through the sensing fiber coil, and provides the maximum differential phase modulation for
a given modulation amplitude.

One of the major noise sources was shown to be coherent backscattering from the optical circuit that interferes
with the main optical signal 7 . The phase of the backscattered wave fluctuates in response to environmental changes,
which results in noise in the rotation measurement. The use of a multi-mode laser diode9 drastically reduced this
type of error. It was also noticed that, when the proper phase modulation frequency mentioned earlier was used,
the coherent backscattering noise could be suppressed at zero rotation rate ° . By employing these techniques, the
coherent backscattering error could be made insignificant.

Other noise in the fiber gyroscope came from time-varying environmental perturbations (such as temperature,

SPIE Val 719 Fw Op6c Gr w. 10th Annverssrv Confererwe (1986;/
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Ib
(a)

(b) (c)
Figure 2: Fiber-optic components: (a) directional coupler, (b) polarizer, (c) polarization controller.

pressure and mechanical vibrations) acting directly and asymmetrically on the phases of the counter propagating
optical waves in the sensing coil. When the perturbations change significantly during the transit time of light through
the coil, the two counter propagating waves experience different phase changes, leading to an error. The solution.
suggested elsewhere 2 , was to minimize the difference in times at which the two optical waves pass through the location
of the external perturbation by using an appropriate winding pattern for the fiber coil. In this scheme, the maximum
time difference is reduced to the transit time of light once around the circumference of the winding spool. This
substantially reduced time varying noise within the detection bandwidth.

The optical intensity dependent non-reciprocal phase error observed at MIT2" had to be suppressed in order to
achieve highly sensitive rotation measurement. This error is proportional to the optical intensity imbalance between
the counter propagating beams. In order to suppress this error without imposing an unrealistic tolerance on the
coupling ratio of the directional coupler, an intensity modulated optical source30 or a source with proper spectral
characteristics31 was used. Finally, the non-reciprocal Faraday effect due to Earth magnetic fields was suppressed
simply by using a magnetic shield.

When all the measures described above were incorporated in the all-fiber-optic gyroscope, a mechanically stable
gyroscope with inertial navigation grade sensitivity'0 and good long-term bias stability9 was demonstrated in the
laboratory environment. The performance demonstrated at that time(1981) still remains today as one of the 1host yet
reported. Having achieved this performance near zero rotation rate, the direction of research at Stanford then was
focused on developing techniques for achieving a linear, stable scale factor with wide dynamic range.

Laiear scale factor

The basic output of the fiber gyroscope of Figure I has a highly non-linear (cosinusoidal) response to rotation
rate, which limits its linear dynamic range. In order to achieve a linear response to rotation rate, the differential
phase shift between the counter-propagating waves (Sagnac phase shift) needs to be measured in other ways, rather
than inferring its value from the output intensity of the interferometer. Generally speaking, there are two categories

/ sW Vig 719 fPr 006c Gyros tom AIwW.Ersw CoirMrnc (fgl
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Figure 3: A schematic of a synthetic heterodyne open-loop g yroscope (a), and its measured scale factor (b).

of techniques to recover the optical phase information from the interferoreter output: open-loop and closed-loop
approaches. In the open-loop approach, electronic signal processing is applied to the detector current which contains
quadrature information on the optical phase difference, in order to retrieve the Sagnac phase shift, which is linearly

proportional to rotation rate. This approach usually utilizes signals in the detector current at odd and even harmonics
of the phase modulation frequency applied to the yroscope. The closed-loop approach, on thle other hand, uses a
non-reciprocal phase shifter in the fiber sensing coil that counteracts the rotation induced Sagnac phase shift. The

rotation signal from the detector is fed back to thle non-reciprocal phase shifter tu, keep the net phase diffrence
between the counter-propagating waves at zero. In this case, the operating point of the gyroscope is maintained at the
optimum point and the non-reciprocal phase shift introduced by the phase shifter is equal and opposite to thle Sagnac

phase shift. We have been investigating both approaches in all-fiber gyro configurations in order not to compromise
the high performance of that configuration near zero rotation rate.

Figure 3 shows a schematic of an open-loop gyroscope, which we term a synthetic heterodyne gy'roscope 2 1'2 2

The optical circuit is the same as the one shown in Figure 1 and no new optical elements are added. The same

phase modulator as used for dynamically biasing the gyroscope was used to generate low frequency rf carriers at
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Figure 4: The experimental setup (a) and results (b) of thle gated phase modulation closed-loop gyroscope.

harmonic frequencies of the modulation frequency. In this case, the detector currents at odd and even harmnonics of
thle modulation frequency are proportional to the sine and cosine of Sagnac phase shift, respectively~ Using wery iipte~~electronic signal processing, these detector current components are comnbined at a commron frequency, with proper
phase relationship, to form two low-frequency rf signals with constant amplitude. The phase difference between
these two rf signals is twice the Sagnac phase shift, and can be measured using conventional phase ,nelers su Ch
as time interval counters. In essence, this synthetic heterodyne technique translates optical phase difference in an

! interferometer to phase difference of low frequency electronic signals that can be directly measured. Figure 3-b shows

~an experimental measurement of linear scale factor for such an all-fiber gyroscope. The same technique can he used
to solve the signal fading problem in other types of interferometric sensor systems.

For closed-loop operation, of fiber gyroscopes, electronlic/optical conltrol cellnents that cali provide variahl, lilr,,r-
ei,tial phase shift between the counter-propagating waves must be inserted into the fiber sensinlg coil. Althotih single
sideband frequency shifters1 1,' 2 or broad bandwidth electro-optic phase modulators3 2 can he used for this purpose,
no such components in fiber-optic form are available. In one attempt to retain the all-fiber configuration, we used an
already existing fiber phase modulator s as a control element. A sinusoidal phase modulation applied to the gyroscope
cannot provide a non-reciprocal phase shift since the differential phase shift generated during one half cycle of the
Inodulation waveform will be canceled by that produced in thle next half cycle. lowever, if the deteclor current
is gated off during every other half cycle of the modulation waveform, a net average differential phase shift can he
achieved. This effective non-reciprocal phase shift is directly used for closed-loop operation of gyroscope34 . [ly using
two-frequency phase modulation, the linearity of the scale factor is improved significantly' 5 . Figure 4 shows the
schematic diagram of such a gyroscope and the experimentally measured response of the gyro to rotation rate. This
class of control elements has the important feature of giving a scale factor vhich is independent of source wavelength
change.

Fiber-optic frequency shifters

As mentioned earlier, a single sideband frequency shifter located in Ilhe liber sensing coil can provide a differential
phase shift for cloeed-loop operation of the gyroscope. Efforts have been made at Stanford University to realize
fiber-optic frequency shifters using the acousto-optic effect in birefringent libers and in two-mode fibers. Figure 5
shows a schematic of a fiber-optic frequency shift~er ulsiig Ihigh hirefritigence single-mode fiber' 7. A surface acoustic
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Figure 5: A fiber-optic frequency shifter using a birefringent optical fiber and surface acoustic wave.

wave provides a traveling periodic stress applied to the fiber at 450 with respect to its transverse birfringent axes.
which couples optical signals from one polarization mode to the other and shifts the optical frequency by the amnount
of the applied acoustic frequency. For phase matching between the waves, the period of the applied stress must he
approximately equal to the beat length between the two polarization modes. By properly angling the fiber wtl
respect to the propagating direction of the surface acoustic wave, the operational acoustic frequency that provides
proper phase matching can be made high enough to allow the desired tuning range for the frequency shift. Suppression
of spurious signals by the order of 25 dB to 40 dB has been demonstrated. Alternatively, the angle between the fiber
and the acoustic wave propagation direction can be made zero, with phase matching at high acoustic frequency
achieved by cutting transverse grooves in the silicon block to give periodic coupling between the fiber and acoustic
wave along the interaction region"d. This allows a longer interaction region and a narrower acoustic beam. To achieve
higher spectral purity in the shifted optical signal in birefringent fiber devices, suitable for high performance fiber-optic
gyroscopes, however, very high accuracy of angular alignments of input and output polarization filters would have to
be accomplished. Moreover, any static stress applied to the Fiber in the process of coupling acoustic energy into the
fiber alters the direction of the birefringent axes, and results in degradation of spectral purity.

In order to avoid these problems, a new type of all-fiber acousto-optic frequency shifter using a two-mode optical
fiber was proposed and demonstrated 19. 20 (Figure 6). Two mutually orthogonal spatia modes guided by the fiber
(LPol and LPi1 ), instead of two polarization modes, are used. A traveling acoustic flexural wave guided in the same
optical fiber provides a periodic coupling between the two optical modes. A very efficient excitation of the acoustic
wave in the fiber is accomplished by an acoustic horn, bonded to the fiber with low melting temperature glass. The
acoustic wavelength is approximately equal to the beat length between the LP 01 and LPII modes. Since the acoustic
energy is confined within the same optical fiber that guides the optical signal, the coupling efficiency is very high and
100 % mode conversion is achieved with low electrical input power. For high spectral purity, good mode filters are
necessary. It is well known that a tight bend with a proper diameter can eliminate the LP 1 mode without causing
significant loss for the fundamental, Lila, mode, and this is used to assure an initiaflypure Li'o, imode excitation. TO
eliminate the remaining LP01 mode after mode conversion, however, a new modal filter is used. The new filter is an
evanescent field directional coupler formed by a two-mode fiber and a single-mode fiber, where only the LPII mode
of the two-mode fiber couples to the single-mode fiber25 . The input and output leads of this frequency shifter are
single-mode fibers which can be directly spliced to any single node system Carrier and image sideband suppression,
currently at the 35 dB level, appears to be limited only by the non-optimized fiber parameters used, and is not a
critical function of fiber alignment. The next step is to obtain special fibers in attempts to realize higher extinction
ratios needed for the most demanding gyroscopes.
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Figure 6: An all-fiber acousto-optic frequency shifter using a two mode optical fiber and acoustic flexural wave guided
in the fiber.

High birefringence fiber gyroscope

The use of high birefringence fiber in conjunction with a broadband optical source, such as a superluminescent
diode. not only eliminates the problems of signal fading and coherent backscattering but it also provides further
reduction of non-reciprocal phase error due to polarization cross coupling in the optical circuit "13 For the ronstruction
of fiber-optic components such as directional couplers and polarizers needed for a gyroscope. however, the birefringeit
axes of the fiber must be aligned with high accuracy in order to minimize polarization coupling in the components. We
developed a technique for alignment of the fiber birefringent axes with the accuracy of a fraction of a degree that led
to construction of directional couplers with -28 dB polarization cross coupling2 3 This technique uses the elasto-optic
effect which induces polarization cross coupling when the fiber is squeezed along directions not parallel to one of its
birefringent axes. This alignment procedure has the advantage of aligning the fiber in situ during device fabrication.
and is specific to the axis alignment inside the device interaction region.

Although a number of high bi;efringence fiber gyroscopes using superlumninescent diode sources have been denon-
strated by many research groups, sufficiently low bias drift for inertial navigation applications has not been demon-
strated. A straightforward way in principle of reducing the bias drift errors woild be to improve the extinction ratio
of the polarizer and/or reduce the polarization mode coupling in the optical components such as directional couplers
and optical fiber. However, this approach tends to push the state of the ar' of current technology. We are exploring
the combination of several reciprocity enhancing effects in one gyroscope, to achieve better suppression of bias drift
without imposing impractical requirements on any one of tile optical components. One way to achieve reciprocal
operation is to use a perfectly unpolarized optical source with no polarizing element in the optical circuit3 4 . In this
case, the phase error term in one polarization mode has equal magnitude and opposite sign to that in the orthogonal
polarizatiop mode. Another way is to modulate tile relative phase of the two orthogonal polarization components
(birefringence modulation) at several places in the optical circuit 35 . In this way, the error signals can be modulated
in time and averaged to low values. A prototype of a high birefringence fiber gyroscope that contains the essential
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Figure 7: A schematic of a high birefringence fiber gyroscope with birpfringence modulators and .qual light ,x,:it Lti,
of the two polarization modes. B-mod: birefringence modulator.

elements of all three of these approaches is under construction2
-4

. Figure 7 is the scheniatic of the gyroscope L.i;hi

from a superluminescent diode is directed to the polarizer with equal intensities along the transmission and ,utolf
axes of the polarizer. This polarizer has a finite extinction ratio. After the polarizer, the main polarizat ion c,,m-

ponent and the component that leaked through the cutoff axis of the polarizer are made to lie incoherent. within
the detection bandwidth of the gyro, by a birefringence modulator and a long length of a birefring-,nt fiber [ lie
birefringence modulator is constructed directly on the high birefringence fiber by squeezing the fiber parall,,l to nw

of its birefringent axes using a piezo-electric modulator. In this case, the non-reiprocal lhase errors in tile tw,
orthogonal polarization modes, which are already reduced by the polarizer. have equal ragnitude but opposite igri
due to equal light excitation of the two polarizer axes, leading to further suppression of bias drift error Pr,-iniinary

experimental results show the reduction of bias drift by orders of magnitude by the comlination of equal ,.ctati,,r
and birefringence modulation.

Other approaches

Other approaches to fiber-optic gyroscopes have been explored at Stanford University One interesting ajipr,,ach.
referred to as a pulsed reentrant fiber gyro

7
,3
6 , 

uses optical pulses rather than continuous waves. One input pulse
is split into two counterpropagating pulses that recirculate around the fiber sensing coil many times, and tile Sagtnac

phase shift is enhanced in proportion to the number of recirculations. The round-trip signal loss can be neutralized
by an optical amplifier inserted in the fiber sensing coil, allowing many recirculations with substantially zero loss of

signal intensity. The schematic diagram of a re-entrant fiber gyro is shown in figure 8-a, where optical aniplification is

provided by stimulated Raman scattering in the glass fiber
3
" For a single input optical pulse, a portion of the si1gial

is monitored after each transit of the fiber coil, producing a long train of out put pulses whose envelope is sinusidall)
modulated. 'le modulation frequency is tine sarime as tlie beat frrqu,, y of a ring las,'r g y ros, ,le and can I, ,i-,f

as a digital measure of rotation angle with large linear dynamic range. Figure 8-b shows a typical output fronn tls

gyroscope.

Another approach investigated at Stanford is a passive ring resonator gyro.-cope
s 
usig a fiber-optic resonator

39

A coherent optical source is used and the rotation rate is determined by measnring the difference in resonant frequencies

of the coil in the two propagation directions. This difference is linearly proportional to rotation rate, leading to a

linear scale factor over a wide dynamic range. One of the attractive features of this approach is that tile leingthi of

the fiber can be much shorter than in a regular fiber gyro, and the coil may be a single turn loop The use of a long

coherence source, however, makes it non-trivial to suppress the coherent backscattering norse and frequency lock-in

effect. Precise polarization control inside and outside of tile resonator is njecessary to achieve a sensitive rotation

measurement.
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DEPOSITION OF PIEZOELECTRIC FILMS ON SINGLE-MODE FIBERS AND APPLICATIONS TO FIBER MOD'JLATORS

B. L. Heffner,* W. P. Risk,* B. T. Khuri-Yakub, and G. S. Kino

Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory, W. W. Hansen Laboratories of Physics
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305

ABSTRACT II. Description of Device and Fabrication 'echniques

Techniques are described by which an oriented, The optical fiber used for the phase modulator

piezoelectric zinc oxide film is sputtered directly was an ITT 1601 "used silica fiber enich supported 3
on one side of an 80-um-diameter fused silica sin- single propagation mode at the 633-nm wavelengtn
gle-mode fiber. These techniques have been used to used in this experiment. The cladding diameter was
fabricate piezoelectric transducers in the 0.5-5 80 .im and the core diameter was 4 um . An acoust-
3Hz frequency range. Acoustic transducers fabri- ic transducer was fabricated on one side of the cyl-
cated directly on a fiber produce fields focused on indrical fiber surface by sputtering and evaporating
the fiber core for efficient acousto-optic interac- thin films directly on the fiber, using projection
tion, making possible many new all-fiber modulators photolithography to define the boundaries of the
and taps. An all-fiber phase modulator with a cen- transducer. The transducer was fabricated on a
ter frequency of approximately 850 MHz is demon- 5-cm length of fiber and rf power was applied to
strated. the device by soldering a coaxial transmission line

I. Introduction directly to gold metallizations on the fiber.

Although originally developed as a simple op- STAINLESS STEEL CARRIER
tical waveguide, optical fiber has found wide ap-
plication in a variety of new devices. Compared
to similar devices realized using bulk optics,
these fiber-optic devices offer the advantages of
small size, light weight, and lack of optical
coupling loss to other fiber or integrated optic OPTICAL SPRING
devices. Increased levels of sophistication in FIBER CLIP
all-fiber systems are made possible by the addition

of new inventions to the inventory of proven fiber-
optic components. I I

Acoustic waves have been coupled to fibers to SPUTTERED IONS

make fiber-optic frequency shifters C1], switchable
fiber taps [2], and amplitude and phase modulators Fig. 1. Method of holding an optical fiber for de-
L
3
]. In this paper we report the use of a piezoel- positing the metal electrodes and zinc ox-

ectric zinc oxide film deposited directly on the ide film. The fiber is free to move at one
surface of a fiber to make an acousto-optic all- end during thermal cycling.
fiber phase modulator for operation in the
350 MHz range. Two of the authors have published a description

of the film deposition techniques [4], so this as-
Unlike previous fiber devices relying on pect of fabrication will be presented in a condensed

acoustic fields, this phase modulator employs a thin form. A reactive planar magnetron sputtering system
film zinc oxide transducer which is fabricated d'- was used to deposit the zinc oxide film. We were
ectly on the fiber cladding. This results in a mon- able to use a low substrate temperature (100-200-C)
olithic device in which no mechanical contact ir and sputtering power to obtain low residual stress
necessary to couple an external acoustic source to in the fiber. Due to the difference in thermal ex-
the fiber. Aside from eliminating the usual prob- pansion coefficients between fused silica and stain-
lems of mechanical alignment to the external trans- less steel, the fiber cannot be simply stretched
ducer, fabrication of a zinc oxide transducer on the against a thermally-controlled surface and clamped
fiber cladding makes poisible all-fiber acousto- in place during sputtering, as this arrangement will
optic interactions at much higher acoustic frequen- break the fiber during thermal cycling. Instead,
cie than have pieviously been feasible. Zinc oxide the stiffness of the fiber was exploited to force
transducers have been demonstrated in the 200 MHz the fiber against the cylindrical surface of a pol-
o 30 GHz range using identical thin film technol- ished stainless steel bar. As ;hown in Fig. 1, the

3gy on planar substrates.
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fiber was clamped at one end with a spring clip.
The other end was forced upward by the stiffness of = E* (5) • E dS '1)
the fiber, but the fiber was free to slide alongJ
the second clip. In this way, the fiber was held
against a thermal reference while being free to move
during thermal expansion. The fiber orientation was where the integral is taken over the liber cross
maintained by using the steel bar to carry the fiber section and it is assumed that the fields are nor-
through the entire fabrication process. It was malized such that:
found that photoresist could be spun onto the fiber
by spinning the steel bar with the fiber attached,;
coating one side of the fiber with a thin film of
resist suitable for photolithography. Only after E x + E* x H) .a dS = 1 (2)
the completion of the entire fabrication process T
was the fiber detached, ready for soldering to the
rf line.

where z is the direction of propagation. In the
The acoustic transducer consisted of a piezoel- weakly-guiding approximation 1:61, the electric fiell

ectric zinc oxide film sandwiched between two gold components of the LP01  mode can be written as:
electrodes on one side of the single-mode fiber, as
shown in Fig. 2. After masking one end of the fiber
with a metal foil, a 250-nm gold film was evapor-
ated Onto the fiber over a flash coating of titanium E) - E F(r) , E 0 , E, - 0 (3)
used to improve adhesion. A 1.6-um film of ori- 0 y
ented zinc oxide was then sputtered over the bottom
electrode. At this point a thin film of photoresist
was spun onto the fiber and an image of the top el- and the magnetic field components by:
ectrode was projected onto the fiber through a mi-
croscope. An aperture stop in the microscope was
employed to increase the depth of field of the image n
in order to accommodate the curved surface of the H . 0, Hy - EoF~r) , Hz  0 1

fiber. After developing the resist, a 120-nm gold x E 0 r H 0

film was deposited and lifted off to define the up-
per transducer electrode. The resulting acoustic
transducer was 40 um wide and 600 um long. The where F(r) is the transverse profile Df the :ield,
gold metallizations were soldered with indium di- n is the index, and Z0  is the impedance of 'ree
rectly to the end of a semirigid coaxial transmis- space.
sion line, through which the rf drive signal was ap-
plied. If a uniform strain S is applied to the fi-

IIl. Theory of Operation ber, the resulting perturbation is:

Other authors have considered the effect of an -n4p11 S1  0 0
external perturbation on the propagation of modes in
an optical fiber. It can be shown C53 that if the [S] 0 -n S (5)
perturbation causes a change (5c) in the permittiv- P
ity of the waveguide, the change in the propagating 0 -nPlS.
constant of a mode having electric field E and
magnetic field H is given by:

where P11 and Pj? are photoelastic coefficients.

Inserting this result into Eq. (1), we find that the
E CTROD TOP expected change in propagation constant is:ELECTRODE ELECTRODE

-8n 3pIIS1  (6)

- - where X is the optical wavelength in free space.

40jsm X 6OO m 8Om This is qdentical to the result obtained by assuming

TRANSDUCER dia. FIBER that the optical fields are plane waves. According
to Eq. (6), the degree of phase modulation is pro-
portional to the acoustic strain. A phase modula-
tion efficiency measured in rad/W- can therefore

Fig. 2. Top view of the phase modulator transducer be associated with a device to indicate the modula-
fabricated on the side of a single-mode tion expected for any given rf input power.
fiber. A piezoelectric zinc oxide film
separates the two electrodes.
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I

The optical spectrum of the output of the phase IV. Experiment
modulator consists in general of a number of side-
bands spaced by the modulation frequency and having To evaluate the performance of the ZnO phase
Bessel function amplitudes, e.g., the output elec- modulator, the set-up of Fig. 3 was used. Light
tric field will be: from a single-mode, linearly-polarized helium neon

laser at 633 nm was coupled into the fiber after

+ n first passing through a x/2 plate, which could be
J(+L)e'J wa + (7) used to adjus' the angle of the input polarization

Ex (7) with respect to the direction of acoustic strain. A( I: /suspension of carbon powder in glycerin was placed
n .on the unjacketed fiber to strip cladding modes.

The light emerging from the fiber was collimated and

directed into a scanning confocal interferometer,
where 3 is the original optical frequency and and then into a photomultiplier tube. The scanning

is tRe acoustic frequency. The ratio R confocal interferometer and the photomultiplier tube
O the power in the first sideband at frequency acted as an optical spectrum analyzer to allow di-
J^ + to the power in the carrier at ^ will rect observation of the optical sidebands. As ex-
b4 JtA8L)/J0 (sSL) , where 9 is given bove plained in the preceding section, by measuring the
and is the inter-action length of the device, ratio of the height of tne first sideband to the
For small phase modulation ( sL << 1) , R is height of the carrier, the amount of phase shift
approximately (ABL/2) , and is therefore propor- produced by the modulator can be inferred.
tional to the acoustic power density. Hence, by
measuring the ratio of the amplitudes of these two
sidebands, the degree of phase modulation can be SINGLE MODE 'f DRIVE

HELIUM NEON 1DvE PMOrOMULrPLIER
determi ned. LASER 20 x '10"1uE

If the input polarization is not aligned with 0 PASE SPECTRUM

the direction of acoustic strain, the phase modul- 2 MODULATOR
ation efficiency is different. In particular, if ON 5.Cm FIBER SCANNING
the optical polarization is at right angles to the CONFOCAL

strain, AS = -n/N0 n Pl2SI . In general, NERFEROMETER

Fig. 3. Experimental measurement system showing
1iTL 3\ 2.2 2 2 coupling of the device to an optical

R - n3S (p1 sin - p 12CO; 0) (8) spectrum analyzer.

The modulator was driven CW from an rf synthe-
sizer. Although the transducer resonance was cen-

where a is the angle between the acoustic wave- tered at 1.3 GHz , the spatial averaging effect
front and the input polarization. Since p P 1  described in the preceding section causes the most
it is desirable to align the input polarizai on efficient operation to be at lower frequencies,
perpendicular to the direction of acoustic strain around 850 MHz . Although the transducer itself is
(9 = 00) for the most effective phase modulation, broadband, the performance of the phase modulator

exhibits peaks at intervals of 34 MHz due to
Finally, the assumption that the strain is uni- acoustic resonances of the fiber. The zinc oxide

form is not correct and is only a valid approxi- transducer is a resonator coupled both to the rf
,nation when the acoustic wavelength is large com- input line and to the fiber resonator. At a series
pared to the extent of the optical mode. When the of frequencies determined by the coupled resonance,
acoustic wavelength is comparable to or smaller than the rf power is efficiently matched into the device,
the size of the mode, the effect is reduced, as the leading to peaks in the phase modulator frequency
positive and negative phase modulations average spa- response. Figure 4 shows the variation of the phase
tially over the mode. For an example, consider the modulation with frequency in the vicinity of one of
case where S (x) = S, cos Kx . Then, using Eq. these resonances with 1.5 dm of available rf
(1), we obtaiA: power delivered to tne device. Roughly 90 mrad of

phase shift was obtained at the peak.

F (r)rJ0(Kr)
d r  

When greater powers are supplied to the modu-

AS n 3 p1S -
2  

(9) lator, thermal effects become evident. The varia-
X0 ; rdr tion of phase modulation with frequency is shown in

0 Fig. 5, for power levels of +1.5 dBm , +10.5 dBm ,
and +12.5 dBm . At low powers, the trace is rever-

sible and continuous. At higher power levels, sud-
For K approaching 0 , the quantity in parentheses den jumps in the phase modulation appear due to
goes to I . This is the long wavelength case (ap- heating of the device as a resonance is approached.
proaching uniform strain) discussed above. For In addition, the frequency of maximum response in-
larger values of K , the JO term reduces the creases, and a sort of hysteresis appears: the var-
value of the integral in the numerator, and the iation of phase modulation with frequency is differ-
phase modulation is decreased. ent going up in frequency from that obtained going
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I
became significant, slightly lower efficiencies 4ere
observed. An efficiency of 57 nrad/Vm was ob-
served at the highest power level of 14.5 dBm , on
the borderline of thermal overload. This saturation

T of the modulation efficiency may occur because the
zinc oxide transducer is less efficient at high
temperatures. A transducer efficiency of approxi-

5 mately -7.4 dB was measured using purely acoustic
means. If acoustic reflections within the fiber are
neglected, a theoretically predicted modulation ef-
ficiency of 27 mrad//mW can be calculated. The
measured value was two to three times that predicted
in the absence of reflections in the fiber, confirm-
ing that the acoustic resonance in the fiber contri-

848 849 850 butes to a more efficient device.

7REOUENCY MHz)
The polarization dependence of the transducer

was also investigated. This is shown in Fig. 6.
When the input polarization is perpendicular to the

Fig. 4. Phase modulator frequency response at direction of acoustic strain, the phase modulation
1.5 dBm input power. The two traces is the highest. As the input polarization is rota-
represent nearly identical data taken at ted, the modulation decreases. From the results of
increasing and decreasing frequencies. the preceding section, the ratio of the perpendicular

and parallel values should be ,/ = P/2" Pll
Using the values for bulk glass,-this should give a
ratio of about 2.23 . The actual measured ratio is
closer to 1.2 . This may be a manifestation of the

300, spatial variation of the focused acoustic wave,
which we have neglected in the theory. In any case,

1 the phase modulation does not depend strongly on the
.5- angle of input polarization.

o:5 200dm
0. 300

L 200

847 850 853 g56

PREQUENCY (MHz) I0

I

Fig. 5. Phase modulator frequency responses at
three input power levels. Thermal 0
feedback causes hysteresis effects at -90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90
the two highest power levels. ANGLE 9 (deq)

down in frequency. Apparently this hysteresis is
caused by thermal feedback. When a frequency is Fig. 6. Optical phase shift versus input polariza-
reached at which the input impedance presented by tion angle at 10.5 d8m input power.
the coupled resonators (transducer and fiber) ap-
proaches the conjugate rf source impedance, power
into the device increases, raising the temperature V. Conclusions
of the coupled resonators and changing their res-
onant characteristics. The peak phase modulation We have demonstrated an all-fiber acousto-optic
measured was roughly 285 milliradians with phase modulator using a zinc oxide acoustic trans-
+12.5 dBm supplied to the transducer at 855 MHz . ducer fabricated directly on the side of a single-
Application of higher power destroyed the trans- mode fiber. Techniques for the deposition of ori-
ducer. Higher order sidebands were not observed. ented zinc oxide on a fiber and for photolithography

on the side of a fiber were developed to allow fab-
From the theory previously presented, w expect rication of the all-fiber phase modulator. measure-

the degree of phase modulation to be proportional to ments yielded a small signal modulation efficiency
the acoustic strain. The small signal modulation of 76 mrad peak modulation per ivU* of rf power
efficiency, measured at 849 MHz and 1.5 dBm , at 849 MHz . but this efficiency decreased at drive
was 76 mrad peak phase shift per Vim of rf powers above I . A peak mdulation of 285 mrad
power. At high powers, where heating of the device ws aboed w A pe duin of 85 Mrzwas obtained with the device driven CW at 855 MHz
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with 28 niW rf power. The transducer input imped-

ance variations associated with acoustic resonance
within the fiber allowed an efficient rf match to

the device only over a narrow frequency range, lim-

iting the device bandwidth to approximately I MHz
The maximum phase modulation was limited by the
thermal dissipation of the device, and the effects
of heating were quite apparent.

This device, though not perfected, demonstrates
that it is possible to construct all-fiber acousto-
optic modulators using zinc oxide transducers depos-
ited directly on fibers. These transducers excite
acoustic fields which are focused on the fiber core
for efficient acousto-optic interaction. The maxi-
mum acoustic field attainable by such a device is
currently limited by thermal dissipation. We are
developing techniques to heat sink the device to
allow operation at higher powers. Judging by our
experience with planar transducers, we can expect to
operate a transducer at I GHz with over one watt
of CW power.
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Switchable fiber-optic tap using acoustic transducers deposited
upon the fiber surface
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A new electronically switchable fiber-optic tap is demonstrated. The tap consists ofan array of acoustic transduc-
ers fabricated d-ectly upon the side of a cylindrical single-mode fiber. The transducer array generates an acoustic
field that is focused on the fiber core and that satisfies the Bragg condition, aBowing light to be deflected out of the
fiber by the acousto-optic Bragg interaction. The amount of light tapped is linearly proportional to the rf power
driving the transducer array. The bandwidth of the tap is 920 MHz centered at 3.3 GHz. with a mazimum tap
efficiency of 0.4% per watt of rf input.

It has been demonstrated that single-mode fiber can be stability and alignment of the wedge. Furthermore,
used as an extremely wide-bandwidth, low-loss delay material loss in the wedge, coupling loss through a
medium for signal-processing applications.1 .2  For Hertzian contact, and diffraction loss are completely
these applications, fiber tape are required in order to eliminated.
deflect part of the guided light out of the fiber to one or Conservation of momentum in a photon-phonon
more photodetectors, which generate an electronic interaction can be shown' to lead to the Bragg condi-
output signal. Two techniques have been used to tion, which specifies the required angle a between an
extract light mechanically from a fiber. the cladding acoustic wave front and the optical propagation vector
can be etched or polished away to expose the evanes- k1 :
cent field3 or the fiber can be bent to induce coupling to
radiation modes that are detectable outside the fiber.4  sin a = k/2k1 , (1)
In both of these techniques the tap weighting is deter- where h. is the acoustic wave's propagation constant.
mined mechanically and cannot be rapidly controlled Though the advantages of fabricating an acoustic
or switched. The acousto-optic tap described here transducer directly upon the surface of a cylindrical
permits the amount of light taken from the fiber to be fiber are attractive, the acoustic field produced by a
varied electronically. Because of the large acousto- simple transducer does not satisfy the Bragg condition
optic bandwidth available at the high acoustic fre- for acousto-optic diffraction since a finite component
quency used, the tap can be adjusted or switched in of acoustic momentum in the direction of the fiber axis
times of the order ofa nanosecond. Potential applica- is required to obtain a finite angle a. The acoustic
tions for this device include simple switchable tape beam generated by a simple transducer upon a fiber
and programmable tapped delay lines for use as filters, surface propagates normal to that surface and has no
correlators, convolvers, and word generators, axial momentum. Fortunately, a Bragg-diffraction

The authors previously reported an electronically fiber tap can be realized by constructing a phased
switchable tap to an optical fiber that employs a 4- array of acoustic transducers upon the fiber surface
GHz acoustic transducer fabricated upon a wedge that designed to excite an acoustic field that satisfies the
is brought into contact with the fiber.58  Using a Bragg condition. This array, which takes the form of
wedge to couple an acoustic beam into an optical fiber an interdigital transducer deposited upon the curved
allows the fiber to be tapped in a fairly direct manner, surface of the fiber, is shown in Fig. 1. Note that
but this configuration does not lend itself to designs although the array is similar in form to a surface wave
yielding high acousto-optic diffraction efficiencies, transducer, its operating frequency is far above that
Much higher diffraction efficiencies can be attained necessary to excite surface waves.
by fabricating acoustic transducers directly upon the The array was designed to excite longitudinal waves
surface of a cylindrical fiber, eliminating the coupling efficiently only at engles *E to the normal, given by
wedge altogether. The resulting curved transducers
generate an acoustic field that is focused on the fiber sin 0 - 2r/kad, (2)
core. An optical fiber is manufactured with the core
well centered within the cladding to facilitate splicing where d is the period of the array. Equating the an-
to other fibers. This allows the acoustic transducer to gles at and 0 in Eqs. (1) and (2) and letting V. denote
cover a large angular sector of the fiber surface, with the acoustic velocity, we obtain the center frequency
correspondingly tight focusing and large acoustic fo of the acousto-optic interaction:
fields in the core. The monolithic nature of this de-
vice circumvents problems associated with mechanical [ .v IkT-- (3)
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The highest possible center frequency is desired in
order to obtain the greatest tap bandwidth and to
increase material loss to reduce the effect of acoustic
reflections within the fiber. An upper frequency limit
was set by the resolution of the lift-off photolithogra- __ .
phy used to fabricate the device, which determined the
smallest possible array period d. Using an optical
projection system, we found that 4 Asm was a realistic Fig. 2. Micrograph of one end of the transducer array.
lower limit to the element width and the spacing be- showing 4-Mm wide array elements. The sides of the fiber
tween elements. As an array period includes two op- are not in focus.
positely phased elements and two spaces, the mini-
mum array period is d - 16 Am. From this figure and
the physical parameters of fused silica, Eq. (3) yields a
center frequency of 3.20 GHz at the 633-nm He-Ne interdigital pattern with 20 elements connected to
optical wavelength, each input phase. The element dimensions are 4 Am

It should be emphasized that the array does not by 30 Am, defined by the overlap of the top metalliza-
produce an acoustic beam that tracks the Bragg ang- tions with the floating ground plane underneath. The
le's variation with frequency to increase the acousto- total length of the array is 316 pm, which allows it to fit
optic bandwidth, as has been demonstrated in other conveniently within the field of view of the microscope
applications.8 In the array tap, although both the used for projection lithography.
angle of the acoustic beam and the Bragg angle vary The physical geometry of the array is defined by
with frequency, they vary in an opposite sense. In photolithographic masking of the device for chemical
fact, diffracted beam's angular variation usually asso- etching or lift-off of films. We found that photoresist
ciated with the Bragg interaction is exactly canceled could be spun on the side of a fiber by spinning the
by the acoustic beam's angular variation, and the de- fiber on top of a flat substrate. A drop of resist on a
flection angle ' between the diffracted and undiffract- fiber lying fiat on a smooth surface can be spun to coat
ed beams is given by cos -' 1 - 21rk 1d. The array tap the fiber with a high-quality thin film suitable for
does not generate an acousto-optic Fourier transform, photolithography. After spinning, capillary forces
as does a Bragg cell, hold the fiber against the substrate, even if the sub-

The introduction of electrical signals into the trans- strate is not perfectly flat. Any technique used to
ducer array poses a problem, because it is not possible form an optical image on the photoresist on a fiber
to make conventional wire bonds to metallizations on must have a depth of focus adequate to accommodate
an 80-pm-diameter fiber. Fortunately, only two con- the curvature of the fiber surface. In this case, array
nections need be made to a two-phase array if the fingers 30Mum long plus the gaps at their ends require a
ground plane is left floating (unconnected). Because 2 2-gm depth of field over which 4-pm lines must be
the inputs to the two sides of the array are 1800 out of resolvable. It was found that these requirements
phase, the net current from the ground plane sums to could be satisfied by an optical projection microscope
zero, and a ground connection is superfluous. Con- with an internal aperture stop to increase the depth of
nections to the two sides of the array are made by focus. Significantly finer resolution was probably not
extending the upper electrode metallizations of each possible with the present projection system.
side to cover about 1 mm of the fiber next to the In previous devices using relatively rugged, flat sub-
device. The rf signal leads can then be soldered with strates, piezoelectric'zinc oxide (ZnO) films had been
indium directly to the gold-coated fiber. As illustrat- successfully deposited by using a reactive planar mag-
ed in Fig. 1, signals travel from the input leads sol- netron sputtering system. We have extended this
dered to each end of the fiber through gold metalliza- technology to permit deposition upon the curved sur-
tions to 40 array elements, which are interleaved in an face of a fiber, and these results were reported previ-

ously.9 An oriented 80-nm gold film was sputtered
upon the fiber, and the ground plane was defined by

GOLD 80 Am ,, using photolithography and chemical etching. An ori-
GROUNE -20 FINGER PAIRS-- FIBER ented 505-nm ZnO film was then sputtered over the
PLANE :'5 gold film. The gold 80-nm top array electrodes were

defined by photolithographic lift-off. Figure 2 is a
photograph of one end of the array tap on a fiber,
showing the 4-Mm array elements interleaved over the
ground plane.

The frequency ,response of the tap was measured by
focusing the diffracted light onto an avalanche photo-

'GOLD UPPER INPUT SIGNAL' diode. Reflecting the geometry of the wave interac-
ELECTRODES METALIZATION tion region, the diffracted beam is wedge shaped, with

Fig. 1. The acoustic array tap, consisting of an array of bulk a large angular extent perpendicular to the plane of
wave transducers fabricated upon the cylindrical surface of a incidence. Carbon tetrachloride was used as an in-

single-mode fiber. A piezoelectric ZnO film is sputtered dex-matching fluid to allow the tapped light to escape
between the ground plane and the upper electrodes. the fiber cladding' A lens of large numerical aperture [

-
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was used to focus the wedge-shaped beam onto a pho- lindrical fiber. This arrangement takes advantage of
todiode. The diffracted beam was clearly visible to acoustic focusing to achieve high fields in the acousto-
the eye, and by sighting along the lens it could be seen optic interaction region. The measured tap efficiency
that only a negligible fraction of the diffracted beam was -24 dB/Wj,,t with a bandwidth of 920 MHz
was not focused and detected, centered at 3.3 GHz. Purely acoustic measurements

After the tapped light was measured and numerical indicate that the transducer center frequency was 3.9
corrections for small amplitude and phase imbalances GHz instead of the 3.2-GHz center frequency imposed
were made, the frequency response of the acoustic by Eq. (3), and it appears possible to achieve better
array tap was plotted (Fig. 3). The periodic structure than -20 dB/Wipt (1%/W"Vnut) efficiency simply by
of the array-tap frequency response is a result of matching the transducer center frequency to the inter-
acoustic reflections within the fiber. The reflections action center frequency. The device has been run cw
can be clearly revealed by computing a discrete Fouri- with input powers of up to 200 mW, and we soon
er transform of the frequency-response magnitude expect to heat sink the device to permit higher-power
data to obtain the autocorrelation of the tap impulse operation. The array tap is a monolithic device that
response. Assuming the presence of acoustic reflec- requires no mechanical alignment. It demonstrates a
tions in the fiber, the impulse response is expected to new technological capability to fabricate acoustic
be a decaying series of pulses spaced by an acoustic transducers directly upon the side of an optical fiber,
delay time of 26.8 nsec. In this case the autocorrela- of a quality comparable with that of planar transduc-
tion will be a series of identically spaced pulses of ers.
amplitude AK -Z hnh,+, where h, is the amplitude of This research was supported by the U.S. Office of
the nth impulse-response pulse. The calculated auto- Naval Research under contract no. N00014-84-K-
correlation has precisely this structure, and solving for 0327. The research of Brian Heffner was supported
h, we obtain the normalized impulse response h, - 1, by a fellowship from the Fannie and John Hertz Foun-
h 2 = 0.207, and h 3 = 0.0414. The impulse response dation.
exhibits the exponential decay expected of reflections *Present address, Bell Communications Research,
in a lossy medium, with a reduction between consecu- Red Bank, New Jersey 07701.
tive reflections of 13.7 dB.
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OPTICAL SENSORS FOR RANGE AND DEPTH MEASUREMENTS
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Abstract

A new type of optical range sensor is being developed which makes use of the shallow
depth of field of a type II confocal scanning optical microscope. The range resolution is
of the order of 2 um at a 10-20 cm distance from the lens. We have shown that the
system works well on rough surfaces, although with a much decreased output signal. In an-
other set of experiments employing microscope lenses, various versions of the system are
being used to measure the thickness of transparent films with a thickness of the order of
100 nm to 5 um with good accuracy and with transverse resolutions in the 150-500 nm
range. We can scan the beam electronically with a Bragg cell. or mechanically, to measure
the profiles of objects.

Introduction

We will describe in this paper several new techniques for making accurate range mea-
surements with good transverse definition. In microscopy, this involves the measurement of
profiles and the thickness of transparent and opaque films in integrated circuits. On a
more macroscopic scale, the techniques can be used for robot position sensors and for mea-
suring profiles of machined parts, to which no direct contact need be made.

Research in the area of distance measurements has been carried out for many years using
several different methods El]. One approach Is to use interferometry, which requires a
high-quality laser. The method yields excellent range accuracy, but suffers from phase
wraparound; thus, without additional complexity, such as the use of two laser frequencies or
the employment of extremely high-frequency modulation, it is not possible to make noncontin-
uous distance measurements [2]. An alternative technique is to use a triangulation; how-
ever, this method does not usually provide very good transverse resolution.

In this paper, we describe several new optical techniques which are based upon the type
II confocal microscope [3,4]. With one system using a camera lens, we have made absolute

distance measurements with a range accuracy of 2 um and a transverse definition of 10 im
at a working distance of 15 cm . The system is stable, easy to align, and largely insensi-
tive to the tilt and roughness of the object. With microscope systems, we have measured
film thickness and range accuracies of the order of I nm and have obtained transverse
resolutions in certain applications of the order of 15 nm

We have developed two distinct methods for directly measuring film thickness or range
with confocal systems. One method is to determine when the system is focused on a reflect-
Ing surface by looking for the maximum reflected amplitude. When this method Is applied to
thin film measurements, as the microscope lens is moved up and down, maxima will be observed

SAMPLE MOCOvE BRAGGccLiOB.g JECTIVE ELL

SCANNING
SAE t

S TAG PINH~OLE LENS
OiMm PINHOLE

H V 0/ A ("S PHOTOOIOOCE

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a basic type II microscope system.
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at the upper and lower surfaces of a transparent reflecting film. This technique works 'ost
easily when the film thickness is considerably larger than the depth of focus of the micro-
scope, and works very well as a direct method for measuring the range of a reflecting object.

A second technique is to measure phase directly and to determine the thickness from the
phase shift of the reflected beam through the film. Such a technique is at its best when
the film thickness is less than an optical wavelength, i.e., well within the depth of fo-
cus. It is particularly simple to apply when the films themselves are opaque and the tech-
nique is used to measure surface profiles or the thickness of opaque films on transparent or
opaque substrates. An additional advantage of being able to make measurements of optical
amplitude and phase directly Is that the resultant data obtained can be inverse filtered to
improve the transverse definition or to obtain more accurate information on the width of
surface features.

Basic System

The basic type II microscope system with which we are working is shown in Fig. 1 '4].
The microscope objective lens Is illuminated by a collimated laser beam which produces a
diffraction-limited spot on the surface of the object to be examined. The beam reflected
from the surface of the object passes back through the microscope objective lens to a Deam
splitter and through a second lens. This lens focuses the beam onto a pinhole through whicn
it passes to a detector. A Bragg cell is used to modulate the beam so that ac detection
techniques may be employed.

SAMPLE OUT
OF FOCUS

O SAMPLE IN
FOCAL PLANE

OBJECTIVE
LENS

I , ,
-v I I -

PINHOLE LENS
A

PINHOLE~ ~

Fig. 2. Schematic illustrating depth discrimination properties of a type II confocal
optical microscope.

The ranging properties of this apparatus can be most easily understood by referring to
Fig. 2. If the object Is In the focal plane of the lens, the reflected rays are focused at
the pinhole and a maximum in the output signal Is obtained. If the sample moves out of the
focal plane, the amount of light transmitted by the pinhole is reduced and the signal at the
photodiode decreases. We therefore expect the signal output from the detector to have a
strong dependence on the position of the object.

Because a focused beam is employed, and the phase changes between the different rays
comprising the beam are very small, the phase fluctuations of the laser are unimportant.
Therefore, a semiconductor laser, or even an inc herent source, can be used. Furthermore.
since the objective lens Is used twice, once to ocus the ncong wave to a point and a
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second time to image that point onto the pinhole, the transverse amplitude response of t~e
system is the square of the point spread function of the lens. This, wnen the sample is it
the focal plane, the output from the detector is of the form jinc (2,/x ) r sin 3p ,wnere
jinc x -,2Ji(x)/x . J (x) is a Bossel function of the first kind, r is tnme distance from :-e
optical axi , the aper ure angle of the lens is 9n  , and is the optical wavelength.
Thus. the 3 dB resolution of this type of microscope is better by a factor of approximate-
ly 1.4 than a standard microscope, and the sidelobe level and speckle associated with tne
device are negligible.

To calculate the ranging response of this system wnen a plane reflector is scanned in
the axial (z) direction, we assume a lens with a pupil function P(9) where 9 is the
angle between the ray from the pupil plane to the focal point and the axis. By following
the derivation of Richards and Wolf for vector fields, with some minor changes, it can Oe
shown that the normalized field of the reflected wave at the pinhole is of tfe form [5]:

90 (1 + cos e) sin 9 -2jkz cos 8
r(cos ) 

I  
e P(9)R(9) de

V(z) 9 (1 * cos 0) sin a
*(Cos 9)1/2 P(9) dO

where the output signal from the detector is proportional to

1(z) IV(z) 2 
'22

In these expressions, R(e) Is the reflection coefficient of the plane reflector, k is
the wave number (Zw/k) , and sin S. is the numerical aperture of the lens.

Assuming a plane reflector with R(e) - I and unifor , xcltation at the lens,
[P(e) - 1 for S ka >> 1 and (1 + cos 9)/cos a"  - 2 , an approximate
expression for V(z) has been derived [61,

V(z) e-jkz(I + cos e0 ) sin kz(1 - cos S0)

kz(1 - cos 80 )

This expression accurately predicts the shape of the central lobe and the phase change of
the reflected signal. The result falls to account for asymmetries in the sidelobes which
are caused by lens aberrations. The depth of focus is given by the 3 dB points of the

central lobe in Eq. (3).

0.443 x
(&z) 3  dB " C4)

1 - cos e

Experimental results with mechanically-scanned systems

Mechanically-scanned microscope

The object itself can be moved In the transverse and range directions by piezoelectric

pushers or stepping motors. We use piezoelectric pushers for the microscope and stepping
motors to demonstrate the principles of the macroscopic range sensor. Sometimes the object
is mounted on an additional piezoelectric transducer which can vibrate the sample in and out
periodically. Alternatively, as will be described later, the focus is periodically moved
back and forth by an electro-optic device or with an electrically-controlled deformable
mirror.

A result taken with the mechanically-scanned microscope is s;,own in Fig. 3. It will be
observed that there is good agreement between theory and experiment, and that the 3 dB
range resolution of a 0.9 aperture lens using a He-Ne laser is about 0.6 um . It will be
noted that the sidelobes are not at the same level or as symmetric as the simple theory in-
dicates. A more sophisticated theory, which takes phase aberrations and amplitude weighting
of the lens into account, explains the discrepancy in the sidelobe behavior [4].

Results taken on photoresist films of the order of 1.8 um and 4.86 um thick are
shown in Figs. 4 and S. Two peaks are obtained corresponding to the reflections from the
top and bottom surfaces of the film. It is relatively easy to modify the theory to take

I
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account of this effect, and the results are extremely accurate for films thicker than 3 m

However, for thinner films, where the two peaks overlap, the results obtained tend to be ac-

curate as a measure of film thickness to only the order of a half wavelength (-2500 A).

This uncertainty is primarily due to the unknown phase difference between the reflection

from the top and bottom surfaces of the film. Use of phase measurements, as described be-

low, can eliminate the difficulties. Direct comparison on calibrated samples can also

eliminate this problem.

It is apparent that it would be useful to measure the position of the maximum of the

reflectivity function with as high an accuracy as possible. To do this, we have adopted a

simple stratagem. We vibrate the sample at a frequency a using a vibration amplitude com-

parable to or less than the depth-of-focus of the beam. In this case. we obtain an output

from the potodetector at a frequency n , which passes through zero when the average value

of IV(z)) at the detector passes through a maximum. Thus, by looking for the zero or the

minimum at a frequency n , we can determine the position of the focal point with very good

accuracy. The result taken on the 4.86 um photoresist film is shown as the full line In

Fig. S. When the depth-of-focus is of the order of 1 um , we can determine the position of

the maximum, and hence the film thickness, tO within a few nanometers.

Optical range sensors

A schematic diagram of the optical range finder is shown in Fig. 6; this arrangement is

slightly different from that of the microscope. The first lens after the beamsplitter fo-

cuses the laser beam to a spot of the order of S um diameter, so that most of the beam

passes through a 10 um diameter pinhole. A camera lens placed beyond the pinhole focuses

the light onto a point on the object. If the object is In the front focal plane of the cam-

era lens and the pinhole is at the back focus, t;le reflected light passes back through the

pinhole and is detected by the photodetector. When the object moves out of the focal plane.

the amount of light passing through the pinhole is reduced. Hence. as we have already seen.

the signal output from the detector has a strong dependence on the position of the object.

Furthermore, the employment of a focused beam implies that the transverse definition of the

system is excellent.

We used a 4 mW He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 6328 A in these experiments. A

semiconductor laser could have been employed equally well; we choso to work with the gas

laser initially only because of its availability and the greater ease of working with

visible light In the early experiments. We found it convenient to use a Bragg cell for am-

plitude modulation of the incident light; with a semiconductor laser, we could directly

modulate the laser itself.

To demonstrate the usefulness of this system for obtaining accurate distance measure-

ments, we used a mirror as the reflecting object and scanned it In the axial (z) direction.

I
i
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Fig. 6. Experimental arrangement of optical
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and V'(z)V(z) curves of range finder.

4.86 um photoresist on silicon.

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the signal on the position of the object. The numerical
aperture of the optical system is 0.054 , the corresponding depth of focus is 188 urm , and
the spot size is about 10 um . The experimental curve fits the theoretical curve very
well. except for some discrepancies in the sidelobes which are believed to be caused by
aberrations in the optical system. By determining the position of the peak of this curve,
we can determine the position of the object very accurately.

To determine the sensitivity of our measurement technique, we scanned the focused beam
over a tilted mirror, as shown in Fig. 8. The straight line represents the mirrored surface
and the dots are experimental results. The estimated accuracy is about 2 um . As we tilted

N.A.0.054 EXPERIMENT

Z 2 150.014

_ _
Z

0 4 10.002

1410 14.4 141 150.2 150.6 15LO 4 -I.0-0.8-06-4-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 .0

AXIAL DISTANCE Z (mM) TRANSVERSE DISTANCE X (mm)

Fig. 7. IV(z)1
2  

curve for camera lens in Fig. 8. Transverse scan over a tilted front
optical range finding system. Num- surface mirror.
erical aperture - 0.054 .

the mirror, the height of the central lobe decreased and the depth of focus increased.
This is because less light could be collected by the camera lens, so the effective numerical
aperture decreased.

The results of a scan over a 220 um step on a specular reflector are shown in Fig. 9.
The transverse spacing between adjacent points is S um . Except for the overshoot near the
step, the accuracy of the range measurement is about 2 um . The overshoot is due to sha-
dowing and Interference effects.

This system Is not only suitable for measurements on smooth surfaces, but also for mea-
surements on rough surfaces. This behavior arises because when the light is focused to a
point on a rough surface, the reflected light will be scattered in all directions, but an
Image of the point can still be obtained at the pinhole. We pay a price for this convenient
result in that the light reaching the pinhole is greatly reduced in intensity; the advantage
is that the alignment of the rough surface is relatively uncritical. To demonstrate this
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effect, we leasared a sample of sheet aluminum, as Supplied by the manufactuirer. T'e e-
su ts we obtained are shown in Fig. 10. The central looe of this curve is uncnanged 'rom
tie central lobe obtalned using a mirror. As expected. the detected signal from tnis 'ougn
surface is much wea~er than that for a smoother surface, but it is still strong enougn to De
easily detected witi a narrowband receiving system. The results obtained were insensitive
to tne tilt of 'he object, essential for the measurement of ordinary machined parts.

E-5 Z 5

S ALMINUM

15 0S. 2P z-

2_ -a,. 500.1S'.

50.0 L .'0 O.Z 0 - .. .
0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.0 0.5 49.0 149.4 14%a 150.2 150.6 151.0

TRANSVERSE DISTANCE x (mm) AXIAL ISTANCE Z ram)

Fig. 9. Transverse Scan over a step of al- Fig. 10. IV(z)1
2  

axial scan using a ,irror
uminum on aluminum. Points repres- (dashed line) and rough aluminum
ent peaks in intensity response. (solid line) surface as in the re-

flecting plane.

Phase measurements

A second microscope technique with which we have been working for some time E7] is
shown in Fig. 11. A laser beam is Incident on an acousto-optic Bragg cell. Part of the
beam travels straight through the Bragg cell , but part is deflected at an angle which varies
linearly with the driving frequency f of the Bragg cell. This technique has the advant-
ages of great speed, repeatability, an random access. The Bragg cell is positioned at the
pupil plane of an optical microscope, so the two outgoing beams are focused onto the object
being examined and produce two focused spots. One spot is fixed and the other scans as the
frequency fm of the 3ragg cell is varied. The beams are reflected from the sample, re-
trace their paths through the Bragg cell, and interfere on a photodiode, as shown. A lens
images the center of the Bragg cell on the photodiode so that the spot does not wander off
the detector as the beam is scanned.

REFLECTING Gamma
. OBJECT / YST&LDErTECTRC 7, OsCILL.&rO* 60 M Iz

2BAG.. -rL REFERENCE OUT
BRAGG ML 

REFERENCE II

SCANNED 20 - 220 "1

BEAMREERNEN1 LMIE

FM 

E. .. L '~' M IBTAR

SF4P.R MICROSCOPE eGFNSS OBJECTIVE -o

Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of the elec- Fig. 12. Block dfagram of the analog signal
tronically-scanned microscope. processing subsystem.

The beam reaching the photodiode from the scanned spot is upshifted by a frequency
f , and the one from the fixed spot Is downshifted by the same frequency fB When the
blams interfere on the photodiode (a square-law device), we obtain an output product term at
a frequency 2f, whose phase is the optical phase difference between the fixed reference
spot and the sc nned spot. Since the amplitude of the fixed spot is constant, the amplitude
of the output signal varies linearly with the amplitude of the scanned spot.

We are using a modified Leitz microscope, kindly supplied to us and modified by the
E. Leitz Company, with an Inrad (Matsushita) Bragg cell. The Bragg cell has a frequency
range of approximately 50-100 MHz and is capable of providing about 340 resolvable spots
(equivalent to 680 after our post-processing).
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OPTICAL SENSORS FOR RANGE AND DEPTH MEASUREMENTS

G. S. Kino, T. R. Corle, P. C. D. Hobbs, and G. Q. Xiao

Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory; Stanford University
Stanford. California 94305

Abstract

A new type of optical range sensor is being developed which makes use of the shallow
depth of field of a type 11 confocal scanning optical microscope. The range resolution is
of the order of 2 um at a 10-20 cm distance from the lens. We have Shown that the
system works well on rough surfaces, although with a much decreased output signal. In an-
other set of experiments employing microscope lenses, various versions of the system are
being used to measure the thickness of transparent films with a thickness of the order of
100 nm to 5 um with good accuracy and with transverse resolutions In the 150-500 nm
range. We can scan the beam electronically with a Bragg cell, or mechanically, to measure
the profiles of objects.

Introduction

We will describe in this paper several new techniques for making accurate range mea-
surements with good transverse definition. In microscopy, this involves the measurement of
profiles and the thickness of transparent and opaque films in integrated circuits. On a
more macroscopic scale, the techniques can be used for robot position sensors and for mea-
suring profiles of machined parts, to which no direct contact need be made.

Research in the area of distance measurements has been carried out for many years using
several different methods El. One approach is to use Interferometry, which requires a
high-quality laser. The method yields excellent range accuracy, but suffers from phase
wraparound; thus. without additional complexity, such as the use of two laser frequencies or
the employment of extremely high-frequency modulation, It is not possible to make noncontin-
uous distance measurements E2). An alternative technique is to use a triangulation; how-
ever, this method does not usually provide very good transverse resolution.

In this paper, we describe several new optical techniques which are based upon the type
II confocal microscope [3,4]." With one system using a camera lens, we have made absolute
distance measurements with a range accuracy of 2 um and a transverse definition of 10 im
at a worl.ing distance of 15 cm . The system is stable, easy to align, and largely insensi-
tive to the tilt and roughness of the object. With microscope systems, we have measured
film thickness and range accuracies of the order of I nm, and have obtained transverse
resolutions in certain applications of the order of 15 nm

We have developed two distinct methods for directly measuring film thickness or range
with confocal systems. Oee method is to determine when the system is focused on a reflect-
ing surface by looking for the maximum reflected amplitude. When this method is applied to
thin film measurements, as the microscope lens is moved up and down, maxima will be observed

MICROSCPE
SAMPLE OBJECIVE BRAGG

5C*NNG /CELL

LVODT 4MPINHOLE LENS
-4- 100,M PINHOLE

m V 0OA A/0

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a basic type 11 microscope system.

I
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at the upper and lower surfaces of a transparent reflecting film. This technique works ost
easily when the film thickness is considerably larger than the depth of focus of the micro-
scope, and works very well as a direct method for measuring the range of a reflecting object.

A second technique is to measure phase directly and to determine the thickness from te
phase shift of the reflected beam through the film. Such a technique is at its best when
the film thickness is less than an optical wavelength, i.e., well within the depth of fo-
cus. It is particularly simple to apply when the films themselves are opaque and the tecn-
nique is used to measure surface profiles or the thickness of opaque films on transparent or
opaque substrates. An additional advantage of being able to make measurements of optical
amplitude and phase directly is that the resultant data obtained can be inverse filtered to
improve the transverse definition or to obtain more accurate information on the width of
surface features.

Basic System

The basic type I microscope system with which we are working is shown in Fig. 1 .
The microscope objective lens is illuminated by a collimated laser beam which produces a
diffraction-lImited spot on the surface of the object to be examined. The beam reflected
from the surface of the object passes back through the microscope objective lens to a Dean
splitter and through a second lens. This lens focuses the beam onto a pinhole through wneici
it passes to a detector. A Bragg cell is used to modulate the beam so that ac detection
techniques may be employed.

SAMPLE OUT
OF FOCUS

SAMPLE IN
FOCAL PLANE

OBJECTIVE
LENS

PINHOLE LENS

PINHOLE-4 \-

Fig. 2. Schematic illustrating depth discrimination properties of a type 1I confocal

optical microscope.

The ranging properties of this apparatus can be most ea.ily understood by referring to
Fig. 2. If the object is in the focal plane of the lens, the reflected rays are focused at
the pinhole and a maximum In the output signal is obtained. If the sample moves out of the

focal plane, the amount of light transmitted by the pinhole is reduced and the signal at the
photodiode decreases. We therefore expect the signal output from the detector to have a
strong dependence on the position of the object.

Because a focused beam is employed, and the phase changes between the different rays
comprising the beam are very small, the phase fluctuations of the laser are unimportant.
Therefore. a semiconductor laser, or even an incoherent source, can be used. Fyrthermore.
since the objective lens is used twice, once to focus the incoming wave to a po nt and a
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second time to image that point onto the pinhole, the transverse amplitude response of the
system is the square of the point spread function of the lens. This. when the SamDle is it
the focal plane, the output from the detector is of tne form jinc (21/x) r sin i n, nere
j inc x - 2J (x)/x . J 1 x) is a Bessel function of the first kind, r is the distance from Se
optical axid, the aperture angle of the lens is 9 , and k is the optical wavelength.
Thus, the 3 dB resolution of this type of micros

2
ope is better by a factor of approximate-

ly 1.4 than a standard microscope, and the sidelobe level and speckle associated with the
device are negligible.

To calculate the ranging response of this system when a plane reflector is scanned in
the axial (z) direction, we assume a lens with a pupil function P(9) where i is the
angle between the ray from the pupil plane to the focal point and the axis. By following
the derivation of Richards and Wolf for vector fields, with some minor changes, it can be
shown that the normalized field of the reflected wave at the pinhole is of the form [5):

0 (1 + Cos 8) sin 9 -2jkz cos 9

f (Cos 9) 
/Z  e P(O)R(9) do

V (z (1 + cos 9) sin 8

(cos 9)1/2 P(9) de

where the output signal from the detector is proportional to

1(z) - IV(z)1 2  
'2.

In these expressions, R(e) is the reflection coefficient of the plane reflector, k is
the wave number (2w/X) , and sin 0  is the numerical aperture of the lens.

Assuming a plane reflector with R(e) = I and uniforT/.xcitation at the lens,

[P(O) - 1 for < 80] , ka >> 1 and (1 cos 8)/cos 9 - 2 , an approximate
expression for V(z) has been derived [6),

-jkz(I + cos e0 ) sin kz(1 - cos 80 )

kz(1 - cos 80)

This expression accurately predicts the shape of the central lobe and the phase change of
the reflected signal. The result fails to account for asymmetries in the sidelobes which
are caused by lens aberrations. The depth of focus is given by the 3 dB points of the
central lobe in Eq. (3).

0.443 XdB = 4)
(&z)3 dB I - cos 0

Experimental results with mechanically-scanned systems

, echanically-scanned microscope

The object itself can be moved in the transverse and range directions by piezoelectric
pushers or stepping motors. We use piezoelectric pushers for the microscope and stepping
motors to demonstrate the principles of the macroscopic range sensor. Sometimes the object
is mounted on an additional piezoelectric transducer which can vibrate the sample In and out
periodically. Alternatively, as will be described later, the focus is periodically moved
back and forth by an electro-optic device or with an electrically.controlled deformable
mirror.

A result taken with the mechanically-scanned microscope is shown in Fig. 3. It will be
observed that there is good agreement between theory and experimtnt, and that the 3 dB
range resolution of a 0.9 aperture lens using a He-Ne laser is about 0.6 um . It will be
noted that the sidelobes are not at the same level or as symmetric as the simple theory in-
dicates. A more sophisticated theory, which takes phase aberrations and amplitude weighting
of the lens into account, explains the discrepancy In the sidelobe behavior [4].

Results taken on photoresist films of the order of 1.8 um and 4.86 um thick are
shown in Figs. 4 and S. Two peaks are obtained corresponding to the reflections from the
top and bottom surfaces of the film. It Is relatively easy to modify the theory to take
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account of this effect, and the results are extremely accurate for films thicker than 3 m
However, for thinner films, where the two peaks overlap, the results obtained tend to be ac-
curate as a measure of film thickness to only the order of a half wavelength (-2500 A).
This uncertainty is primarily due to the unknown phase difference between the reflection
from the top and bottom surfaces of the film. Use of phase measurements, as described be-
low, can eliminate the difficulties. Direct comparison on calibrated samples can also
eliminate this problem.

It is apparent that it would be useful to measure the position of the maximum of the
reflectivity function with as high an accuracy as possible. To do this, we have adopted a
simple stratagem. We vibrate the sample at a frequency 1 using a vibration amplitude com-
parable to or less than the depth-of-focus of the beam. In this case, we obtain an output
from the p~otodetector at a frequency n , which passes through zero when the average value
of IV(z)|I at the detector passes through a maximum. Thus, by looking for the zero or the

minimum at a frequency a . we can determine the position of the focal point with very good

accuracy. The result taken on the 4.86 um photoresist film is shown as the full line in
Fig. S. When the depth-of-focus is of the order of 1 um , we can determine the position of
the maximum, and hence the film thickness, to within a few nanometers.

Optical range sensors

A schematic diagram of the optical range finder is shown in Fig. 6; this arrangement is
slightly different from that of the microscope. The first lens after the beamsplitter fo-

cuses the laser beam to a spot of the order of 5 um diameter, so that most of the beam
passes through a 10 um diameter pinhole. A camera lens placed beyond the pinhole focuses

the light onto a point on the object. If the object is in the front focal plane of the cam-

era lens and the pinhole is at the back focus, t;ie reflected light passes back through the
pinhole and Is detected by the photodetector. When the object moves out of the focal plane.
the amount of light passing through the pinhole is reduced. Hence, as we have already seen.

the signal output from the detector has a strong dependence on the position of the object.
Furthermore, the employment of a focused beam implies that the transverse definition of the

system is excellent.

We used a 4 mW He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 6328 A in these experiments. A

semiconductor laser could have been employed equally well; we chose'to work with the gas
laser initially only because of its availability and the greater ease of working with
visible light in the early experiments. We found it convenient to use a Bragg cell for am-
plitude modulation of the incident light; with a semiconductor laser. we could directly
modulate the laser Itself.

To demonstrate the usefulness of this system for obtaining accurate distance measure-

ments, we used a mirror as the reflecting object and scanned it In the axial (z) direction.
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Fig. 6. Experimental arrangement of optical
Fig. 5. IV(Z)1 2  and V'(z)V(z) curves of range finder.

4.86 Lim Photoresist on silicon.

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the signal on the position of the object. The numerical
aperture of the optical system is 0.054 . the corresponding depth of focus is 188 im , and
the spot size is about 10 um . The experimental curve fits the theoretical curve very
well.* except for some discrepancies in the sidelobes which are believed to be caused by
aberrations In the optical system. By determining the position of the peak of this curve.
we can determine the position of the object very accurately.

To determine the sensitivity of our measurement technique, we scanned the focused beam
over a tilted mirror, as shown in Fig. 8. The Straight line represents the mirrored surface
and the dots are experimental results. The estimated accuracy is about 2 urnm As we tilted
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Fig. 7. IV(zf
2  

curve for camera lens in Fig. 8. Transverse scan over a tilted front
optical range finding system. Num- surface mirror.
erical aperture o 0.054 .

the mirror, the height of the central lobe decreased and the depth of focus increased.
This is because less light could be collected by the camera lens. so the effective numerical
aperture decreased.

The results of a scan over a 220 ue step on a specular reflector are shown in Fig. 9.
The transverse spacing between adjacent points is 5 ur . Except for the overshoot near the
step, the accuracy of the range measurement is about 2 um . The overshoot is due to sha-
dowing and interference effects.I

This system is not only suitable for measurements on smooth surfaces, but also for mea-
surements on rough surfaces. This behavior arises because when the light Is focused to a
point on a rough surface, the reflected light will be scattered in all directions, but an
image of the point can still be obtained at the pinhole. W* pay a price for this convenient
result in that the light reaching the pinhole is greatly reducnd in intensity; the advantage
is that the alignment of the rough surface is relatively uncritical. To demonstrate this
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effect, we measured a sample of sheet aluminum, as supplied by the manufact-jrer. Tle re-
sults we obtained are shown in Fig. 10. The central looe of this curve is unchange frofn
the central lobe obtained using a mirror. As expected, the detected signal from this rojgn
surface is much weaker than that for a smoother surface, but it is still strong enougn ti De
easily detected with a narrowband receiving system. The results obtained were insensitive
to the tilt of the object, essential for the measurement of ordinary machined parts.

S4 ---- MIRROR
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r :1
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Fig. 9. Transverse scan over a step of al- Fig. 10. iv(z)12 axial scan using a -irror
uminum on aluminum. Points repres- (dashed line) and rough aluminum
ent peaks in intensity response. (solid line) surface as in the re-

flecting plane.

Phase measurements

A second microscope technique with which we have been working for some time £7] is
shown in Fig. 11. A laser beam is incident on an acousto-optic Bragg cell. Part of the
beam travels straight through the Bragg cell. but part Is deflected at an angle which varies
linearly with the driving frequency f of the Bragg cell. This technique has the advant-
ages of great speed, repeatability. an random access. The Bragg cell is positioned at the
pupil plane of an optical microscope, so the two outgoing beams are focused onto the object
being examined and produce two focused spots. One spot is fixed and the other scans as the
frequency f of the Bragg cell is varied. The beams are reflected from the sample, re-
trace their haths through the Bragg cell. and interfere on a photodiode, as shown. A lens
images the center of the Bragg cell on the photodiode so that the spot does not wander off
the detector as the beam is scanned.

4EFLECTING WN
DEECO OSCILLATOR 60 M"I

2SRAGG CELL. REFERENCE OUT

SCNE /0 -22 I" TE I .m ,
SEMRFRNEI LIMITER r

LIwITER wi VIXEN 60-IO OUT
REFERENCE 
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FROMt LASEI 4 FoiIo

LENSES OIJECTIVE n

Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of the elec- Fig. 12. Block diagram of the analog signal
tronically-scanned microscope. processing subsystem.

The beam reaching the photodiode from the scanned spot is upshifted by a frequency
fm and the one from the fixed spot is downshifted by the same frequency fa * When the
blams interfere on the photodiode (a square-law device), we obtain an output product term at
a frequency 2fi whose phase Is the optical phase difference between the fixed reference
spot and the scanned spot. Since the amplitude of the fixed spot is constant, the amplitude
of the output signal varies linearly with the amplitude of the scanned spot.

We are using a modified Leitz microscope, kindly supplied to us and modified by the
E. Leitz Company, with an Inrad (Matsushita) Bragg call. The Bragg cell has a frequency
range of approximately 50-100 MHz and Is capable of providing about 340 resolvable spots
(equivalent to 680 after our post-processing).
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We measure the amplitude and phase of the rf signal (100-200 MHz) by mixing down to
60 MHz IF, as shown in Fig. 12. and then using the digital detectors Shown in Fig. 13.
Tnese circuits are capable of making amplitude and phase measurements at a rate of about50.000 points per second, with an accuracy of one or two tenths of a degree in phase. anjabout a tenth of a percent in amplitude.

--- - . . ..-- - ----

- - - - - -- f f - - - - - - -

SoS,- I , co, urr.

Fig. 13. (a) Amplitude digitizer. (b) Successive approximation phase digitizer.

On this basis, we expect to measure heights with sensitivities on the order of a thou-
sandth of a wavelength or better, i.e., a few Angstroms . Results taken with this type of
system are shown in Figs. 14a and 14b. The sample was a periodic array of 200 A tall.
0.40 urm wide lines and 0.33 4m spaces on crystalline quartz. Note the great Improvement
due to the deconvolution (see below). The amplitude changes as the beam is scanned over the
edge of the film show the reflection coefficient change between the films and the substrates.

The amplitude response is exactly the intensity response of a standard microscope. 'he
3 dB definition of this microscope, without post-processing, Is approximately 1.4 times
better than a standard microscope's.

3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.6 4 4.2 3 ,32 3.4 3.6 3.6 4 4.2

Position (Microns) Position (Microns)

Fig. 14. Scan data from a periodic array of 200 A tall, 0.4 um wide aluminum lines and
0.33 urn spaces. The substrate was slitca quartz. (a) Phase. (b) Amplitude.
Legend: solid•* raw data, dashed * simulation, dash-dot • deconvolved data, and
dotted * deconvolved simulation.

As the point spread function is squared, the spatial frequency bandwidth is twice that
of a standard type I microscope. The transfer functions of the type 1 and type 2 micro-
scopes are shown in Fig. 15, plotted in normalized spatial frequency. These correspond to
the Fourier transforms of the linespread function of the microscope. Since we have both
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almplitude and phase information available, and twice the bandwidth, we can use linear :ec) -
volution to improve the resolution to twice that of a type I microscope at the expense )
introducing sideloOes. This is done by digital filtering in a personal computer it

typically takes 20 seconds for 1024 points), so we can change the filler very easi-
ly. The curve marked F(s) in Fig. 15 is the approximate transfer function we have
obtained after processing. The roll-off at the high end reduces the noise gain of the 'li-

ter. By choosing various filters, one can trade off lateral resolution against ringing 'r
si delobe response.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the theoretical trans- Fig. 16. Data from a Single scan of a 00 "
fer function of a type I microscope step of aluminum on aluminum taxen
with that of the electronically- with the electronically-scanned -ii-
scanned type 2 before and after croscope. The experimental results
post-processing. are compared with theory, along oiti

deconvolved scan data made by sng

two different inverse filters.

Figure 16 shows this trade-off clearly C7].. The original data (diamonds) is- plotted
with the theoretical curve (solid) and two deconvolved experimental curves. The raw data
shows a 10-90% rise interval of 0.23 um . Deconvolution I used a relatively gentle filter
to achieve 0.13 Dm edge response (10-90%) with little added ringing. DeconvolItion 1
used a different filter to achieve 0.10 um edge response (10-90%). but with extra ringing
added. Thus, we have demonstrated an edge resolution of better than X/5
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Fig. 17. Data from a scan of a 0.61 um line of Au on Si taken with the electronically-
scanned microscope and compared with theory. Wavelength was 514 nm . (a) Phase.
(b) Amplitude.

The results shown In Fig. 17 are for a gold film on silicon, 1000 A thick and 0.61 im
wide, taken using laser Illumination of 0.51 wiM wavelength. When the spot is partly on
the film and partly on the substrate, the two parts do not add In phase at the detector.
This results In amplitude dips at the edges of the film, even though the film and substrate
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re,'lection coefficients are almost the same. By carrying out the same inverse filtering
process, we can sharpen up the phase response of the film a great deal and get a good 'ei-
sure of the width and thickness of the film. The measured width is 0.64 jm (our scann'-g
steps are .04 urm apart), which agrees very well with the high-voltage SEM value of
0.61 um . The very sharp edges in the phase curve permit unambiguous measurements 3f
width.

Related techniques

We have described here two basic techniques for measuring height and width. We have
shown that deconvolution techniques can improve the resolution of the microscope and that by
vibrating the sample, we can obtain a very sensitive measure of the position of the focal
point. We have recently begun to work with other techniques for moving the focal position
back and forth. One is a modified Zernike phase contrast microscope, illustrated in Fig.
13. An rf voltage of frequency a is applied to a transparent center electrode deposited
on an electro-optic cell of PLZT. The electro-optic cell Is placed in the back focal plane
of the lens. It may be shown that an ac output at the frequency a is obtained from the
detector as the phase through the central region of the beam is varied. When the beam is
focused on the surface of a reflecting object, the rf signal amplitude passes through zero.
This zero occurs because small phase variations do not affect the amplitude of the V'z)
curve when it is at its maximum. When the beam is defocused, there Is a static phase shi't
between the rays at the center of the beam and those at the outside, resulting in an ac o-it-
put. Hence, it is very easy to determine when the beam is defocused. Furthermore, the
phase of the rf output from the detector reverses in sign as the focus moves past the re-
flector. A simple result of this kind is shown in Fig. 19. A similar system, which oper-
ates with a reflecting mirror in the optical path, employs a flexible spherical mirror -ade
of a piezoelectric cantilever material. We prefer the transmission system because it is
simpler.

ELECTRO-OPTIC,
CELL SLAB COATED WITH

BEAM ___ INOIUM TIN OXIDE
SPLATTER -,,r E,~co

0+ R2REFLECTOR

_005

TE'ECTOR V v(Z)
dc OUTPUT 0

POITO -Oo~

V, (2)

IFig. IS. Schematic diagram of electro-optic Fig. 19. Curve detionstrating the effect of

cell placed in standard type II defocus of a plane reflector in the
microscope, thus creating a phase modified Zernike phase contrast

Icontrast system, micros cope.

We are presently developing high-speed one- and two-dimensicnal scanners for the op-
tical range sensor and scanned optical microscope. One technique is to employ two crossed

j Bragg cells for a high-speed two-dimensional scan. A second tech:sique, which we believe

will give us a great deal of flexibility, is that used in the Tandem Scanning Microscope byI Petran at al t8]. They use many pinholes placed in a rotating Nipkow disk, instead of only
one pinhole, and illuminate a 1.5 cm x .5S cm area with a broad, intense light source. An
objective lens focuses an image of the pinholes on the object, and the reflected light pa-

l ses back through the same lens, a beam splitter, and a set of mirrors to a conjugate set of
pinholes on the disc. The pinholes themselves are located on spiral curves, so that whenI the disc is rotated rapidly, a raster scan is generated. Since many pinholes are employed,

and the disc can be rotated at high speed, an image with several thousand lines is obtained

I
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with a high frame rate. The image itself can be viewed directly with a microscope eyepiece;
it has good depth discrimination, since it is a modified type 11 microscope. We are de-
veloping a simplified form of this rapid-scan system, which should be adaptable to the
applications we have already described.

Conclusion

We conclude that it is possible to modify the standard microscope, turn it into a
scanning system, and obtain better resolution and more quantitative information than has
been available with optical microscopy techniques in the past.
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ABSTRACT The molecular structure of a fatty acid bilay-
er has been recorded with a scanning tunneling microscope
operating in air. The molecular film, a bilayer of cadmiumE E CPEZOE LECTRiC "-r /
icosanoate farachidatei. was deposited onto a graphite sub- SCANNER
strate by the Langmuir-Blodgett technique. The packing of the
lipid film was found to be partially ordered. Along one axis of TUNGSTEN
the triclinic unit cell the intermolecular distance varied ran- T IP
donsly around a mean of 5.8 A with a SD of 0.24 A. Along the > K Ii. K~
other axis the mean distance was 4.1 A and appeared to vary
monotonically over several intermolecular distances, indicat- ...
ing that a superstructure of longer range may exist. The ARAC GATE "!1111'1"111'
molecular density was one molecule per 19.4 A2. The surprising SIAE

ability, of the scanning tunneling microscope to image the IAE
individual molecular chains demonstrates that electrons from
the graphite can be transferred along the molecular chains for
a distance of 50 .4. GRAPHITE SuBSTRATE

Molecular monolayers, bilavers. and multilayers are impor- FIG. 1. Schematic of the STM experiment. A fine tungsten tin is
tant in the fields of biology and technology. In biology where brought to within several angstroms of the sample surface. .i th a
they occur as lipid membranes the details of the two- voltage applied to the tip. electrons can tunnel across the gap. and a
dimensional packing are important for our understanding of current is detected at the sample. If the tip is no%& rapidl'. scanned

over the sample in the x and i directions, the %anations in the tunneltheir biological function (1). The proposed technological uses current correspond to the atomic corrugation of the surif.ace,
of Langmuir-Blodgett films as thin film dielectrics make it
necessary to characterize them if we are to optimize the
interactions that occur within the film and at the interfaces high-speed mode we.have obtained several thousand pictures
with the environment (2). In recent years a number of that can be assembled into a movie The lipid film.
techniques have been applied toward the problem of deter- prepared by the Langmuir-Blodgett. technique. consists of
mining the structure, orientation, and packing of molecular two monomolecular layers of cadmium isocanoate i cadmium
monolayers and bilayers. The methods that have been used arachidate: CdAchl. each 27 A thick. High resolution imaging
to characterize these films include infrared spectroscopy (3). of organic molecules has been possible with the STM be-
Raman spectroscopy (4). electron diffraction (5). x-ray dif- cause, to our surprise, the bila. er ofcloseiy packed faitr acid
fraction (6). and fluorescence microscopy (7). However. even molecules had sufficiently high electrical conductis it.
for the simple cases of pure fatty acids, it is difficult to The STM experiment is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A
unambiguously determine the packing structure. The most finely sharpened tungsten tip is brought to within seseral
direct way to study molecular packing is with a microscope angstroms of the surface of our sample by means of a coarse
that is capable of resolving the intermolecular distances, mechanical approach and a fine piezoelectric transducer.
which in the case of the fatty acids is about 5 A. In this report With a voltage applied to the tip. electrons can tunnel across
we will demonstrate that the scanning tunneling microscope the gap. and a current is induced. This current decreases
ISTM) is useful for this purpose. A preliminary report on this exponentially as the gap spacing increases and pro% ides an
work has been presented elsewhere (25). extremely sensitive measure of the tip-to-sample distance.

The technique of scanning tunneling microscopy has been Height changes of 0.1 A are easily detected. In our method
used to image the distribution of electronic charge density for of imaging (12) we raster scan the tip over a flat area of the
a variety of conducting and semiconducting solid surfaces sample while maintaining the tip at an average distance. The
18-10). Viruses 111) and DNA (G. Binnig. H. Rohrer. E. detected tunnel current then contains vanations that corre-
Courtens. H. Gross. and J. Sogo. personal communication) spond to the atomic corrugation of the surface. The current
deposited on conducting substrates have also been imaged variation, representing surface contour, is converted to a
with the STM. but the resolution in these experiments was video signal that maps the surface over which the tip scans.
only about 50 A. In this report we present STM studies of a In this way we take television "movies" of the atomic surface
fatty acid bilayer deposited on a graphite substrate; we are
able to reproducibly image the individual molecules in thefilm with a resolution of about 2 A. By using the STM in a

fAbbreviations: STM. scanning tunneling microscope: CdAch. cad-
mium tsocanoate (cadmium arachidatel.

The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge 'To whom reprint requests should be addressed.
payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "'advertisement" 
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HG. Z. The STM used in this study. The sample is moved toard
the tungsten tip using a pair of micrometers and a lever reduction
s%,stem. The fine-distance control and the scanning are pertormed bv o..6
a single piezoelectric tube "i th four electrodes on the outside and one ./
on the inside. 0-H

The microscope itself is quite simple (Fig. 2). The coarse- D
approach mechanism is a pair of micrometers whose motion
is reduced by a system of levers. The sample can be brought
toward the tip from several millimeters away with a resolu-
tion of about 200 A. The fine-distance control and the
scanning is pe-formed by a single piezoelectric tube with four
equally spaced electrodes on the outside and one electrode on
the inside. Motion in three orthogonal directions is possible Fi. 3. Sample fabrication %ith :me Lanrgmuir-Blougett :cn-
by applying voltage to the proper electrodes (13). To filter out nique. Arachidic acid dissolved in chloroform is .pread on a ter
ambient vibrations, the microscope is mounted on top of surface (A). The graphite substrate is losered into the Aater. .nd

because it is hydrophobic. it gainsamonolaer on the %a% do'B,
stacked metal plates separated by pieces o" rubber. The A second monolayer is transferred on the %a% up, C. giving a CdActt
microscope can operate in air at room temperature. belayer on graphite in air tDl.

Graphite was chosen as the substrate in this work because
previous STM studies have shown that cleaving gives large
regions that are atomically flat I11. 12. 14. 15). Moreover. in scanned at 2 kHz in the horizontal direction and 80 Hz in the
air the surface appears to remain clean over long periods of vertical direction. The image was converted to a video signal
time. The fatty acid bilayers were fabricated using the and stored on video tape using an Arlunya image-processing
Langmuir-Blodgett technique 116), shown schematically in Fig. system (Princeton Electionics Products. North Brunswick.
3. [cosanoic (arachidic) acid dissolved in chloroform was spread NJ l. It was then temporally filtered using the same machine and
onthesurfaceofwaterandcompressedtoasurfacepressureof spatially filtered by a digital computer. The distortion intro-
30 mN-i -in order to create a monolaver. The water contained duced into the picture due to scanner nonorthogonality and
2.5 , 10-4 moliliter of CdCl, at a pH of 7 to stabilize the unequal scan ranges was removed by linearly transforming the
monolayer as the cadmium salt. Freshly cleaved samples of graphite image to agree with its known hexagonal structure 118 1
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (provided by A. W. Moore, the transformation requiredtocorrect for scannerimperfections
Union Carbide. Parma. OH) were lowered into the water at a is constant with time. The same transformation was applied to
speed of about 3 mm, mn. Because graphite is hydrophobic. the image of the Langmuir-Blodgett film. Because the expen-
one monolayer was deposited on the way into the water, and a mental parameters in the two images are the same i the same tip
second one was added on the way out. The transfer of the was usedl. the corrected graphite image serves as a calibration
monolayer on the downstroke was somewhat smaller than unity for the Langmuir-Blodgett picture.
and was close to unity on the way up. The presence of the film The CdAch film in the eyes of the STM looks qualitatively
was checked by ellipsometry: the average thickness was found different from the graphite substrate onto which it is depos-
to be close to a double layer. Attempts to transfer a single layer ited. The graphite has a very uniform structure, while the
were unsuccessful because graphite is too hydrophobic to allow Langmuir-Blodgett film shows irregularities in both the
a transfer with the hydrophilic head group on the graphite. The apparent size of the molecules and the distances between
configuration with the head groups facing the air is also them. To show the larger-scale structure of the molecular
unstable. Recently it has been shown that the STM can operate packing we have assembled a sequence of four images of the
underwater (17). This should make imaging of a monolayer Langmuir-Blodgett film (Fig. 5). These four images were
possible by having the hydrophobic tail on the graphite and the taken from a video recording that showed the gradual
hydrophilic head in the water where it would be stable, movement of the Langmuir-Blodgett film through the view-

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of an image of cleaved pristine ing field of the microscope. Whereas the graphite shows a
graphite and an image of a CdAch bilayer deposited onto variation in lattice spacing of only about 1%. the
cleaved graphite. Images such as these have been repeated Langmuir-Blodgett film shows a significantly greater varia-
several times with different samples. In both pictures in Fig. 4 tion and more anisotropy. The observed packing fits a
the tip voltage was 40 mV, positive with respect to the sample. triclinic unit cell. The intermolecular distances along one
and the average current was held to 2.0 nA. The picture was axis, the a axis, are larger than along the other axis. the b axis.
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5A - - 5A -
Graphite Langmusr-
suDstrate BIooge Ailm

FIG 4. Images ot a Qlea'.ed graphite sample obtained with a STM. Lent. pristine graphile Rivhr. graphite coated with CdAch 'ldaer
Bnightness indicates higher tunneling current and therefore represents higher topograph,. or increased conductlvit,

The t\%o axes form a mean angle of 128' with a SD of 2'. The for lipid monolayers on silicon oxide surfaces. \shere coher-
sariation along the a axis is random, but the distances along ence lengths of 50 to 100 A %ere observed (61. This coherence
the b axis var-, monotonicallv. Using the graphite C.C bond length would predict a 5. vranation in the intermolecular
length of 1.42 A from Fig. 4 as a distance calibration, we find distances, and this is consistent with our findings. The
the as erage intermolecular distance along the a axis to be 5.84 spacings along the h axis are smaller. w ith a mean o( 4. A and
A %%ith a SD of 0.24 A. or 4%. The variation of the lattice a SD ofO.43 A. However, this average is not meaningful since
spacing is consistent with the electron diffraction linewidth the b axis spacings decrease monotonicall. from the bottom

10A -

Fic, 5. STM image of a CdAch bilaver. The vanation along one axis lat of the Inclinic unit cell is random with an is erage S. t .t and
a SD oO.24A. The spacings aJong the otheraxts (i are smaller. about4 A. and monotonically decrene from the ottoni to the iopot !he M.iee
I he mean area of the unit cell is 19.4 A:.
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to the top of the image. Larger areas need to be investigated Our results. which display the structure of the lipid hi. ers
in order to find w hether a possible superstructure exists i 19). in a way that is not possible with other techniques, demon-
Thi ravi aWl.ular density is one molecule per 19.4A2. This strate the advantages of using the STM to stud', organic
agrees %ery well with the calculated density of molecules on molecules. In particular, we are able to obtain a resolution of
the water surface from pressure-area curves i ref. 16. p. 186). several angstroms using a simple instrument. In conenton.l

The ordered Langmuir-Blodgett film was consistently electron microscopy it is often necessary to "decorate" the
observed to flow across the viewing field of the STM. In the molecules with metal atoms to render them isible to the
sequence shown in Fig. 5 the CdAch lattice appeared to move microscope. With the STM this procedure is unnecessar%
at a rate of about 4 A sec. Because images of pristine graphite The high energy of the electrons, usually keV. in electron
were free from drift over several minutes, the Langmuir- microscopes often damages the specimen. In contrast, the
Blodgett film might be actually sliding across the graphite low energy of tunneling electrons, on the order of 10 meV.
substrate. Some areas of the samples coated with the Lang- makes it possible to probe the structure without disrupting
muir-Blodgett molecules showed no ordered packing of the the sample. Another attractive feature of the STI is its
molecules: in these areas large unidentifiable lumps of ma- ability to take real time movies and observe dnamjcal
terial were seen sitting on top of the graphite substrate. The behavior. Finally. the images are taken in air rather than the
lumps were observed to move relative to the stationary vacuum environment demanded by most high-resolution
graphite lattice and may be disassociated CdAch molecules. techniques. Our results, combined with the recent report of
In some places only the graphite substrate was visible on the the operation of the STM in water i171. suggest that it is
coated sample. In contrast to images of pristine graphite that possible to image organic molecules in an aqueous solution.
were % erv stable, the clarity and resolution of the Langmuir- This is the natural environment for many organic molecules.
Blodgett images would change suddenly. These effects tndi- and it should open up a vanety of interesting examinations of
cate that the film is nonuniform over the whole sample, structural and electrical properties. Biological membranes.
possibly because of weak bonding to the substrate. No edge close relatives of the Langmuir-Blodgett films, should be
separating the ordered molecular film from the graphite particularly appropriate subjects for stud,.
substrate could be located.

The morphology of these lipid Mins. which was the focus of The research at Stanford University %as supported b% the Detene
Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Joint Service, Elec-this study, is not the only interesting feature of the tronics Progam. The research at IBM was partiall, supporied ",Langmuir-Blodgett fdms. We found that current at the position grant from the Army Office of Research.
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MEASUREMENT OF REAL-TIME DIGITAL so N
SIGNALS IN A SILICON BIPOLAR JUNCTION 'sr soicior om", so-tte ,
TRANSISTOR USING A NONINVASIVE _ ___

OPTICAL PROBE -.-

Indevinq terms .teasurement. bipolar detices. Electro-optics.
Optual measurement 05 o-

We report optical charge sensing of real-time 08 V digial da ector 4
signals in A silicon bipolar transistor in a 20 MHz bandwidth -0
using a 9 3 am semiconductor laser, and in a 100 M-fZ 1 .I a.
bandwidth using a 1 3 gm Nd YAG laser. The probe is non- 
invasive. inducing a transistor base current of less than swor J ,e
10 nA. Po-1

Fig. I Schemaic diuqram 4 )I item used tis ense ,harq- densti indu-
lalloin in 1il1,on

Earlier techniques for using noninvasive optical probes to
measure electrical signals in an integrated circuit reuied on
sensing an induced electric field in an external electro-optic
crystal brought near the circuit. Later work done in this field
relied directly on the bireringence of the GaAs substrate.
Lsing this technique, direct electro-optic sampling of both
analogue and digital electrical signals in GaAs integrated cir- T2CmV
cuits has been demonstrated.'3 Direct electro-optic detection
in silicon is not possible because of its crystalline symmetry,
Alternative techniques used to measure signals in silicon inte- -
grated circuits include the voltage-contrast scanning electron,0 5v

microscope' and the scanning photoexcitation probe'!
However, the %oltage-contrast SEM has a low sensitivity and
is very expensive. The photoexcitation probe uses an above-
bandgap'optical source to photoconductively perturb internal
nodes within an integrated circuit. This probe is invasive and I
only measures the logic states of the circuit. Other higher- sOns
order interactions such as the optical Kerr and Franz- Fig. 2 Real-time '0" tffl: hnduidth ,neasuremens ,i a I .
Keldysh effects are not large enough to be of practical value in anal applied t,, a hip*slar ttti,,n transistor made ulth (",n. ..n-
stkcon. However, free carriers perturb the index of refraction d, r- laer,
in all materials because of their intrinsic polarisability. This is Lpper trace is gignal detected ith optical probe. and lower trace
the basis of our present work, Earlier researchers hake used ,ignal apphed It transitior
this concept to make both absorptive ' and refractive modula-
tors. We have previously described a technique for detecting ment of a i) 8 V logic signal applied to a bipolar junction
this free carrier density, and have demonstrated a shot-noise- transistor made with a C ' 

semiconductor laser. The NPN
limited sensitivity of 26 x 10' e cm- ,, Hz for I mA of photo- bipolar transistor tested in this experiment had an
current.' This letter describes the application of this concept 11 s 11 "m emitter and an t r of approximately I GHz. The
to the measurement of real-timeD.8 V digital signals in silicon rise and fall times shown in this Figure are limited b% the
bipolar junction transistors. bandpass 1-20 MHz noise filter used after the photodetector.

The system used for optically detecting charge density and not by the device. Note that the detected signal has sutli-
modulation in silicon integrated devices is shown in Fig. 1. cent signal noise that single-shot detection of this signal
The output from a 1 3 um laser passes through a Faraday should be achiesable with a very low error rate, even though
isolator to mimmise reflections which cause instabilities in the the measurement of Fig. 2 was performed with a detected
laser. The optical beam continues through a polarsing beam photocurrent of only 10 uA. At this level of optical power.
splitter and a birefringent Nomarski prism. This prism the noise loor of the system is not dominated by the shot
separates the incoming beam into two beams which diverge noise from the photocurrent. but rather by the noise figure of
from each other by about 4 mrad. The objective lens focuses the preamplifier and the stability ot the C' laser
these two beams into two spots separated by about 74 um in Fig. 3 displays an Nd YAG laser measurement of a
the integrated circuits These two beams are focused through IO) MHz-bandwidth 1)X V digital signal applied to the same
the backside of a polished silicon wafer (see the inset in Fig. 11. bipolar junction transivor The detected photocurrent in this
One beam travels through the device (the emitter, base and experiment was Il mA. The signal noise level shown in this
collector of the vertical NPN bipolar junction transistor Figure is sulTictent that single-shot signals should be detect-
iBJT)] in which the charge density is being electrically modu- able in real time with a verv low error rate. The measurement
lated. The reference beam travels through a nearby region in suggests that additional signal bandwidth could have been
which no charge is being modulated. The two beams then attained before the crror rate performance of a single-shot
reflect off front surface metal and travel back through the detection system would significantly degrade. However. to
substrate. The Nomarski prism recombines the two beams eliminate the effect L.," mode partition noise below 500 kHz
and the polarising beam splitter directs the interference pro- and laser cavity mode oscillations at 400 MHz, we limited the
ducts from the charge density modulation on to an infra-red signal to a passband of 1-100 MHz with an electrical filter
detector. Two different continuous-wave 1"3 pm lasers were after the photodiode. Theoretical calculations for this struc-
used for this experiment-a C' laser ' and an Nd: YAG laser. ture assuming "r = I GHz, operating at a collector current of
The C' laser provided a compact stable source. By properly 1, = I mA and a detected system photocurrent of 10 mA,
adjusting the bias current in the laser, it can be operated in a predict a minimum detectable signal of 25 uV , Hz. Hence.
single longitudinal mode with a high side-mode suppression for a 100 MHz-bandwidth detection system, the signal-
ratio. This dramatically reduces the impact of laser partition referred noise floor of the probe should be only 25 mV.
noise on the system noise floor. The Nd: YAG laser provides Since the 1.3 pm wavelength used in this experiment is well
a high output powei for making wideband digital measure- below the bandgap of silicon, this probe is noninvasive. We
ments, have experimentally measured its effect on the device which

Fig. 2 displays a real-time 20 MHz-bandwidth measure- we are probing. Lsing the Nd YAG laser operating at an
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beam, high-speed integrated optical modulators i:ould he
developed for potential use in fibre-optic communication links
or optical interconnects.
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Anomalous distance dependence in scanning tunneling microscopy
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In this work it is found experimentally that the appearance of surfaces in scannnr.tU~neling
microscope (STM) images can change drastically as the distance between the STM tir-a.d
sample is varied. Defects are found on gold-sputtered graphite samples which appear as
protrusions in charge density when the spacing exceeds a critical value. At smaller distances

the protrusions are not evident in the images. It is possible to model these defects as gold atoms
which lie just below the surface layer. We discuss possible mechanisms that give rise to the

distance dependence.

It is well known that scanning tunneling microscopes tional constant current mode in which surfaces of constant
(STM) probe the spatial distribution of surface electrons charge density are imaged.
with energies close to the Fermi energy; the images do not The sample under study was highly oriented pyrolytic
necessarily reflect the positions of the atomic nuclei on the graphite (HOPG) from Union Carbide.9 We deposited ap-
surface.' The local density of states at the Fermi level as first proximately 5 A of gold on this substrate by sputtering a gold
defined by Tersoff and Hamann is in many cases distributed target with argon atoms at 2 keY. After sputtering. the pres-
equally among the atoms and concentrated near the nuclei of ence of gold was verified with an Auger analysis.
each atom.' For those cases, the STM images which repre- We expect to find some areas that are free of atomic
sent the contours of constant charge density give us the gold. Such an area is shown in Fig. 1, It is an STM image of
atomic positions with great accuracy. " In other more heter- an area 12 A by 20 k showing the atomic arrangement of the
ogeneous systems, the STM images do not represent the sim- carbon atoms with the usual appearance of graphite in the
pie topographic mapping of the atomic positions since the STM. The true hexagonal structure appears distorted and
charge density can have strong variations from atom to this is a result ofdistortions due to the piezoelectric scanner.
atom. In one extreme case. Lang has shown that it is possible We want to point to the spreading between carbon atoms in
for an adatom to appear as a depression on the surface."" the center of the image. This.is an example of a scanner
Another example is graphite where, even though all the aberration which occurs in all of the images. The image of
atoms in the surface layer are at the same level, the STM Fig. I was recorded with an average tunneling current of 2
images show bumps only on every second atom in the upper- nA while a positive 38 mV was applied to the STM probe

most layer.'" In one striking example given by Feenstra. the with respect to the sample. The bright regions in the image
difficulties of interpreting STM images are clearly evident.7  represent increased tunneling current. The variations in

He has probed the local density of states at vinous energies brightness correspond to approximately a 0.1 -nA modula-

on a silicon ( I I) surface and found that the "apparent" tion in the tunneling current.

topography changes sharply as the energy of the tunneling Our high-speed capabilities allowed us to search over

electrons is changed by varying the voltage between the tip large arm with a modest investment of time. We were able

and the silicon sample. to locate several regions where protrusions were present on

In this work we find that the STM images can change in the surface. In Fig. 2(a) we show an STM image of one such

a significant way, not with a change in the electron energy, ares. As before, the average tunneling current was 2 nA andI but rather when the spacing between the tip and sample, or the probe voltage was a positive 38 mY. In the lower half of

gap spacing, is changed. The sample is graphite on which the imae near site 2 we find the typical pattern of carbon

gold atoms have been deposited. Defects are found on this atoms; however, this pattern is disrupted in the upper half

surface which perturb the charge density in nearby regions about the site labeled I.
in such a way that they show up with strong contrast when At first glance there is nothing unusual about this im-

the tip-to-surface spacing is larger than a critical value. For age It could be interpnrted as an image of gold atoms ad-

spacinp less than the critical value the defectsadisappear and sorbed on the graphite surface However, this conclusion

the carbon atoms dominate the image In this letter we dem- does not stand up when we examme the images with differ-

onstrate this effect and discuss possible mechanism that can ent spacings between the tip and the sample. In Fig. 2(b) we

account for the image variations that we observe, show the image of the same ares with the STM probe moved

The STM used in this experiment has been ds hd close to the sample. 119 Fig. 2(c) the spng was decreased

elsewhere.' It is a high-speed device operating in air in the still further so that the average tundneing current increased

variable current mode to achieve real tim im ng. In the to 4 iA. The pay scalle modulation at site 2 increased to 0. 15

variable current mode, STM image represent a cm section nA.
of the electron charge density at the Fermi energy at a pam- The result is surprising. The character of the image is

cular distance from the surface as opposed to the conven- changed with this simple variation of spacing between the
STM probe and the sample surface. We Ad that the image

On lave (roma 11M Reiaxah Lbartor, Zurich Sw*nrimd. of the proteniin at site 1 is no longer observed and in its
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process is reproducible and the surface structure is, un-

changed by the imaging process.
The sequence of STM images shown in Fig 2 shos th.o

close to the defect at site I the charge densit. does not de% .-
significantly from that of a perfect graphite lattice A the
distance between the STM probe and sample is n-e.i,,J.
the presence of the defect becomes extremel% sjiihle Thi.
clearly demonstrates that the predominant effect is to oc:o>

alter the rate at which electronic states deca. awa . rom the
surface. We have found that it is possible to predict the .

served gap spacing dependence by using a model % here zciJ
atoms lie just below the surface layer.

We should point out that in principle an adatom .an
become 'invisible" or could appear as a depression to the

STM. This was first put forth in general b% Baratoff ind
clearly demonstrated by Lang for a helium atom adsorbed

FIG. I Areaofgoid.sputteredgraphitesamplewhchsfreeofatomicgold. on a metal surface." ' However. if the special case of :he
Average tunneling current is 2 nA and gap voltage is 38 mV Vanable cur-

rent method is used at a scan rate of 2 kHz. Deviations from a hexagonal noble gases is excluded. Lang's calculations show that there

pattern are a result of scanner distortion. is always an increase in the charge density due to an atom
adsorbed on metals." We. therefore, expect this to be true

place we have the normal pattern of carbon atoms. The se- for a gold atom lying on top of the graphite surface. Further-
quence is reversed in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e). There we retract more, we expect that a gold atom in the surface plane ofi

the STM probe back toward its original position. The gold graphite would significantly alter the charge densitN and aI-

atom reappears in a form similar to that of Fig. 2(a). The ter atomic positions.
Since we cannot explain the results in Fig. 2 by placing

gold atoms on the surface or by incorporating them into the
surface layer of graphite, we are left with the possibility that
the effect is caused by gold atoms lying below the surface.
We expect that such gold atoms will lose some of their eleL-
tronic charge to the graphite and be positiel% charged The

screening of the charge by the surface layer is not expected to
be complete. and a noticeable electric ield penetrates
through the surface layer. Thus. the local surface potential is
lowered and consequently results in an increase in the decay
length of wave functions.

The simplest way to imagine and to calculate the effect
of gold atoms below the surface is by using a linear combina-
tion of atomic orbitals approach. In that theory. the new
perturbed electronic states are described as an add-mixture
of the known atomic gold states and the ir states of graphite
The rate of decay into the vacuum for the shallower 5-like
component will be slower than for the graphite -r states. In
such a situation, where the gold atom is sitting below the
surface, the variations in charge density near the sample sur-
face are dominated by the carbon atoms. However. as we
move the tip away from the surface, the carbon charge den-
sity decays rather quickly and we are left with the slowly
decaying component of the s-like state. We believe this ac-

6r counts for the change in contrast in Fig. 2.
- We test these arguments with a simple calculation. We

consider a single graphite layer and allow for a gold atom
situated just oelow the layer. The gold atom is situated later-
ally at a position eqivalent to site I in Fig. 2 and lies halfway
between the Ant two layers. This position in which the gold
atom is cradled by three carbon atoms on the surface and
three in the second layer has been previously proposed as an

FIG. 2. STM Mn 0(fokldt1m1111mPtcd Irel~ ute" The "
q a e 

of
"  interstitial site." The golds state is coupled by a V,,, matrix

The iipas 
frthest from the uMPie 11 -

t Cela e.0t I (b). 
sml fr (c). and  element to each of the ir states on its three neighbonng car-

the process is evened for (d) and () . bon atoms. It is this resulting s orbital added to the ,, states
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which we believe is responsible for the effects here. We calcu- z- 2

late the coefficients of the added orbital in perturbation the-
ory. using tight-binding parameters.": We estimate the 98

charge densitty from the orbitals by a form e :""withu retat- .

ed to the atomic energy by, = - "'2m. ' 0.4
In Fig. 3,. we plot the calculated charge density profiles ,-,

along the (2TIO) direction when the tip to sample spacing is - WWI
2. 3. and 4 ., The curves are normalized to their peak values .

and they are presented in arbitrary units. The model shows (_

the trend that is observed in our results. When the tip is z3

spaced 4 A from the surface the gold atom appears as a

strong protrusion in the profile. In contrast, when the tip is
spaced 3 A from the surface the profile shows only the corru- 0.4

gations of the carbon atoms similar to what is observed in <

Fig. 2(c). In the experimental observations we found the '-.0

strong change in the image occurs when we changed the
spacing by approximately 0.3 k&. A more rigorous self-con- -

sistent calculation which would include the effects of screen- 0.8 z 4.

ing would certainly yield more accurate predictions. How- -

ever. we believe that the change predicted with the model 0 0.4,-
used in Fig. 3 will also be evident in the results of such a Z

calculation.
We should point out that the distance dependence we .12 8 4 0 4 a 2

have observed may be accentuated in the case of graphite. In D'S TA NCE (a)
graphite, which is an anisotropic two-dimensional semime-
tal. the electrons at the Fermi energy have a large component FIG 3 Calculated charge density proiles at several dlsanceis trom :e -r

face. A gold atom is below a single graphite layer at the position rndrke.

of momentum in the basal plane and a small component zero.
normal to the surface.1' As a result, the electronic states at
the Fermi energy decay away from the surface at an unusual- surements. Many thanks to Russell Becker for proding ,

ly high rate.' On the other hand. point defects with an iso- with his image processing software. This work was supporz-
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Monolithic Nd:YAG fiber laser
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A single-crystal Nd:YAG fiber with polished and coated endfaces has been operated as a monolithic. guided-wave
laser oscillator. The 47 um-diameter. 7-mm -length fiber oscillator operated with a threshold of 3.7mW and a slope
efficiency of 10.5%. Seventy-five percent of the laser power was in the fundamental spatial mode.

Single-crystal optical fibers offer the promise of corn- cent of the laser output power was in the fiber's funda-
pact. rugged, and highly efficient end-pumped laser mental spatial mode.
oscillators. An advantage of the fiber geometry is the The fibers were grown from a 450-gm-diameter
inherent excellent spatial overlap between the con- YAG rod doped with 1.1 wt. % neodymium. Two
fined pump radiation and the oscillator's fundamental growths, each with a three-to-one diameter reduction.
optical mode. This offers the potential for simple were necessary to reduce the fiber diameter to approx-
butt coupling of fiber oscillators to laser-diode and imately 50 um. The neodymium dopant does not
light-emitting-diode pump sources, evaporate during YAG fiber growth. and thus the fi-

Short crystal fiber lengths previously have been ber's dopant concentration equaled that of the source
used to make miniature Nd:YAG, 1-3 Nd:Y20 3,

4 and rod.' Examination of thin fiber cross sections re-
ruby, lasers. These lasers employed external mirrors vealed no coring or stress birefringence.' l- 0

adjacent to the fiber to form the resonator cavity. The fiber endfaces were fabricated by using the pol-
The finite mirror thickness precluded efficient butt ishing fixture shown in Fig. 1. Several slots were cut
coupling to LED pump sources 2 and complicated la- into a YAG block and fibers inserted is these slots.
ser-diode pumping. 3 For most of these lasers the fi- The slots were perpendicular to the block endface to
ber's length was less than or comparable with the Ray- within 0.5 mrad. An unslotted block was placed on
leigh length of the fiber's lowest-order spatial mode. top of the slotted block, the two blocks were mechani-
Thus the mode interacted only weakly with the fiber cally clamped together, and the entire assembly was
surface, so that fiber diameter variations were not a polished using conventional techniques. A 5-am-
significant loss mechanism and pump-beam confine- thick gold layer vapor deposited on the block faces
ment was limited. Miniature monolithic Nd:YAG la- cushioned the fibers in the slots and accommodated
sers using small, 2-mm-diameter laser rods have also small irregularities in either the slot or the fiber di-
been demonstrated.6 In these miniature lasers the mensions. The gold eliminated the need for any wax-
beam waist is determined by endface curvature, not by es or epoxies in the polishing fixture. The absence of
the fiber radial dimension as is the case for fiber lasers. these organic materials permitted application of mul-

We have extended the earlier work and demonstrat- tilayer dielectric coatings to the fiber endfaces while
ed the first reported monolithic single-crystal fiber the fibers remained in the polishing fixture.
oscillators. These laser oscillators are guided-wave The 590-nm radiation from a cw dye laser was uged
devices with a fiber length five times the Rayleigh as the pump source for the monolithic Nd:YAG fiber
length of the fiber's fundamental spatial mode. In P - -a_
these oscillators the rasonator structure is formed by .> -:
the fiber waveguide and the polished and coated fiber z9E -
endfaces. The first monolithic fiber oscillators were
made in ruby cooled to 77 K., In this Letter we de-
scribe a Nd:YAG monolithic fiber oscillator that had
significantly improved laser performance compared
with that of the earlier ruby system.

The Nd:YAG fibers used in the laser tests were
grown by the miniature pedestal growth technique by
using an apparatus developed in our laboratory.5 The
fibers were grown with active diameter control and
had a rms diameter variation of 0.5%.9 Improvements
in the endface polishing method reduced the endface oL! HED ENO
losses to approximately 2%. As a result, the Nd:YAG
fiber lasers had thresholds as low as 3.7 mW with a Fig. 1. Schematic of the fixture used to polish the fiber
maximum slope efficiency of 10.5%. Seventy-five per- endfaces.
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measured laser slope efficiency and relaxation oscilla-
tion period as a function of pump power. The slope

- efficiency q7 and relaxation oscillation period 7 are giv-
en by the relations 2

77 = XPT/(T + 2L) U)

" and

0.. SLOPE r = 2ir21ntf/[c(2L + T)(r - 1)]112, 2)

- * where Xp is the pump wavelength. , is the laser wave-
length, T is the mirror transmission, L is the single-" i pass loss, tt/is the upper-state lifetime, 1 is the fiber

I length, n is the fiber index of refraction, c is the speed
zz 40 60 so 10 20 of light in vacuum, and r is the number of times the

N, - LMP -C*EP .W! pump power is above threshold. As shown in Fig. 4.
the functional dependence of the relaxation oscillation

Fig. 2. Nd:tAGsingle-crystaliberoscillatoroutput power period on pump power is consistent with Eq. (2). By
as a function of the absorbed pump power. using the measured slopes from Figs. 2 and 4. and Eqs.

(1) and (2), the values of L and T are calculated to be 7
T-7 2 and 3.4 ± 0.8%, respectively.

The fiber losses can also be estimated by equating
~ oo - /the calculated gain coefficient and resonator loss at

threshold. The unsaturated single-pass gain coeffi-
cient is given by the expressionK 60 -

6 H g = ffP/XD/hc.4p, (3); -where a is the laser cross section. which is taken to be
2- 3.3 X 10- 19 cm 2,12 tf is the upper-state lifetime taken to

' be 230 ssec, P is the absorbed pump power, h is
0 2 4 6 a Planck's constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum,

.oso. .-- 1 and Ap is the effective pump area. The effective

Fig. 3. Spatial mode profile of a monolithic Nd:YAG fiber pump area is defined by the relation'
laser 4.3 cm from the end of the fiber. Seventy-five percent AP =A 4 Fm, (4)
of the power is in the central Gaussian peak. where A/ is the fiber area. F,,,k is the overlap factor.

and the index pairs (K, g) and (k, m) characterize the
laser tests. The radiation was focused into the fiber signal and pump modes, respectively. In our case we
through the high-reflector endface. Laser radiation are interested in the overlap of the fundamental signal
at 1064 nm was observed from the opposite fiber end- and pump modes. The Fof coefficient that describes
face. The fibers remained mounted in the polishing this overlap equals 2.098.13  Evaluating Eq. 13) at
fixture during these laser tests. threshold gives a calculated single-pass gain of 10.0 :

All Nd:YAG single-crystal fibers mounted and fab-
ricated in the polishing fixture reached threshold and
oscillated. However, some fibers had high cavity
losses owing to badly chipped fiber endfaces. As 2- 2 H

shown in Fig. 2, the best fiber had a slope efficiency of
10.5% with a laser threshold of 3.7 mW of absorbed Z

590-nm pump radiation.
Figure 3 illustrates the spatial mode profile 43 mm

away from the fiber. The profile consists of a central - F

Gaussian mode above a background of higher-spatial-
frequency modes. Seventy-five percent of the laser
output power is in this central lobe. The width of this
lobe was measured as a function of distance from the
laser. As predicted from Gaussian beam theory, the 3
beam width expands linearly with position in the far 5 . -

field. Calculating the beam waist at the fiber laser 7 :7
from the measured beam divergence yields a beam -
waist of 14 um. This is consistent with the 15-sm s -.
beam waist calculated from the fiber waveguide di- Fig. 4. The relaxation oscillation period as a function of the
mensions." number of times above threshold. The linear dependence

The resonator losses were calculated by using the observed is predicted by theory.
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Table 1. Summary of Loss Formulas for a Monolithic optical devices using single-crystal fibers. It demon-
Fiber Laser strates a relatively low-loss waveguide and reflector

Expression for Deviation from Ideal structure without the use of cumbersome external mir-
Type of Loss Loss for 1% Loss rors. The laser had a threshold of 3.7 mW with a slope

efficiency of 10.5%. Seventy-five percent of the out-
Tilted end- L = 43.7 a = 0.53 mrad put power was in the fiber's fundamental transverse

face [(Zkaa)-% mode. The next step in this research is demonstra-
Curved end- L = 3.19 R = 1:3 mmface Zka/R% tion of a butt-coupled, laser-diode-pumped Nd:YAG

Chipped end- L = 771 53% 5 = 0.11 fiber laser.
face We gratefully acknowledge man' useful discussions

Waveguide L,0I.0070 ,5a;a)'I with M. M. Fejer, T. J. Kane, M. J. T. Digonnet. and C.J. Gaeta. We are thankful to L. C. Goddard and J. J.
Vrhel of Ginzton Laboratory. T. Roderick of Veecc
Custom Optics, and J. Radcliffe of Hewlett-Packard.

30c. This is consistent with the single-pass loss and Inc., who all contributed to the fabrication of the fiber

transmission of 8.7% determined by the slope efficien- lasers.

cv and the relaxation oscillation period. This research was support by U.S. Office of Air
This loss is consistent with a theoretical analysis of Force Scientific Research contract F49620-85-C-0062.

monolithic fiber laser losses. Loss mechanisms in- the Joint Services Electronics Program contract
clude radiation scattering losses due to fiber diameter N00014-84-K-0327. and National Science Foundation
variations and endface reflection losses due to curved, contract DMR-83-16982.
tilted, or chipped endfaces. The fiber waveguide J. L. Nightingale acknowledges the support of the
losses are estimated from the work of Marcuse.14 Cal- Newport Corporation through the Newport Research
culated endface losses are based on the overlap inte- Award.
gral of the fundamental fiber mode with the reflected Present address. Crystal Technology. Inc., t035
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The result of the theoretical loss analysis is summa-
rized in Table 1. The expressions for loss listed in this References
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Nondestructive Testing

Technical Objective:

To use scanning optical nd scanning photoacoustic techniques
to make quantitative profile measurements, to measure range, and to
measure the thickness of transparent and opaque films. It is also
of interest to determine material properties such as adhesion and
internal electronic properties of semiconductors.

Approach:

During the last year, we have mainly concentrated on optical
measurement methods. Our aim has been to turn the optical micro-
scope into a quantitative measurement tool by using internal elec-
tronically-controllable components Inside the optical system.
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Research Report:

We have been carrying out research with two types of optical
microscopes: one is mechanically scanned and the other is elec-
tronically scanned.

The mechanically-scanned microscope passes a collimated laser
beam through an objecti ve lens to illuminate a single point on the
object. The reflected image of this point is focused on a pinhole
through which the light Is passed to a photodetector. Because the
image at the pinhole is defocused if the surface of the object be-I ing observed is not at the focal point, the amplitude of the light
passing through the pinhole decreases very rapidly with the dist-
ance of the surface z from the focus. Therefore, the range defi-
nition of the microscope is very good, about 0.7 urn between 3 dB
points for a 0.9 aperture lens illuminated by a 5100 A laser
beam. There is no speckle, and the transverse definition of the
beam is about a factor of 1.4 better than standard optical micro-
scopes.

Various electronically-controllable optical components have
been used with this microscope. One example is a development of
the Zarnike phase contrast microscope using a PLZT plate in the
back focal plane of the lens. By applying an rf signal to a trans-
parent center electrode, an rf output is obtained from the detector
at the same frequency, which is zero when the beam is focused on
the surface of the reflecting object. A second, closely related
device uses a cantilever made of two bonded pieces of PZT bonded,
in turn, to a thin mirror. This mirror is flexed by an rf voltage
to move the focus In and out. Using this system, we have demon-
strated a range resolution of 0.01 A . We have used devices based
on the principles to measure the thickness of 1.5 vm zinc oxide
films. A third device uses a Bragg cell placed in the optical pathI to obtain two focal spots side by side which can be scanned elec-
tronically or mechanically over the surface of an object. The
phase of the signal received at the detector is proportional to the
slope of the surface being examined. The technique Is, therefore,

powerful one for the measurement of the position of sharp edges
and for determining the slope of the outer surface of a hole.

A second microscope uses a Bragg cell for scanning the optical
beam. This device has been built into a high-quality Leitz optical
microscope. The system produces one stationary spot on the sample
and one spot which can be scanned by changing the frequency of the
signal applied to the Bragg cell. The output signal from the de-
tector is obtained at a frequency of 60 M4iz . The amplitude and
phase of this signal correspond to the amplitude of the scanned op-
tical beam and the optical phase difference between the two re-
flected spots, respectively. With it, we can measure changes in
height to accuracies of a few Angstroms. Because we have optical
phase and amplitude available, we can also use sophisticated pro-
cessing of the data to Improve the transverse resolution. We have



measured steps 900 A high with a 10-90% transverse resolution
of 0.25 um ; after inverse filtering, the resolution Improves to
0.13 um . This is a far better resolution than is obtainable with
a standard microscope.

A third photoacoustic system uses a laser beam modulated at
frequencies in the 100 Hz to 2 tMlz range to heat a surface.
Thermal waves are generated which heat the air above the surface.
The thermal expansion and contraction of the air generates an
acoustic wave which can be detected by very high-frequency acoustic
transducers built In our laboratory. By measuring the phase of the
generated acoustic wave as a function of frequency, we can deter-
mine the thickness of opaque and transparent films of the order of
1000 A to 1 um thick. The amplitude of the signal gives infor-
mation on adhesion or thermal bonding. No contact is made to the
sample. We have used this photoacoustic technique to measure the
thickness of ferrite-filled epoxy films of the type used In magnet-
ic recording discs, the thickness of SfO2 layers, and thermal bond-
ing of silicon samples to a metal heat sink.

Fiber-Optic Devices

Technical Objective:

To modulate the light passing through an optical fiber or to

form an electronically-controllable optical tap.

Approach:

Zinc oxide is sputter deposited on single-mode optical fiber
to make an acoustic transducer.

Research Report:

A gold film is deposited on the glass fiber. Zinc oxide is
deposited on this film and interdigital electrodes are deposited,
in turn, on the zinc oxide. The device is operated at a frequency
of 3 GHz . At this frequency, we obtain Bragg diffraction of the
light from the optical waveguide to a beam which passes through the
cladding. The measured efficiency is 2% per watt. As far as we
are aware, this is the first time that anyone has succeeded in
sputter depositing zinc oxide and performing photolithography, with
this resolution, on an 8 um diameter optical fiber.
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Switchable fiber-optic tap using the acousto-optic Bragg
interaction

B. L. Heffner, G. S. Klno, B. T. Khuri-Yakub, and W. P. Risk

Edward L. Gnzton Laboratorv. W. W Hansen Laboratories of Physics. Stanford Un'versitv. lnom. ihfornia 94305
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A new type of electronically switchable optical-fiber tap using acousto-optic Bragg diffraction is demonstrated. An
acoustic transducer on a wedge launches an acoustic beam through a Hertzias contact into a D-shaped optical fiber.
diffracting light out through the side of the fiber. The bandwidth of the tap is greater than 1 GHz centered at 3.5
GHz, with a tap efficiency of 0.01% per watt of rf power. The tap does not damage the fiber and is completely
reversible, so its location on the fiber can easily be adjusted.

The usefulness of single-mode optical fiber as a delay beam to be launched from the wedge into the fiber at
medium for high-speed, high-bandwidth signal-pro- the angle necessary to satisfy the Bragg condition.
cessing systems has been clearly demonstrated.' The For a sufficiently large acoustic frequency or small
low loss and low dispersion of optical fibers makes acoustic wavelength f2, the angle o between the Bragg-
them well suited to this application. 2 However, real- diffracted wave and the fiber axis can exceed the maxi-
ization of the optical fiber's full potential as a delay mum internal angle of acceptance of the fiber, allowing
medium requires a method to tap a fraction of the the diffracted beam to propagate through the cladding
guided light out of a fiber at discrete points. Before and out of the fiber through the high-index YAG
the development of the acousto-optic tap described wedge. For an optical wavelength X, the angle 0 be-
here, light could be extracted from a length of fiber by tween the fiber axis and the diffracted beam at mid-
one of two techniques. First, the fiber cladding could band is given by
be polished or etched to expose the evanescent field, A /
which could then be detected or used to couple energy sin o = X- (1)
into a propagating mode of a similarly prepared fiber. 3  Q
Second, the fiber could be bent to induce coupling to The contact formed between the wedge and the fiber is
radiation modes outside the fiber, which could be re- nondestructive and completely reversible, so the loca-
ceived by a remote detector.4 Both of these tech- tion of the tap can be adjusted simply by moving the
niques have been used to produce tapped delay lines wedge to another point on the fiber.
and other signal-processing networks. Figure 1 is a diagram of the device in operation.

In neither of the techniques mentioned above can Part of the light guided by the fiber core is diffracted
the amount of light extracted from the fiber be varied away from the core by the acousto-optic Bragg interac-
rapidly, since the coupling must be changed mechani- tion. This tapped light is emitted from the fiber
cally. The acousto-optic tap described here permits through the YAG wedge and is received by a photode-
the amount of light taken from the fiber to be varied tector. Intensity of the tapped light is proportional to
electronically. Because of the large acousto-optic acoustic power, and the wide bandwidth of the tap
bandwidth available at the high acoustic frequency allows it to be switched at very high speeds.
used, the tap can be adjusted or switched in times of The acoustic beam generated by a transducer on the
the order of a nanosecond. Potential applications for YAG wedge is coupled into the optical fiber through a
this device include simple switchable taps and pro- Hertzian contact. A Hertzian contact is formed when
grammable tapped delay lines for use as filters, corre- two solids are pushed together and elastically de-
lators, cotivolvers, and word generators. formed to come into contact over a finite area. The

Wideband switching of light has been demonstrated authors have demonstrated transmission of acoustic
in Ti:LiNbO 3 waveguides, and low-loss connections waves through su':h a contact and have measured a
have been made to optical fibers from these wave- transmission loss of approximately 1.2 dB for 7-GHz
guides.5 However, the interface loss may limit the longitudinal waves in sapphire.6

usefulness of this device, and no adjustment can be Dimensions of 1ertzian contacts have been calcu-
made to the placement of the device on the fiber. lated for certain special cases.7 The small radius of a

We have developed a new method to tap light from a conventional cylindrical fiber would make it impussi-
fiber by using the acousto-optic Bragg interaction. ble to obtain a suitably large contact area, so a special
Our technique uses acoustic transducers fabricated on D-shaped fiber was used. This fiber is manufactured
a wedge of yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG). Pressing with a flat surface 50 Mm wide parallel to the fiber axis.
this wedge against an optical fiber allows an acoustic The spherical face of the YAG wedge (radius R - 2 m)

0146-9592/86/070476-0352.00/0 C: 1986, Optical Society of America
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4 GHZ ZnO INPUT width. The transducers were placed as close as possi-TRANSDUCER -GRATING J 'ADJUSTABLE
TTPURRATNG ADJ U COMPLIANT ble to the thin edge of the wedge in order to minimize
TRANSDUCER MOUNT diffraction of the acoustic beam. By measuring the

timing of acoustic echoes, the thickness of the wedge at
["- - - TAPPED the transmitting transducer was found to be about 440

,fAG CRSTAL LIGHT Mm. At this thickness, a numerical analysis of diffrac-
tion shows the optimal transducer width to be of the

- OPTICAL order of 3 0 gm at 3.5 GHz. A transmitting transducer
_FIBER,,of width 30 Mm and length 90 Mm was used to achieve

i .- GLASS broadband rf matching to a 50-Q line.
I SLIDE The tapped optical power of the acousto-optic fiber

2 AXIS tap shown in Fig. 1 was measured over the frequency
TILT STAGE range 2-4 GHz using a computer-controlled data-ac-

quisition system. Light from a 5-mW He-Ne laser
Fig. 1. Acousto-optic fiber tap. Part of the acoustic beam was coupled into the fiber, and an avalanche photodi-
is shown reflected to the output transducer. Light in the ode was used to detect the tapped light. Owing to
fiber is scattered upward by the Bragg interaction, elastic deformation of the fiber, a small amount of

light was detected with no rf power applied, i.e., with
the tap turned off. To eliminate any error due to this

is pressed against the flat side of the D fiber, resulting background light, the rf drive was modulated by a 10-
in a contact much longer than the width of the fiber. kHz square wave, and a lock-in amplifier was used to
The properties of the contact closely approximate detect the modulation on the photodiode output.
those of a cylinder pressed against a flat, in which case Tapped light was downshifted by the acoustic fre-
the length s of the contact is approximately quency, so signals produced by coherent interference

1 2  ( with the background light were well above the upper
s 8(DFR/37r) ,  (2) frequency limit of the photodiode and did not contrib-

where F is the force per unit width and D is a parame- ute to the detected signal. The measurement proce-
ter derived from the elastic properties of the fiber and dure incorporated calibrations to account for capaci-
wedge. In our experiment, the force used was approx- tive feedthrough of the modulation and rf power varia-
imately 2N. D - X 10 -12 m2 N-1 and the fiber width tions over the frequency range. Absolute calibration
was 50 Mm, yielding a contact length of approximately of the tap efficiency was accomplished by mechanical-
1 mm. ly chopping the input light and using the same ava-

A YAG wedge was used in order to launch an acous- lanche photodiode and lock-in amplifier to detect the
tic beam through the fiber at the Bragg angle. YAG chopped light guided by the fiber core. A precision
was chosen for its low acoustic loss and nearly isotropic optical filter was used to attenuate the light to a level
characteristics. The wedge was polished from a YAG comparable with that of the tapped light in order to
6talon of diameter 6.4 mm. The angle of the wedge avoid saturating the photodiode.
was nominally 12.40, and the bottom surface was Tap efficiency expressed in units of dB/Wnp~t over a
spherically polished to a radius of approximately 2 m. 2-4-GHz frequency range is shown in Fig. 2. Diffrac-

Operation of the acousto-optic tap depends on pre- tion efficiency is proportional to acoustic power for a
cise alignment of the wedge relative to the fiber to Bragg interaction at low efficiencies, and the tap effi-
allow the acoustic beam to intersect the fiber core. ciency plotted in Fig. 2 is that resulting when an avail-
Once the wedge was aligned, we found that moving it able rf power of 1 W is used to drive the tap. Our
as little as 10 Mm in a direction perpendicular to the
fiber axis caused a significant reduction in tap efficien-
cy. It is convenient to use an alignment techique that TOp E Ciciency
does not depend on acousto-optic diffraction to set up (dE E 1wTP)
the device initially. For this purpose, we excited the -35

transmitting acoustic transducer with a series of mi-
crowave pulses and used a second receiving transducer
to monitor acoustic echoes from the spherical face of -401'
the wedge while adjusting the mechanical alignment.
A reduction in the amplitude of these echoes indicated \
that part of the acoustic signal was being coupled into
the fiber. Both transducers employed zinc oxide films -45
deposited in a reactive planar magnetron sputtering
system, and the recpiving transducer %ras constructed 'l
with fingers in the shape of a grating to make it sensi-
tive to acoustic waves arriving at 24.8* from the nor- -50

eal. d (GHz)
The design and placement of acoustic transducers 2 3on the wedge were guided by our desire to maximize

acousto-optic diffraction efficiency over a wide band- Fig. 2. Frequency response of the fiber tap.
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acoustic transducers could tolerate slightly more than alignment. By using an interdigitaj transducer, we
I W of power. can excite acoustic waves focused on the center of the

The periodic structure of the tap frequency re- fiber at the correct angle for Bragg interaction. radi-
sponse is caused by acoustic reflections within the cally improving the efficiency. Such a device has been
fiber. The autocorrelation of the tap impulse re- constructed, and its properties are currently being
sponse was obtained by computing the Fourier trans- measured.
form of the frequency response. The autocorrelation Finally, by using acoustic focusing through a low-
revealed acoustic reflections approximately 10 dB be- loss material onto an optical waveguide with a large
low the main beam arriving approximately 16 nsec piezo-optic coefficient, it should be possible to obtain
after the main response. This indicates that echoes strong Bragg interaction, permitting construction of
are reflected twice by the cylindrical surface of the D efficent Bragg devices at frequencies of the order of 10
fiber. It should be possible to reduce these echoes GHz.
greatly by acoustically backing the fiber with glass or The authors are grateful to R. B. Dvott of Andrews
indium. If this is accomplished, then the periodicity Corporation for providing a sample of D fiber. Brian
of the frequency response will be eliminated, yielding Heffner is supported by a fellowship from the Fannie
a 3-dB acousto-optic bandwidth of greater than 1 and John Hertz Foundation. This research was sup-
GHz. This implies a tap switching time of the order of do rt Foundaio This Research upeI nsec. The unbacked fiber has a similar switching ported by the U.S. Office of Naval Research under

I nsc. he nbaked ibe ha a imilr sitcing contract no. N00014-84-K-032-7 and by Litton Svs-time but suffers a - 10-dB ghost image of the switching tems, Inc.
signal delayed by 16 nsec.
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Noninvasive sheet charge density probe for integrated silicon devices
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We report a sensitive new technique for probing dynamic sheet charge density vanatipf NFORD UNIVERSITY
integrated silicon devices. Using a specially designed noninvasive Nomarski phase contrast
interferometer a sheet charge density sensitivity of 2.6 x 10 e/cm2/v Hz is extracted from 400 5
expenmental data for I mA of detected photocurrent. This charge density sensitivity makes
possible u V signal level detection in an active device, and with digital signals the correft4 lQ LABORATORY
signal/ioise level is sufficiently high that multamegabaud data can be captured in real time. G. L

Optical techniques have been used effectively to nonin- For a charge density level of N = 10i6 e/cm' the plasma
vasively measure both analog and digital signals in GaAs frequency is w, = 4 THz which is well above any present
integrated circuits.' These measurements have been shown electronic signals, yet far below the wavelength of infrared
to have a very high spatial resolution and a bandwidth which optical sources. Thus, by modulating the charge in an inte-
is limited only by the device under test. While this approach grated circuit device, a small modulation occurs in the index
is adequate for measunng voltage waveforms it is limited to of refraction. This index change can readily be detected by
circuits fabncated on electro-optic substrates. Other placing the device in one arm of a high resolution interferom-
workers have used an external electro-optic crystal to mea- eter and then detecting the resulting amplitude modulation
sure the signals in an integrated circuit. '-' While these ap- witha photodiode placed at the output of the interferometer.
proaches are generally applicable to any type of integrated If the system is designed to be shot noise limited at the opti-
circuit. these techniques rely on either bonding the signal out cal receiver, the minimum detectable sheet charge density
to the electro-optic crystal or on bnnging a piece of the crys- will be given by
tal near the point to be measured. Hence these approaches ,V, 4rre er 2qr''
introduce unwanted parasitics into thecircuit. Electro-optic - - - '
detection in silicon is not possible since it is a symmetric v Hz q-no.0 0 )

crystal In addition, the optical Kerr effect and the Franz- where 14 is the average photocurrent in the photodiode, n,, is
Keldvsh effect are too small to be of practical value. How- the optical index of refraction, A. is the vacuum wavelength
ever. free earners in an active device perturb both the index of the optical probe beam, and 6N, is given by the integral of
of refraction and the absorption coefficient near the device." the charge density over the wafer thickness. For a photocur-
Modulators employing absorption by free carners have been rent of 4. = I mA the minimum detectable sheet charge den-
demonstrated. ' However. free-camer absorption is insigni- sity will be 6N, = 2.47 x I0 e/cm 2/,H--z. If the capaci-
ticant in the near infrared," where small optical spot sizes can tance/area of the device under test is known this sheet
be achieved and sensitive optical detectors are available. The charge density can be expressed as a voltage modulation by
phase shift produced by the index perturbation, on the other the simple relation
hand. ianes more slowly with wavelength (4 A) than the

, dependence for the free-carer absorption. Thus signifi- 6V = q6N,/C',
cant phase modulation of the optical beam can be achieved in where C' is the capacitance/area. Applying this relationship
the near infrared even when no free-caner absorption can to a simple reverse-biased diode with a junction capacitance
be detected. of 4.5 x 10-  F/cm2 gives a minimum detectable signal of

In this letter, we report shot noise limited interferomet- 6 V = 880 uli/v Ri for I mA of photocurrent. For a for-nc detection of refractive index variations from free-carner ward-biased diode with a minority-carrier lifetime of

modulation in silicon devices and propose its potential usein in r=- bias crent denty- Iner ]ifetcm of
measunng internal device characteristics and MaV signals C' 500 ns at a bias cum'ent density of = 40 mAicmum
nomnvasively n an integrated circuit. Since this technique C'= 7.7x 10 - F/cm- (Ref. 11 which gives a minimum

relies on free carners, it is applicable to integrated circuits detectable signal of 6 V = 51 pV/v Hz for I mA of photocur-

fabricated in any semiconducting material. Simple electro- rent. Hence this technique is capable of detecting microvolt

magnetic theory" predicts that these carners will perturb signal fluctuations in active devices.
the index of refraction according to the relationship The measurement system used to detect the charge in-

hem xfrao atduced phase fluctuations is shown in Fig. 1. A 1.3-Mm con-
n = nAl - u/!w2 ,  tinuous wave neodyMium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet

where w, ii the plasma resonant frequency given by wu (cw Nd:YAG) laser was chosen because the absorption co-
= q,.V/m / , N is the carrier concentration, and m is the efficient at this wavelength is a minimum' and yet a spot size

combined reduced mass for the electrons and holes given by of about 2.5 um can be achieved. The output from this laser
moms is directed through a polarizing beamsplitter cube into a 1.5"

m m._ calcite Nomarakill wedge whose crystal axes are placed at
M,* + mo, 45" to the directien of polarization defned by the polarizing

AM PI:yS Let 40 (16). 21 Artil 1986 0003-6951/186/ 6106-03I01 00 c 1986 Ameri.carn institute of Physics
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POLARIZING BIREFRINGENT

1. 3UJf'l BAM: SPLITTER BEAM SPLITTER OUT CONENSER
LASE ^ \ SPL ITTER CAMEIRA

OBJECTIVE [FIG, i Block diagram ofeloncai i and p jiai s %-
LENS II ILLUMINATION tem to sense charge densilty modulaion in silion

1.3UM.LNS

DETECTOR*

PREAIIP

RL -vBIR$

beamsplitter cube. For maximum signal gain the Nomarski ory presented here at reverse biases, and at forward biases
wedge has been set to provide a round trp differential phase below the signal gain saturation level. This saturation lesel

shift of an odd multiple of -r/2 between the two orthogonal occurs when the voltage applied across the diode senes resis-

polarizations. Because of the birefringence of the wedge. two tance is much larger than the small-signal oltage across the
beams of orthogonal polanzation are produced with an an- diode. Beyond this dc bias, the experimental results are prob-
gle of 4.2 mrad between them. The objective lens converts ably best explained by current crowding within the DLT
the slight angular separation produced by the wedge into a For reverse-biased operation, the theor% and data required

spatial separation at the device under test (DUT). The two no paramet,r fitting. For forward-biased operation, the ml-

beams enter the backside of the wafer and pass through the nonty-camer lifetime, which has not yet been measured.
sample to the front surface where one beam is reflected from was adjusted to fit the data.
metallization over an active device and the other beam is Figure 3 shows a photograph of the output from the
reflected from metallization over a reference point on the photodiode preamplifier when a 0.8-V emitter coupled logic

circuit. If the birefringent wedge and the DUT are at the (ECL) signal was applied to the (0.5 mm.- 0.5 mm) diode.

front and back focal planes of the objective lens, the reflected The signal was bandwidth limited to 20 MHz and displayed
beams from the DUT will return along the same optical on an oscilloscope. The nse and fall times shown are a direct
path, and hence the Nomarski wedge will recombine the two result of diode series resistance and the actis e charge stored
beams into a single beam. The polarizing beamsplitter then within the device from the minority-carrier injection. 'Since
mixes these two onhogonal polarizations and causes them to the sensitivity scales directly with the bias current densit,
produce intensity modulated interference products at the Ge and carrier lifetime, a typical bipolar junction transistor (.4,
photodiode. The intensity modulated signal at the detector = 25bum,fr = I GHz). operating at bias currents greater
will be linear with respect to charge density to within 1% than 30,uA, would produce a signal greater than that shown

over a dynamic range of over 128 dB. In addition, since both in Fig. 3. This suggests that multimegabaud data could be
beams follow highly overlapping optical paths, the interfer- captured with a high signal/noise ratio in real time. We has e
ometer is insensitive to temperature fluctuations and vibra- also observed charge detection of digital signals on an .V-

tions. The condenser lens, IR camera, and illumination channel metal-oxide-silicon (N.MOS) inverter. However,
source provide the means whereby the DUT can be visually since the capacitance/area in this device was governed by

aligned to the probe beam. gate capacitance (t, = 1000 A), the signals in this device

For our first experimental demonstration of charge de- were much smaller than for the forward-biased diode and

tection in silicon we used a large area (0.5 mm x 0.5 mm)
abrupt junction pn diode. The measured series resistance of 250.

the diode was 250 (. The zero bias junction capacitance/
area of this device was measured to be 4.5 x 10 - F/cm2  

200 /
which gives a corresponding theoretical minimum detect-

able signal of 880pV/5 Hz" for I mA of photocurrent. This I. 10

calculation agrees well with the observed minimum detect- 4

ablesigal f 93 -f/5H at 0 V dc bias. In the forward- I 00,

increases the capacitance/area and the minimum detectable 50-

signal is reduced to 51I V/Hz for I mA of photocurrent. ._.......
1-igure 2 shows a plot of the small-signal transfer function -3.0 -ZO -1.0 oo 1o 20

from the diode voltage to the optically received and ampli-
fied output signal (45 dB gain following a 50- photodiode VO(v)

load resistor) as a function of the dc bias applied to the di- FIG 2. Comparison of expenmenial and theoretical small-signal transfer

ode. The data show excellent agreement with the simple the- functions Experimental I solid boxes) and theoretical ( solid line)

AppI Pt ys. Lol.. Vol 48. No 16,21 April 1986 Heinricn Bloom ana "emerwas
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Erratum: Noninvasive sheet charge density probe for integrated silicon
devices [Appl. Phys. Lett. 48, 1066 (1986)]

H. K. Heinrich. D. M. Bloom, and B. R. Hemenway
Stanjord Uni'ersitr. Edward L. Gnzton Laboratory. Stanjord. Cahfornia V4305

The third equation in this letter should read as follows:

'jV 4nr-EMS (2,)

,.-z qn,4,) 14

where the factor c2 has been inserted into the numerator of the nght-hand side of the equation and - 2 changed to n
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devices (Appl. Phys. Lett. 48, 1066 (1986)]
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The third equation in this letter should read as follows:

S 4Irc-e CM ~
Hz qn, ,, Q,

*,here the factor c has been inserted into the numerator of the nght-hand side of the equation and changed to r.
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of less than 10- "). The ability to achieve low error rate data
capture suggests a potential use of this technique in optical
interconnects. In addition, the bandwidth capabilities of this

50 mV/div system are sufficiently high that F, measurements on state-
of-the-art high-frequency transistors will be limited only by
the device under test. This charge sensing tool allows a de-
vice designer the ability to directly observe spatial vanations
in charge density modulation within a device.

This work was supported under a Joint Services Elec-

500 mV/div tronics Program research contract No. N00014-84-K-0327
-1 and the Hewlett-Packard fellowship program. Such support

does not imply endorsement of the content by any of the

-" a- 500nS/div above parties.

FIG 3 Real time display ofadigital signal measured from a forward-biased
pn junction diode. Upper trace is the optically detected and amplified signal
displayed on a 20-MHz bandwidth oscilloscope Lower trace is a 08-V I- 'B. H. Kolner and D M. Bloom, Electron. Lett. 20. 818 (1984)
MHz emitter coupled logic signal applied to the diode The limited rise and I Freeman. S. K. Diamond, H. Fong, and D M Bloom. Appl. Phys Lett
fall times in the measured response are a result of the large area diode (0.5 47. 1083 (1985)
mm 0 5 mm) junction capacitance and series resistance. 'J. A. Vaidmanis. G. Mourou. and C. W. Gabel, Appl. Phys. Lett 41. 211

(1982).
about the same size as for the reerse-biased pn junction di- 'J A. Valdmanis, G. Mourou. and C. W Gabel. Soc Photo-opt. Ins tum

Eng. 439. 142 (1983).
ode. With thinner gate oxides correspondingly larger signals 'K E. Meyer and G. A, Mourou, in Picosecond Electronics and Opboelec-

will be observed. tronics, edited by G. Mourou. D. M. Bloom. and C H, Lee, Spnnger-
In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated Verlag Series on Electrophyscs (Springer. New York. 1985), Vol 

2 1
. pp.

optical detection of charge density modulation in silicon. We 46-.49
hH Y Fan and R. J. Collins. Phys. Rev 101. 566 11956).

have observed a sheet charge sensitivity of 2.6 . lOs eicm:/ R. B. McQuistan and J. W Schulz. . Appi. Phys. 35. 1243 ( N64)

Hz. We have used this approach to measure internal node 'D W Peters. Appl. Opt. 6. 1033 f 1967)
aH Y. Fan and M. Becker, Phys. Rev. 78, 178 ( 1950)voltages in a silicon IC and we have demonstrated the abi- "S. Ramo. J. R. Whinnery. and T. 'van Duzer, Fields and Waves in Corn-

lity to senseAIV signal levels in a forward-biased diode and munication Electronics (Wiley. New York. 1965). pp. 338-342

digital signals in an N MOS inverter. With an appropriately ''S. M. Sze. Physics ofSemiconductor Devices. 2nd ed. (Wiley. New York.
designed receiver, this optical detection technique has a suf- 1981), pp. 158-10.

"M. G Normarski, J. Phys. Radium 16,99 (19551ficient signal to noise ratio to allow transient capture logic "Subsequent measurements on a high-speed bipolar junction transistor
analysis at rates of ses eral tens of MHz (with a bit error rate have demonstrated measurement bandwidths i 100 MHz.
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Deposition of oriented zinc oxide on an optical fiber
B. L. Heffner and B. T. Khun-Yakub
Ediard L. Gnzton Laboratory. W W Hansen Laboratories of Physics. Stanford Unwersity. Sta _ a ON L8ORATOR
California 94305 O .P

(Received 10 March 1986; accepted for publication 31 March 1986)

Techniques are described by which an oriented zinc oxide film is sputtered directly on one side of
an 80-pm-diam fused silica single-mode optical fiber. A 4-GHz piezoelec nc transducer
incorporating this film demonstrates that the film is oriented. Evidence of acoustic waves in the
fiber is given by the swept-frequency vector input impedance of the transducer, Acoustic
transducers fabricated directly on a fiber produce fields focused on the fiber core for efficient
acousto-optic interactions, making possible many new fiber-optic signal processing devices.

O,er the last few years, several attempts have been made cross-sectional area of an 80-Mm-diam fiber, makes it neces-
it dceloping acoustic fiber modulators by mechanically sary to keep the fiber in good contact with a thermal refer-
,ontacting the fiber with one or an array of contacting points ence along the entire length of thesputtered film. A stainless-
coupled to an acoustic transducer.' - While some of these steel substrate was used as the thermal reference, with the
modulators have been successful, the need for mechanical surface contacting the fiber machined and polished to form a
contact and alignment leads to fracture of the fibers and convex cylindrical surface of 30 cm radius.
difficulty in reproducing results. We address the problem of Holding the delicate fiber in good contact with the ther-
modulating fibers by depositing a piezoelectric material di- mal reference proved to be a challenge. Due to the difference
rectly on the fiber. The advantages gained by direct deposi- in thermal expansion coefficients between fused silica and
tlion of a piezoelectric material are many: a monolithic struc- stainless steel, the fiber cannot be simply stretched against
ture is obtained with no mechanical alignm-nt problems. the thermal surface and clamped in place, as this arrange-
operation at high frequency and with large tandwidths is ment will break the fiber during thermal cycling. Instead. the
possible, multiple taps are relatively easy to accomplish, and stiffness of the fiber was exploited to force the fiber against
enhanced interaction between the acoustic and optical the cylindrical surface. As shown in Fig. 1. the fiber was
beams is obtained because the acoustic beam is focused on clamped at one end with a spring clip. The other end was
the fiber core. forced upward. but was free to slide along the second clip. In

We have, in the past. worked on several different sys- this way, the fiber was held against a thermal reference while
tems for the deposition of zinc oxide (ZnO) as a piezoelec- being free to move during thermal expansion.
tric material for applications in monolithic surface wave de- In Fig. 2 the normalized vector input impedance S, is
,ices and bulk transducers. Presently, we use a reactive shown over 4.0-4.8 GHz. as measured with a network ana-
planar magnetron sputtering system for depositing ZnO for lyzer. The acoustic signal within the fiber is reflected back to
all of our device applications. The major concerns related to the transducer after a delay of 160pum/5970 ms - = 26.8 ns.
the deposition of oriented ZnO on optical fibers include re- As the frequency is swept. this delay causes the input imped-
sidual stress that can lead to the fracture of the film and fiber, ance to exhibit an acoustic resonance response with a 37.3-
proper alignment of the crystallites around the fiber, and the MHz periodicity. Given the fiber's dimensions, this reso-
need to thermally heat the fiber during deposition of both the nance and periodicity are characteristic of acoustic
ZnO and the metal back electrode. An argon-oxygen atmo- reflections. The plot of S1, yields a transducer efficiency of
sphere is used for depositing the ZnO. which allows us to use - 9 dB at 4.15 GHz, assuming a material loss of 4.2 dB at
a low substrate temperature (S0-200"C), and sputtering this frequency. However. loss in the matching elements is
power (200 W) for deposition. resulting in low residual significant at these frequencies, and techniques to make a
stress. Several of our experiments have demonstrated that good microwave connection to a device on a fiber have yet to
the orientation of the ZnO is independent of the orientation
of the plane of the substrate with respect to the plane of the
target, if the substrate is located in the middle of the plasma. STANLESS STEEL
A later publication will present the results of that work. We HERMAL REFERENCE
also find that the temperature of the substrate can be varied K'./.'.'" -,' ''l
over a wide range without deterioration of the quality of the
ZnO film. The above results encouraged us to deposit the
ZnO directly on optical fibers 70 make monolithic acoustic OPTICAL- A A SPRING
fiber-optic modulator structure . FIBER T CLAMP

The low thermal conductivity of an optical fiber makes I I I
it difficult to hold the fiber at a known elevated temperature. SPUTTERED IONS
as is usually required for rf sputtering. The conductivity of FtG. I. Method o hotdin an opoesi iber for depoun$ tie back met
fused silica is approximately 3.5 x 10' cal cm/cm s*C.' electrtdeandZnOfhim. The fiber is free at one end tomovedunngthermal
This low conductivity, combined with the 5.0x 10-' cm cycling.

AoID Dhys Lett 44 (21). 26 May 1986 0003-695 ,'86/2' 422-02S01 00 c: 1986 American institute of Physics
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tic transducers that produce an acoustic field focused on the

5,, fiber core for efficient interaction The low loss. low disper.
sion, and extremely high modulation bandwidth ot single-
mode fiber makes it an attractive delav medium for hi2h.

7 ~speed processing.' An acoustic transd ucer on such ai fihter

can be used to construct an electronicalv 1wjirchah~i r tap
modulator. A description of the first acousto-optic dclc ':t
be constructed using this technology will soon be asailable

I The authors are grateful to Harrison Ransom and Pr.

fessor Gordon Kino for many helpful discussions. andi to
Lance Goddard for performing the sputtering! Brian

4.8'GH Heffer is supported by a fellowship from the Fannie ind
/ , /John Hertz Foundation. This work was supported hs the

I .0GH Z Office of Naval Research through the Joint Ser% ices Eic, -
/ tronics Program on contract No N000 I4-84-K -03

FIG 2. Measured S,, ofa ZnO transducer on an 80-Aim-diamn fiber over 4 0-

4 8 Gz. Pase s unalibated'W P Risk. G S Kino. H I Shiaw. and R C Y une .i, Pr , Lii-1
Ultrasonic, Symp 31 (1 K4

be perfected. so improvements in transducer efficiency can :1 L Heffner. G S Kino. B T Khuri.Yajub. ind w5 P Ri,&. Pr, , It E
be expected. Ultrasonics Symp ( 95

We have therefore demonstrated a new technology for 'CRC HaiidbaA 0) Chcrniiuiv and Phvvocu. tutth edir,'n. R Cj %k
fabnatigacustctrasduerstretlyo thsuracefan Section E (CRC. Boca Raton. FL. 140)
fabicaingacosti trnsdces drecly n te srfae oan K P Jackson. S A Newton. B Moslehi. M Tur C (- c-, 3 'IV

optical fiber. This technology makes possible many new fi- Goodman. and H I Shaw. IEEE Tran% Miucruiwase Thp-r% 1-nT ',ITT-

ber-optic signal processing devices using monolithic acous- 33 1). 1411 1 85i
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Low-loss sinole-cr'stal sacohire ootical fibers

.A . Maoe l, D .H .Jundt , M .M . Fe'er and S TA t R-p tf' ) 4 R
Applied Physics Deoartment, Stanford Unversiti!

Stanford, California 94305

Abstract GINZ.ON LA

______ LSA TO RY
Sinale-crystal sapphire (:-A;.0 3) fibers are ootentiallv useful in a wide variety c

optical applications, particularly those involving high-power or hioh temperature looht-
puldina, over the wavelength range from 0.24 .,m in the ultraviolet to 4.0 .. in the m!-
infrared. These fibers are routinely grown at rates of up to 8 -n/min, and with diameter
stabilitv of better than 0.5% rms under feedback control. Recent measurements on uncla
:50 m diameter fibers show fundamental mode scatteron oosses of about C.! 4R'- _n
vosble and less than 0.07 dB m at 1.39 .m.

introduction

Sinole-crstial sapphire (-A; 2031 has lone been recoonized as a cood material 'or cntoci.
windows, because of its wide range of high transmission I 0.1 -4.0 m), its low ho>.
scattering, its durabilitv and hardness, and its resistance to shenical attack. Thise m
properties make sapphire an interesting candidate for an optical fiber material. in
addition, the high melting point of sapphire fibers, - 2045"C, makes them notentoallvosero.
for lioht-guiding or thermometry in high-temoerature environments, or for the transm isson
of high average power laser light in industroal or medical aoolications.

in this cacer, we first brief!y review the method we have used tocrow ootoal-ua
sino'e-crvstal sapohire fibers. We then sumoarlze fiber crowth results, includin m
diameter stability attained through the active control of fiber diameter duron -a'.t.h.
After a doscussion of recent measurements of the scattering losses or unclad fibers at
several wavelenoths from the UV to the md-,IP, we conclude with a suunarv of the oresert
state of develcpment of sapphire optical fobers and suocestoons for further research.

3rowth method

The orccess "we ave chosen to oroduce sinole-crvstal refractor. oxide f:bers, knwn s
laser-heated moniature zedestal srowth, - is illustrated in 7io. I. The tio of a rod of
source material is heated by focused radiation crom a C02 laser, formino a molten l
droolet. An oriented seed crystal os then diored into this droolet, and withdrawn slowiv
untol the moten zone assumes the shape, governed bv surface tension, shown in the ficure.
To crow a fiber, the seed pulls material out of the molten zone while fresh source materi3'
is beino moved into the melt. The fiber can oe crown slihtlv more than a factor of three
smaller in doameter than the source by acorooriate choice of the translation rates. 7h-5
limit to the diameter reduction in a si:igle crowth step is dictated by instability ov -he
nowth orocess at hioher diameter reductoon ratoos.

Several features of this process should be noted. First, materials with a hich meltlno
temperature can be crown. Second, as t-his is a technique usino no c:ucibles or does,
purity of the arown floer mayl, be limited only by." the ourt

' 
o tne source 'aterla. -

since the material is melted and not :ust softened, diameter fluctu'atoons at the frreln.
interface that arose from instable heatino or translation are oermanent'v frozn nto th
fiber.

A oloc< diagram of cur fiber growth apparatus, as configured for these exoeriments,
is presented in Fig. 2. We have used this same apparatus to crow fibers :f Nd:YAG and
LINbO3. The controlled atmosphere chamber contains atmosoheric-oressure air and is
currently used in sapphire rowth merely to orevent perturbation of the crowth by win!
currents. The copper focusing mirrors are designed to symmetrically heat the molten zne
and the fiber transl'tors are of a continuous belt-driven design which can crow unlimitoed
lengths of fiber, ano which are driven by phase-locked dc motors for accurate constant
speed.
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:h!e coss-sectional aeometr' o sino le cr-v.sta. sar-nhire Lrs -s show F I.
rc f lects the : rstal1 svnrnetr: ,S ast does in bu lk c'-"stalI -r -- .- eCod% r-si
c:enters of these fibers are recions of t in'. Mbbl I id Z! rC h
steeds of over 8 =/-in (or 0.5 m/h). 'iohtincale

0 
'as .r- ,os , tht-c---

03< e the result of constitutional sluercloolino. e~ -i, -h,~ ~
to steeren the temoerature oradient at the freezini n.ro-ie s ic- is .n
atmoschere to increase zonvecti,:e heat los fr-m the f '_er D-,7. c-ise -h as-n
sloeed tor n.icrovojd formatio. and allow hinher zrowth rites. h ,:-s adi S
studies were grown at mct Oit., and therefore do nct "'h i-i

E'icure 4 shows a 150 _m c-axis sazchire fiber ben into 00 'o 78 7L n 7_3-t
teino released, the bent fiber oceat:sorings st aizht. 7hs i*er sr ' -

broe;hen th-e loco was zrull1ed to I Janetor -:r .~ Thi
a olaxon-um strain o1 f 3' alntroachinz -he -hecrDtcal os 2ttr
A-I he'.-o t he -aXiMUM Strenoth > srdt uhs7a 3' r
a1Z.t'-Stestno tc t-e -r-.sta7 ine ::7-jrectlcn ind soccthness -nes-'-,, Iz.-

ecre:I77ent iusc suoc ests its inertn'ess, since ihs ca n I
- e o-sp .nere or a:.oost a <car zetor ' he 2h- i nc -

<10T. PO:Lshed cro.ss-sections of -10 ,n -ic. 4-Temcnstration of flxlilt: 1-

diameter saoohire fioers 7rown at -10 m c-ax.,s sart-hire fLcer.
im/min. (a) :--axis alcnq ie (Ruler is marked in inches).

axis; (b) a-axis 3aonq : ioer axi.s.
;oe icrovoids (see text) near titer

centers. [From ReF.51.

:he effect of feedback :-ntrol on diameter statilitv is illustri:ed in -i4. o,. This
- zmpares the :31ots )t diameter --s !lnoth, obtained bv the !t3aneter Ornntorino s-:stCO7
Ou :n rowth. for a 1cm section from e ach of two 1.50 mr zc-axis ::oters orown at I m'n

;n"the same day'. Samole S-213, rep'resented by the dashed line, exhibits the 2i rms dia7 et-t
tutat~s vi c~ f fibers -r,! .-ithour feedback. it is celie.ed that the rouih

o.I~o~c~.'observed reflects a natural resonance of the pedestal irowth orocess. - ite r
3-209, represented by the dark solid line, was grown under nominall, '.,dentical conditions,
except that a proportional feedback gain correspondino aoproximatel,.v to 1 44% speed chanae
of the fiber pulling motor per 1% fiber diameter change was used. (Aoolvina onuch hioher
feedback gain results in diameter oscillations which exponentially increase in aimplitude
until the fiber pinches off, terminatino growth) . This fiber exhibits fluctuations of under
0.21 tins amplitude, and the fluctuations aDtear less periodic, or at least of hioaher
frequency. :n both cases, the C02 laser power was held constant. The residual diameter
noise on S-209 may largely be due to the 1% fluctuations in laser power.
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7ia. 5--Effect of feedback control on diameter stability. Dashed line shows 21 ros
fluctuations on S-213, a 150 _m fiber irown without feedback; dark solid line shows
tenfold imDrovement for S-209, grown usino feedback diameter control.

Because of the unique ability of the crystal growth process to "freeze-in" diameter or
composition fluctutations along an optical fiber, we have considered the cossibiit'., t
akino fiber structures with intentionally-modulated diameters or dopant levals. These

structures may find eventual application in fiber devices with distributed Braoo 
4
ilters Dr

oirrors. The result of our first experiment along these lines
7 

is shown in Fia. 6.
Application of a 3-Hz sinusoidal modulation in fiber pull speed (around a mean mull rate
l m/min) resulted in diameter modulation with a spatial period of about 5 m. it is
reasonable to believe that practical first-order iratings could be made by Usina 3n
increased modulation frequency, a slower mean pull rate, laser power ncdulatlon, sr some
zombination of the above.

Scatterinq losses

Earlier optical measurements- " as 
the conclusion that tota" frber itnenuat:on
in the visible was dominated Zv sortce
scattering resultino from liameter on-
uniformity. Bulk scatterln:o should ;e
negligible in a single-cr'stal naterial with
no orain boundaries, inclusions, )r mlcro-

voids, and a small deviation from merfect
roundness should not contribute to the loss
of low-order modes if the cross-sectional
shame is constant alonco the :enoth of -he
fiber. The availability of diameter.
controlled fibers motivated us to make a
more Iiiantitative investigation and to extend
our experiments to both shorter and lcnqer
wavelengths.

The apparatus used in our scattering loss
Fig. 6--Intentional periodic modulation of measurements is indicated schematically in

fiber diameter. The shortest period Fig. 7. The fiber under test is cleaned and
ripples (center) have a spacing of threaded through a ,ustom 25-mm diameter

5 .m. intearatina sohere.l0 The output plua has a

small hole in it to pass the fiber, yet
collect small-angle forward scattering; a baffle in the sphere prevents the detector from
seeing direct light from the fiber. Light from a laser source is chopped and directed at
the polished input face of the fiber. Care is taken to block light which is not launched
into the fiber from entering the sphere. The fiber and sohere are translated and tilted
as a unit to optimize the coupling to the fundamental mode of the fiber. This ootimal
condition can be observed both as a minimum in the scattering signal and as a narrow far-
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field mode pattern on a screen at the
Loolished output end of the fiber. The

detected scattered light is reasured
with a lock-in amplifier. Then withcut

CHOPPER disturbing the launching conditions,
the sphere is translated so as to 'ustETE BAFFLE bring the output end of the fiber into

the integrating sphere, and a solid
plug is olaced in the outnut uort. :n
this position, scattered light plus

LASER 5, fiber throuohput i- measured.Bv a;.n
IBER ,,, the proper ratio,the scatterkn lcSs is

(PLUG) obtained. The input couolina effic 'nc.,
LENS) detector sensitivity, and szhere

throuohput all cancel usina this
- technique.

iNTEGRATING This measurement 'was zero r7ed
SPHERE .50 .m c-axis samples S-2C9 ind 3-2*1

(the two samoles of Fio.5) it the
0.325, 0.488, 0.5145, 0.6328 and

Fig. 7--Schematic diagram of the scattering 1.064 -m laser wavelengths usina a
loss measurement apparatus, barium sulfate coated sphere and

silicon photodiode, The choppino
frequency was - 440 Hz. The most consistent results were obtained with no liqht-launchina
lens, and fundamental-mode launching conditions. Since the fiber was capable of sunportinq
many guided modes, careful ad~ustment of the fiber tilt was required to obtain sinale-mode
propagation. A factor of approximately two greater loss was measured when launchina
multiple modes.

At the 3.392 -m wavelength, a diffuse gold coated sphere and pyroelectric detector were
used for the measurement. The chopping frequency was 10 Hz to optimize the detector
performance. The low laser power, small scattered signal, low detector sensitivitv, and
high detector noise necessitated the use of a lens to increase the signal, and li [,ck-in
time constant of 100 s. It was thus difficult to optimize the fiber tilt for sinqle-mode
launching.

The results of the scattering loss measurements are olotted in Fig. 8. The UV to near-
IR losses cluster around 0.3 dB/m. The measured value at 3.392 .m of 0.07 dB/, should
properly be considered an upper bound to the actual value for the reasons just stated.
Many factors could explain the apparently higher scattering loss of the diameter-controlled
fiber, uut considering the error bars, perhaps it is best simply to say that diameter
control did not lead to a significant lowering of scattering loss. The drop in loss at
).325 .m could be due to incomplete guiding of the light in the short (4.5 cm) fiber samples.

-0.2 These scatterina values are still seven
orders of maanitude areater than Erillouin
o- S-209 scattering, which is theoreticall., oredicted

-0.4 to be the laraest contribution to bulk- S-213 scatterinc in single crystals.11 We calculate
that a minimum total loss of 0.08 dB/m should

-0.6 occur at 2.7 .m, using our interpolated
Vscattering loss data, and assumino oublihed
4" values of the intrinsic bulk absorotion. l,2

0.8 This is a reasonable assumption since the
only obvious extrinsic absorption lound in

0 our source material using Fourier transfor-m
_ 1.0 infrared spectroscozy was a group of narrow

peaks between 3.0 and 3.1 urn, possibly
-1.2 . . ....... . . ...... attributable to OH , Better values for1.1 1 absorption will be obtained usino a fiber

10 100 10 calorimeter which is now under construction.

WAVELENGTH (jm)

Fi. 8--Measured scattering losses vs
wavelength. Closed squares are for fiber
grown without feedback diameter control.
Error bar applies to all points except
longest wavelength point, which is an
upper bound.
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2 1ljsilo n

,nqle-or'.stal satchiLre fibers can ce 7rown routinely , it a'e-I 'n 9o 8 - 71
with a diameter stability of better than . fe- 'edback :o ntro>"d "hc '.b rsir
inert, mechanically a. trono and transparent from the 2:% to the mi-' '3s%:-d ! 7'7
mode scattering Losses of :unclad I50 on c--axis fibers are 0.2 18'S- 'n Z3ii-ei
than 3.07 dBn at 2.39_m. Elaborate Jiameter control technio ues a
necessary for simple lioht-oucdcnq. Intentional diameter 7-odu it' :r71

e'.entual'.'* lead to interestcno fiber devices.

Future work, should prove that better iiameter control can -a
4
J wer c-rn ,s.i

Hiher-soeed arrowth, fiber claddini and the use of non-cr-.stal -ae s' a,
o rowth of lonoer fibers are al tech'-'ooioal issues which need r7a!res;

crystal sacohire fib-er deeloomcrent has nc':-ertheless reached the at;i it wh :h-n rs
are ready, for :nomed~at use in some acc:_icaitions reocucrino theirn'- i r.nris
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Electrooptic Sampling in GaAs Integrated Circuits

BRIAN H. KOLNER. STUDENT MEMBER. AND DAVID M. BLOOM, MEMBER. IEEE

(Invited Paper)

4bstract-Electrooptic sampling has been shown to be a very pow- device under test and an external electrooptic crystal thus
erful technique for making time-domain measurements of fast eec- allowing noncontact. noninvasive optical probing of GaAs
tronic devices and circuits. Previous embodiments relied on a hybrid c w
connection between the device under test and a transmission line de- circuits with picosecond time resolution.
posited on an electrooptic substrate such as LiTaO3. The hybrid nature In this paper, we review the basic principles of elec-
of this approach leads to device packaging dilliculties and can result in trooptic sampling and the factors that influence the ulti-
measurement inaccuracies and performance degradation at very high mate time resolution and voltage sensitivity. Second. we
frequencies. Since GaAs is electrooptic and an attractive material for discuss methods of noninvasive probing of microwave and
high speed devices, we have devised an approach of direct electrooptic

iampling of voltage waveforms in the host semiconductor. In this paper. digital GaAs integrated circuits by using phase-lock tech-
we review the principles and limitations of electrooptic sampling and niques to synchronize a mode-locked laser to a microwave
discuss this new noninvasive technique tor electronic probing with ap- synthesizer and electrooptically sample a circuit in a man-
plications to characterizing high speed GaAs circuits and desices. ner analogous to a sampling oscilloscope. Finally. %e

present the results of measurements made on a GaAs mon-
I. INTROoCrION oiithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) that demon-

T THE speed of solid-state electronic and optoelectronic strates the power and flexibility of this new technique.

devices has steadily increased over the years, contin- 11. APPROACHES TO NONINVASIVE ELECTRICAL
ually challenging our ability to measure them. Indeed. the MEASUREMENTS
improvements in instrumentation have often been driven Most previous electrooptic sampling systems relied on
by these constant advances in device performance. Sam- a hybrid connection between the device under test and a

pling oscilloscopes can resolve risetimes approaching 25 transmission line formed on an electrooptic substrate such
ps. but state-of-the-art transistors employing novel struc- as LiTaO1 (81, [91, [121-[141. The electric field of the
tures have already broken the 10 ps barrier I1 and pho- transmission line was then probed transversely [Fig. Iall
toconductive switches have been demonstrated with sub- with ultrashort optical pulses from a mode-locked laser.
picosecond response times (2j. Although these systems demonstrated outstanding speed

On the other hand. techniques for ultrashort optical and sensitivity, their hybrid nature represents a compro-
pulse generation and measurement have improved at an mise when very wide bandwidth measurements are antic-
even faster rate and. today, light pulses as short as 8 fs ipated. The physical connection between the device under
have been generated [31. The question of how to utilize test and an LiTaO3 transmission line will. for example,
these ultrashort light pulses to make electrical measure- introduce parasitic capacitances and inductances that could
ments has been addressed by several workers over the seriously affect the accuracy of the measurement. One ap-
years using a variety of methods [41-171. Recently. a new proach that attempted to minimize the effects of this tran-
electrooptic sampling technique. first reported by Vald- sition was to form a coplanar transmission line at the ac-
manis et al.. was used to repetitively sample the electric tive device and continue the line to the edge of the
field below a transmission line excited by a photoconduc- substrate where a coplanar transmission line on LITaO,
live switch [81. Later. Kolner et al. demonstrated a similar with exactly the same dimensions was joined 1151. In this
system which was used to characterize the performance of case, the active device was a photoconductive switch

a 100 GHz bandwidth GaAs Schottky photodiode [91. formed on a Cr-doped GaAs substrate. Although the phys-
We have recently employed this electrooptic sampling ical dimensions of the coplanar lines were exactlyI technique to directly probe electrical waveforms propa- matched, the large discontinuity in dielectric constants

gating on a GaAs substrate containing active devices and 6e,(GaAs) = 12.3. E,(LiTaO,) = 43). implies that a mode
transmission line structures [101, [111. Our approach mismatch and -eactive energy storage effects occur at the
eliminates the need for hybrid connections between the boundary 1161.

I Another approach to electrooptic sampling in LiTaO,
Manuscript received July 16. 1985. revised September 19, 1985 This relied on placing the electrooptic crystal in contact with

work was suppoted in pan by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (or close proximity tol the transmission line to be sampled
and the Joint Services Electronics Program.

B N Kolner waa with the Edward L Ginzton Laboratory. Stanford Unt- 1141. 1171. The sampling beam was passed through the
versity, Stanford. CA 94305. He is now with Hewlett-Packard Laboratories. crystal where fringing fields from the transmission line
Palo Alto. CA 94304. roduc

D M. Bloom is with the Edward L. Ginzion Laboratory. Stanford Uni- roed the phase retardation. Using this method, a sam-
versity. Stanford. CA 94305. piing crystal can be positioned anywhere on a circuit whereI IEEE Log Number 8406315 a measurement is to be made, thereby avoiding a hard-
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LTaO 3  CC) GaAs sampling signal strength depends on the transmission line

L ,impedance as well as the voltage on it. In the longitudinal
GaAs case. increasing the height lowers the electric field

--5t5 .... , for a fixed voltage, but the interaction distance increases
% 6 N-L and the two effects exactly cancel. Theretore. the strength

hi of the sampling signal is independent ot the transmission

F I ttcrotrp ,Amp(Ing gemom-C,, %%h Indl.Iaed ,fr'IIr9ph1C line impedance and. in fact. gives a measure ot the ah-
axes solute voltage at that point on the line. Of course. this is

true to the extent that the fringing fields provide a phase

wired connection. In spite of the flexibility of this ap- retardation comparable to the maximum experienced di-

proach. the presence of the sampling crystal will cause a rectly beneath the top electrode. (in the initial expert-
lumped dielectric loading of the transmission line result- ments. there was evidence to indicate that this is the case.)
ing in waveform distortion, particularly at high frequen- The principal advantage of the longitudinal geometry is

cies. the versatility of the probe. Because the beam interacts

The hybrid sampling techniques discussed to this point with fringing fields. virtually any point on a GaAs circuit
have all demonstrated remarkable performance. but in can be probed. as long as there is an optically transparent
each case some perturbation of the device or circuit was path through the substrate adjacent to a conductor. This ,

required to make the measurement. The nature of these especially useful in measuring complicated integrated cir-
perturbations is such that they manifest themselves only cuits, such as monolithic microwave integrated circuits or
at very high frequencies where electrooptic sampling MMIC's. These circuits are typicallv comprised ot man%

shows its greatest advantage over all other time domain active and passive elements on a commor. uhstraic A..l

measurement techniques. So a new% approach is called for. access to the input and output ports via a 50 iQ transmis-
The majority of high speed electronic and optoelec- sion line system. Using the LiTaO, system, the samplink

tronic devices made today use the GaAs system. GaAs is transmission line can be placed only at the input and out-

a cubic crystal but does not possess a center of inversion put ports of the device and will not yield much useful in-

symmetry, thus, it exhibits the linear electrooptlic effect. formation about the circuit's internal workings. Again. the

This is rather fortuitous because it implies that electroop- transition between the two substrates (and possibly con-
tic sampling measurements can be made in situ in the host nectors) will introduce reflections. This, combined Aith

material of the fastest electronic devices without the ne- the problem of transmission line dispersion would put the

cessity of a hybrid connectton to another electrooptic crys- accuracy of the measurement in serious doubt. At best. a

tal. "black box" characterization of the circuit would be ob-
To realize a measurement system based on this concept. tained.

two criteria must be satisfied. First, the conventional crys- In defense of the hybrid sampling approach, we would
tal orientations used in manufacturing devices and circuits add that there is still much interest in high speed devices

must be compatible with the allowed directions for the fabricated in silicon and this approach is useful for char-
electrooptic interactions. Fortunately, the industry stan- acterizing them to moderate frequencies.
dard wafer orientation is (100) and this lends itself to a
very convenient sampling geometry where the probe beam Ill. ELECTROOPTIC SAMPLING: PRINCIPLE AND

enters the top side of the wafer and reflects off the ground RESOLUTION LIMITATIONS

plane below, interacting with only the 11001 electric field In order to utilize ultrashort light pulses to make elec-

component of the transmission line fringing fields [Fig. trical measurements, a mechanism for the interaction be-

lI(b)l. Because the probe beam propagates along the elec- tween optical and radio frequency fields is required. This

tric field lines, we refer to this as the "longitudinal" sam- mechanism is provided by the electrooptic effect and is

pling geometry. Second, sources of ultrashort optical covered extensively in the literature 1221. [231. Briefly.

pulses must be available in the wavelength region where the electrooptic effect is the change in the optical index of

GaAs is transparent. Recent advances in fiber/grating refraction in an acentrc crystal caused by a dc or slowly

pulse compression techniques have resulted in the efficient varying electrical field. An optical beam passing through

compression of modelocked Nd: YAG pulses to < 5 ps the crystal experiences a phase shift between two orthog-

[181-f211. At a wavelength of 1.06 ,m, these pulses are onal polarization comoonents which can then be converted

below the band gap of GaAs and are well suited to elec- to an amplitude variation by passage through a polarizer.

trooptic sampling. The whole assembly constitutes a Pockels cell light mod-

Apart from its noninvasive character, the longitudinal ulator and it is the ky element in any electrooptic sam-

sampling geometry has some unique advantages over its pling system.
transverse counterpart. In the case of transverse sam- In this section. we examine the principle of operation of

pling, the strength of the electrooptic interaction depends an electrooptic sampling system using microstrip trans-

on the width and height of the transmission line. As L is mission lines and transverse optical probe beams as a

increased or h decreased, a fixed voltage on the line will model. The results 'ire completely general and appiy to all

produce a larger sampling signal because the interaction sampling systems vhether based in LiTaO or GaAs.

distance and the electric field have increased. Thus. the The transfer function of a Pockels cell relates the trans-
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Fig A Sthemati. diagram ti the lctr.'optic nilplin, L'cm *J I. ,

Fig 2 Light tnin.sii, ¢ru, net ph i,e r~tardition r' dr appliCd liage V t:haracieriiu high pecd (iaA, pho.,dw'ie,
tor a Pockece .ll light mitulattir Static retirdat:;in r, ,hown it quarter-

Ia,,e hiis point "ith %itnal term If' as1 perturbation

they will exactly coincide with the photocurren waeform

mitted light intensity to the applied voltage and is given produced by a replica of that same pulse. As each pulse
by passes through the electric field beneath the line. it inter-

acts with a small portion of the photocurrent ,aetorrn

s in t  and experiences a modulation proportional to the ampli-
/ tude of the field there. For a fixed path delay between the

two beams, the pulses "sample" only one portion of the
'here r,, is the static phase retardation and AF is the ad- aveform and thus the a,,erage power I the ,amplmg beam

ditional retardation induced by the applied electric field is constant. Now. if the delay is adjusted so that the sam-
I Fig. 2). The static phase retardation plays an important pling beam path is slightly longer, then the sampling pulses
role as the operating point or "'bias point.'" In order to will arrive at the transmission line a little later and inter-
maintain the most linear relationship between the applied act with a later portion of the photocurrent waveform. As
voltage and the transmitted light intensity. the modulator a result. the average power in the sampling beam wdl he
must be biased such that r,, = w;2. This point is usually different, representative of the magnitude of the photo-
referred to as the quarter-wave bias point because it cor- current at that later point in time. By adjusting the relatise
responds to a net quarter wave of phase shift between the path lengths between the excitation and sampling beams.
two polarization components of the optical beam. The the equivalent impulse response of the high speed photo-
voltage required to switch the modulator from the "off"

to the "on" state is similarlyr known as the half-wave diode is mapped out in terms of the average sampling beamto te "on"stae tssimlary kown s te hlf-avepower exiting the Pockels cell.
switching vohtage f V r ) and corresponds to a total retar-poe iinthPcescl.

Adjustment of the relative path dela, can be accom-
datton of ir radians. Thus. at the quarter-wave bias point, plished in several ways. The most common method is to
w ,e can write ( 1I) as mount a cube-corner reflector on a mechanically drisen

_ /1 V stage and route either beam through it. An alternatite ap-
I 1 H- sin %n)= - I -- sin r (, proach is to use a spinning prism assembly in which the

beams are refracted through varying path lengths. This.
The basic components of an electrooptic sampling sys- however, requires a greater length of glass, producing dis-

tem are illustrated in Fig. 3. In this arrangement. the tim- persion as well as linearity problems. Another solution is

puls, response of a high speed GaAs Schottky photodiode to use two picosecond light sources running at slightly dif-
is to be measured. The photodiode has been connected to ferent pulse rates. The sampling pulses constantly "walk"

I a microstrip transmission line deposited on an electrooptic through the excitation pulses and no moving pans are re-
crystal which, together with a polarizer and orthogonally quired. Regardless of the approach. the rate at which the
oriented analyzer, constitutes the Pockels cell light mod- measured waveform is acquired determines the bandwidth
ulator. A train of picosecond optical pulses from a mode- presented at the sampler oLtput. As we will see. most of
locked laser is split into three beams with the first beam the system noise contributions have uniform power spec-
incident on a scanning autocorrelator used for laser diag- tral densities, thus narrower bandwidths and slower scan
nostics. The second, lower beam is used to illuminate the rates give higher signal-to-noise ratios.
photodiode under test which injects a current pulse onto Fig. 4 shows a detailed view of the interaction between
the transmission line with each optical pulse. If the du- the propagating microwave field E.(x, v, z. t) and the op-
ration of the optical pulse is short compared to the impulse tical sampling pulse I(x, y. z. t). In this diagram, a mi-
response of the photodiode. then the propagating electric crostrip transmission line supports a +.v-propagating dee-
field represents the photodiode impulse response. A high tric field interacting with a +x-propagating sampling
frequency electrooptic modulator has been included in the pulse. A variable time delay r is included in the arrival
excitation path to put modulation sidebands on the pho- time of the sampling pulse. The output signal intensity
tocurrent so that a narrow-band receiver can be used to 1,,(t. r) represents the sampling pulse profile after being
improve the signal-to-noise ratio (Section IV). The re- affected by the field-induced phase retardation. When there
maining pulses in the upper beam are routed through a is no overlap between the fields. 1,,(t. r) = 0. Since the
delay leg so that when they arrive at the transmission line. slow photodiode measuring the sampling beam power can-

I
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i~trespond tothe isatnospowher swasetorrin. hhe in- resulting in a "rectanguar impus epnetrtesm
terate 1,,,(t. ri to find the eneres L'i7) in the sampling piing sytem. We refer to this impulse response deura.ta-
pulse which is then a measure tit the aserage beam power tion as the oiptical transit time effect (OTT)iand model it
The function 0r)T describes the net energy tn a sampling mathematically in 03 by using approprtate descriptions
pulse that is affected bi, the electro-optic interaction in the for the optical and electrical fields Successis ely appis inv
sampling crystal It is proportional to the cross-correlation the sifting property to 03 ytelds the impulse response 'ne-

between the electrical and optical tields and can be written glecting constants I
as5 1241 L'(,T = El( -L', 0. 01 4

I i where u, is the propagation velocity len) of the sampling
LIT) 3 4in_ n:. 2. r,, /Cllr - LIPt TI V). ) pulse. Thus. the sampled response maps out the it-profile

of the electric field as a function of the time delay 7 If A~e
e .l.. v - utit z) dx dv dz dt (31 approximate the electric field as being entirely contained

under the transmission line (i.e.. no frtnging filds), then
where .4(n,, n_, n., r,,) is a coefficient containing infor-
mation about the indexes of refraction and the electrooiptic L'TTr = rect (T~=rect r -" -Ci

tensor r,,. (\ LI nLI
Because of the finite sizes of the field distributions, the is the impulse response where the "redt" function is de-

transit times associated with their interaction limit the in- fined as
pulse response of the electrooptic sampling system. These
transit time effects can be quantified by considering each l T

one separately and assuming that the others temporarily rect 1T) T'

play no role. .

.A. Optical Transit Time Effect The full width at half maximum ( FWHM) of this response
In the time interval required for a sampling pulse to is easily seen to be

propagate across a transmission line, the electric field *nL
waveform also propagates down the line. Rather than .17TT =7)

sampling a fixed point on the waveform, the optical pulse
measures an average of the waveform over that interval. Since the Fourier transform of the rect (Ti function is
To see how this affects the impulse response, assume that sin orf)/rf. the system frequency response has a -3 dB
the waveform is a propagating impulse function and the bandwidth of
optical beam diameter is negligible. Then, the sampling
pulse would experience uniform retardation while inter- f 0,440 443 -

acting with the waveformi and no retardation otherwise.,i
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where nL c is the optical transit time through the trans- laser pulse to drive the photodiode as well as to measure
mission line electric field. its response. We saw that the sampling ssstem impulse

response %has a cross correlation between the spatial pro-
B. Electrical Transit Time Effect files of the traveling electric fields and the sampling optical

The OTT accounted for the degradation of the impulse fields. When the transmission line is driven by a photo-
response due to the sampling beam propagating across the diode, the voltage on the line is the conolution between
width of the transmission line and the resultant impulse the excitation pulse It and the photodiode impulse re-
response was calculated by assuming that all fields had sponse ht. Thus, we can write the sampler output signal
nifinitesimal spatial and temporal extent except for the as
width of the transmission line field. The electrical transit
time effect tETT) accounts for the degradation of the im- V(1) = /(t) * lIlt) ht) 1161

pulse response due to the electrical waveform propogating where * indicates cross correlation and - indicates con-
across the radial profile of the sampling beam. In order to volution. Since the operations of convolution and corre-
calculate the ETT. we assume that all fields are infinites- lation are associative !251. we can rewrit - 161 as
imal except for the radial profile of the sampling beam.
From (3) the impulse response becomes Vit) = lt* lit)] lilt) , -

L - = [10. UT. 0). I Hence. we find that the s3stern response is ,zisen h, theconvolution of the ,.utocorrelation tunction it the Iascr
This time. the beam waist profile in the v direction is pulse llt) * litt with the photodiode impulse response
mapped as a function of the time delay r. If we assume a Since we have an independent method o measurin the
lowest order Gaussian mode with spot size 2w. the im- autocorrelation function using second harmonic cenera-
pulse response can be written tion 1261. we can deconvolve the contribution of the opti-

2c: \cal pulse width. The deconvolution can easily he carried
"rTr -- exp - r) (10) out using Fourier transform techniques: however, noisewill be introduced into the calculation at ver\ high tre-

where s is the effective dielectric constant of the trans- quencies where both the measured waetorm spectrum and

mission line. The pulse width at half maximum is the autocorrelation spectrum have rolled off cOnsiderabl\

- 2 In I 1 D. Practical Resolution Limitations
C We can now calculate the transit times in the sampling

and. by applying a Fourier transform. we obtain a Gauss- system for a typical microstrip transmission line on a GaAs
ian frequency response with -3 dB bandwidth MMIC. Using the parameters

h = 100 Am (substrate thickness)
In 2 c

',~-r ' e rw12) i = 5 pam (beam radius)

C. Optical Pulsewidth Limit n = 3.5 (optical index)

The effect of using a finite time width sampling pulse effective dieleetn constant 18)
on the s~stem resolution is intuitively obvious. The time
duration of the sampling pulse is a finite "window" we obtain the following resolution limits:

through which all field measurements are made. Again, if IT,)r = 2.3 ps f ,,,, = 1a 190 GHz
we assume all dimensions shrink to infinitesimal values
and apply the sifting property to (3). the impulse response 1-.rr = 60 fs f _,jjj,, 5 3 THz. 11))
due to a finite optical pulsewidth (OPW) is The optical transit time effect dominates because ot the

U(r)oPw = II-Vr. 0. 0). 113) high index of GaAs and the double pass through the sub-
st rate.

As expected. the optical envelope is mapped out via the In principle, there is a way to reduce or eliminate the
time delay r. For a Gaussian time waveform with pulse- transit time effects. If a component of the microwave group
width r,+ )FWHM) the impulse response is velocity can be matched wth a similar component ot the

U(r)orw = exp (-4 In 2(rtroE)). 14) sampling beam. at least one of the transit times can be
eliminated 181. In Fig. 4. if we tilt the sampling beam with

Transformation to the frequency domain yields a system respect to the transmission" line. the v-component of the
bandwidth of group velocities can be matched and the optical transit time

0.441 effect disappears. This technique is effective in the trans-
f = (15) verse LiTaOl sampler but in GaAs the microwave and op-ro) tical velocities are nearly the same and the sampling beam

There is an interesting consequence of using the same would have to be tilted below the critical angle, thus pre-
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cuding the use of the top-side sampling geometry of Fig.

IV. V,)ttr,(-F SF,,slIr.I\TN %ND Noli!:E [SStLFS

-. hintuon Detectruble i,;,taae and Siinal-mo-.Votse

rhe minimum detectable voltage on the electrooptic
transmission line corresponds to the voltage that will pro-
duce a sirnal in the recei\,er equal to the sum of all the F, 5 Noise spectrum 01 a snchronousI,5 pumped mode ki4ked Je laser

recorded with a phoi diode and RF spectrum analzer Beam hio..ked in
noise contributions. The three principal sources of noise lower trace

are laser shot noise. johnson noise, and excess laser noise.
Bv -excess laser noise." we mean all phase and amplitude Assuming that the excess noise can be neglected, 'Ae
noise arising from gain or cavity length fluctuations in the can calculate the signal-to-noise ratio (S,.V) and derive the
laser. These noise contributions are present in the "slow" minimum detectable voltage. For a photodiode connected
photodiode that detects the average power in the sampling to a load resistor R,. the signal power dissipated is
heam and because they are uncorrelated. they add on a
mean-square or power basis. Thus. if we consider the noise P_ t,
in terms of mean-square current spectial densities, we can and the total noise power is
A rtte the total receier noise as P, - BR,

, - - 20) P.,,,. = 2qi,,BR, - 4 .IB , i2

w, here where B is the receier handwidth. Thus. ,,c can %,rite
- t .4 - Hz ,hot noise the signal-to-noise ratio as

= 4tTR t  .4" HZ Johnson noise S,V -, -61R

. characteristic of laser .4 Hz excess noise P,,- 2qi_,BRt - 4kTB

From (26,. we see that when the Johnson noise term(21) dominates the total noise power. S.N %aries as ;' 'hile
and when the shot noise dominates. SN varies onlv lnearl,.

I,, = average photodiode current Therefore. i,, and RL should be chosen so that the shot
Rt = photodiode load resistor. 122 no dotmnates.

Next. we derive expressions for I,,, and 1,, based on the
The shot noise and Johnson noise will always be present form of the signal on the transmission line. The total op-

to some degree, but the effect of the excess laser noise can tical intensity I passing through an elect rooptic modulator
he reduced or practically eliminated by suitable modula- was shown to be
tion of the signal propagating on the transmission line. (Fr + L (I
This adds a modulation component to the sampling beam I= sin" , ) - (1- cos F, s in-271

as it passes through the transmission line. If the modula-
ion frequency is chosen to be outside the excess noise where 1, is the intensity incident on the electrooptic crs-
,pet rum. a narrow-band receiver can be tuned to this fre- tal. Applying a trigonometric identity and assuming that
quency to select the transmission line signal out of the to- ir << I. (27) can be rewritten as
tal sampling beam photocurrent.

The frequency spectrum of excess laser noise can be I = - [I - cos r, a r sin F,,s n28,
observed directly with a photodiode and RF spectrum
analyzer. A typical spectrum from a synchronously- Using this beam to illuminate the receiver photodiode
pumped. mode-locked dye laser is shown in Fig. 5. The will produce a total photocurrent given by
lower trace is the noise floor of the spectrum analyzer. We
see that the excess noise spectrum has diminished to the In
level of the noise floor by about 5 MHz. Conventional lock- c
in receiver techniques usually employ mechanical chop- where in is the maximum photodiode current tor a g!'en
ping wheels resulting in modulation frequencies of a few beam intensity l,).
kilohertz. From Fig. 5 we see that there is a substantial When the transmission line is driven by a light modu-
amount of noise at these low frequencies and that by chop- lated optoelectronic device, the voltage on the line is given
ping above - 5 MHz. a 50 dB signal-to-noise improve- by
ment is obtained. This is easily accomplished by using an
acouto-optic or electrooptic modulator in the beam path V(I) = I,, I - m m in I o)0
to the device under test. 2 !

I
- 7 .!.?_-
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where, for convenience, we assume the device produces a 4
sinusoidal signal at a frequency w,,. Vi is the peak voltage
on the line and m is the modulation index. Notice that this .1

is an asymmetrical driving function: the deviation from
static retardation

X 2
(3t)1l) <.Ar = 7r vm--

is positive only. R in
Combining 129-31) we can write the total photocur- 0

rent as '/2

I cos F - in sin STATIC RETARDATION ro-
Fig h Srinal I i-oie ratio crsu, .Ijtic pha.e retardatlin 1" .,r F r,2 ph :itdode i ad resn, tes (Curie% are ,lraf l r a - i.m..urrinc(3 ) ,in the rrin~,rrr lr n lhne, a iranimUrn reccider phn.'r,'.urrcn ,! _S'r, '-

and) rananiii 0th 'I I I lj lll ' i~ - ri I"
By expanding the sin' term, we can separate out the av- nd a hand-dth ol I fi

erage term and the time vary ing term since they contrib- tO
-
,

ute to the receioed noise power and signal power. respec-
tively.

,= I - cos r, -- r , - sin2 , 3)

If we assume that the modulation index is maximum (m -
I I. then the mean-square shot noise current density is to I

= 2qi, = qi, I - cos F., .-, sin F, P35') STATIC RETARDATION F0
and the mean-square signal current is Fig Minimum detectable It.itae I, _ ier'u, static retard.tion F or 'he

and isame load resistanlces a
, 
in FiL Is Curies, are dra,.fn tor (GaAs asUilniln

• . a. maximum receser photocurrenrt t, 20 mA and a handwidth t I H
, --V in- F. (36)
3 V arises as a contribution to the average current land hence

We can now write the signal-to-noise ratio as the shot noise) because of the asymmetrical modulation of
the transmission line waveform (i.e.. the voltage on the

s i.vP ( ) transmission line is always positive so the average optical
S;. q B -VV) power is increased). The magnitude of this term is onlysignificant for very large values of V,, V, ( L 10-;) and

sin- F1  then it only makes a difference for very small values of
s i) 1 . Calculations show that when V,1 V, is increased from

)( 1 - cos r,) - sin r, 4kT;qRL l0- 4to 10-', the coefficient to the right of ( VV, , in (37)
V, is reduced by half. However, the total signal-to-noise ratio

We have purposely left the static retardation r,) as a free has increased by 0.5 x 10 ' and, hence, this effect can be

parameter in this equation so that we may study its effect neglected (recall that for typical signals. V, << V,).
on the signal-to-noise ratio [271. Fig. 6 displays (37) plot- With this approximation in mind. we set (37) equal to
ted as a function of F0 with various values of RL from I Q one and solve for voltage Vm, which represents the mini-
to 10K 0 including RL -- co. We see that when shot noise mum detectable voltage (normalized to 1 Hz bandwidth).
dominates (RL -- o). the signal-to-noise ratio improves 8
by a factor of two as F0 - 0 compared to operating at the V 8,, V, io sin-' q/2 + 2kTqR.V
quarter-wave bias point I'o = i12. However, as I"0 is re- ito i sin- Fo
duced. so is the signal. If a finite load resistance is in-
cluded, at some point the Johnson noise will be compa- (8)Irable with the signal and the signal-to-noise ratio wil It is interesting to explore the variation in the minimum

reduce as ', is reduced. This trend is evident in Fig. 6. detectable voltage with 1o. This is presented in Fig. 7

The factor irVo/2V , sin r," in the denominator of (37) where Vin, is plotted versus 1"0 for the same load resis-I
I

-l +9-;)
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tances as in Fig. 6. As expected. the minimum detectable
voltage decreases at the same points where the signal-to-
noise ratio improves. 10

Equation (38) can be simplified if we assume shot noise Z
limited operation at the quarter-wave bias point. Then. F,, -. 16

Sr2. i.) = 2i,,, and the Johnson noise term is eliminated .
leaving Z 1

10 a b c d

- 4 V'vHz. (39)1

For a microstrip transmission line on GaAs V, = 4.4 kV) 10
with an average receiver photocurrent of 10 mA. we find 20 40 So 96 106 120 140

v.= 22 AV1,W V/V,. (dB)
B. Dynamic Range Fig g Deviation Irn mlnear response d* plotted as a functim ,c

tern dynamic range i. " - -.,,here 1, t, the ieaj lage he vn ,.,.

The minimum detectable voltage represents the lower Curves are hown lor 4 values )I taic relardatin aJ V ' ,

bound to the sstem sensiti it As the signal voltage is
increased from V,,n. the sin- dependence of the output will
eventually result in a deviation from a linear response. C. Optical Rectification
This puts a limit on the maximum applied voltage V and
thus the dynamic range can be defined as the ratio ot these The linear electrooptc effect causes a chance n he ,.~o cxircma. lari1aton field of a propagating wa e in a dicle stri .5'i.jna dc or slowly varying electric held is applied to !hc ii-

d',namic rie = 20 log V dB. 140) lectric. The inverse electrooptic effect, on the other hand.
[n r produces a dc polarization field in a dielectric Ahen .n

optical wave passes through it. The magnitude of the po-
The limit on V is somewhat arbitrary and depends on larization is proportional to the instantaneous power en-

the amount of nonlinearity that can be tolerated. By com- sity of the optical field and the effect is called opticafl

bining some of the previous equations we can get an idea rectification."
of what range of V, V.,,, will produce a given deviation from In the electrooptic sampler, the picosecond sampliglinearIn and, thus.opi champterrz the dynosamc rangeofhth
Inearit, and, thus, characterize the dynamic range of the pulses will generate a polarization field due to optical rec-
electrooptic sampler. tification and the resulting induced voltage ma, intertere

Let us define the "fractional deviation from linearity with the signal being measured. We can make an estimate
as of the strength of the optical rectification signal by assum-

'Pn - P'. ing that the area of the crystal illuminated by the sampling
d 41) beam acts as a transient voltage source V with a series

PIO Pcapacitance C. Since the induced voltage waveform prop-

where P, is the actual output power given by agates in both directions on the transmission line. the

TV source sees a resistance R = Z,2 where Z) is the char-
--= P,, sin2 +- 142) actersitic impedance of the line The voltage V, that ap-
2 2pears on the transmission line thus satisfies the differential

and P o is the small signal linear response equation

dVo I V, dV,p v - -- <- -4)
P, I - cos r, - r isin r, .l (43) dt RC dt

which has the general solution
Equation (41 is plotted in Fig. 8 for several values of

fr, from ir64 to ri2. Earlier, it was stated that operating V0 = e -
R

C  e' RC dVK dt + constant I (45)
at the quarter-wave bias point was desirable from the di
standpoint of linearity. This is certainly apparent from the Next, we need to relate the source voltage V, to the op-
figure where curve (d). corresponding to quarter-wave tically induced polarization PVL. It can be shown that when
bias. indicates that a dynamic range of 140 dB results in the optical beam fills the width of a capacitor loaded with
less than I- percent deviation from linearity. However, it is an optically nonlinear dielectric, the voltage at the plates
interesting to see that even by lowering the operating point is given by 1281. 1291,
to r, = ir/64. a dynamic range of > 100 dB can be
achieved for I percent nonlinearity (provided that shot d
noise limited operation is maintained).

-- 1,.-
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where d is the beam diameter and c is the dielectric per- 0 0
mittivity. In our sampling geometry where the probe beam
enters through the top of the (100) grown GaAs wafer and 0 0 0
reflects off the ground plane, d is replaced by the substrate 0 0 0
thickness h and (46) become; r,,

r (l 00

= (t) (47) o

0 0 r41

where 1(t) is the intensity envelope of the sampling pulse. When an electric field is applied to the cr,,stal, a hire-
Fcr simplicity, we assume 1tt) is triangular in shape with fringence is induced and the initially spherical index ellip-
pulsewidth r and peak value 1). Solving t45) with (47) as soid is distorted. The intersection of the index ellipsoid
the driving function results in a peak voltage and a plane normal to the direction of optical propagation

n rah RC defines an ellipse whose major and minor axes gise the
Vo(0) = 1 [1 - exp I-r1RC)] 148) allowed polarization directions and the associated indices

EC 7 of refraction. For GaAs. the ellipsoid is described h,

appearing on the transmission line. Thus. using the fol- -: rEE
lowing parameters appropriate for a 100 gm thick GaAs tir
MMIC where x. v. and z are parallel to the crystallographic axes

r.0 =12 10 mV 1001. 10101. and 10011. respectively.
The most common orientation focr (WAs .. a ter,, in the

n = 344 integrated circuits industrN is (100i i.e.. the noriai to

d = 10 AAMthe wafer surface is in the 11001 directioni f321 Since the
most convenient geometry tor optical probing is one in

= 12.3 x f, which the beam enters the wafer normal to its ,urface. we

6.4 × 10" Wcm investigate the index ellipse for 11001 propagation. In the
I = 0 plane. we have

RC = 2.1 fs - rI

r = 5 ps no 2 rIEyv = 1 (51)

h = 100 Am which has principal axes 'v and z' at 45' with respect to
v and z and corresponding indexes 1331we calculate a peak voltage of

V,(0) = 41 gV. n = n,) -, nor4iE,

This is very small compared to typical voltages to be n' =Io - 1 n'r, E,. (52)
measured in the electrooptic sampler, yet it is comparable
to the minimum detectable voltage in a I Hz receiver Note that for light incident along r. only the x component
bandwidth. It is interesting to note that this signal is being of the applied electric field contributes to the induced hi-
produced at the same rate as the sampling pulses and if refringence. Thus. for an arbitrary electric field distribu-
the waveform being measured has a chopping-frequency tion in a (100) wafer of GaAs. the single pass phase retar-
component. then the optical rectification signal will never dation is given by
be detected. 2- -

In spite of the weak effect, optical rectification from r t= nr 1

femtosecond pulses is currently being investigated as a
source of far-infrared radiation for transient spectroscopy where V , is the potentiai difference between the front and
in a series of elegant experiments by Auston et al. [301 back side of the wafer. For the microstrip transmission
and Cheung and Auston (31). line geometry of Fig. 1(b), a focused beam of light which

enters the GaAs wafer at a point adjacent to the top con-
ductor and reflects from the ground plane experiences a

V. ELECTROOPTIC SAMPLING in GaAs round trip retardation of

A. Electrooptic Effect in GaAs 47
P = y nor~ V !54)

Gallium arsenide belongs to the cubic zincblende group
with crystal symmetry 43m. The electrooptic tensor for where V is the potential of the top conductor.
this group has the form For light propagating along r. the result of i 531 )s 'C011-
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doubled pukIse% trom the I i) o . ..1 ndljpllr ne,11

F4ZZ Ba.ksrde ¢eI ciroopt, imphng ir , the photon energy is below the bandgap. assuring trans-

TABLE I parency of the semiconductor to the h.am. This occurs at

CmPARI-Nss G.AN n) LTjO, , THi Mu iRS RIP SAMPI I\( about 900 nm. Unfortunately. sources ot ult rashon pui,,s
GI-C.H-Th lt [ FI; I beyond 900 nm are not nearly as developed as their % i,ile

counterparts. Mode-locked Nd: glass lasers produce burt,
GaA. LiTaO, of Q-switched pulses at 1.0 6 tim with picosecond duration

Electro-optic figue of ment n,, = 60 'i- - n r"s = 229 but there is no correlation between pulses from ditlerem
bursts. Mode-locked color-center lasers have the adsan-

Halt-ave voltage V, 4.4 kV 4.63 (hy L) kV tage of tunabilit, and high a,,erage power output 137. hut
the stabilit.s of the color-center cr sials is not ,o,d and the

Mmum detectable voltage 22 ,v,'v ffz 1s8 AVv/Z laser must be s\ nchronousl, pumped h, ,rnother mrdC-
locked laser.

1.101-..5 n. I..= 0, Continuous-w.ave mode-locked Nd: YAG !asers. on the
other hand, are commercially available and serv reliable.

pletely general. The phase retardation sensed by the laser They can produce average powers up to 10 W at pulse
beam is proportional to V, regardless of the electric field rates of 100 MHz. The disadvantage of these lasers is the
distribution. Recentlv. Freeman et al. [341 have used this pulsewidth: typically 80 ps. One of the techniques that
fact to probe a GaAs digital integrated circuit using a novel helped the development of ultrashort pulse source,, in the
backside probing geometry Fig. 9). visible was pulse compression h means of ,ingle-miode

fibers and diffraction grating delay lines, pioneered b,,
B. Comparison iijSensitivities: GaAs Versus LiTaO, Grischkowsky [381-[421. This technique uses self-phase

Let us define a figure of merit for the electrooptic mod- modulanon in single-mode fibers to spectrally broaden and
ulator as a basis for comparing the magnitude of the phys- chirp a pulse as it propagates through the fi her. The pulse
ical effect. We know that the net phase retardation depends is then passed through a pair of diffraction gratings Awhich
on the electric field and a coefficient containing the in- act as a matched filter and compress the new frequency
dexes of refraction and the electrooptic tensor. In Table I components [43). We have successfully applied this tech-
we list the coefficients for GaAs and LiTaO, as the elec- nique to the compression of the rather long Nd: YAG
trooptic figure of merit." They have been calculated as- pulses and have obtained 1.8 ps pulses at an 82 MHz rate
suming a wavelength of 1.06 Am. We see that the value for with an average power of 500 mW [181. 1 19). The shapes
LiTaO, is almost a factor of four larger than that for GaAs. of these pulses are not entirely optimum. however, owing
If we calculate the half-wave voltages V_. we see that in to the nonlinear frequency, chirp on the wings of the pulses
the case of LiTaO,. V, depends on the ratio h/L and for exiting the fiber. By spectrally filtering these frequency
GaAs, the value is fixed. Finally, since the minimum de- components, Heritage et al. have demonstrated a signifi-
tectable voltage depends on V,, GaAs is almost an order cant improvement in the shapes of the compressed
of magnitude more sensitive because for a 50 Q transmis- Nd:YAG pulses [201.
sion line on LiTaO. hiL = 0.1. Thus. although LiTaO, In previous electrooptic sampling systems using visible
transverse sampling appears at the outset to be the stronger pulses. a source of radi-ition for exciting photodiodes or
of the two. its dependence on the line impedance makes other optoelectronic devices was always available. In the
longitudinal sampling in GaAs the more sensitive ap- GaAs sampler. the wavelength was chosen specifically to
proach. avoid the generation of charge carriers and. hence, the

pulses cannot be used to directly excite semiconductor de-
C. Optical Sources vices. However. because of the very high peak powers in-

A key element in any electrooptic sampling system is a volved. the pulses can be efficiently frequency doubled in
continuous train of ultrashort optical pulses. The state of KTP or other suitable crystals. The result is a pair of syn-
the art in ultrashort pulse generation in the visible part of chronized pulse trains, one above and one below the band-
the spectrum has come a long way in the last decade gap. Photodetectors can then be incorporated on a GaAs
mainly due to advances in mode-locked ring dye lasers integrated circuit and driven by the second harmonic beam
[351, [361. For electrooptic sampling in GaAs. the wave- acting as electrical impulse generators to drive the rest of
length of the sampling beam must be long enough so that the circuit which can then be probed by the fundamental
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beam (Fig. l0). Because the excitation pulses were de- OOUBLNG c Po1c
CRYSTAL BEA MSPL Ir TE P

rised from the sampling beam. this method is free from _____ - >z -_ .- ~~j
timing jitter.

D Evperim.ift/ Rev nt,

I Ga.4s Rerdt h( .t4' ,duhl,vr The first step tow ard

demonstratin a high speed sampling sstem in GaAs was 0 k,

to demonstrate a basic low-frequency electrooptic modu- MOOULATOR _

lator 1441-1461. Choosing the longitudinal interaction ge-

ometrv as a test case. a simple reflectance modulator was

constructed in order to verify the sensitivity of the fring- o
ins field interaction. P.Co IooDoE 'PANsMss-oN L_ NE

At 1.5 mw HeNe laser operating at 1.15 tm was used Fig 11 Schematic diagram ,I in lectjophc amplng .Icm hlr JrCLT

as the infrared source. The linearly polarized output was prihig i (;4A% unstrates

converted to circular polarization with a Soliel-Babinet
compensator adjusted tor quarter wave retardation. The
beam was focused i, th a standard 5 x microscope objec-
tise onto a GaAs water adjacent to a microstrip transmis-
sion line where it entered the crystal and reflected off the - r -

ground plane on the back side. After the beam exited the
,r,.,tal. the incroc pe obecti .e recoliniatcd it parallel .

to the incident beam and ,,hghtlu displaced Ahere a irror i . ,,p~,c I I "h w, ol .ld. J, :r'

directed it to the anal, zer and photodiode. The tran,,mis- h, electrl apr mphng ,I i (;a.\, 1i'r drip trnnli,,fn i neh n hr

sion line was drien with a sine wave generator i, th I V /imlal i) ps di. rcni-l , 11 n\ dJ .

peak-to-peak amplitude at a frequency of I kHz.

Taking into account the 30 percent Fresnel reflection of The experimental set up i, indicated schematicall., in

the incident light from the surface of the GaAs. we mea- Fig. 11. It functions in an identical manner to the appa-

sured a half-wave switching voltage of 10.5 kV. This is a ratus shown in Fig. 3. but with a different optical source.

factor of two high and the error may have to do with the Instead of a synchronously pumped dye laser. we used a

nature of the distribution of the fringing fields (i.e.. the Spectra-Physics model 3000 Nd: YAG laser in conjunction
potential, is lower immediate, -adjacent to the transmis- with a model 3600 pulse compressor to produce a train of

sion lines). Also. if a large spot size is used and is cen- 5 ps pulses at a rate of 82 MHz. The doubling crystal was

tered on the fringing field. some of the beam might be KTP and an acoustooptic modulator was used to chop the

reflected by the top conductor of the transmission line. excitation beam at 20.9 MHz. Fig. 12 shows the impulse

reducing the electrooptic interaction, response of a 50 ,cm diameter GaAs Schottky photodiode

As the optical beam was moved away from the trans- 147] measured with this system.
mission line, the signal diminished as expected due to the 3) MMIC Testing. The real power and flexibility of our
local confinement of the electric fields. However. when an sampling approach can be demonstrated best when ap-

additional visible HeNe laser (X = 632 nm) was used to plied to measurements made in complex integrated cir-

tlood-illuminate the surface of the GaAs in the vicinity of cuits, Weingarten and Rodwell have sampled the output of

the sampling beam. the signal returned to its original a four stage GaAs FET traveling wave amplifier iTWA.
%alue. This suggests that a conductive surface is being courtesy of G. Zdasiuk. Varian Associates). measuring

photogenerated and that charge from the transmission line electronic distortion induced by changes in the power sup-

is accumulating there, reestablishing an electric field in ply bias 1111. 1481. In this experiment. Instead,of drlIng

the sampling beam. The photoconductive surface may play the device under test with a photodiode, it was connected

an important role in future measurements because it can to a microwave synthesizer (HP 8340A). phase-locked to

be used to optically alter, or introduce, new conductive the laser mode-locker driver and operating at a fixed fre-

patterns on any GaAs wafer. This might be useful for in- quency. The frequency was chosen to be an exact multiple

troducing known reflections as timing markers in time do- of the fundamental sampling rate plus I Hz so that the

main reflectometry measurements, or. as a way of rapidly sampling pulses walked through the driving sinusoid at a

designing new transmission-line structures without inter- rate of I Hz. Pulse modulating the synthesizer at 10 MHz.

mediate processing steps. allowed a narrow-band receiver to be used for signal-to-

2) Photodiode Characterization: In this experiment, noise enhancement. Since the spectrum analyzer used as
we measured the impulse response of a GaAs photodiode the 10 MHz receiver displayed only the rms value of the

that was excited by the second harmonic of the sampling sampled waveform a small amount of the 10 MHz chop-

beam 111. Although the photodiode made a hybrid con- ping signal was injected ntc the input so that it summed
nection to the GaA, nucroirip transmision line. the prin- vectorially with the photidiode signal to produce a irue

,iple of excitation and sampling ot an active GaAs device bipolar waveform.
was demonstrated. With the synthesizer tuned to 4.1 GHz and the TWA

i
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Fig 13 Vlaeoutput oi a tour stage GaAs FET traveling w~ave amplifier HARMONIC W=NG AA
measured by ¢lectrooplic sampling in the GaAs substrate, ia Normal A O M N

drain-sOurcc biasing i bi Reduced drain-source biasing demonstraling soft SPECTRUM

lipping distortion Frequency = 4 I GHz tHorizonlal. 70 ps,div; ver- _A A A A AA AA

tical: . 200 MV di, 1 0 Ao 21o 3!,

FREQUENCY

biased normally, the waveform shown in Fig. 13(a) was Fig. 15. Frequency spectra describing etectrooptic harmonic mi ing Pi

measured by electrooptically sampling the TWA at the cosecond pulses from the electrooptic sampler mix ith the transmissiion
line signal to produce the indicated harmonic mixing ,pectrum in the

output of its last stage. Reducing the drain-to-source volt- receiver photocurrent

age from +-4 to - 1.5 V caused the TWA to operate in the
S'triode" region. Fig. 131b) shows the soft clipping on the noise arising from the pulse-to-pulse timing jitter in mode-
negative peaks as well as the reduction in gain that re- locked lasers.
sulited from this bias condition. The distortion present in Electrooptic modulation of a light beam illuminating a

both waveforms is due to jitter in the arrival time of the photodiode produces a photocurrent that is proportional
sampling pulses and is covered in detail in Section VI. to the product of the light intensity and the modulating

4) Digital GaAs Integrated Circuit: In an experimental voltage. Because of the product relationship the modula-

setup similar to that just described for the TWA. Freeman tor/photodiode combination can be viewed as a mixer. The

et al. [341 have utilized the backside probing geometry of picosecond pulses in the electrooptic sampler represent the
Fig. 9 to sample the serial output waveform from an 8-bit local oscillator signal and the transmission line voltage
multiplexer/demultiplexer [491 operating at a clock rate of represents the RF input signal. In the frequency domain

2.6 GHz. The eight parallel input lines were statically set (Fig 15), any signal at frequency f propagating on the

to the digital word 11110100. By probing the 2 am wide transmission line will mix with all of the harmonics of the
line leading to the output buffer stage. the serial bit stream fundamental sampling rate fo. Sidebands. due to the con-

shown tn Fig. 14 was obtained. volution of these two spectra will appear at frequencies

Vt. HARMJONIC MIXING. PHASE NOISE. .AND TIMING nfo ± f. We refer to this process as "electrooptic harmonic
JITTER mixing." Unlike electronic balanced mixers, both the lo-

Because there is a random variation in the period be- cal oscillator and the RF input signals appear at the output
tween pulses in a mode-locked pulse train, any sampling (IF) port.

measurement of an arbitrary waveform using these pulses If the transmission line is driven with a sinusoidal sig-

(such as in the amplifier just described) will reflect this nal, a replica of the nearest harmonic will appear between
variation. A fluctuation of even 10 ps translates to a phase dc andfo/2 where it can be conveniently viewed on a spec-

fluctuation of 36 * for a 10 GHz sinusoid. The timing jitter trum analyzer or other receiver. The phases of the micro-
in mode-locked lasers is a random process that is not easy wave signals are preserved and any fluctuations or phase

to model or predict. We can, however, determine the rms noise will be transferred to the base-band signal. Thus.

magnitude of the jitter by integrating the frequency spec- the phase noise of the down-converted harmonic can be

trum of the fluctuations. In this section, we describe how studied without using a high speed photodiode, yielding

the electrooptic sampler functions as a general wide-band information about the timing jitter in the pulse train.

harmonic mixer and how it can be used to study phase A typical harmonic spectral component is shown in Fig.
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powe¢r. P. = phas.e no se power i( in offset rom the carrier See te~i
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Fig. 18 Relatie gro , h ,)I phase noisc pi-er is , iunti tln ,I hirrn*nl.

trequency in x 82 MHz Sold ne .)I ipe = 2 correspids to rhe.-

retical square-14w dependence

7 ,,hand, we can deduce the extent ot the taming fluctuations

because the total power in the phase noise sidehands.
-,. ,,,,... . can be shown to be related to the rms timing jitter 1501.

1511. To calculate the total double side-band noise power.
Fig I' Laser en.elope harmonic spectral components down-con'erled it the phase noise spectrum is integrated from Nome Io., fre-

0i MHz h% armonic mi.mi in the electrooptic sampier Center ire quencv f, near the carrier ofn,,) to (o)e hi-hcr trcmquctn.
nucnt' ,e cah mmponent e 2 MHi. where, , 2 r . where the phase noise falls to the level of the AM and

Johnson noise. Since the apparent width of the carrier

16. It consists of a delta function at no and a phase noise component depends on the resolution bandwidth oit the

pedestal arising from the pulse-to-pulse jitter. For small spectrum analyzer, using a narrower bandwidth allows i
to move closer to the carrier and lower frequency phase

phase fluctuations, the relative phase noise power can be fluctuations to contribute to the total side-band power.
shown to vary as the square of the harmonic. number n Thus. any calculation of timing j itter using this method
[501. The phase noise-to-carrier power ratio for a given mus scy theclo fequen cut tepesionsinusoidal component of the noise is given by must specify the low frequency cutoff J". The expression

i relating the rms timing jitter to the carrier and phase noise

Ph _ (nworo)5 powers is
P. 2 T 'PDsB

where T -SB 56i2 2?rn N P,

P, = phase noise power at some offset frequency where

P, = camer powerP P

w0 = 27r x sampling rate PDS 2 J P" df (57)

r) = peak timing jitter at frequency of Pm,. and B spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidth and T
= I If

Fig. 17 shows a series of harmonic spectra from the In our experiments we used two spectrum analzer
mode-locked and compressed Nd : YAG laser mixed down bandwidth settings. In the first case with the bandwidth B

to 10 MHz. To obtain these spectra. signals up to 16 GHz = 10 Hz. the low-frequency cutoff f, ranged between 10
in = 199) were applied to the transmission line from a Hz and 32 Hz. In the second case. B = 30 Hz and f,

microwave synthesizer (HP f340A) that was phase-locked varied from 105 Hz to 150 Hz. The upper frequency limit
to the mode-locker driver (HP 3325A). The growth of the f2 was typically I kHz-2 kHz.
phase noise sidebands is clearly evident. By measuring the The rms timing jitter calculated from the phase noise
relative intensity of the phase noise and plotting it against spectra and (56) is plotted in Fig. 19 for five harmonic
the actual frequency of the harmonic (nfo), the rate of side- components from n = I! to n = 98. Although there is a
band growth can be compared to the theory. In Fig. 18, spread of several picoseconds in the jitter for each of the
these data are plotted on a log-log graph against a slope two resolution bandwidths, the slopes connecting the two
= 2 line. The data follow the square-law dependence well data points of each harmonic number are nearly the same.
with the deviation at the high end assumed to result from indicating a similar trend in increasing jitter as lower fre-
the higher modulation index causing a nonlinear depanure quency components are included. The data suggest an up-
from the small-signal theory, per limit of II ps rms jitter for fluctuation frequencies

With a picture of one of the spectral components in above 10 Hz. We have not yet identified the source of the
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characterization cit photodiodes. measuring electronic dis-
tortion in a monolithic microwave Integrated circuit.an

~- * ~ probing the output of a digital GaAs I.
- - Currently, the performance of' the sampler- for measur-

-111 ing high-frequency signals IS limited byr the timing litter

in he icoecnd oure.Using the sampler as en dc-
8 =30 H2 trooptic harmonic mixer. we have measured the magnitude

- of the effect and are pursuing ways of reducing it.

We feel this new sampling technique holds great prom-
00 :50ise as a tool for studying and developing very high speed

f, (Hz) GaAs and other compound semiconductor de,. iccs.
ilzit)1 Rtns timing tler ii a ~w mot~de iicked and ciinipressed Nd, YAG VIII.A NW~iis

ascr Data derived bN. Intec'raiing phase noiise power spectra tront,( toi
! 1ee Fie 1s Five harmonic spectr.i represented using indicated spec- The authors wish to thank G. Zdasiuk of Varian Asso-

rum anaiszer bandwidths ciates for supplying the GaAs FET traveling %we imp-
lilier. and K. Weinparten and M. Rodssell for usetul

I discussions and assistance in making some ot the meca-
surements. We appreciate the careful readingi and cri-

-4 1 tiqueing of this manuscript by J. Freeman. B. Auld. N.
- ~ Kendzierski. and N. Kolner.' Special thanks go to the

Hewlett-Packard Company. where our initial electrooptic
- t I----~1-~-sampling work in LiTaO, was done, and to Spectra-Phss-

ics and Hewlett-Packard for generous equipment dona-
tions and loans which helped make this research possible.
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a "e n peraced a, end pumped laer, I he !iher laser is

a,e de'tie aitm I ength ,i I ' mm and a nean diameter ir f,, am The .,cr r 'lair tru .ture n, illililtL '-n tjn'ttt!

an aluminium mirror -, d .,n one tiber end (ace and in a11-IatCd 'pp'. lt ae c.j '." rx Im t, an )utput -,upler I -inz i
argon ioln laser pump ,our,c. ., output po.er, of' eeeraJ -tt aere ' amd

Single crystal optical fibers offer the promise of ture ruby [51 as well as Nd:YAG (6-1 and Nd:Y,0 3
compact, rugged and highly efficient end-pumped la- [91 lasers. These miniature lasers employed external
ser oscillators. The chief auvantage of the fiber geome- mirrors adjacent to the fiber to form the resonator cav.
try is the inherent excellent spatial overlap between ity. The finite mirror thickness precluded efficient
the confined pump radiation and the oscillator's fun- butt coupling to LED pump sources [71 and compli.
damental optical mode [1]. This offers the potential cated laser diode pumping [8]. For almost all these la-
for simple butt coupling of fiber oscillators to laser sers the fiber's length was less than or comparable to
diode and light emitting diode pump sources, the Rayleigh length of the fiber's lowest order optical

Realization of practical crystal fiber lasers will re- mode. In this situation the mode only weakly interacts
quire the development of a guided wave, monolithic with the fiber surface and pump beam confinement is
resonator oscillator. In this paper we report the First limited.
such device, a liquid nitrogen cooled ruby fiber laser. In our work the laser resonator structure is simply

The 77 K ruby system was chosen for demonstra- formed by the fiber waveguide and the polished fiber
tion of a monolithic resonator crystal fiber oscillator end faces. The single crystal fibers tested had diame-
because of its high laser gain. The high gain allows la- ters which ranged between 60MPm and 83 lm. The
ser operation despite the large resonator losses which maximum fiber length was 15 mm. The lowest order
were present in these fiber oscillators. A major disad- optical mode for such a fiber has a beam waist approx-
vantage of a ruby oscillator at present is the lack of a imately one-third the fiber diameter. For a 60 gim
sufficiently bright semiconductor light source to serve diameter fiber this yields a beam waist of 20 Mm, Ln-
as the oscillator pump. An argon ion laser was used as plying a Rayleigh length in 'uby of 3.2 rm. A 15 mm
the pump source in the present experiment. Demon- long fiber laser of this diameter is thus approximately
stration of a guided wave, monolithic resonator oscilla- five Rayleigh lengths long and may be considered a
Tor in ruby represents a significant step toward develop- guided wave device. In these fibers the waveguide inter-
ment of practical light emitting diode or laser diode face is the ruby-liquid nitrogen boundary at the fiber
pumped fiber oscillators in other materials such as periphery. The large refractive index difference be-
Nd:YAG. tween these materials ( 1.76 to 1.21 ), coupled with

Both cw 12] and laser pumped [3,41 liquid nitro- fiber diameter variations f approximately 27%, leads
gen cooled ruby lasers have been reported in bulk crys- to substantial waveguide losses.
tal samples. Short crystal fiber lengths (< 10 mm) have The ruby fibers used were grown by the miniature
previously been used to make miniature room tempera- pedestal growth technique [5-101, using an apparatus

0 030-4018/85iS03.30 © Elsevier Science Publishers BY.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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developed in our laboratory [IlI In this method fiber
crystallographic orientation is accomplished by use of
an oriented seed crystal which nucleates the crystal
growth. Two different orientations were grown in this
study. 1100) (fiber axis 90 degrees to c-axis) and
,0001) (fiber axis parallel to c-axis). The crystallograph-
ic orientation of the fibers was verified by Laue X-ray
diffraction and laser absorption techniques. The fiber's
cross-section reflects the characteristic growth habits
of the crystal. The s000>1) axis fibers have a slightly
rounded hexagonal cross section [51 whde (1100) axis
fibers display a rounded rectangular shape.

The (0001) axis fibers were grown at 3.0 mm, mm
using a single 3 1 diameter reduction. The source rod
diameter was 25 0 gAm yielding a final fiber diameter of
S3 Mim. 60 gm diameter 1100) axis fibers were grown
using two 3 I diameter reductions from a 540 tAm diam-
eter source rod. The growth speed for both diameter
reductions was 4.5 mm/min.

The starting material for all laser fibers was single I 50/Ld -Tm

crystal ruby with a chromium concentration of 0.79
wr'". The fiber's chromium concentration is less than ( a)
that of the feed matenal due to evaporation of chromi-
um during the growth process [5.12). Using laser ab-
sorption through thin cross sections of fiber samples
we measured a chromium concentration of 0.090 wt%
in the 1000) axis fibers and 0.15 wr% in the (1100)
axis fibers.

The fiber end faces were fabricated by mounting
the fibers in a slotted sapphire block. The fiber and
block lengths were identical, allowing both fiber end
faces to be polished without removing the fiber from
the slot. The sapphire block end faces were optically
polished flat to within 2 .m per centimeter and paral-
lel to within 1 minute of arc. Assuming that the fiber
rests squarely in the slot the same tolerances would ap-
ply to the fiber. Unfortunately, the fiber has a tenden-
cy to bend and wander within the slot. This leads to
the end faces being skewed with respect to the fiber
axis as wel as a loss of end face paraUelism. Based on
the slot width, the uncertainty in the end face orienta- ( b
tion is one degree. We are currently modifying the pol-
ishing procedure by using narrower slots which should
improve the orientation accuracy to -2 minutes of Fig. I. (a) Cross section o'.a polished ITO ) a.is ruby fiber.
arc. A photograph of a polished (1100) fiber is shown The fiber's major and minor axis dimensions are 58 urm and 46

urm respectively. The minor axis corresponds to the (0001) di-in fig. Ia. Fig. lb shows the fiber mounted in an alu- rection. (b) Photograph showing a single crystal ruby fiber
minium holder. The holder supports the fiber during mounted in its fiber holder. The holder supports the fiber dur-

laser tests. ing laser tests.
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After removal from the polishing fixture an optical- Table 1
Iy thick reflective aluminium coating is vapor depos- Summary of results for two different monolithic resonator
ited on one fiber end face. The aluminium coating is rby fiber oscillators

easier to apply than a multilayer dielectric coating and Characteristics Fiber
thus was used fcr this device demonstration. The re-
flectivitv of the aluminium coating was measured to
be "5%. This simple polished and coated fiber consti-
tutes both the laser medium and the resonator struc- Length (mm) 7.7 15.0

Mean diameter (,m)3 60lure. Chromium concentration (wt") o.15 )90

The overall system for ruby laser operation is shown Laser threshold with uncoated
in FT. 2. The ruby laser fiber is permanently mounted reflector (mW) 550 620
in the machined aluminium holder to facilitate hand- Laser threshold with alummium
ling. The holder supports the fiber at two points near reflector (mW) 300 410Mtaximurm ruby laser output with
the fiber ends. A quartz tube supports the fiber holder aluinium relaector mWu 3.9 2.0

while the entire assembly is immersed in liquid nitro- Calculated round trip cavity
gen. The cut away central section of the holder allows loss (L in eq. (1)). loss in
liquid nitrogen to directly contact the fiber during la- equals 100[1 - expl -L)l 2.4 4.2

ser operation. The uncoated fiber end protrudes about Slope efficiency with Almueror 1%) 1.3 O6
I mm into the quartz tube. Silicone vacuum grease mirror_1.3_____

and silicone rubber serve as sealants to prevent liquid
nitrogen from entering the tube and covering the fiber
end. A helium gas atmosphere, maintained over the fi- Table I summarizes results for two fiber oscillators.
ber, prevents condensation on the end face. Pump ra- Fiber I is a relatively short, large diameter, fiber with
diation. from an argon ion laser operating at 514.5 a fiber length comparable to the Rayleigh length of
rim, is focused into the uncoated fiber end and sepa- the lowest order optical mode. Fiber 2 is a true guided
rated from the resultant ruby laser radiation by means wave device as discussed earlier. For both these fibers.
of a dichroic mirror. laser oscillation could be obtained even with the alu-

minium mirror removed from the rear fiber end face.
In this case the Fresnel reflection from the ruby-liq-

uid mtrogen dielectric interface yields a rear mirror re-Ar * flectivity of 3.4%. The laser threshold values listed i-
asER ' FOCUSING J- Jude the pump beam Fresnel losses off the fiber out-

LENS put coupler. The aluminium mirror on fiber 2 was

Q DICHROIC slightly damaged reducing its eflectivity by an esti-
.U94E MIRROR mated 20% from its undamaged value.
LGHT -AR COATED The difference in the laser thresholds for the two

WINDOW different rear mirror retlectiviues allows us to estimate
QUARTZ A

UIBE the resonator losses. Equating the laser gain and losses
at threshold for the three level ruby laser system leads

RUB FIBER 2.rsO/g1(K~th -(1 + K)g,igI)

F.BER L =L - InR R. (I)
HOLDER 91(l + K)(Kpth + 1

LIQUID where &O is the absorptibn coefficient between theNITROGEN

VACUUM ground state and laser level (ito = 0.20 cm - I at roomBOTTLE temperature for a chromium density of 0.05 wr%), I

Fig. 2. Experimental set-up used in the cw monolithic resona- is the fiber lengthg I .g, are the degeneracy factors
tor ruby fiber lar tests. for the ground state and Zipper laser level(gj/g, = 1/2),

I
-1'U-
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K is a constant dependent on the upper state lifetime times the natural linewidth. The peak of all spectra oc-
and the pump beam absorption cross-section, Pth is curred at the same wavelength indicating no overall
the pump power at threshold. K is the thermal distri- shift in fiber temperature with pump power. The abso.
bution of population between the split upper laser lev- lute value of the peak wavelength is 693.43 = 0.01 nm.
el tK = 0.58 at 77 K). L is the round trip cavity loss which is consistent with the previous measurements at
not including mirror retlectivity losses and R1 ,R, are 77 K 1131 .
the mirror reflectivities. A potential problem with these spectroscopic mea-

In order to use the two different threshold condi- surements is line broadening due to self-absorption or
tions to solve eq. (I) for L we must determine the ab- line narrowing due to stimulated emission. A conserva-
sorption cross section a0 . Assuming an isothermal fi- tive estimate of the former effect shows that for a uni-
ber at 77 K. a0 can readily be calculated knowing the formly pumped, uniform temperature fiber, with no
fiber's chromium density. However, since the transi- ground state depletion, the self-absorption would
tion line center shifts by 0.0045 nm/K [131 . tempera- broaden the spectra by less than a factor of three.
ture variations within the fiber can reduce aO .Since Ground state depletion at the laser threshold would
the laser transition is the same as the common fluores- reduce the absorption by at least a factor of two. re-
cence transition, measurement of the ruby fluores- ducing the broadening to a maximum of 2.2 times the
cence spectrum allows determination of ci0 . natural linewidth. Since the observed broadening is ap-

The fluorescence spectrum was measured with a proximately twice this value, the line center shift due
0.007 run resolution spectrometer using the geometry to temperature variations is the dominant broadening
shown in fig. 2. To avoid laser oscillation complicating mechanism. Including temperature broadening in the
the spectra, fiber samples identical to those tested as analysis reduces the calculated self-absorption broad-
laser oscillators were used except that the bottom fi. ening to negligible levels. Similarly, stimulated emis-
ber end was not polished. Fig. 3 ilustrates a typical sion does not significantly narrow the spectra in fiber
fluorescence spectrum obtained with 390 mW of pump samples with an unpolished end face. Such narrowing
power. Note the long wavelength tail and the asym- would be associated with a faster than linear increase
metric nature of the central peak. This asymmetric in the fluorescence power with pump power which
shift towards longer wavelengths is consistent with was not observed with these samples.
pump radiation heating of the fiber. The measured The value of ot0 to be used in eq. I I ) can now be
transition full width at half maximum is 0.033 nm calculated by integrating the measured spectrum at
which is 4.7 times the natural linewidth of 0.007 nm. threshold and equating the area under the natural and
Spectra taken at other pump powers all display a long broadened spectral distribution. The results, ( tabu-
wavelength asymmetry with a linewidth at least 4.3 lated in table 1), indicate a lossy cavity with a round

trip loss of 90% and 98.5% for fibers I and 2 respec-
tively. These calculated losses are sensittve to the ab-
sorption coefficient value used in eq. (I ) and should be
taken as only an estimate of the cavity loss. Neglecting

- material scattering and absorption in the fiber, the
losses must stem from either waveguide imperfections

z- or end-face misalignment. The fact that the loss L in

the weakly-guiding fiber is roughly half that of the
_- guided wave device suggests that these effects are of

Z! ,comparable importance.

S. The cw laser output was quasi-steady state with
power variations of only t 10%. Maximum laser output
powers of 3.9 mW and 2 9 mW were observed with fi-

69.,40 693.50 693.60 693.10 bers I and 2 respectively. The pump power in both
*AVELENGT.H (,- 1 cases was 750 mW of 514.4 rim radiation. No large

Fig. 3. Ruby fltuorecencespectnm at 39OmW of pump power. scale spiking was seen due to the high cavity losses and
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by S. A. ElrodTunneling A. Bryant
A. L. de Lozannemicroscopy S. Park
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from 300 to 4.2 K C. .o,ate

A scanning tunneling microscope (STM) has these phenomena have characteristic energies below several
been developed for operation over the full hundred millielectron yolts" low temperatures (i:4.2 K) are
,tmetr range fromtt 300 tG 4.2 KC. Ai roum i.icfc r,, In riwi-ue t ..- a,.,i ;,, ,,,,
temperature, the instrument has been used to acceptable level.
produce topographic images of grain structure A major disadvantage of conventional planar structures is
in a copper-titanium alloy foil and of atomic that the desired spectroscopic information is spatially
structure on a Pt(100) surface. At low averaged over the full area of the junction. While junctions
temperatures, the instrument can be used in a as small as 1200 x 3000 A have been fabricated !41. thes
new spectroscopic mode, one which combines dimensions are still considerably larger than the
the high spatial resolution of the STM with the
existing technique of electron tunneling characteristic length over which properties of interest might

spectroscopy. This new capability has been be expected to vary. For the case of superconductors. the

demonstrated by using the microscope to probe relevant scale is set by the coherence length, which can range
spatial variations in the superconducting from thousands to tens of angstroms. For resonant or
character of a niobium-tin alloy film. inelastic tunneling, large variations can be expected to occur

over the size of a single molecule. Conventional tunnel
Introduction junctions also suffer from the liability that the interpretation

of results can be confused by 'unwancd effeLs of the
While the use of tunneling for microscopy is a fairly recent nondeal solid tunneling baner.
development. its use as a spectroscopic tool underlies several The l i tunneling icr o

well-established fields. In the case of tunneling spectroscopy. this paper was developed in order to capitalize on the

however, electron flow has conventionally been between desratera esoltin of th cai n te

planar electrodes separated by a solid insulating barrier. Attunnengplanr eectode searaed y a oli inulaingbarier At microscope and to combine t with the powerful and well-

low temperatures. the current-voltage (l-V) characteristics of estblshed tc i nelig tper l It ws

such sandwich tunnel junctions are found to be rich in etbihdtcnqeo unln pcrsoyI a
sucrsndich tnnelr uctionhis arefoumn to been hoped that the resulting instrument would allow for the
spc.roscopic informration. This information has been possibility of spectroscopic studies of surfaces with a lateral
successfully related to such diverse physical phenomena as resolution approaching atomic dimensions. In addition to
superconductivity of the electrodes [ I]. inelastic tunneling very high lateral resolution. the low-temperature tunneling
associated with photons. phonons. or molecular excitations microscope would offer the advantage of an ideal ('.acuumi
[2]. and resonant tunneling through barrier states [3]. All of barrier. The instrument would also afford eas, access to the

electrodes, making possible the introduction of molecular
*Copyrigbt 1986 by International Business Machines Corporation. species for inelastic tunneling spectroscopy 121.
Copying in pnnted form for private use is permitted without
payment of royalty provided that (I) each reproduction is done
without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copyright
notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract. but no Room-temperature studies
other portions, of this paper may be copied or distributed royalty Dunng the development of the low-temperature instrument.
free without further permission by computer-hased and other
information-service systems. Permission to republish any other several room-temperature studies were conducted. The
portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor. exponential dependence of tunneling current on
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Images of a single-crystal surface of Pt( I00) showed

reproducible features with atomic resolution (=3 A). Details [- 24 A - I
of the topographic mode of STM operation are descnbed
cisevwhere (5-71.

\n alloy foil of copper and titanium (81 exhibited very
rich structure under topographic examination with the STM. T
\, descnbed elsewhere [81, the sample was prepared by co- T
sputteinng copper and titanium to form an amorphous him <
of CujTi. The film was annealed at 418"C and quenched "
pnto a metastable microcrystalline phase having a
charactenstic grain size of =60 A.

I he sample was imaged at a gap resistance of 250 kid with . - . - - ..

at tungsten tip at a dc tip voltage of - 1.5 mV, It was argon- --

,,n-team-milled (500 V at 0.26 mAicm for two minutesl.
then transferred in air to the STMV Imaging was
accomplished at 10- tort the following da. Images were
taken in four minutes with a I-Hz line rate. Image quality
seemed to improve afier the tip was touched to the surface
,ith an applied voltage of-30 V and then -walked- to a
new location. To compensate for an overall tilt of the
sample, data were ac coupled to a significant degree, The:
caibhration therefore depended on the data frequency and is
not included.

Figure I shows three images taken in rapid succession.
The images show high sensitivity to grain structure and are
,er reproducible. Shown in Figure 2(s) are four STM
images taken at different locations on the surface. For b,

c:ompanson. a TEM image of a similar sample [81 has been
included in Figure 2(b). We note that while the TEM
aserages over the entire sample thickness, the STM is
surtace-sensitive only.

The capability of the STM to resolve atomic features was
demonstrated using a platinum sample havingz a I I MI
surface The sample was prepared by cleaning in solvents
and then heating in vacuum to approximately 800'C at a
pressure of I0-' tort. The tunneling tip was "prepared" by ia, Region of a Pit 000)4 surface A square array ot atomlike teatures is

touching it to the surface with an applied voltage of -30 V. identified in the upper ten comer The aerage nearest-neighbxor dis-
The sample was imaged at a gap resistance of 250 kIt and a tance si 3 2 A -\t location A. . discontinut s, indicated. posihl

due to tip switching hi lop lt corer ot i i i
, 
depicted in the moreJc tip voltage of -25 mV As was the case with the images conventional amplitude trace torma

from the copper-titanium sample, data were ac coupled: the

-calibration is therefore not included.
Figure 3() shows a region of the platinum surface. The

upper left portion of the image shows a square array of the conventional tools IAuger. LEED) was used to ascertain

atomlike features. The average nearest-neighbor distance is the degree of surface order and cleanliness. While the
measured to be 3.2 A. This portion of the image is also measurements are thus nonidea. they nevertheless
depicted in Figure 3(b) in the more conventional amplitude demonstrate that atomic resolution has been achieved.
trace format. The expected nearest-neighbor distance for an Figure 4 shows two images taken in rapid succession to
unreconstructed surface of Pt(100) is 2.8 A. The discrepancy venfy that the observed atomic features are reproducible.
with the measured value of 3.2 .A is within the calibration Each image was obtained in 50 seconds. One feature has
error of the piezoelectmc dnves. While it is tempting to been selected; it is indicated by arrows in the images. The
identify the square array as the platinum lattice, several displacement of atomic features is believed to be due to
cautions are in order. The cleaning procedure which we thermal dnft or piezoelectric creep.

adopted was modest and is known to leave residual carbon Image interpretation is not always as straightforward as
on the surface (9]. In addition, we acknowledge that none of the above results might suggest. In particular, we recognize
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Low-temperature studies [101
The low-temperature tunneling microscope LTT.M) offers
the first opportunity to conduct spectroscopic studies of

S surfaces with a lateral resolution approaching atomic
-' dimensions. Of all the physical phenomena w;hich can

give rise to identifiable spectroscopic features in the
tunneling /- Vcharacteristic, superconductivity of the
electrodes has one of the largest and most distinctive

I signatures. Superconductive tunneling was therefore chosen

as the first spectroscopy with which to test the capabilities of
the new instrument.

For two reasons, the surface of superconducting NbSn
was selected as the one to be studied. First. independent

_______measurements I I I indicated the possible presence ol
microscopic spatial inhomogeneities. which would proide a

contrast mechanism for spectroscopic imaging. Second. the
energy gap of NbSn is among the largest known 13.3 mV)
[II] and should be readily discriminated in the tunnelin I-I

As a normal tip is scanned over the superconducting
NbSn surface, a single parameter is extracted from the /-I
characteristic to provide a direct measure of the local
superconductivity. Images produced in this fashion show

strong spatial variations, with reproducible transitions
between fully normal and fully superconducting behavior on
length scales as small as 13 nm. Images taken above and

below the critical temperature confirm that the observed
effects are due to superconductive tunneling. Additional

" 9 <. :j confirmation comes from a successful fit of the measured I-1
t- ,n'e u.e , I ,t, ara q ft, s -u, aC, curves to a simple superconductor-insulator-norma metal

c.turc . nih ,.n L ccn ,,Th angsc t, , dcntiled h% irro- (SIN) tunneling model [7].
Poppe and Schroder [121 have developed an apparatus

.i-:ar iu the L i l M described in this paper We also
acknowledge the low-temperature tunneling work of
Moreland et al. [I 31. who use flexible substrates to controltwo problems, both associated with the unknown geometry

of the tunneling tip. The first is the fundamental problem the interelectrode spacing. In both cases, the authors obtain
involved in trving to separate the effects ofan unknown tip excellent tunneling characteristics, although in neither case

has a scanning capability (ie.. microscopy) i et beengeometry from those due to surface topography. One can dsate.tdemonstrated.
even imagine the extreme case in which a very flat tip is
itself imaged bv a sufficiently rough surface. The most
desirable situation is clearly one in which the surface is Spectro opic ima 'ineatomically flat. The/I-I'characteristic of an SIN junction can provide

The second problem is associated with the switching of detailed information on the properties of the
tunneling current between minitips [6]. For a tip with a superconducting electrod. [ II. With respect to the ohmic
sufficiently flattened end. switching might even occur case. the most pronounced alteration in the /-1
between minutips located microns apart. Tip-switching effects characteristic is associated with a gap in the excitation
have been intermittently observed in most of the density of states of the iuperconductor.
topographic studies conducted by our group. In images. For spatially resolved LTTM studies of superconductiit,.
these appear as abrupt boundaries between regions which one would ideally like to measure the full 1. curve at every
seem unrelated. The effects are most pronounced after the point on the sample surface. The local value of the energy
tip has been moved to a new location on the sample, and gap could then be deduced by fitting the individual /-1
they seem to decrease with time. For the images presented in curves to a simple SIN tunneling model [I. 61. For this pilot
this paper (with the possible exception of Figure 31. tip- study of the LTTM's capabilities, however, a simplified
switching effects are believed to be absent, approach was taken.
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For spectroscopic studies, the gap voltage is tnangle-wave

modulated at I kHz. The analog time derivative of the

junction current tdi/dt) is displayed as a function of

junction voltage. yielding a sensitive measure of the local

electronic structure but differing from the conventional

dynamic conductance ldl/dt') by a factor of dl"'dt. At the
same time that the l-V curve is being swept at I kHz. the ac <

current is detected with a lock-in amplifier to provide a

signal proportional to the gap resistance averaged over the

full I- I curve. This signal is further amplified to provide T
feedback to the piezoelectric drive which controls the

interelectrode spacing. Since the l-kHz sweep rate is fast

compared to the feedback response. the only effect of the
latter is to stabilize the average gap resistance at the desired

equilibrium value. it

As the tip is scanned laterally. the magnitude of dl/dz
changes with variations in superconductivity and/or

topography. Some care must therefore be taken to sort out

the different effects on the tunneling current. In order to

obtain a sqrarnfrnnwr imaee of the %amrle we rhsc t,

extract a single parameter from the I- Vcurve which is a
direct measure of the local superconductivity but excludes

the effects of changing topography. This is accomplished by
sampling the zero-bias value of di/di and normalizing it to

the average gap resistance.
We justify this particular choice of spectroscopy signal in

the following way. We assume that the basic physics of the
tunneling process, and hence the shape of the I- I- ') n,.

characteristic curve, remains unchanged as the gap resistance
saries due to topography) about its equilibrium value. In a T .-----. .. -

simple SIN tunneling model, the normal state resistance

enters the problem only as an overall normalization factor. airnpic and in irdiun tip it a [icitrJddri ,,1 1, K
With the assumptions noted above, the normalization ... ,. , .... .

procedure yields a signal which equals unity for normal -

metal-insulator-normal metal (NIN) junctions (independent

of topography) and zero for ideal SIN junctions at T - O. A Prior to the tip-cleaning procedure described belo% 1-1
more detailed justification for this procedure is given in [6c. urves were unstable, with gross features superimposed on

the less pronounced if preset superconducting gap

* L TTt results for Vh,Sn Maxima and minima in dldt at voltages from ) to I4N) mV

In order to minimize the oxide contnbution to the tunneling along with either sign of overall second deriatise. %ere

bamer. indium was used for the normal metal tip The measured. Similar effects were observed for

sample which was examined was a thin Jilm of NbSn with nonsuperconducting samples. The I- . haractenstic in

an inductively measured critical temperature of 18 K. To Figure 5 is representative of the tspe fresuently encountered
reduce the possibility of lattice damage land resultant The figure shows both / .s. I and dl di %s I for a Nh.Sn

degradation of superconductivits I from the cleaning sample and an indium tip at a gap resistance of 5( ki and a

procedure. the sample was not ion-milled as in previous temperature of 6 K
experiments [5]. but rather was briefly etched in a 1O% The superconducting gap of NbSn is expected to he in

aqueous solution of HF immediately before being installed the range of 2.3 to 4 5 mV [I n gap structure present in
tn the tunneling unit. Following pumpdown and cooling to Figure 5 is totally obscured b, background distortions of the
4,2 K. helium exchange ga was introduced into the vacuum /-; characteristic Similar effects were observed at gap
space I resulting in a pressure increase to 5 x 10- toff). resistances up to I MRZ. . id for different sample and tip

Cold-plate bal1es ensured that only helium gas reached the materials. /- "charactenstics of the type shown in Figure
sample. Tunneling measurements were made in the were unstable, changing among a msnad of different shapes
exchange pa. on a time scale of seconds.
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resonant tunneling through adsorbed species suggest that
large effects on the /-V charactenstic are to be expected.
Observed time-dependent effects in the STM wouldI ucorrespond to the migration of molecules on the sample or
tip, possibly under the influence of the high electrc field (10'
V/m) near the tip. The helium exchange gas used tn these
expenments may have participated in such resonant
tunneling effects.

The third possibility is that of inelastic tunneling
L_ _._ _ associated with the excitation of vibrational modes of

- "molecules situated between the tip and surface. For planar
Junctions [2. inelastic tunneling spectra show peaks which
agree closely with known infrared and Raman-mode
energies. Conductance changes of s I are obsered for

monolayer impurity coverage on planar junctonx.
Enhancement by a factor of three has recently been

, predicted for the STM [Ih) This is still too small to account
for the observed structure in Figure 5.

At moments of particular stability. I- I curves could be
made to change reproducihl and ,'nin, .... ,,-o

different shapes by scanning the tip laterally. Changes Of this
.t type occurred down to scan sizes of several angstroms.

providing partial evidence that the observed effects were due

to single atoms or molecules.
-- ' While these effects are setm interesting and deserve funher

T study, they tend to wreak havoc on any effort to obtain
spectroscopic images of superconductivity. The imaging

--.. : - --- ,- technique descnbed above assumes an ohmic I- I
characteristic for voltages signihcantl, greater than the
superconducting gap. -I charactenstics like that shown in
Figure 5 would give wildly varsing spectroscopic image

R~rrr.ici *r..i... raI rdJ :*r,,d , line signals having no relationship to the local superconductisit,
-/n. ,~'arc rn ,' 'he \h 'in arnpl ,o-ric a -1tir-i,u. A tip-cleaning procedure was used to eliminate such

l'=alr *rri'rb' r.a.n r ',nmr,iaj aid ,upcr-na.nrne "chia r effects. With -30 V aPoled to the tip the gap spacing was
ir. .rr ,. I . . .fll. (Crl~, r ,i ,r ',' '2 ' .. A :.,'! I arid It

reduced until current tlowed Initially. the current would
increase uncontrollably, reaching the resistor-limited value of

I 2 mA. After several attempts. it became possihle to control

the current at 200 nA. The current was maintained at this

Possible explanations for the observed -Vcharactenstics value for several minutes. 1-1 curses taken after this
include ( I ) low effective barrer height. 12) resonant procedure were stable and essentially ohmic. Howeser. the
tunneling, and 131 inelastic tunneling. In the first case, we procedure resulted in the extinction of'superconductisitty

refer to nonohmic contributions to the tunneling current over the full held of siew of the scanner 12O00 x 200) At It

which become signifcant when the applied voltage is no was therefore necessary to move the tip to a new location
longer much less than the barrer height [ 14). Very low with the magnetic walker (II in Order to obserse

barrier heights 1==0. I eV) would result in nonlinear behavior superconducting features. Results reported in the remainder
at the low voltages shown in Figure 5. Such barrer heights of this paper were taken after using that tip-cleaning
have been intermittently observed with the STM [61: their procedure.
ongin is not well understood. In any case. the simple Shown in Figure 6 are repeated spectroscopic line-scans

explanation of low barner height would only account for a over a region of the sample, generated using the
monotonic increase in the dynamic conductance about its spectroscopic signal extraction technique described above
minimum value. They show a continuous spatial transition between normal

The second possibility is that of resonant transmission and superconducting regions which occurs over a distance of

through an impunty situated somewhere between the 230 A. This is larger than. and therefore consistent with. the
tunneling electrodes 131. Field-emission studies [151 of coherence length of Nb,Sn (x40 A). I-&Vcharacteristics for

I
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locations I and 11 are shown in the figure, as are the time ' 1=i

derivatives used to obtain the spectroscopic signal. A,

Shown in Figure 7 is a full v-v image of the spatial
sanations of supercondluctitity ovter a region of the Nb,Sn

surface. For this image. scanning was in the .r direction: each
kline-scan was taken 20 times and signal-averaged by

computer. Images taken in immediate succession show
excellent reproducibility: rotation of the scanning direction -

bv 40 degrees did ntalter the image appreciably. Also
shown in the figure are topographic data which were A
Obtained concurrently. The spectroscopic image shows a ~-

41- Ain

Spcilivcipit matx i, ii h,!- ina hi , 1011 -1 i,]

'I., S ~ temperaiure

transition between normal and superconducting regions
Nwhich is defined by an arc in the %-t plane The topographic

image shows a sim ilar boundars between the two regions:
the superconducting region appears topographicalli, flat.
while the normal region shows more texture. Possible
explanauoins for obsersed s anations, are discussed beo% We
note that a significant fraction of the data for NbSn do not
show such variations. but rather show exclusivelyv
superconducting or normal bhas ior.

Figure 8 shows spectroscopic images taken over a region

of the sample below anti above its cnitical temperature.
Taken at 6.2 K part (a I shows a distinct transition between

Snormal and superconducting regions. Warming the sample

a' F'uli i nilae, m the urwriontjmirng hjra.ter )ft he '.Si above 20 K with a resistive heater resulted in the
,impie t'he disunite seiween u~e~it iria lines i"ItThe spectroscopic image shown in part (b). This figure
Xril iis the normir/ed /vr,-5ias,oinduointk. as iisedc inldmntae h ucs ftesetocpcsga
he iexi hi fipxraphn jala-htinednturnt deontrte hesucesofth swrsiic iga

extraction technique in normalizing out topographic
-- -.. - J~w4 variations.
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" I
* Possible causes for obsened variations 5 S Elrod. A L de Lozanne. and ( F Quate ippi Ph' Iit,A S, No 1 .1 1-40 11 9X41

There are several possible causes for the spatial anations of h Scott -Xan Elrod. Ph D esi s. Stanford ('ni4erxi. ('ahfi rna.

superconductivity observed in this sample. The irst is the 1985

presence of microscopic inhomogeneities on a scale of less A L. de Lozanne. S A Elrod. and C F Quite Phi, Re', Itt
54. No, 22. 2-344 1 19851

than I Am. The presence of such inhomogeneities is 8 'F Marshall. N S Lee. andC A Ste'enson. ia %hetatl It.

suggested by heat capacity measurements [181. which show a No 8. 1225 (19831

spread in the transition temperature of niobium-tin samples. 9. 3, L. Gland and G A Somornai. Surf S(i 3). , 1
for the sample (25 at% Sn) 10 Sections of this paper have ,een excerpted from Ret 1' and

This is an unlikely explanation from A L de Lozanne and S % Elrod. Bull im'r Phi,
used in these studies, however. because it is outside the 30, No. 3. 322 119851

composition range (20 at% to 24 at% Sn) for which a spread I I D Rudman. F Hellman. R H Hammond. and M R Beasles
In T"_ is observed. J Ippl Phis 55. No Jo. 3544 1,984). D Rudman, Ph D

in a5.Thesis. Stanford L'ni setrsxi. California. ,152

On the other hand. the best tunnel junctions fabncated 12 L Poppe and H Schroder. Prkedini ,, rie -!h (. nle',ne

using stoichiometric N'bSn films still show a large spread in n L -T'emperature Phi ,a LT-I'. 835, 1'941
13 J Moreland. S -exander. M Cox. R Sonnenield. and P K

the superconducting gap (2.3 mV to 4.1 mV) [I 11. The Hansma. Ippl Phi, Leit 43. No 4. 38
, 

1,49

ongn of this spread is not understood, but it can he 14 J Simmons. J ippi Phi, 34. No . 1-93 1l Q3and J ip/

successfully modeled b,6 assuming the presence of Phis 34, No 9. 2581 ,I96i
15 J, W Gadzuk. Phty Re B 1, 210 ( 19-(0

microscopic domains having a distribution of energy gaps 16 G Blinnig. N. Garcia. and H. Rohrer. Phi, R, B 32, No 2.

;l. i 33 , iYO; .

The second possibility is gap anisotropy [ 19. which would I- Douglas P E. Smith and Scott A. Elrod. Rev Sit Inrin 56.
No 10, 1970(1 851.

introduce spatial variations due to the different onentations 18 F Hellman. D A Rudman. S. R. Earl%. and T H Geballe.

of neighbonng microcrystals. This cannot, however, explain Bull 4rner Phiv Sxc 27. 347 (19921.

the full variation between normal and superconducting 19 tnisotropt Effects in Superconduin'ri. H W Weber. Ed.

behavior depicted in Figure 7 Furthermore, the NbSn films Plenum Press. New York. 97?

used in this study typically grow with a preferred [2001 Received.itt/ I( ,. acceptedor puhlicaion .\iember.

orientation normal to the substrate [ I 1]. Tunneling therefore 19,f5

proceeds along that direction unless there is substantial

texture on the surface.

The last possibility is that the vanations are due to

damage created either by pretous ion milling [5] or by the

tip-cleaning procedure descnbed above. The latter is perhaps

the most likely current explanation. since the

superconductive tunneling is !ocallv cxtunguished after up

cleaning.

It should be emphasized that regardless of the cause of the

vanations observed on this sample. the results demonstrate a

direct measurement of the superconducting gap on a scale

two to three orders of magnitude liner than previous

techniques.
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Characterization of proton-exchanged waveguides in
MgO:LiNbO 3
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%e report the fabirication and characterization of proton-exchanged waveguides in MgO-diopec' L,.Nb(J,. a ig
-pt 'cai-damage (hresruiid material. Resulia indicate wavecuide characteristics similar tto tho~se It wsvptuiiie itO
,w.ated in uncoped LiNbO, except for slower diffusion rates and freed'om from etching of the~ ,ace when pure nen-
:oic acid is used as a proton source. An opticai-damaire thresnoid of -0 kW cm- was measured at 1) .5145 ,,m in a
Vigo L.\bo, waseguidte. orresponding to a tactor-it 2improvement over undoped L,NbOi.

It was 0 huwn bv Zhong et al.. and more recentiv by shown to depend strongly on the concentration of Li*
Bryan et aii that LiNbOi doped with approximately ions in the melt.' The wim,-r bc cchanged

ri o-r more .viit exnibits a remaritably reduced pho- in a glass tube provided with lateral cuts to let the liquid
torefractive response compared with undoped LiNbOj. penetrate inside the tube. All exchanges were per-
It is believed that the reduced photorefractive response formed at the boiling temperature of the melt, about
is due to the increased photoconductivity of the M*gO: 2490C in pure acid and 246 and 243*C for melts con-
LiNbOi.- Such a material offers great promise for tamning 1 and 296 lithium benzoate. respectively. This
nonlinear and integrated optics, for which induced arrangement yielded easily reproducible results.
phtitorefractivity toptical damageo has been a serious After fabrication the waveguide index profiles were
limitation in the past. It must be noted that the en- characterized using the prism-coupling launching-angle
rianced photoconductivitv may cause deleterious effects measurement to determine the effective indices of the
in devices requiring the application of low-frequency guided modes. The guide index profile was then re-
electric fields. covered from the mode indices with a standard inverse

As a first step toward the demonstration of efficient WKB method. Figure I shows a typical set o~f index
noniinear ituided-wave devices, it was interesting to Profiles measured at different wavelengths for -tn x-cut
abricate proton -exchanged waveguides in MgO: NgO:LiNbO, waveguide exchanged for :3 h in pure

LiNbO,. Coim pared with other waveguide fabrication henzoic acid. The profiles exhibit the same step- index
processes in LiNho,. proton exchange has been shown -ihapei. is r haractef.StUC .." jruoo-excnianged wave-
tii be a rapid low-temperature process and to yield guides in undoped LiNbO, with an increase of the ex-
waveguides with interesting applications in polarization
iltering and hireiringence control. fIn this Letter we

report the fabrication oft H 'exchanged waveguides in
%MgiJLiNbU1 ,,a describe the waveguide characteris- te 49.w
tics and power handling at short wavelengths.

Waveguides were fabricated in x- and v-cut ic
%MgO-dmipea LiNbo- crystals grown by Crystal Tech- -m

noigN.Pii Aio.Ciifiirnia. The now standard
,e iqeo proton excnange in a melt of benzoic acid 13

ontaining varying amo~unts of lithium benzoate was
,used.m  Benzoic acid has been shown to have an ap-
propitiate dissociation constant, melting temperature.12c
ind itability as a liquid fo~r use in this process. 1 The
.dditiiin ai lithium henzoate to the melt provides a
means if controlling the proton concentration in the
exchaniced region. wnich has a ztrong bearing on the AO..-S6

3
29

crystal structure and the optical properties and quality -

,the way eguide 2
The acid melt. containing between () and 2 mol DE'-_

lithium benuioate. was contained in a glass flask Fi I. i'iptcal t. and n priilevs it .m piroon exchanged
equipped with a ondensing column. The column was waveguide in %1g) LNht) The x it water %as inrocee
ised tii reduce matertiliind coimposition change (iti tir h in pure henzic acid at 24i The orliles were

to'e melt. is the was eguide characteristics have been -ltled verticalii rr larily

ItI_2.r )02 ! YZ " ) .io ia -e tk ei.
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rates were found to he essentially the same for x-cut and
RE - .v-cut MgO:LiNbO.

Sac ,- N0 , Figure 4 illustrates the index changes .An, measured
in two MgO:LiNbOi waveguides at different wave-

* ! lengths and the corresponding single-pole Sellmeier
-7 curve to which they were fitted. The index change was

. - found to vary substantially across the visible and
near-infrared ranges, from about 0.18 at 0.4579 urm to

-- -0.12 at 0.820 um for waveguides made in pure acid.
This fairly strong An, dispersion indicates a higher

.C:D • index dispersion for Lii_,HNbO- (whether or not
".-E , doped with MgO) than for unexchanged LiNbO, for the
- E'aZCA t wide range of proton concentration x that was tested.

3 For a given Li concentration, we found that .An, was
- 2 larger in the doped than in the undoped material by
S- 2 about 2-3 x 10- 3 for x-cut samples. An, decreases

Fig. 2. Waveuide depth versus the square root of the ex- linearly with increasing Li concentration in the melt,

Cnane time in doped and uncoped LiNbOj treated in melts with essentially the same slope for the MgO-doped
ordifferent compositions. ox-cut) and undoped ix and z cutsi material. We

measured a slope d(An. uid(L j-i of -).019/mol % at X

. titlsi 0 thle order of 0.135 at the wave- Several authors reported aging of proton-exchanged
length of.\ = 0.6328 um and a decrease of the ordinary LiNhO2 waveguides. apparent as a reduction of the
index. This result indicates that the presence of MgO surface index and of the waveguide depth over a period
in the crystal lattice does not significantly alter the ex- of a few days. especially in waveguides fabricated in pure
change process. acid. The same phenomena were observed in H :

The negative ordinary index profile was measured by MgO:LiNbO3 waveguides. Stronger mode coupling was
launching a wave at an angle t to the usual propagation also noticed in waveguides exchanged in pure acid.
direction lalong y, in an x-cut waveguide. The re- Postannealing, a process that was shown to eliminate
suiting index step An seen by the wave is then a known these difficulties,- is clearly also needed for doped
combination of An, and An,,. from which the latter can LiNbOq to control the crystal phase of the exchanged
easly be extracted. Alternatively, one can measure the laver and stabilize its surface index. Since we did not
critical angle 0, for which the wafer no longer supports anneal our waveguides after exchange. we performed
a guided mode. This method yielded the value of.An, all the measurements described here approximately one
= -).0o6 - 0.006. in good agreement with previously day after the wafer was removed from the melt to keep
published values for the undoped material.' our results consistent.

We show in Fig. 2 the evolution of the wavpt,,de Zero-iieid photorefractive sensitivity optical dam-
depth with the square root of the exchange time for age) in both types of waveguides was observed to have
waveguides fabricated in MgO-doped and -undoped a fairly high threshold at short wavelengths. Up to
LkNbO, in melts of different compositions. The de- about 1 mW of light was coupled into our waveguldes
pendence is linear, which suggests a diffusionlike be- for routine characterization without apparent long-term
navior for both materials. One can thus characterize effects on the waveguide index, even at 0.4579 am.
*he exchange rate by the diffusion coefficient D. defined
nv 1 d a4Dt i -, where d is the depth (at half-maxi-
mumi of the waveguide and : the exchange time. As is
,n,,wn in Fig. i. the exchange rate decreases as the Li*
melt concentration is increased. rollowing an expo-
nentiji taw previously established for undoped
[.NbO The exchange rate is lower in z-cut than in
x ,ut walers tfr the undoped material, and is even lower
'n mne x.cut rientation ior the doped material. This -- -

result is similar to the situation in Ti-diffused LiNbOi.
Arnere the presence of Ti slow% down the proton-ex-
,angerate l Note that the exchange rate is still very
high with melts containing lip to 1' of lithium henzoate. " Si" .

i ingle-mode %aveguide can be laoricated in less than
i :ew minutes.

Waveguides were also tahricated in v-cut MgO: -

LiNho in pure henzoic acid with no evidence ot surface " *=N'''"i- 2 "
, t(hing up to the maximum exchange time that was

'ested. about 4 h. Again. this observation parallels that Flz C moarison o proton-dlifiiswn raie in opel ind

.t( i.er authors loncerning proton exchange in wave- jndoed t 1.iNh(), m.a iuncti,,n -,1 the Li* -ne.ntration n tie

-iie- prel ,us/v doped with titanium - The diffusion melt
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ductivity prohably accounts tor the relativeiv -mail
~~5t advantage of highly photoconducti~e Mg0:LiNh4 oe

-,,- 3ENZATE the undoped material for proton -exchanged wave-
guides.'' Further tests are now under wav to imrrove

~ the polver tolerance 01 the waveguides.
In conclusion, we have characterize'i the parameters

1 1 of proton -exchanged waveguides in high-damage-
threshold %1g0:LiNbO, and have :ompared these with
waveguides made in undoped LiNbO-,. The maior

2 differences include a slower proton -diffusion rate and
no etching of the), face in Mgt} LiNbO! waveguidies. as
has also been observed in Ti-diffused, proton-ex-

_______________________________ changed waveguides. A tactor-ot-2 improvement :n

3. -. 9 1.9 :. optical damage threshold iabout 70) kW cm-i at )S514.5

vAvE-%G M-' Aim was achieved in a proton -excnanged Nlgo~ioped
LiNbOl waveguide compared with a waveiguiae made

Fig. 4. -In. Jispersion of x cut MgO-doped LiNhO, wave- of undoped LaNhtj.
4uioes ior two Li' concentrations in the melt.
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High-speed high-resolution fiber diameter variation
measurement system

Martin M. Fejer, Gregory A. Magel, and Robert L. Byer

A tiber diameter variation measurement system is descrihed which is capable ,i measirin iraiiparent :j
hers with i).i12', diameter resolution and i-um axial resolutiin i( a measurement rate (,r ! kHz nd aitih a
woi(rking distance ., > li) mm. The principles of its ,peratiin are discused in detai;. and experimentai ,,
firmat in of its performance is reported. A theoretical calculation , the op mium titan ile net r-
,lutiin for a given set if experimental parameters is also presented.

I. Introduction

There is considerable current interest in the growth fiber applications: diameter variation resolution better
and application of single crystal fibers for nonlinear than 0.1% for fiber diameters between 20 and 50) tm:
optical. miniature laser, and acoustic devices.'- 4 Our axial resolution better than 10 am: working distance
efforts to apply the miniature pedestal growth tech- > 100 mm; and measurement rate faster than 10) Hz.
niquel ' to the growth of refractory oxide fibers have The forward scattering pattern from a fiber illumi-
shown that closed-loop control of the fiber diameter is nated b' a laser beam perpendicular to the fiber axis can
necessary to achieve the diameter control requisite for be used to measure the diameter oif the fiber.', A fiber
.sefl d. ev ce applications. diametee measurement device based on counting the

The crystal growth process involves melting the tip number of fringes scattered into a particular angular
of a source rod with a tightly focused CO., laser, dipping range has been described previously.- While the speed
the seed crystal into the melt. and then effecting a di- and resolution of the above system are suitable for ,)ur
ameter reduction by pulling the seed more rapidly than application, the optical system for imaging the requisite
feeding in the source. Since there is no viscous draw- large 60' angular range becomes quite unwieldy at
down region, small scale diameter variations tend to be ItX mm working distances. Moreover, the lack of any
frozen into the fiber instead of being stretched to long provision for axial resolution. i.e.. selection of a thin
periods and low amplitudes as in glass fiber pulling. It section whose diameter is to be measured, limits the
is thus necessary to measure the fiber diameter with usefulness of the previous diameter measurement ap-
high axial resolution in addition to good diameter res- proach for single-cr\.ial fiber growth. The remainder
otlution. The CO 2 laser focusing optics and the short of this paper describes the design of the electronic and
thermal time constant of the molten zone impose ad- optical systems developed to implement fiber diameter
ditional constraints on the working distance and mea- variation measurements. Experimental verification if

surement rate. the system performance is also presented.
While the diameter control tolerances and the growth

parameters depend in detail on the material and device II. Measurement Approach
application involved, the following criteria specify a It is possible to simplify substantially the optical
measurement system useful for a broad range of crystal system by accurately tracking the position of the center

of a single fringe scattered at a large angle rather than
attempting to count a large number of fringes. An an-
amorphic optical system can be used to obtain improved
axial resolution by focusing the laser beam perpendic-
ular to the fiber axis.

A simplified diagram of the fiber diameter measure-
ment approach if shown in Fig. 1. A plane wave of

Ihe authirs are with Stanford University. Applied Physics De- wavelength X illuminates the fiber. A fringe >,.ttered
rn.nt (,intn [Laboratory. Stanfird. California 94:105. at an angle 0 is imaged onto a photodioide array by a lens

-l. ,t 12 Mar(h 19S5. of focal length f in a Fourier transform cI figuration.
I, . 2:;62 7 0.St2,11)/ The center-to-center spacing of the elei ents of the

. A. , to. ,t! America. diode array is s
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the fiber diameter measurement approach. An
incident plane wave of wavelength \ scatters offa fiber. The resulting
interference pattern is prijected by a lens of focal length i ,nto a

photodiode array with element spacings and element width d.

Fig. 2. (Geometrv of reflected and transmitted rays that oiteriere

To determine the resolution of the system, it is nec- to form the fringe pattern. The path difference between AB and ('["
essarv to calculate the shift in angle of a peak due tii a is given by A Hi in Eq. 2) when H, = H = Ht Angles and ;ength, in.
given change in fiber diameter. dicated are used in the Appendix to calculate scattering ampitudsa ilH and a oI) referred to in Eq. i .
A. Transparent Fiber

As discussed in Ref. 6. the fringe spacing of an unclad
transparent fiber can be described analytically by
considering the path length difference At between
rays refracted through and reflected off the fiber at a
given angle 0 as shown in Fig. 2. The interference be-
tween these rays in the far field gives rxp to a series of-- -
approximately sinusoidal fringes. The p ,wr scattered
per unit angle at an angle 0 can be written as - --

P(H0 = a,01i + oi,illi cossi~litl, III

where k = 2T,'X. An approximate ray optics calculation
of the amplitude functions ai1 ,() and a.a09) is presented
in the Appendix. The path length difference AI) is
given by

5  
-I .

_.2 .4 %G '. 3 2 .
AIN) = 2pfsinl,.io + In- + I - 2n cos..51

1  
] + X14. 12) 900

where n is the index of refraction of the fiber, and p is Fig. :3. Plot of sensitivitv function g In.81 defined by Eqs. i) and 7i.
the fiber radius. Solid lines show gi n.0) vs 0 for various values oft n

From Eqs. (1). 12). and (A13)-(A16) it can be shown
that al() and a2(1) vary sufficiently slowly that it is 0, .-2 sinlLO, + In + I - 2n cos r 

L2 2
adequate to take the maxima of the scattering pattern 3p p cos0 *, + nin- + I - 2n cost.., 1 2 sin'_2

5

to lie at the maxima of the cosine function in Eq. (1). If we write this relationship in the form
The angular position 0, of the jth bright fringe is then
given implicitly by -o. 7, . = -- -g-irtitl,,-)p P

.XI: I = 2,rij + o). 13) we arrive at a simple form for the diameter resolu-

where Aid = 0) = (jo + ,5)X, and where,1, is an integer tion:
and 6 < 1.

The change in position on the diode array of the jth - gin . M,

fringe Ax in response to a change Ap in the fiber radius The function gn.) is plotted in Fig. 3 and is seen to he
bounded for cases of interest by 0.3 :S g :< 1.3.

-IX ='-1. ,4) Note also that the resolution is independent of the
op laser wavelength. The qualitative explanation is that

With our detection system, the minimum resolvable for a given Ap, the decrease with wavelength in the
position change is the diode spacings. Thus the min- number of fringes below 8, is exactly canceled by a
imum resolvable radius change is larger fractional shift per fringe, leading to exactly the

same shift in the position of the jth peak.
= , m ,1-) For a transparent fiber with n = 1.5 and a measure-\l) IopJ ment system with s := 50 m. f = 100 mm, and'), = 1.2

We can calculate di0/,3p from Eqs. (2) and (3) and rad, we find from Fig. 3 that g = 0.63 and calculate from
find Eq. (8) that (Ap/p)mn = 3.2 X 10-

4.
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the working distance specification and provide a line
______-__ -focus halfwidth of 3 pm with a He-Ne laser beam. The

. . ''LU fiber position is tightly controlled in our apparatus, ,oit is not necessary to expand the beam in the direction

S% csBER - perpendicular to the fiber axis.
_ ASER BEA.M NRC

DOUBLET CYLNOR'CAL B. Imaging the Fringe Patternii S
IN G L E T  

POTODED

-L--- f!ARRAY The Fourier transform lens projects the fringe onto
3' -E the photodiode array and determines the diameter

-- EN SPHERI-CAL variation resolution of the system through Eq. (8). It
ZONE PEED DOUBLE' also serves to reduce the sensitivity of the fringe position

11o0 on the diode array to movement of the fiber. In the
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram f the fiber diameter measurement optical absence of lens aberration there is no first-order varia-

system. tion of sensitivity across the diode array beyond that
caused by g/oV and no first-order dependence of fringe

The dynamic range limitation occurs when the fringe position on the diode array on fiber position. Usin4 a
moves off the diode array which consists of M elements. 100-mm focal length piano-convex Fourier transform
This occurs for (Ap/p)max = ±(M/2)(s/f)g(n. ), where lens leads to a I% variation of sensitivity across the de-
we have chosen to track the fringe originally at the tector and a theoretical window for fiber motion of
center of the array. several hundred microns without an error of magnitude

For M = 512 and the other values as above, we cal- s in fringe position. A spherical doublet corrected tor
culate that (Ap/pi) max = ±8%. infinite conjugate ratio was chosen, which significantly

reduces these effects as is discussed in Sec. VI.
B. Opaque Fiber The final cylindrical lens. in conjunction with the

The scattering pattern of an opaque fiber can also be Fourier transform lens, concentrates the light onto the
written in the form of Eq. (1). It can be shown from photodiode array.
scalar diffraction theory that for 6 2- X/lwr, where wo
is the bean waist in the plane perpendicular to the fiber IV. Electronics
axis, that The purpose of the electronic system is to lock onto

SPA one of the peaks of the interference pattern and track
2. -5 ' the location on the diode array of the center of that peak

where P) is the incident laser power and that as it moves in-response to diameter changes in the fiber.
This task is complicated by the variations observed in

A10) = 20o - (X/2), 110 peak amplitude and contrast ratio.

Since there is no refracted ray, the physical interpre- Figure 5 is a schematic of the electronic system de-
tation of A given earlier obviously no longer applies, signed to track an interference fringe. The output of

From Eqs. (3), (7), and (10) it is found that for an the photodiode array, a section of which is shown in Fig.

opaque fiber, 6(a), is a series of 512 voltage levels clocked serially at
=, a 0.5-MHz rate. The measurement is initiated by

choosing a single fringe near the center of the photo-
Ill. Optical System diode array. The window signal [Fig. 6(b)[ brackets the

chosen fringe of the interference pattern and gates the
A. Illumination boxcar integrator, whose output [Fig. 6(c)1 is the average

A block diagram of the optical system is shown in Fig. voltage of the bracketed fringe. The comparator output
4. The arrangement for illuminating the fiber consists thus changes state on the steeply changing portions of
of a prism beam expander and a cylindrical lens to the fringe signal. Control circuit 1 in Fig. 5 latches the
provide the transverse focusing necessary for axial output of the counter at the rising and falling edges of
resolution. A 120-mm focal length cylindrical doublet the comparator output that occur during the window
and an input beam waist of 8 mm were chosen to meet interval. The sum of the two latch outputs thus rep-

airer ..rtGRArOA'

COUWJE-Q AC
_____ 2 I~...*NOO

Z Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the
ZC . :,AM2 E fiber diameter measurement elec-

2 tronic system.
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joule), r is the measurement time interval, d is the width
ofan element of the array, L, is the noise voltage on the
rmth element, and P(IH) is given by Eq. (1).

The difference in the output of adjacent diode ele-
ments is

or

,')" Jli~i, iiiR , - ['18 ,,, I+ '(,., ,+ j 141

S Keeping only terms up to first order in a Taylor series
expansion f P(u) we have

Fig. 6. Typical electronic signals: (a) output of a section of the '1-0

photodiode array: t b) window signal bracketing fringe to be tracked:
i c output of boxcar integrator equal to the average value of the fringe The first term in Eq. 15) can be evaluated from Eq. I1.

selected bv the window signal. If we assume da l/dt) << ak3A.ikl. we have

resents twice the value of the center of the fringe. +V= F -.. I,,

Control circuit 2 compares this value of the center to the where
previous measurement. If the difference is too large. .d A
the measurement is assumed to be due to an anomalous U= 7 ,i

optical or electronic event, and the output is not d
updated. If the new point is valid, the current fringe E = -r i R_ - R., ) til I - I
position measurement is transferred to the output and
the window position is changed bv the same increment. The first term U in Eq. 116) is the result for an ideal
This cycle repeats every scan of the diode array, i.e.. noiseless uniform diode array, while E represents de-
approximately once per millisecond. viations due to nonuniform response and noise. Note

The signal thus derived contains information only on that U decreases more rapidly with / than does E. If
diameter changes, not absolute diameter. If absolute f,,t is chosen so that L' = E, there is a 6ne-diode un-
diameter information were desired, additional signal certainty in the location of the peak center. Thus we
processing would be necessary. At the beginning of a can find the optimum focal length f,,p, for a given oh-
measurement, one absolute determination of the di- servation angle Ii by solving
ameter would be made. Changes in the diameter would
be measured using the technique described here. The ff.,e"i) ,
accuracy of the diameter measurement would be de- Noting the relation between I._p/p) and f,,p given in Eq.
termined by the accuracy of the absolute measurement (8) and using Eqs. (16), (17). and (A12), we obtain a
technique, while the speed and resolution of the mea- quadratic equation for the maximum usable resolution
surement would be determined by the fringe tracking at a given angle:
system. Thus, a relatively slow method, e.g., the Fou-
rier transform technique of Ref. 8, could be used for the = -la2 h(O)/g2 l-.O/v i 2 

+ .2 i R/Rlt.\,p. _ pr
absolute diameter measurement without adverse effect + (2-, 27ri-I-E,.P,,r)(sldigui,)p)i,\,p . ISI

on the measurement rate. where R/R is the fractional variation of the photodiode

V. Optimum Resolution responsivity and

The linear increase in diameter resolution with the h(O) = --

focal length of the Fourier transform lens predicted by P do
Eq. (5) reaches an ultimate limit due to noise and non- = cost.20) + n sin 1,

2
4-n+ I - 2n cosl .2# )

5P

uniform sensitivity of the elements of the photodiode Here E 0 = RmVm is a noise equivalent energy, and d,
array. To see where this limit occurs, it is necessary to and J2 are the dimensionless scattering coefficients
calculate the focal length for which the difference in the defined in Eqs. (A13) and (A14). Solving Eq. ( 181 for
output voltages of the adjacent photodiodes at the (Ap/,p) and minimizing the result with respect to ) yield
comparator threshold is less than the noise. The volt- Opt, the optimum 6 for a given experimental situation.
age output of the mth element of the photodiode array Substituting Oopt into Eq. (18) yields (Ap/p),t, the
is given by optimum resolution.

d Figure 7 plots Oopt vs the log of a dimensionless pa-
V, = - R, rP( + . (12) rameter E defined by

where 0,, is the angular position of the mth element, Rm dre o svty f h L= 32,;- - (Pi- r d - ,\191

is the responsivity of the mth element (in volts per R E,)

1 August 1985 / Vol. 24, No. 15 / APPLIED OPTICS
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Appendix: Ray Calculation of Fringe Amplitudes
To obtain the amplitude of the fringe pattern of a

transparent fiber, it is necessary to combine the am-
- plitudes of the reflected and refracted rays, taking into

" account the phase difference between them. The
power scattered between 0 and 0 + dti is given bv

P(0i = P.a1) + P,1111 + 2%T Ptsj*iH co k I, AlI

32o 0where P, (8) and P, t) are the power per unit angle in
o O , I - I the reflected and transmitted rays. respectively.
oOS.TON .N ,[ .I , m

Fig. 9. Diameter vs length of a 350-um diam glass fiber. The solid We assume the ometry shown in Fig. 2 with a uni-
line was measured using the fringe tracking apparatus: the closed torm incident power per unit length I to obtain P. and

circles were measured using an optical microscope. P1. From conservation of energy it is clear that

P.io = 17i10t A.,;

zP00) ITiI . ,Ai,

where R01) and T(O) are the power reflection and
otransmission coefficients.

If we assume that the incident beam of total power
Po is Gaussian with a halfwidth w, which is much larger
than the fiber radius a, then! = 12/r 2 (P,, w,. The
necessary geometrical relationships to calculate the

!other quantities appearing in Eqs. tA2) and (A3) can be
obtained from Fig. 2 and Snell's law. We see that

do -IA4

_ _ _dx, p sino

I5 ¢OS,. A.LOG .ER ,,, Since 0. = 2. we can immediately write

Fig. 10. Diameter change vs length for a 50-urn diam ruby fiber dO. -2A
grown under open-loop conditions by the fiber growth apparatus dx. o Ai- #p sin

1
2 ..

described in Ref. 1. Noticing that

N, = 2t3n- 3 . ,A6i

sured. The former limit is due to lens aberration, while where
the latter is due to curvature of the phase front of the
He-Ne beam in the direction perpendicular to the fiber sin-tx~n~i" A7i
axis. This latter window could be enlarged by colli- 3 = sin-

1 x,.p . Asi
mation of the beam in that direction. we obtain

Vi. Conclusion di. ( _ I A

We have designed and built a fiber diameter variation dx, 0 -,csd, n.-
measurement system which has measured the diameter R and 7 can now be obtained from Fresne's equations.
variation of transparent fibers having diameters be- Assuming the incident light to be polarized parallel to
tween 25 and 300 gim, with 0.02% diam resolution and the fiber axis, we have
6-grn axial resolution at a l-kHz measurement rate and
with a working distance of >100 mm. Modifications, sn cos I
such as a longer focal length Fourier transform lens, "28+ /

could increase the diameter resolution by 1 order of T~o) =4n cosdi l AII'
magnitude. This device is being used to provide real [icosjs + n cosd, i'1
time measurements of the diameter variation of sin- where -y = sin-[Ul/n) cosii01.
gle-crystal refractory oxide fibers during growth. Finally, we can combine Eqs. (Al)-(All) to obtain

The authors are grateful to Michel Digonnet and Pto) = , ( V'1 (ifj +
Keith Bennett for many helpful suggestions. Gregory P = ur 4 1..[1 + a.,0 cossAlnl, A12
Magel gratefully acknowledges the support of the where dl(0) and 69(0)) are given by the following equa-
Fannie and .John Hertz Foundation. This work was tions:
supported by the U.S. Air Force under contract
F49620-84-C-0021 and by the Joint Services Electronics 114 = .2 /Ro( sinill) + 7(-91 - Alit

Program under contract N00014-84-K-0327. Lis
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Abstract

The performance of high speed electronic devices has progressed rapidly over

the years, continually challenging the limits of modern instrumentation to charac-

terize them. At the same time, techniques for ultrashort optical pulse generation

and measurement have improved at an even faster rate and today, light pulses

of just a few optical cycles have been generated. The question of how to utilize

these ultrashort light pulses to make electrical waveform measurements has been

addressed by several workers using a variety of methods. The new technique of
electro-optic sampling is a particularly effective method and is the central theme of

this dissertation.

Electro-optic sampling utilizes ultrashort light pulses to repetitively sample the

electric fields of transmission lines deposited on electro-optic crystals. Most high

speed electronic and optoelectronic devices being developed today are fabricated

in GaAs and related compound semiconductors which, fortuitously, possess an in-
trinsic electro-optic effect. As a result, sub-band gap optical pulses can be used

to noninvasively probe the devices and circuits in the host semiconductor without

degrading their performance.

This work describes the principles and limitations of electro-optic sampling ap-
plied to the characterization of high speed electronic and optoelectronic devices.

Subpicosecond temporal resolution and sensitivities of several microvolts per root

Hertz are shown to be achievable. Experiments measuring GaAs photodiodes and

a monolithic microwave integrated circuit demonstrate the power of this new tech-

nique while studies of transmission line dispersion and laser pulse timing fluctuations

exhibit its flexibility.

This new approach of direct electro-optic sampling repi'esents a significant ad-
vance in measurement technology and holds promise as a useful tool for studying

and developing very high speed devices made in GaAs and related semiconductor

materials.
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7-GHz acoustic transmission through a Hertzian contact
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Transmission of acoustic waves through a Hertzian contact is demonstrated at 7 GHz. A zinc
oxide transducer on a sapphire buffer rod Is used to cxi-e acoustic pulses which propagate into aIsapphire flat through a direct Herizian contact Measurement of the reflected pulses .ields a
transmission loss through the contact of 1.2 dB.

Acoustic pulse echo techniques have been found useful of the materials used. The buffer rod was mounted on a com-
in a great ,.arity of applications. It is possible to avoid bond- pliant metal sheet and pressed against the flat with a t'orce or"

mg an acoustic transducer directly to the material under about 5 N. With Bz3 • 10 " m: N - for sapphire. this
insvestigation by bonding it instead to an acoustic buffer rod force gives a calculated contact diameter on the order of 250
with a sphencally shaped front surface. The rod is pressed am.
against the material to be tested, forming a Hertzian contact. In order for a reflected pulse to be detected, the plane ot
Transmission of longitudinal and shear acoustic w.ases the transducer and the back surface of the flat must be paral-
through such a contact has been demonstrated at frequen- lel. so the alignment of the two sapphire pieces is critical. To
cies up to 1 GHz.: We hase now observed similar results at align the pieces. a 125-am-thick gold foil was first inserted
GHz and have measured the transmission loss through the between them. The tilt stage holding the flat was scanned

contact to be 1.1 Q - 0.08 dB. while observing the first reflection P,, for a null. which indi-
The demonstration of low-loss transmission through a cated that acoustic power was coupled into the foil. After

Hertzian contact is significant because of the high frequency aligning the flat to the center of this relatively hroad null. the
and correspondingly short wavelcngth involved. An inter- sapphire pieces were momentarily separated and the foil was

mediate coupling medium, such as a thin gold foil. had corn- removed. The alignment was then fine tuned to find the
monly been used in previous contacts. At 7 GHz. the acous- much sharper null of P,, resulting from the direct contact... ..mon,,,e. cnat
tic wavelength in sapphire is 1.59 am. and attenuation The transducer resonance was experimentally found to
through a 25-tim-thick foil is approximately 25 dB. making be centered at 6.95 GHz. The device was driven by a series of
it unsuitable for low-loss contacts. In our experiment. the rf pulses 20 ns wide, with a 100-kHz repetition rate. Each
two sapphire pieces were pressed directly together. The pulse was reflected many times between the spherical and
short wavelength and lack of a soft coupling medium made flat faces of the buffer rod. At each reflection from the flat
the contact very sensitive to proper cleaning. However, the face, the acoustic pulse generated an output from the trans-
shorter wavelength promises better resolution in pulse echo ducer which was monitored using a circulator in the rf line.
measurements. In addition, acousto-optic effects become In this way we were able to measure the timing and peak
more pronounced as the wavelength approaches that of powers of the various acoustic reflections.
light. The authors plan to apply the current results to optical The acoustic velocity v, along the c axis in sapphire is
modulation. I1 100 ms '. The thickness of the buffer rod iD, I was 1.0

The acoustic devices used in this experiment are shown mm and that of the flat ID, was 0.7 mm. As expected. the
schematically in c:ig. 1. A single-crystal sapphire buffer rod reflections inside the coupler produced a series of echoes
and a flat test sar, ple of the same material, both of circular separated in time by 2D,/v,. When the spherical face of the
cross section with the c axis oriented parallel to the cylindri- coupler was pressed against the flat to form a Hertzian con-
cal axis. were used. A zinc oxide acoustic transducer was tact. a strong echo at time 2D, - D, V/c, indicated a reflec-
sputtered on the flat face of the buffer rod, centered over the tion from the back face of the flat and hence acoustic trans-
opposing spherical face which would form the Hertzian con- mission through the contact. Considering all possibilities of
tact. The circular transducer was fabricated by photolitho-
graphy, and had a diameter of 40,um.

A Hertzan contact results when any two rigid bodies I3,I ro
are forced together into a "point" contact. The high stress in TRaNSOUCER
the neighborhood of this point auses elastic deformations. [. . gST7BMLNE

bringing the bodies into contact over a finite region. The _MOUNT
stress and strain fields and the size of the contact region have SAPPHIRE
been calculated for certain special cases. t In our experiment RADI uS 20cm BUFFER ROD

the spherical face of a buffer rod (radius R = 20 cml was -- SAPPHIRE FLA7

pressed against a flat. The radius a, of the resulting circular 2 AXIS
contact region is given by TILT SAGE

a, = IFBR )', IAt FIG. I Sapphire buffer rod.id flat mounted on an alignment jig The two
where Fis the force on the bodies, and B is an elastic constant pieces are pressed together to form a Hertzian contact.
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FIG 3 Path of reflections used to calculate transmission through the .on.
FIG 2. 706-GHz acoustic reflections in a sapphire buffer rod pressed tact.
against a flat. iat Elec rtc mismatch ofdnving pulse. fbt First acoustic reflec
tlion from Herzan interface.cc First acoustic reflection from back surface
of flat.

f8 2D, - 6D, IP,

multiple reflections, echoes are expected at times )312.D, 4D. I P,3
2nD, - 2mD, m 0. 1,2.... are equal. These quantities were experimentally observed to

t - =.2.3..be6.19 - 0.11 dBand6.23 - 0.25 dB respectivelv. confirm-
ing that our model of the system is consistent with observa-

Figure 2 shows the rf pulses generated by the echoes. The tion. The reflection and transmission coefficients of the
timing of the pulses agrees with Eq. l2), confirming our inter- Hertzian contact were found to be
pretation of the echoes.

By measuring the peak powers P_ ofaseries of reflect- R = - 6.21 0.25 dB. T= - 1.19-0.08 dB
ed pulses, it is possible to calculate the power reflection and This result can be modeled by an impedance discontinuity at
transmission coefficients R and T of the Hertzian contact. the contact, in which case the calculated impedance reduc-
Echoes corresponding to n = I and m = 0.1,2.3 were chosen tlion from sapphire is 0.62. Such a reduction by imperfect
for measurement in order to avoid reflections from the trans- contact due to asperities or dirt might be expected.
ducer and the attendant errors involved in estimating the We have therefore shown that it is possible to obtain
transducer efficiency. The pattern of reflections leading to good transmission of 7-GHz acoustic waves through a Hert-
these echoes is shown schematically in Fig. 3. In this figure, k zian contact. This principle leads to the possibility of carry-
accounts for the constant incident peak power and trans- ing out nondestructive testing in structural ceramics, semi-
ducer efficiency. The function 3 accounts for diffraction loss conductors, and other materials at very high frequencies
using the Fraunhofer approximation, and for an assumed with correspondingly high resolution. It also suggests the
material loss of II dB/cm. We assume that all power is re- possibility of obtaining very high-frequency modulation of
flected at the free surface of the flat. that R and T are the optical signals without fabricating transducers on optical
same approaching the contact from either direction, and components.
that no power is dissipated within the contact. We wish to thank Steve Burns for suggesting the possi-

Peak power measurements were made at five frequen- bility of acoustic transmission through a Hertzian contact.
cies spaced at 50-MHz intervals centered about 6.95 GHz. This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research
Only two peak powers and the relation R T = I were through the Joint Services Electronics Program on contract
needed to determine k, R, and T, but four power measure- No. N00014-84-K-0327. Brian Heffner is supported by a fel-
ments were made in order to test the validity of our system lowship from the Fannie and John Hertz Foundation.
model. According to our theory, the quantities

'B T Khun-Yakub and G. S. Kino. Appl. Phys. Lett. 30. ' , 19
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d
We have designed and built a single-crystal fiber growth apparatus. The apparatus employs novel
optical, mechanical, and electronic control systems that enable the growth of high optical quality
single-crystal fibers. We have grown onented single-crystal fibers of four refractory oxide
materials. AIO,, Cr:AI.O,, Nd:YAG, and LiNbO. These materials exhibit similar growth
characteristics and yield fibers of comparable quality. Fibers as small as 20,sm in diameter and as
long a& 20 cm have been grown. Measured optical losses at 1.06 jm for a 10-cm-long, L. Qs~m-
diam Cr:AIO, fiber were 0.074 dB/cm.I

INTRODUCTION fiber growth apparatus and reports our initial growth re-
sults.

The unique combination of material properties and geom-

etry found in single-crystal optical fibers offers intriguing 1. REQUIRED FIBER CHARACTERISTICS
capabilities in a variety of optical devices. Three refractory
oxide materials typify the broad range of potential applica- The growth of single-crystal fibers is motivated by their
tions. application to passive, active, and nonlinear optical devices.

The large nonlinear coefficients of LiNbO3 suggest its The device application determines the required crystal fiber
use for modulators, signal processors, and parametric characteristics. Important crystal fiber parameters include
sources. Miniature lasers made from Nd:YAG fibers' have length, diameter, and optical attenuation.
been known for several years. Such active fibers might also Optical loss can stem from a number of causes includ-
be used as in-line amplifiers in conventional glass fiber sys- ing bulk crystal imperfections, index of refraction variations,
tems. Sapphire's high melting point and favorable optical diameter fluctuations, and surface defects. The first two
properties make it useful in applications such as high-tem- causes of loss are present in conventional crystal growth
perature thermometry.2 while the latter two are unique to the fiber geometry. The

The optimal growth or preparation technique to optical loss induced by surface defects and diameter fiuctu-
achieve fiber devices in a variety of single-crystal materials is ations depends strongly on the azimuthal dependence and
not yet clear. The methods thus far proposed fall into four spatial frequency of the perturbation. We estimate losses on
categories: hot rolling,3 edge defined growth and its var- the order of 25% for a 1% random diameter fluctuation in a
iants.' Bridgman growth in capillary tubing,7  and minia- 5-cm-long, 25-/pm-diam fiber.
ture pedestal growth.9 ' The first three growth approaches The optical losses can be reduced by using a diffused
require a crucible or die with materials that are compatible cladding if the diffusion depth is large compared to the scale
with the crystal growth conditions. In addition, the small length of the diameter variations. Diffused cladding could bediameter capillaries or orifices necessary to define crystal accomplished in different ways; for example, out diffusion of
growth boundaries have to be produced with the same diam- Cr" ions from ruby fibers'3 or in diffusion of protons in c-
eter tolerances that apply to the finished fiber. In order to axis LiNbO3 fibers."
avoid these problems we have chosen to pursue the laser Most optical crystal fiber devices require fiber lengths
heated pedestal growth method'0 first applied to optical fi- less than 5 cm with fiber diameters below 200,um. Small
ber growth by Burrus and Stone. " fiber diameters are particularly important in nonlinear opti-

Our prior efforts to produce optical fiber devices using cal devices, since tight beam confinement leads to improved1 the pedestal growth method have been hampered by poor nonlinear conversion efficiency. In some passive device ap-
fiber quality. 2 In particular, diameter fluctuations and re- plications, such as ',igh-temperature sapphire thermo-
sultant surface irregularities have led to unacceptably large metry,2 the acceptable optical losses can be quite large and
optical transmission losses. We believe these diameter fluc- thus fiber diameter variations of several percent are toler-
tuations stem from mechanical and optical irregularities oc- able. Nonlinear interactions, particularly those involving a
curring during fiber growth rather than from some funda- fiber within a resonator, are more sensitive to diameter fluc-
mental crystal growth instability. We have thus designed tuations. We estimate that for a nondiffused cladding, diam-
and built a crystal growth apparatus to produce optical qua- eter fluctuations must be in the 0. 1 %- 1% range for a useful
ity single-crystal fibers. The present paper focuses on the nonlinear fiber. We have designed and built a crystal growth
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-+ ameter prosides the abilits to gron material, ith meltin

points exceeding 2(M'XC using onl a tew v4atts ot laser pow -
er. An initial growth step reduces the 5(X)-o1m-dtst rods io a

S- ": 17 0-pm-diam fiber Subsequent diameter reduction unk!
the fiber as a source rod are also possible

In order to achieve a constant fiber diameter. stable fi-

ber growth conditions must be realized. This in turn dictates
smooth source feed and fiber pull rates. stable laser power.

- and smmetric heat input into the molten zone

E E B. Optical system

Fits I Schematic diagram and corresponding photomicrograph of fiber A block diagram and photograph of the fiber !rowth
growth The photomicrograph depicts growth of a l"J)-am LiNb), fiber apparatus are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. respectisel.% A I 5-
from a 5'0-am-diam source rod The iber is upported from aboe h wet.- polarized waveguide CO. laser California Laser. model -'-
ting an onented seed crvstal not ,howni T'he growth ridgestat. ,.s.bie l.0O0-P-W'

5 served as the heat source for r,,tal ,rowth
,n the iber are discussed later in the test

The water-cooled laser casity is temperature stabilized and

produces a polarized HE,, output mode wnh pover fluctu-

apparatus to grow fibers with these length. diameter, and ations less than 1%c.

diameter stability characteristics. The laser power and beam pointing are most stable if
the laser is allowed to run at constant high power Therefore.

II. DESCRIPTION OF GROWTH APPARATUS an electro-optic power control system is used to vary the

A. Deign overview laser power incident on the molten zone. The system consists

of a ZnSe quarter-wave plate. CdTe electro-optic crystal.

Figure 1 illustrates the miniature pedestal growth of a and ZnSe polarizer/analyzer. The measured system dynam-

single-crystal fiber. A tightly focused CO, laser, emitting ic range is greater than 100:1. Provisions for modulating the

10.6-,Mm radiation is the heat source used to melt the refrac- incident laser power have been incorporated into the control

tory material. The source rod may be fabricated from single- circuitry to allow growth of a fiber with controlled diameter

crystal." polycrystalline, sintered, " or pressed power'" ma- variations. Such periodic variations could serve as a distnb-

tenal. The seed rod defines the crystallographic orientation uted Bragg reflector eliminating the need for conventional

of the fiber. Growth proceeds by simultaneous upward mirrors in fiber resonator devices.

translation of the seed and source rods with a molten zone The CO. laser beam (invisible) emerging from the polar-

positioned between them. The laser focal spot, and conse- izer is combined with a HeNe laser beam ivisiblei on a dich-

quently the molten zone, remain fixed during fiber growth. roic mirror. The visible coincident HeNe beam facilitates

The source rod to fiber diameter ratio is set by mass conser- CO. alignment down the remainder of the optical train.

vation to be the square root of the fiber to source rod transla- After passing through a ZnSe focusing telescope and some

tion rate. Typical fiber growth rates range from 1-10 mi/ beam steering optics, the CO. beam enters the controlled

min with diameter reductions of approximately three. atmosphere growth chamber.

In our system ground rods 500#um in diameter serve as Within the growth chamber a novel optical system fo-

the initial source for fiber crystal growth. The small rod di- cuses the laser beam onto the fiber in a 360* axially symmet-

CONTROLLED ATMOIPERE CHAMiR
- - ------------

z ,- ', ~ owH.-, I I\ lFio 2 Block diagram of tibet growth apparatus.

LASERLASERFIBE

00, CdT, ,eC
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ric distribution as shown in Fig. 4. The symmetric irradiance
prevents cold spots in the growth zone and represents a sig-
nificant improvement over the previously used two-beam,' 7 -

rotating periscope.'" or ellipsoidal 8 focusing systems. An - '-S -rRNING
optical element incorporated into the design is a reflaxicon. 9  BM L -AIRROR
which consists of an inner cone surrounded by a larger coax- BEAM

tal cone. In order to achieve good optical performance it is -,RANS,4TCP

critical that the reflaxicon's two cones be accurately aligned.
OUTER -A mated surface design. using diamond turned copper X CONE

optical components. manufactured by Pneumo Precision."' REFRAXICON- INNER

assures centering of the two cone axes. A gold coating on the CONE

copper optical surfaces enhances reflectivity and protectsnara'u'dc miror FIG. 4 Photograph of sapphire fiber growth showing optical fo'cusing eie-the coprsubstrate. The reflaxicon and prblcmro ments and head of lower translator A cross-sectional diagram of focusing

provide near diffraction limitedf/2 focusing, yielding a min- optics and translators is also shown.

imum spot size of 30um. This tight focus is important for the
stable growth of small diameter fibers. The focal spot size
can be controlled by modifying the input beam divergence
with the focusing telescope. Motorizedx-y states on the fiber FIER-

and source rod translation devices permit adjustment of the cm
fiber position with respect to the fixed laser focal spot. c

C. Mechanical system - F I BER L

Previous miniature pedestal growth systems have used -FLOATING

lead screw translation. The lead screw fiber translation ap-BOC
proach has the drawback that the fiber support point moves -IOLERPULLEYS F

away from the melt zone as the fiber grows. The growth zone UL

is thus increasingly sensitive to mechanical perturbations for p

small diameter and/or long fibers. Moreover. lead screw - BELT

travel limits the total fiber length. -GEARHEAO
To alleviate these problems we adopted the belt drive I PHASE-LOCKED

system shown in Fig. 5. The fiber is driven by a polyester MOTOR

cord reinforced urethane belt, which in turn is driven by a dc P
motor through a speed reducing gearhead. An optical en-
coder, attached to the dc motor, allows locking the motor DRVE -

speed to a stable referi-rce frequency. A V groove etched in PULLEY

silicon" 'and overcoated with SiO. guides the fiber to prevent Ft(, 5 Detail of fiber translator

Rev. Scl. Instrum., Vol. S6, No. I i, November 1904 Optical ttbers
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,ide-to-side wobble. It prov ides a smooth, hard sliding sur- 0.05"c. an axial resolution as small as 5pum. and a working
lace along the fiber axis. distance , 100 mm to avoid obstruction of the CO. focusing

A phase-locked control circuit enables stable dc motor system. No commercial system was available which met all
operation over a 100:1 speed range with acquisition times of these cnteria.
100 ms. A useful control option allows fixing the fiber to We designed and built the fiber diameter system shown
source rod speed ratio while adjusting 3rowth speed. Since schematically in Fig. 6. A helium-neon laser beam illumi-
the fiber diameter has starting transients in the initial phases nates one side of the fiber. The rays passing through the fiber
of growth, a slow growth rate allows time for the operator to and those reflected off the fiber surface interfere in the far
make adjustments. As equilibrium conditions are reached field to form a serie-v of light ind dark fnngcs whose perod is
growth speed can be conveniently increased without chang- inversely proportional to the fiber diameter.' By imaging
ing the fiber diameter. the interference pattern on a photodiode array and electroni-

The motor control system ensures motor velocity stabi- cally tracking one of the fringes as it changes position in
lization to frequencies above the mechanical response time response to fiber diameter changes. a voltage proportional to
of the drive system. Gear noise introduced in the speed re- the diameter change is derived. As built. the system has a
ducing gearhead between the dc motor and belt drive pulley diameter resolution better than 0.02%". an axial resolution of
is a possible source of fiber translation fluctuation. The mag- 5 , am, and a measurement rate of I kHz. A detailed descrip-
nitude of this noise is not known. However. measurements of tion of the diameter measurement system is given by Feier.
the actual fiber translation velocity indicate a jitter of less Magel, and Byer."
than 3%, the measurement resolution.

Fiber motion orthogonal to the translation direction is III. RESULTS
limited only by fiber straightness and diameter uniformity.
Uniform diameter source rods are fabricated using a Bocca- Four crystalline materials have been grown to date: sap-

doro model FB40centerless grinder. We have ground rods phire IAI.O4 , sapphire with 0.05 wt.% chromium irubyi,

of AI20 3, YAG, and LiNbO3 to diameters of 300- 66 um in YAG with 0.9 wt.% neodymium, and lithium niobate

lengths up to 12 cm, with a taper of less than I /m/cm. For LiNbO3). Growth characteristics of the cnromium doped

these source rods, the measured side-to-side wobble during ruby were identical to those of the pure sapphire. Growth

translation is less than 3 ram, the measurement resolution. orientations for the fibers were (001 ) for sapphire, I l l) for

During growth the molten zone is situated 1 cm above YAG, and both (001) and (100) for lithium niobate. Fibers

the lower translator. The upper translator has two operating as small as 20um in diameter and as long as 20 cm have been

positions. I and 3.5 cm above the melt. The raised position grown fsee Table 1). Fiber growth speeds ranged from 0.3 to

allows growth of an approximately 3-cm-long fiber without 30 mm/min.

the newly grown fiber contacting the translator. The seed for Typical diameter reductions are approximately three to

this growth is typically an oriented crystal mounted in a one. Larger diameter reductions result in less stable growth

capillary tube. and yield fibers with larger diameter fluctuations. Smaller

Longer fiber lengths are obtained using the lower posi- diameter reductions yield good quality fibers but require

tion of the upper translator and a previously grown 3-cm- more steps to reach the desired diameter The obsersed ,or

long fiber as a seed crystal. In this case both the newly grown relation between diameter reduction and growAth statbilt

fiber and the seed crystal pass through the upper translator. agrees qualitatively with the theoretical analysis 4 'Sure.

The diameter of the fiber must be matched to that of the seed and Coriell. :5

crystal to within - 10% to avoid jamming the translator. Even though the melting temperature, 7ane

The small irregularties in fiber diameter resulting from the 2045' to 1260 C for these materials, their ,ber .r " ,

joint between the seed crystal and new growth can give rise acteristics are similar. Molten zone length !s Jetr7r ;"

to unacceptably large molten zone side-to-side wobble. This the incident laser power. For optimum Zr, -',"

forces the addition of an 8-mm-long glass capillary tube laser power was adjusted to ?eld the m,T.-,..

guide mounted onto the end of the upper translator. For picted in Fig. - For all material, :Mel,

growth of a 170-gm-diam fiber a 200-gum-diam guide pro- molten zone hape is invir A,. .

vides the necessary position stability.

D. Diameter measurement system .

Another important feature of the growth apparatus is a
high-speed noncontact diameter measurement system As
currently used the system monitors the fiber diameter duning
growth. A planned improvement in the growth apparatus
will be to use the diameter measurement system to pro'. ide
an error signal in a diameter stabilization feedback koop In
order to grow fibers with 0 1% diameter stability At "nm
min growth rates the diameter measurement v,st"m "r.,:
have a measurement rate 1 100 Hz, a diameter -"'u,' r

ft". $a. IwuL vat S&. me. I I "eenow -am . ~
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T.ABLE I. Length, diameter, and crystallographic orientation for some sin-
gle-crystal fibers grown with the apparatus.

Material Onentation Length Diameter

AIO, (001) 20 170 ()
3.0 50

AI;O, + 0.05 wt.% Cr (001) 10.0 170
3.0 20

YAG + 0.9 wt.% Nd (III) 3.0 110
3.0 40

LiNbO, (001) 3.0 50
(100) 3.0 170

0.9 + 0.15 for a 3 to I diameter reduction. Typical power
levels necessary to grow from 500-pum AI0 3 or LiNbO3 rods (b)
are 4.8 and 1.5 W, respectively.

In Fig. 7 the growing fiber is invisible since its smooth
sides scatter much less light than those of the ground sourcerod. The solid-liquid growth interface is evident as the *i

slightly darker bowl-shaped region at the top of the molten
zone. The curvature of this isothermal surface reflects the
radial temperature gradients present. The measured angle
between the growing fiber and the molten zone at the periph-
ery (meniscus angle) is 12' and 8" ( 2") for sapphire and
YAG, respectively. This angle is a material constant inde-
pendent of fiber growth speed or diameter. Our measured (C)
meniscus angle for sapphire (12 ± 2") is slightly below but
not inconsistent with the 17 ± 4" value previously measured
by Dreeben, Kim, and Schujko."

A well-defined meniscus angle could not be measured
in lithium niobate due to the highly anisotropic fiber cross
section. A-axis lithium niobate fibers shows a rectangular 10014
cross section with :wo protruding ridges, while c-axis lith-
ium niobate has three sharply defined growth ridges. These FIG. 8. Scanning electron micrographs of LiNbO, fibers: ij cleaved cross
ridges are clearly shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). The ridges run section of a-axis fiber, ibi cross section of c-axis fiber. ici surface of c-axis

fiber. The internal concentric ring pattern and dark central area in ibi are
smoothly and continuously down the length of the fiber as artifacts of the procedure used to obtain the cross section. In ic¢ note the
shown in Fig. 8(c). The growth ridges found in LiNbO 3 are sharply defined growth ridges at the right boundary and near the left edge.not evident in either sapphire or YAG fibers, both of which

show a slightly rounded hexagonal cross section.
Another feature evident in Fig. 81c) is the excellent fiber diameter control and surface quality. No fiber irregularities

exist on the micron scale lengths visible in the figure. On a
longer scale length we have demonstrated a rms diameter
variation of 1% over a I cm length of fiber.I Typical variations in fiber diameter are shown in Fig. 9.
This 55-p.m-diam ruby fiber was grown at 4.5 mm/min from
a 165-Am-diam source rod. The previously described diame-
ter measurement apparatus was used to measure the devia-
tions about the mean diameter. The rms diameter variation
over the entire fiber length is 1.7%. The last centimeter of

fiber shows a 1% rms diameter variation.
To date all growth has been performed with the growth

-I chamber open to the atmosphere. The as-grown LiNbO, fi-
(0) C b) bers have a brownish cast resulting from oxygen loss during

F 7growth. Annealing the fiber at 1000 "C in an oxygen atmo-FiG. 7. Both phosomicropgaplss illustrate a 3 to I diameter reduction from a shr o eea or eoesawtrwiecytlclr

5 O-um-diam source rod. Materials are al A120, melting point 2045'C sphere for several hours recovers a water-white crystal color.
and (hi Nd:YAG, melting point 1970 *C. Notice the similarity to Fig. I A 10-cm-long, 170-pm-diam ruby fiber grown at 3.0

showing LiN1IO 3, melting point 1260 *C. mm/min showed 72% transmission of an incident 1.06-pm

Rev. S&l Inalrurm, VoL. 5, No. 11. Nove W94 09t* fibers
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I- to 20/pm. Planned improvements in fiber diameter control
Z 4 T and fiber cladding techniques should allow realization of sin-

gle-crystal fiber-optical devices.
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We have compressed the 80-psec pulses from a cw mode-locked Nd:YAG laser by a factor of 45. The pulse com-
pressor uses single-mode optical fiber and a compact grating-pair dispersive delay line.

Using the technique of optical pulse compression, we tails of the grazing-incidence design will be discussed
have generated 1.8-psec pulses from a cw mode-locked in a subsequent theoretical paper. The efficiency of a
Nd:YAG laser. Our pulse compressor incorporates a pulse compressor is dependent primarily on the losses
novel grazing-incidence delay line that is compact and in the optical fiber. * An advantage of pulse compression
reduces the ellipticity of the output beam. We have at 1.06 um is that, at this wavelength, single-mode op-
achieved pulse-compression ratios of 45:1 and generated tical fiber has less than 1 dB/km loss. allowing long
visible picosecond pulses by second-harmonic genera- lengths of fiber to be used.
tion. A Spectra-Physics Model 3000 cw mode-locked

In 1968. Treacyl reported experiments in which he Nd:YAG laser was used to generate 80-psec pulses at a
compressed chirped optical pulses with a grating pair. repetition rate of 82 MHz with 8 W of average power.
Duguay and Hansen2 compressed 500.psec mode-locked Although our coupling efficiency was typically 509, the
pulses from a He-Ne laser by a factor of 2 by using a output power from the fiber was limited to 1 W by
phase modulator and a Gires-Tournois interferometer. Raman generation. After propagation through 300 m

McMullen 3 proposed the compression of 10- to I00-naec of single-mode optical fiber, the pulse width remained
pulses with a pair of gratings separated by 100 m. More unchanged, but the bandwidth broadened from 0.03 to
recently, Nikolaus and Grischkowsky4 -5 used the effect 3.5 rm. The fiber used was not polarization-preserving
of self-phase modulation in a single-mode optical fiber fiber; however, no drift in the output polarization was
to chirp an optical pulse and then compressed the pulse
by using a grating pair. Johnson et ae.s have used this
technique with a grating separation of 7 m to compress
the 33-psec pulses from a frequency-doubled, mode-
locked cw Nd:YAG laser by a factor of 80.

We have designed a compact and efficient grating-
pair configuration using a unique grazing-incidence
technique.3 .7 .8 To achieve high efficiency, the grating
is used close to the Littrow condition. For a given
wavelength, it is possible to choose a grating such that
the Littrow condition is satisfied at grazing incidence -s . .,
(80"). When the grating pair is employed at grazing
incidence, the distance between the gratings can be re-
duced by 2 orders of magnitude. In addition, the el- Fig. 1. (a) Experimental ar.d ib) theoretical output spectrum
lipticity of the output beam is greatly decreased. De- from the fiber.

0146-9592/84/110505-02$2.00/0 0 1984. Optical Society of America
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observed over time periods of several hours. The out-
put spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 along with a theoretical
spectrum calculated assuming no group-velocity dis-
persion.9 This assumption is justified because we op-
erate at a wavelength and pulse width at which the ef-
fects of group-velocity dispersion that are due to
wavelength and pulse width are minimal.' 0

The dispersive delay consisted of a single 1800-line/
mm grating and a roof prism reflector separated by 17
cm. The shortest pulse observed was 1.0 psec; however.
typical pulse widths, shown in Fig. 2, were 1.8 psec, as-

1.8 psec suming a Gaussian pulse shape. The theory predicts
plse widt a pulse width of 1.6 psec.9 The 500 mW of output

power at 1.06 um was frequency doubled by using a
5-mm KTP crystal, and we obtained 40 mW of power
at 532 nm.

Recently, we optimized the compressor to achieve
maximum throughput and obtained 2 W of average
power at 1.06 um. Using a 5-mam KTP crystal, we
generated 500 mW of second-harmonic power, yielding
a conversion efficiency of 25%. In this configuration.
the pulse width broadened to 2.8 psec at 532 nm (Fig.

Fig. 2. Autocorrelation of 1.06-Mm pulse. The pulse width 3).
is 1.8 psec (FWHM). assuming a Gaussian pulse shape. In conclusion, we have built a compact pulse com-

pressor by using a novel grazing-incidence technique.
The device is capable of compressing the 80-psec pulses
from a cw mode-locked Nd:YAG laser by a factor of 45.
Synchronized picosecond pulses at 532 nm can easily
be generated. The compressed cw mode-locked Nd:
YAG laser is a completely solid-state picosecond source
with high repetition rate and high average power.
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DIRECT ELECTRO-OPTIC SAMPUNG OF
TRANSMISSION- LINE SIGNALS
PROPAGATING ON A GaAs SUBSTRATE

Indeviaq gemws: Incineratedl optics. tEteiri-oplics

We repon a new pioecond eItro-opic sam~pling probe

suitable for nonconlacs electronic ciiaractensation of high-
pead monolithic GaMs integrated circuits.

In this letter we report the first picosecond electra-optic sam-
pling messuiremetnt made directly in GaAs. Using compressed
picosecond puss at 10 A~m and the electra-optic effect
inhserent in GaAs. we have sampled the fringing electric field at
a micrp transmisson line deposited on the (100) face of a
GaMs substrate, Frequenicy-doubled puts. at 0-532 Aim were
used to escite a Schsottky photodiode which served as ans clec-
tricall sipal generator connecteld to the transission line
FMg. 11, Because the excitation beam was derived froam the

sam source as the sampling beam time synchronism was

10 6MM.a m se sessir I MUM

0 S32 AMl' AMd

So As o"h M~coaffto

Flo, I Sciivsali diAp' d sysempies,1 ekee-omit -that in a

gamestri a spctrs. analyiur tuned to the aseto-optic modu-
lto Meanec of M0 M~tz

Owr pevioms affat at electro-optae samphatsg hae" utilised
a hybriedemably comnge of a high-sPeed P1111odioide And
a lithivam tanfilate nautte transverse It modul~atoe'4
Althoeto inital reuls frogs tha work demillawrated very
widd bandwidth capabditiea. the hybrid Allowably presented a
uepieleaae packawa dlkulty. At fraquessas of approx-
mateety 100 OHL. wMr as shet As a few tan of ia mr
contributed ipicant inducttance And heim degiraded deviscI pefoeu~ani Thes. for uttrahio-splad do Ie a onolihic
approach seU duarabli.

Foetungaey. GAMas deetrOpe And quite sautable rot use
in elsetrioplse Maphug V Warsm poonu Ma are teable for
use with a vsty of trauee-lin"e structute One@ of the
most smrasla And Mainlove -o s il d aati in Fig. 2&
For (100) cut Wills of GaAs (the moat commornly used
orientation in iRNlAuud-aresit applimnons11L. the sampling
optwi bega pases throughl that w&W at a pooli adpamat to
the upper condvocr ef A mimestA p ft=nIWNua line AMd isl
redamadi back by the pound plane condulctor on the bottom
side ofd the a. That lowtuodue pemtI hasl a nlumber olf
01001 GaAs a LO

F -tkvueP smeeti Aid 09e with mndwwdrfe crisalkrvapsir
ax-
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id,,intages over the transverse geometry originally emploved implitude of the AC photocurrent to that of the DC 'nmoto-
iLiT4O, iFig. .hbi. First tt can be employed on the same current we estimated the half-wave switchintg uitage to)

waler used to fabricate the photodetector arid other devices 10 kV or about twice the predicted value.
and circuit elements. Second. multiple sampling points can
,tisily be incorporated into the %aier allowing complex high.
-peed circuits to be characterised. Finally. the sensitivity or
minimum detectable voltage af the longitudina5l geometry is
ndependent of the characteristic impedance of the trafismis-

,,io~n line. In fact. for a 50 (1 sistem, the sensitivity is calculated
to be- nearl v ten times better than that of the transverse
LiTA,ii eetto-optic sampler tTable 1).

Table i COMPARISON OF GaAs TO LiTaO, FOR THE
%IICROSTRIP SAMPLING GEOMETRIES OF
FIG. 2

GaAs LiT&O,

Electra-optic nigure of mnert 'I"... 60 01 ) - 40 31,3 229
mAo1 nV Fig. 3 Iniptils 'EIponN of a 50 ump-diarri Ga 4 1 phnfiea4e me0.

Itslwave voltagle V. .44kV .5 631h ,i kV swed by electro-optic tampii'qoiya Ga.4s imicfotfirr imy.issi.',ne

Minimumn detectable voltagle :'_ AV , Hit Is$ V , 14Z50pdi
As the tnfra-red sampling beam was moved away from the

Values in the Table are calculated far A- 1 064 Am a transmisaion- transmission line, the signal diminished as expected due to the
ise impedance a( 50 n and a sampling beam detectar Average current local confinement a( the electric tielda. However, when in
of 10 mA^ He.Ne laser was used to Illuminate the surface at the GaAs in

the vicinity of the sampling beam, the signal returned to its
A new a-,' ict of this approach is the need for a two- original value. This suggests that a conductive surface is being

waveien.' - -osecond optical source. A short-wavelength photogenerased and that charge from the transmission line is
pulse . - ired to excite the photodetector while a long, accumulating these, re-establishing an electric field in the sam.
wavelengu~ pulse is needed to probe the fields in the GaAs. An piing beam. The photoconductive surface may play an impor-
Nd: YAG laser is an idtall source for this applicaton in terms taxit role in future measurements because it can be used to
of wavelength. The fundamental laser output at 1.064 JM is optically alter, or introduce new. conductive patterns on any
well below the absorption edge of GaAs and can be used as GaAs wafer. This might be useful for introducing known
the sampling beam. The second harmonic output obtained by reflecions as timing mairkers in time-domaits-retdectometry
frequency-doubling to 0S532 Aim is ideal for excising the measurements, or as a way of rapidly designing new
photodetector. While reliable CW mode-locked laser are trarismission-line structures without intermediate processing
commercially available, the minimum pulsewidth is limited to steps.
!0-100 ps. These pulsies are too long to be used for high-speted In summary, we have demonstrated electra-optic sampling
sampling However, recent work on fibre-grating pulse cam- directly in a GaAs substrate. We used a dual-wavelength pica.
pressors has resulted in the efficient compression of CW second optical source to simultaneously excite a GaAs photo.
mode-locked Nd: Y AG pulses; to < 5 ps.' diode and measure the birefingence induced iii a GaAs

In our experiment a Spectra-Physics model 3000 CW mode. transmission line by the elctra-optic effect. We demonstrated
locked Nd: YAG laser generated 80 ps pulses at an g2 MHz the photoconductive extension of the transmission line and
rate and was followed by a SpemtaiiPsyssa nmodel 3600 fibre- suggested possible uses for this interesting property Finally.
grating pulse compressor. The compressor produced a train of we would like to point out that, although this experiment was

5pa pulses at 1 064 mim with 4W0 mW averaBe power. These based on two dscee devices for signal generation and sam-
pulses were frequency-doubled in a KTP crystal and separated pling. the technique is ideally suited for noninvasive character-
by a dichrose beam splitter to yield 40 uW average power at isation of high-speed monolithic GaAs integrated circuits.
0-332 jim. An acousto-optic modulator was used to chop the
beam at 20.9 MHL, This frequencry was chosen to be above s. H. KOLNER :Orh Jiv 1944
the excess noise produced by the Nd: YAG laser and the pulse D. V1. BLOOM
compresaor. The beam power was reduced to a few mivillat E£wa-d L Ginio Lalivistavy
before being focused onto the Schottky photodiode The S141,1fod AInWOnp
remaining power in the 1 064 jim sampling beami was routed Stapillpdl CA 94.103. USA
through a right-angle prism mountied on a stepper-motor
driven delay stage that provided a vantable delay of up to ROfersass
500 pa. The beans was then passed through a quarter-waves
plate adjusted for circular polaislattson and was focused into I ouMe LiN. sLOaN a . e nd CROUL P S. 'Electra-optic samn-
the GaAs adjacent to the mierostrip transmission line. Electric Piing with Icosvod resolutio. - ectrm. Lont. 1963. I'll pp.
fields from the transmission line along the ( 100) axs induced 7-5

birfirnget a alng he 01 > id 011 diectong Asthe 2 OLMLa L H., KLOCK 0. W_. an" Ciaa F 1. Picasecand optical
birerinentsassalog te (01) nd O~l>difctiiie.As he lectronsc measursiemns, Prt. SPIE, 1983. 439. pp. 149-1 52

circularly polaristed probe beam passed in and out of the 3 cOu'ua L N.. KAMA. i. o.. utooK D. _And eSeU. r s COnM-
:rystal. the voltageinduced birefingenc elliptitcally polarted pressma a( mode~socksd Nd YAG pulss io 1 8 picasecaondi
the light which wast analysed with a polariser oriented along Proainndag of topuia mesting an uliraesi phenomnena. 1-15
010 The photodiode detecting the sampling beam was fo& June 19UK Monie". Califrnia iSpinir-Veriag. Berlitt. to be

lowed by a lstnarobendl recver. in this case an HIP 8563 pusiishd
specitrum anallyser was tunied to 20-9 MHL~ AS theime delaY
between the excitation anld sampling beam ae changed, the
intensity of the sampling beam land henc the magnitude of
she tigial at 10.9 MHzI maps out the equisvalent plotdsod
response. Figl. 3 shows the impulse response oaO 50 im-
diameter GaAs Schottky photodiode measured with this s-
pling system The ringing after the main peak is due to
reflections from the package.

To confirmsn the sensitivity of the modulation ctaractersain;
of the GaAs. we applied a low-frequency (I kHz) signall
directly to the microstrip transmission line. By comparing the

ELECTRONICS LETTERS 27rh Sepremine 1984 Vol. 20 No. 20
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COMPRESSION OF MODE-LOCKED Nd:YAG PULSES TO 1.8 PICOSECONDS

B.H. Kolner, J.D. Kafka*, D.M. Bloom and T.M. Baer*

Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory
Stanford University

Stanford, California 94305

*Spectra-Physics Corporation
Laser Products Division
1250 W. Middlefield Road

Mountain View, California 94042

ABSTRACT

Pulses from a cw mode-locked Nd:YAG laser have been compressed by
45 times to 1.8 picoseconds using single-mode optical fiber and a
compact grating pair dispersive delay line. An average power of 500 mW
was obtained corresponding to 25% throughput efficiency. Using a 5 mm
long KTP crystal, an average power of 40 mW was generated at 532 nm.

To be published In "The Proceedings of the Topical Meeting on Ultrafast
Phenomena, June 12-15, 1984, Monterey, California", Springer-Verlag,
Berlin, 1984.
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Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, California

94305

*Spectra-Physics Corporation, Laser Products Division, 1250 W.
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In this paper we report the compression of 80 picosecond long
mode-locked Nd:YAG pulses to 1.8 picoseconds by using self-phase
modulation in single-mode optical fibers and a grating pair dispersive
delay line. Although we generated pulses as short as 1.0 picoseconds,
pulsewidths of 1.8 picoseconds were more routinely obtained. Our
compressor incorporated a novel grazing incidence delay line which
greatly reduced the grating separation. We achieved pulse compression
ratios of 45:1 and generated visible picosecond pulses by second
harmonic generation. For fixed wavelength applications the compressed cw
mode-locked Nd:YAG laser provides a completely solid state source of
picosecond pulses. In addition, the compressed pulses should improve the
performance of synchronously pumped tunable lasers.

Pulse compressors based on self-phase modulation in single-mode
optical fibers have been demonstrated in the visible spectrum [1-4].
Previous workers typically used short duration pulses and grating
configurations exhibiting low dispersion. The results of these
experiments suggested that compression of longer pulses would require
inconveniently large grating separations [5]. However, analysis of
grating pair dispersive delay lines shows that the dispersion is a
widely varying function of input angle, groove density and wavelength
[6-81. We discovered that grazing incidence and high diffraction angles
increases the dispersion by more than two orders of magnitude. Thus,
only tens of centimeters of grating separation are required to compress
100 picosecond Nd:YAG pulses. To realize high efficiency the gratings
are used close to the Littrow condition. At any wavelength it is
possible to choose a grating ruling that satisfies the Littrow condition
at grazing incidence (80 degrees).

In our experiment a Spectra-Physics Model 3000 cw mode-locked
Nd:YAG laser generated 80 picosecond pulses at 82 MHz with 8 watts
average power. The beam was attenuated to 2 watts to prevent stimulated
Raman scattering and focused into 300 meters of single-mode fiber. The
coupling efficiency was typically 50%. At the fiber ou put th
pulsewidth was unchanged but the bandwidth broadened from 0.3 A to 35
due to self-phase modulation. The broadened frequency spectrum is shown
in Figure la.
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F a) Measured frequency spectrum of the self-phase
modulated pulse. b) Calculated frequency spectrum for A=150.

The output pulses passed through a pair of 1800 lines/mm gratings
with a separation of 33 cm. We achieved compressed pulses with an.
average power of 500 mW and duration of 1.8 picoseconds, measured by
second harmonic autocorrelation (Figure 2). Using a 5 nn long KTP
crystal, an average power of 40 mW was generated at 532 nm.

I

S1.8 PS Fig. 2 Measured autocorrelation
pulsewidth waveform of compressed Nd:YAG

pulse (1 ps/div). The indicated
FWHM pulsewidth assumes a
Gaussian envelope.

We predicted the amount of spectral broadening and subsequent pulse
compression by assuming that the fiber causes self-phase modulation only

I
I
I
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and that group velocity dispersion is negligible. These assumptions are
justified in our experiments because-a 100 picosecond pulse at 1.06
microns requires a 400 km fiber to double in width due to group velocity
dispersion. The effect of the self-phase modulation is to introduce
into the phase of the electric field a contribution 0(t) that is
proportional to the intensity envelope I(t).

E(L,t) = Eo(L,t),exp(j(koL + 0(t) -t)]

0(t) = Ael(t)/I o

The dimensionless parameter A is defined as:

A = 2 7rLn2 fo
XonoCo

where: L = fiber length
no = linear index of refraction
n2 = nonlinear index of refraction
Io= peak intensity
Xo= free space wavelength
Co= free space permittivity

We obtain the compressed time domain waveform by Fourier
transforming the electric field, multiplying by the grating pair
transfer function [6], and inverse transforming the product. The
spectral broadening, optimum grating spacing, and minimum pulsewidth are
characterized by the parameter A. For the power densities in our
experiments, A is approximately 150. We used this value to predict a
spectral broadening ratio of 155 and a final pulsewidth of 1.6
picoseconds assuming a Gaussian pulse shape. This is in good agreement
with our experimental results. The theoretical spectra of the chirped
pulse is shown in Figure 2b.

Self-phase modulation in single-mode fibers in the absence of group
velocity dispersion (GVD) produces a frequency sweep (chirp) across the
pulse that is linear in the center of the pulse only [1,2]. The grating
pair is a matched filter for a linear frequency sweep and thus parts of
the pulse with a nonlinear chirp do not contribute to an optimally
compressed pulse. Furthermore, when the parameter A increases, more of
the pulse is chirped nonlinearly and the expected increase in
compression ratio suffers. This explains why we obtained a pulse
compression ratio of 45:1 while the frequency spectrum broadened by
117:1. Figure 3 shows the theoretical spectral broadening and pulse
compression ratios as a function of A. This situation is not as severe
in fibers with group velocity dispersion because the GVD tends to
linearize the chirp over more of the pulse.
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li f 6 Fig. 3 Theoretical spectral
broadening ratio 46f / Af

ISO and pulse compression ratio
-/ras a function of the

56 parameter A.

Af= final FWHM bandwidth
0 Afo= initial FWHM bandwidth

a so in 150 2ee 2 T = final FWHM puisewidth
S..= initial FWHM pulsewidth

In conclusion, we have built an efficient and compact pulse
compressor using a single-mode optical fiber and a grazing incidence
grating delay line. With this device we compressed 80 picosecond pulses
from a cw mode-locked Nd:YAG laser to 1.8 picoseconds. We also generated
synchronized pulses at 532 nm with 8% conversion efficiency. The
compressor offers a simple, compact alternative to synchronously pumped
dye or color center lasers for the generation of picosecond pulses in
the near infrared.
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Laser assisted growth of optical quality single crystal fibers

M.M. Fejer, J.L. Nightingale, G.A. Magel and R.l. ver

Applied Physics Department, Stanford University, Stanford,
California 94305

Abstract

Single crystal fibers of four refractory oxide materials (A,,03 , Cr:A iO0, .:d:Y.AG and
LiNbO3 ) have been grown by a miniature pedestal growth technique. The erowt apparatus
employs novel electronic control, mechanical and optical systems enablinF ?rowth of hich
optical quality fibers. All four materials exhibit similar growth characteristics ind yield
fibers of comparable quality. Measured optical waveguide losses at 632.8 nm for a 5 crn
long 170 -m diameter Cr:A.203 fiber were 0.04 dB/cm.

Introduction

The ability to fabricate optical waveguides in materials other than glass offers new and
interesting device opportunities. In particular, waveguides forned from single crystal
fibers offer the potential to make devices that utilize the unique optical and nonline~r
optical properties of single crystals in a guided wave structure.

In this paper we report the growth of single crystal fibers usine a laser assisted
miniature pedestal growth technique.1 .2 .3 To implement the growth of small diameter,
oriented, single crystal fibers, we have designed and constructed a fiber growth aparats.
that uses a waveguide CO2 laser source and a unique symnetrical optical focusing system.3

The advantages of single crystal fibers are best illustrated by considering potential
applications. The applications, in turn, generate a set of criteria that the single crvstal
fibers must meet if they are to be useful in devices. Following the discussion o7
applications and fiber parameters, we describe the growth apparatus and recent growtn results
We then review optical measurements of single crystal fibers and summarize progress toward
single crystal fiber devices.

Applications and properties of single crystal fibers

The growth of single crystal fibers is motivated by their application to linear and non-
linear optical devices that are not possible in glass fibers. For convenience, we classify
devices as passive, active and nonlinear. Table I lists examples of Dossible single crystal
fiber applications within these classes and illustrates each application area by some
representative materials. In addition to device applicationsthe rapid growth of single
crystal fibers makes them useful for material surveys.

Table I. List of 4 different classes of To date we have gjQyn single crystal
applications and some specific devices in each fibers of A,20 3 , Cr :A. 203 , Nd :YAG and
class. Some representative crystalline LiNbO 3 , in the orientations, lengths, and
materials for each application are given in diameters shown in Table 11.. This list is
the right hand column, representative and not intended to be

complete, since more than thirty materials
Passive Devices have been grown by this technicue at

Lightguide A -20 3  Stanford University,
6

Thermometer The optical attenuation of a single
Polarizer crystal fiber is determined by a number of

Active Devices factors including crystal defects, impurity
Laser amDlifier Nd+++:YA- concentration, compositional inhomogenieties
Laser oscillator Cr+++:Ab'0 3  and diameter fluctuations.

Nonliear DvicesTi '++:A,.203Nonlinear Devices Fiber diameter control is of concern
Modulator LiNbO 3  since random diameter fluctuations of only
Mixer 1% can lead to moual conversin and scatter
Harmonic generator losses in the range of 5% cm -. However,
Parametric oscillator for a typical case, diameter fluctuations

Materials Surveys Ti:A203 of 0.1% yield calculated losses of only
.05% cm . Periodic diameter modulation of

the fiber also leads to scatter losses. However, if orooeriy controlled, periodic Fiber
diameter modulation may be useful as a Bragg mirror or filter.
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Table II. Represertative single Crystal Fibers The optical loss resultinp from
diameter variations can be reduced

Material Orient- Length Diameter by using a diffused cladding if the
ation (cm) (_M) diffusion depth is large compared

to the scale length of the diameter
A 203  001' 20 170 variations. Such a cladding might

3.5 50 be achieved in LiNbO 3 by diffusing
protons int? the fiber using known

A23+ 0.05 wt -7 Cr <00l- 10.0 170 techniques.
3.0 95

To dte fibers grown with our
YAG + 0.9 wt : Nd <111 3.5 110 apparatus have shown diameter

fluctuations on the order of severalLiNbO 3  .0011, 3.5 50 percent under open loop growth100' 3.0 170 conditions. We have designed and

plan to implement closed loop

8 diameter control during fiber growth
using a novel diameter measurement apparatus. Fiber diameter uniformity of 0.11 should be
achieved using this system.

The device applications of single crystal fibers shown in Table I determine the fiber
parameters necessary for good device performance. Important crystal fiber parameters
include length, diameter, and optical loss. Table III smmarizes typical single crystal
parameters required for thermometry using an A,2 03 fiber and for second harmonic
generation using a LiNbO3 fiber.

Table III. Typical single crystal fiber parameters High temperature thermometry is
for device applications possible using blackbody emission

Passive device guided along a sapphire fiber.
(Thermometry using sapphire) Since the sapphire fiber can be

length - 20 cm optically coupled to a zlass fiber
diameter - 70 microns only the portion of fiber exposed
diameter variations - 1% to high temperatures need be

sapphire. We thus anticipate
Nonlinear device relatively short, e.g. 20 cm, fiber

(SHG using lithium niobate) lengths to be useful. Constraints
length - 5 cm on fiber flexibility generally
diameter - 25 microns determine the maximum allowable
diameter variations - 0.1% fiber diameter. A 70 _n diameter
efficiency - 0.11/mW sapphire fiber can be readily bent

on a I cm radius of curvature,
adequate for most applications.

This device is not particularly sensitive to optical loss or mode coupling within the fiber.
The allowable diameter variations are, therefore, relatively loose, on the order of 1.

To date high temperature sapphire Vhermometry has made use of short sapphire rods
coated with iridium metal at the tip. Recently we have grown 170 = diameter fibers of
sapphire up to 20 cm in length for this application. We have also successfully doped the
end of the sapphire fiber with metal to provide an integral, stable, blackbody source.
Tests are now in progress to demonstrate the use of sapphire fibers as a flexible, high
temperature, high speed thermometer.

Nonlinear devices using crystal fibers promise higher frequency conversion efficiency
than conventional devices since fibers allow a tight beam confinement over a long interaction
length. For example a 5 cm long 25 _m diameter LiNbO fiber offers a factor of 0
efficiency improvement compared to second harmonic geferacion in a bulk crystal. Since
this device requires low loss single mode optical propagation in the fiber, the diameter
control tolerances are tight, on the order of 0.l1.Thus high conve-sion efficiency is oossible
with incident powers on the order of 100 mW, which is the power level now available in'
single mode diode laser sources.

Crystal growth apparatus

We have designed and built a growth apparatus to produce single crystal fibers of the
quality required for device applications. The apparatus uses a laser heated miniature
pedestal growth technique first applied to optical fiber growth by Burrus and Stone.-
Figure I itlustrates growth of a single crystal fiber using the laser heated miniature
pedestal growth technique.

k waveguide C02 laser is focused onto the molten zone by a combination refraxicon/
parabolic mirror optical system shown schematically in Fig. 2. A source rod is translated
into the focused laser beam via a belt drive translation system. The source rod may be
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Figure 1. Schematic of miniature pedestal growth. 3,ste and fiber translation le..ces.

fabricated from either single crystal, polvcrvstalline. or hot pressed oowder ate

To initiate growth an oriented seed rod is diooed into the molten zone. The seed r'i
defines the crystallographic orientation of the fiber. Growth proceeds by simultanecus...v
translating the lower and upper fiber source and seed rods. Conservation ot mass deter4.ines
the fiber diameter reduction as the square root of the feed rate to pull rate ratio.
Diameter reductions of 3 :1 are typical. Greater diameter reductions are difficult ue
the onset of growth instabilities.

Miniature pedestal growth differs from the viscous drawdown of a glass fiber since,
unlike glass, crystals have a definite solid/liquid phase transition. The molten zone is
a true liquid being held in place by surface tension.

in order to achieve a stable fiber diameter, stable fiber growth conditions must be
realized. This in turn dictates a stable mechanical apparatus, smooth feed and pull rates,
stable laser power and synmetric heat input into the molten zone.

The optical system shown schematically in Fig. 2 uses copper mirrors to focus the C'_
laser source onto the molten zone. The refraxicon, in combination with the f/2 focusi.nz
parabolic mirror, yields a symmetric focus with a 30 -m diameter. The tight focus allows
the growth of small diameter fibers.

The translation system shown in Fig. 2 uses a seamless-belt drive system driven by a
phaselocked dc motor. The fiber is held in a 'V-groove' etched in a silicon substrate that
is oxidized to form a hard silicon dioxide surface. This drive system is in turn controlled
by a digital logic system that allows control of the growth rate and diameter reduction
ratio.

The present growth apparatus yields fibers with 2% diameter variations over centimeter
lengths. The growth of more uniform fibers will require active control of the fiber
diameter during growth. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the fiber growth apparatus
including a fiber diameter measurement and control system. Since no comercial fiber
diameter system met our sensitivity, speed, and working distance requirements, we have
designed and built the non-contact diameter measurement system shown in Fig. 4.

The fiber diameter measurement system uses a helium-neon laser to illuminate the fiber.
The beam is tightly focused using a cylindrical lens to define the measurement zone along
the fiber. In the other plane the beam is scattered by the fiber and imaged onto a
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a photodiode array where interference fringes are detected.l
0  

The interference pattern is
analyzed to provide an output signal proportional o the fiber diameter. Recent measurements
have shown that the diameter sensitivity is ± 500 at a measurement rate of I kHz.

The diameter measurement system has not yet been incorporated into the growth apparatus.
Thus all fibers grown to date have been without diameter feedback control.

Fiber growth results

In the six months that the fiber growth apparatus has been operational four crystalline
materials have been grown: sapphire, ruby, Nd:YAG and LiNbO 3 . Table 11 sunarizes the
length, diameter and orientation of the single crystal fibers. We initiated our growth
studies by concentrating on sapphire and chromium doped sapphi-e or ruby because of
availability and ease of growth. Experience with sapphire has enabled us to extend growth
studies to Nd:YAG and to LiNbO 3 . To date we have grown both a-axis and c-axis LiNbO 3
with diameters as small as 50 -m and lengths to 3.5 cm.

Typical fiber growth rates range between I and 10 rmn/min. While these growth rites are
slow compared to glass fiber pulling rates,they are orders of magnitude faster than bulk
crystal Czochralski growth rates. Since fiber lengths of 5 cm are adequate for many
applications useful fiber lengths can be grown in approximately twenty minutes.

The growth apparatus is designed to yield fiber diameters of between 500 and 20 .
However, smaller diameter fibers to 6 -m have been grown under special circumstances.

6  
The

initial feed rods are fabricated to 500 ..m diameter using a centerless grinder. Diameter
reductions of 3 to I are normally used during growth. Smaller diameter fibers are grown
using previously grown fibers as source rods. The COi laser power required to grow A -63
and LiNbO3 fibers from 500 -m diameter feed rods are :.8 and 1.5 watts respectively. the
difference is chiefly due to the different melting temperatures of the materials, 2045'C
for sapphire and 1260*C for LiNbO 3 . The required laser power reduces to less than 1 for
fibers grown from 170 .m diameter feed rods.

Sapphire, Nd:YAG and LiNbO3 all display similar growth characteristics. Figure 5 shows
the molten zone shape for A 2 3 . The molten zone shape is similar for the other materials.
For optimum growth stabilityt he laser power is adjusted to yield a molten zone with a
height-to-width ratio of near unity for a 3 :1 diameter reduction ratio.

The single crystal fiber growth morphology is similar to that seen in bulk Czochralski
growth. For example, Ill. axis Nd:YAG fibers show a slightly rounded hexagonal cross-
section as shown in Fig. 6. LiNbO 3 grown along the optic axis shows a characteristic
3-fold symnetry with growth rid-es running parallel to the crystal length as shown in Fig..

Figure 5. Photomicrograph showing growth of a rigure 6. Scanning electron micro-
170 m diameter A,2 03 fiber from a 500 ..m scope photograph of cross-section of
diameter source rod. The 3rowing fiber is invisible Nd:YAG fiber.
since its smooth sides scatter very little light.
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Figure 7a. Scanning electron microscope Figure 7b. Scanning electron micro-

photograph of cross-section of LiNbO 3 fiber scope photograph of surface of a

showing pronounced 3-fold growth ridges. The LiNbO3 fiber. Note the sharpl derine:

internal concentric ring pattern and dark central growth ridges at the right boundar7

area are artifacts of the procedure used to obtain and near the left edge.
the cross-section.

Since :he fiber cross-section is invariant with length, the growth morphology should not

be detrimental to optical applications.

Early single crystal fibers showed fine scale diameter fluctuations along the fiber

length with a scale of 1 -10 m. Crystals grown with the current machine are free of

these irregularities as shown in Fig. 7b. At a longer length scale we have demonstrated

diameter stability to 2% over fibers several centimeters in length.

Optical measurements

'.e recently have initiated optical property measurements on single crystal fibers. For

example, we have measured an optical waveguide loss of 0.04 dB/cm at 632.8 nm in a 5 crm lcng

170 _m diameter ruby fiber. Comparable losses have been measured in other fibers. For

these measurements the single crystal fibers were not cladded so that guiding was provided

bv the crvstal-air dielectric interface. We anticipate lower propagation losses as we

grow improved optical fibers and employ more refined cladding techniques.

Sapphire fibers as now grown are suitable for some light-guide applications such as
thermometry. For example, we have demonstrated optical propagation in a sapphire fiber

heated to 1500C with no significant change in transmission at the elevated temperatures.

Summary

:n summary we have designed and built a fiber growth apparatus to produce high zuait::

single crystal fibers. The apparatus uses the miniature pedestal growth technique which

permits the growth of crystal fibers in a wide range of materials. The apparatus is

designed to handle fiber diameters as small as 20 microns with fiber lengths exceeding 2¢ cn.

Diameter stability to 2% has been demonstrated over fiber lengths of several centimeters.

The optical attenuation of these fibers is 0.04 dB/cm. These fibers are of sufficient

quality for simple passive device applications such as high temperature ther-mometrv.

A fiber diameter measurement system has been built which when installed in the Prowth

apparatus should improve the diameter stability and the optical attenuation by an order

magnitude. We anticipate these fibers will be of sufficient quality for a host of actie

and nonline~ar device applications.
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ACOU5TIC wAVf REFLECTlON FkUM FLRRUELASTIL JUMAIN WALLS

S.W. Meeks1 and 6.A. Auld

Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory
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Stanford, CA. 943U5

A8STRACT discontinuity. The y-polarized pure shear 'ut

shown in --g. ') suffers o poia-ization
A tneoretical odel of acoustic plane wave discontInuity hence it does not reflect and .I:

reflection from a ferroelastic domain wall is not be considered further. An analogous situatiun
presented. values of the reflection coefficients occurs with the z polarized pure shear wave In
at normal incidence are calculated for two ferro- ;iO.
elastics: Neodymium entapnospnate (NPP), and STATE I STATE 1
3ddolinium Molybdate (liMU). Previous wOrK1 has
shown that NPP has an exceptionally large reflec-
tion coefficient for certain reflection

geometries. we attribute tne large reflectionZ
coefficient to a vibrating domain wall. The
theory presented in this paper is used to model
variable delay lines. bandpass and banastop
filters based on the moving wall concept.

1. :ntroduction 'o
4

erroelastic materials nave the unique zs
property of exhibiting stress-switcnable con-
figurational states. These regions of distinctly

different configurational states, called Figure I Change in NPP Slowness Surfaces tor the
ferroelastic domains, exhibit distinct physical Two Possible Domain States.

properties and the boundaries between domains, or
domain walls, are therefore surfaces of abrupt 2. Acoustic Reflections from a JMU Domain wall
change in material properties. The existence of
switchable and latching boundaries of this nature Ferroelastic-ferroelectric twins Aomains in

provide a oasis or a variety of acoustical and GM4tJ form with domain walls In the .110) or .1,
optical devices such as variable acoustic delay crystallographic plane. The situation for a IJ'

lines, var*abe acoustic stopoand filters, optical plane domain wall is illustrated in the upper part
aIffraction grotings, and optical phasematching of Fig. 2. Figure 2 also illustrates the
gratings. The two materials considered in this important point that the "a" and "b" crystal axes

Pape, are the pure ferroelastic: eodymium Penta- of ortnorhombic GMO are exchanged when the domain

pnosphate (NPP) and the ferroelastic-ferro- state is switched. It is this exchange of crystal
electric:Gadolinium Moiybdate GNO). axes which leads to different acoustic properties

and hence reflections from the domain wall. The
Figure I shows the acoustic slowness surfaces bottom half of Fig. Z Shows a simplified model of

ithe nverse of phase velocity versus ang!e) for a GMO domain wall wnicn neglects the 21 ninute
guasilongitudinal (QL) and quasnishear (QS) angle between the crystil faces in the two domains
propagation in the xz plane of NPP. The left side and also the piezoelectricty of .K.

of the figure is the slowness surface in domain
state I and the right in domain state 2. The the bottom half of Fig. 2 also shows tie
dasned line separating the two states corresponds incident, reflected, and transmitted acoustic

to a domain wall. The slowness surfaces reflect waves which must be matched at the domain wall to
about the z axis when the material switches from obtain a solution. To solve this reflection
one domain state to another. This changes the proble one must f'rst solve the Christoffel
angle of the major axis of the surfaces. If one equation

2 
for propagation in the xy plane of an

considers a non-normally incident wave and one orthorombic crystal. This analysis will consider
remembers Snell's law. the possibility of a only normal incidence since this is the only case
discontinuity in acoustic velocity can be clearly for which an analytical solution is possible. To

seen. A normally incident QL or QS wave has no obtain the reflection coefficients one must match
velocity discontinuity. However, we will show at the domain wall the x and y components of the

there is a mechanical displacement polarization particle velocity and the traction force for the

I
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five waves shwn in Fig. 2 p;vinq a system Of 4
linear equations for the scattered amplitudes.
The particle velocities * are Obtained from tie c V[C6b (CI /2) -(C,2/2j].4C
Solutions of the Christoffel equation, and the
traction forces T on the wall for normal
incidence are C [CII/2) (C66/2)][(C6/2) (C22/2). (C 12C. r0

OVp(i) with Q13 the same as Q3 except for a positive slin
before C. The QS an QL phase velocities ot Muat normal incidence are V 5S and V.. respectiveij

1- :0 and the doubly subscripte constan are Ilementsof the elastic stiffness matrix for GM4O . The
magnitude of the calculated values are n-Table I and compared with measured values.

3. Acoustic Reflections from an NPP Domain -al

Figure 3 shows the change in crystal axes as
one crosses an "a" domain wall in the pureferrgelastlc NPP (or any (RE)PP where RE=La-

Tb). The lower half of Fig. 3 Shows thesimplified model which neglects the 1 degree angle40oc. GOR(S 2' NG .E between the faces in the two dOmailn and assumes
INC E'IZOE.IC" C16  J. as shown by experiment. Tne solutionof this reflection problem proceeds in a manner

NcOELN similar to that for GMO. The predicted reflectionA c " of; 3 coefficients are in general larger than GDM0 since'va$s )' JV% 'L' XAiSM111ED the change in polarization is 24 degrees when
KJs *0 " S. crossing the NPP domain wall , compared with 11QI -E: D, ', 0 degrees, the expressions for the reflection

coefficients at normal incidence are
wigure 2 Model of a K Domain wall.

anere 3 is the density p the phase velocity, .. -o
and !me minus (plus) sign refers to a positive
negative) traveling wave. As stated earlier the

reflection coefficient for normal incidence in
both GtIU and NPP is due entirely to a polarization
change at the domain wall. In G1O the iS and )L A
'aves change their polarization angle by about 10
legrees when crossing the domain wall. 4- -0

'he solution of the resulting system of
equations yields the following expressions for the
amplitude reflection coefficients in 4M at normal
incidence w 0C- GNORES ANG E

V2 .2 N (AES u

d 14. VQ1V QL4 QS(C 2
C42C3Ci)/(CIC 2 C3C4) ,2.
iS ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,3N or~11 S 43 c A~ Q

Rss •(2b ) ----(0
2s t 2 2 C C C C

2CV 3sv 1 tv Kc C -c4-1stsC 1  v V ).V 4 (C C L 2 2c)SQs Q13 Q2 Qs 1 4~ ~ (2 c Figure 3 Nodel of an NPP or LPP Domain Wall.
where,

-q -(,,;2  ( R VQ1-QS (a

,(1t
2);C3 "  ( -1)VI Z V R 12 2 Q4a)-7 )QS- QS Q 1  3  4 )I( 3 4 )

C4 -(v 2 _v2 -v-7 .( 2. 1
1-2[C66*(CII/2).(C22/2).C,--[(C I/2)+(C665/2)] Rst'ts" VZ1V V V (Q Z "Q Z )/

2- C66 (C /2)(C 22/2)C C C66 S (Q3 4)/(3Q4)
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calculating an effecti ve 91 SnatCh rat io ,Ai; 1

2 2med Ium planewave modelI ano 71 wes
ws- Q Q QS 3'4 (4c) equations indicate that an , ';r1

2s 2V V (llomains in %PP will nave -3U.5 d8 tramsniSS~n n

lre reflection coefficient of a sin,:Ie %.P:1
where V and Vt are the NPP quasisnear and domain wall. The spacing of the domal" wais in
4uasilohytuai nal phase velocities at normal NPP at 50 MHz is 34 microns for the snear dawe ar I
incidence obtained from the Christoffel equation 62 microns for tne longitudinal wave. :n ""

and under tne same conditions is 23 and :V'Cr ,r.s ,

_____________ respectively.
C 55-C1  ~ 1-C~C5 15 INITIAL WALL POSITION rINAL WALL. POSiTiON

~15 WALL VIORATIONa

and thne doubly suostripted constants are the
elastic constants of %PP. Since tne elastic

constants of tNPe r no Laa imrLI tol we used tne INCIDENT
costns t h L soorhLP. Calculated and POLARIZED

experimental vaus of the magnitude of the SERWV
reflection coefficients are given in 7able 1.

The most interesting point in Taole 1IiS the

comparison between the theoretical and experi-
mental va lues of Rss. Lemons and Coldren
attribute the anomalously large reflection of a
GMI domain wall to vibration of the domain wall.
we nave observed under a microscope the vibration
of an NPP domain wall when reflecting a nign
intensity 350 watts per square centimeter)
acoustic shear wave. A physical picture of a
vibrating wall driven by an incident snear wave is
shown in Fig. 4. An incident Shear wave with tne
polarization Shown in Fig. 4 has a stress
component in the direction needed to Switch the
configuration state. The wall responds to the Figure 4 ibrating Domain wail in 'P
acoustic wave by switching the configuration
states over a number of unit cells, and vibrating
between the initial and final positions shown. In I
so) iiorating the wall absorbs and reradiates the
acoustic energy as a Shear wave. The reflection
.Oefficients ad V renot modified in

this way. sincil the I nlden t l ongit udinalI wa ve ______________________

does not have the proper stress components to- - -

switch tne configurational state and the wal IM + + *

therefore does not vibrate. Consequently, V.

experimental ialues of IF and R for %PP
Should Show good agreement Mth the~'y, as in Mq

laole / ~~~~~F AROEL A STI C SiftG L E C R YS TAL
<ablePpUT O UTPUT

4. Domain wall Grating Acoustic Filters TRANESDUCER TRANSDUCER

Figure 5 shows one possible ferroelastic Figure b Ferroelasric Sandstop Filter.
bandstop filter structure, in which a regular
array f doma in walls is injected i/ito a Since the mismatch ratio for M0 -s mucn
crystal. I he theory of Sittig and Coquin' gives smaller, many more domain walls are required :)r
mid band reflection and transmission factors for a similar performance. An array 'n G40 and NPP .itn
constant spacing grating, the above spacings may be creat(V by a transverse

mechanical injection technique. or by applying a

F 2N 2 N(6 periodic electric field (GIMJ only). A third means
7 2T r -(6 proposed for crtating an array is to apply a

Z -1 Z -1 uniform static Stress and an intense acoustic
field to the crystal. This creates through

where Z *impedance mismatch ratio between domains nonlinear elasticity a spatially varying static
and N number of sections in grating. The stress. The crystal IS then raised above its

Mismatch ratio for MPP is 1.52, obtained by Curie point, with the acoustic field applied.
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on o rcui' tie transition the domain observed. A pnysical picture of now a lomnain wall

s-o ed a er i n or array wIth the same vibrates under a properly polarized intense

e',oaiC 
,
t as the nonlirearly ;enerated static acoustic shear oave has been :resented. alc~ l -

stress. The ieriod of tie MO or 'APP) array may tions indicate that a type of Danastop or Dandpass
:e :ontroi lea by iangi ng the frequency of the filter 'iay e created Dy injectinr' arras it

acoustlc 4ave 'sed to Aenerate the spatially domain walIs into 4PP ano GMO crystals. nese

,dring static stress. :n ns structure tne ferroelastic tiIters wil nave iesiraole trans-

-or'aii)y Incidemt acoustic wave will experience nission or reflection spectra, .iIlI nave no

jome inisotropic Aalott, Dut the airecti on of IaKoff', and will I e tunable. For a banopass
.aiitof is reversed in successive domain sections filter it is necessary to operate in a reflect~on

;1;. I and zanceis after passage tnrougn an even node or to use pairs ot rating arrays as re-, ec-

'_-oer ot sections. Tne AU fi Iter ill probably :ion mirrors spaced to create a standing 4ave

ze iore usetu; as a oassoaio fi ter, since a small cavity,' as in SAW tecnnolugy. These ratir
"etlection *actor is recuireo. structres iay also be applicaoie in tjnaole ..

7i!ters. :r tnis case full cross-secticn :omnq

1in)s watts F19. are t1iely to be nceslraie

tecause Of oul ing into Du,. waves, ut irrlYs r
.e iae reseted aia; i.al eAress ins or laje domains narow wedge-sn4peo c ImaIrs

,,e -etlectcon xnccnts St. , t lu IU aItacned to tne crystal surface'; oI'er an
j , l P a-It

1
.Phe S$ *Iec-7I;r alternative.

i e', cie ts it ,. o and V P ire anoma ous ar e.

1 e to -a; : !:mat!,'n. a tiratiin n ',,P n educational saobatical from :e ",ava; lesearn

,^er ar -tense acoustic leI nas neer iisai y _aooratory, SRD, .r'ando, FL.

"able " :et'ertlon Je'clents

'AL) %PP

eoretcal is £,e,"ental B Teorstcal 1B, :xper'-ental '56

-. . -26w-ax; - 28tnin, -26A -12.7

measred at 6. 'Hz for 3 gu.eJ -oae -n a -od-!ike samcle

nis oorK oas supported Dy the iffice of

,asal Research Contract ,jUu14-rt-C-J632t and tne
%'r-'RL Program tnrou,;n the -enter for Materials
uesearcn at Stanfor -niversity.
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Alstrat. We report the observation and analysis of higher-order optical diffraction
patterns arising from linear combinations of the primary laser-induced gratings or ripples
on germanium surfaces. These higher-order surface structures presumably arise from
nonlinear interactions between superimposed pnmary gratings with different grating wave
vectors. For gratings produced by normally incident laser beams on Ge ( I l I > surfaces, the
diffraction patterns exhibit a strongly hexagonal symmetry.

Observations of laser-induced periodic surface struc- or SEM photography. Another powerful and elegant
tures extend back over nearly two decades [1. 2]. way to look at these ripples was recently introduced by
There has been a recent upsurge of interest, however, van Driel and co-workers C4], and by Haneman and
in these periodic ripple structures which can be written Nemanich (8]. The ripple structures are studied simply
into surfaces of a wide vanety of materials using an by illuminating the rippled surface with a shorter
equally wide variety of laser beams. The phenomenon wavelength probe laser beam at near-normal incid-
has been accurately ,-eribo,' as universal (3], since ence, and observing the back-diffracted light on a
such ripples can be produced on the surfaces of screen located close to the sample. This technique is. of
semiconductors, metals, dielectrics or liquids, using course, a close analog to x-ray scattering by periodic
laser signals ranging from single cw beams or repeated atomic layers, since the periodic structures .ing ob-
Q-switched laser pulses at intensities well below the served are of the same order as the probing wave-
expected damage thresholds for some materials [4. 5] length. This method allows a more accurate determu-
to picosecond laser pulses at intensities near or above nation of the grating periods and directions in the
the melting threshold [6. 7'. surface ripple pattern, and a more complete characten-
Van Driel and his co-workers have proposed one zation of their properties.
analysis which explains the formation of these periodic Van Driel et at. [3] have described the circular diffrac-
ripples based on the concept of -radiation remnants" tion pattern that is observed in this fashion when the
scattered from irregular surface structures (4. 5] while ripples are produced by an excitation beam arnving at
we have given an analysis which appears to contain a normal incidence, as well as the pattern of two in-
similar physical content, based on calculating the tersectng ovals produced by an excitation beam amy-
various diffracted orders of light produced by a per- ing at off-normal incidance. These patterns are in-
iodically rippled or modulated surface and then dicative of scattering from the primary or first-order
examining the interference between these orders at the grating formed by the excitation beam. In this paper
sample surface [7]. Numerous references to earlier we report the observation and analysis of complicated
work are given in (4. 7]. multiple higher-order grating diffraction patterns, of
Since these laser-induced surface structures have per- which some typical forms are illustrated in Fig. 1.
iods close to the incident laser wavelength, they can be These diffraction patterns indicate the formation of
viewed, with some difficulty, using microphotography more complex surface structures that arise from non-

I
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Fig. 1. iaj Hexagonai symmetrv pattern observed after ilumination with circularly polarized light at normal incidence. ibi Complex diffracton
pattern observed -after illumination with p-polanized light at d~ 5O



Surlae Riopies in 1 German um

',near or higher-order interactions between gratings lz
having different wave-vectors. They also give the first
indication of periodic structures whose orientation is
tied to the underlying crystal structure of the sample.
rather than just to the optical properties of the exci- K

tation and probe beams. o i

1. Grating Formation and Diffraction Analysis SuRPACE

The preliminary observations reported here were made a b
in essentially the same fashion as those of the Toronto
group [3. 4], namely by illuminating a lll ger- Fg. .! a Geometry for ripple formation. 'b) GometrY or surtace

manium surface with a series of excitation pulses at liffraction

.06)4m. In our work these pulses consist of either
repeated single picosecond pulses or. more commonly.
of repeated Q-switched bursts of such mode locked grating wave %ector are then given by

oulses. with different angles of arrival and different ig, _sind)- -q; D
oolarization charactenstics in different experiments.
The gratings were probed and the diffraction patterns That is. for off-normal incidence the normalized grat-
observed using either greatly attenuated 532 nm light ;ng vectors :ie on two intersecting ircles of radius
derived from the same laser by harmonic generation or unity having their centers at 4, sin . q, =0.
a -454.5 nm beam from an argon-ion laser. arriving in
both cases at normal incidence to the sample. 2. P'ooe Beam Ditfractron Process

,1.1. Grating Formation Process Let us now analyze the diffraction of a probe beam
from a surface structure with grating .ave -ector grTo analyze the grating-formation process as well as the ~We use the notation gRr because -he higner-orler

iight diffraction from these gratings, we employ a gratings have total wave vectors :hat are comoinations
coordinate system with x. ;. axes in the plane of the of the primary wave vectors g gien "3v ,:) above.,
surface and axis normal to the surface. as diustrated Suppose the surface :s illuminated at normai :nctdence
in the inset to Fig. 2a. An excitation beam with with a probe beam whose frequenc, .s r" mes nigner.
propagation vector k,) is assumed to be indicent on the or wavelength r times shorter than the :nit citation
surface traveling at an angle 0 to the norma in the x.. beam. so that k,,, = r-k,,. The transverse have veczor
plane. Let k, be the wave vector for a periodic surface components of the resulting diffracted beam. hnicn he
grating that is to be produced in the sample surface denote by kiik!.t , xp.. will :hen ne given o%
ithe x. Y plane). and k. be the propagation vector for
the scattered light or, if one chooses, for the surface k = k k ,=

wave excitation) that is to be generated in the grating and the normal component of k, traveling awa. from
formation process. the surface. will then be necessarily gien by
From experimental evidence, as well as the currently
accepted theories for the grating formation process, the k.:= r k - ko. - k,.
scattered wave ks has a propagation vector which is
very nearlAn observation screen located at ome dstance ,

ver nerlyn he lan ofth sufac, ad manitde from the sample iFrg. 'b :niersects this diffracted
which is usually, though not always, equal to within a
few per cent to that of the excitation wave-vector. The beam at distances d, and a from the probe beam axis
Bragg condition that k, - kr =k in the plane of the that are given by
surface, and the magnitude condition that k., z k,, d, =iko,, ko.)d, d =,I:t% koi)dn. ,4)
,hen lead to the conditions that

Combining these results gives for the diffracted spot
kmsindtk,=ks. and - -c ks, 11) locus on the screen the equations

with the constraint that ks-ks,_ k, . _ Jr, d. __r,

To further simplify our notation, suppose we normal- -, r" - .- r " -

ize the magnitude of the grating wave vector to the
magnitude of the incident wave vector by wnting We now consider the total gratings gr observed in our
g = kr,. k,5. The x and Y components of the normalized expenments.

2
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possesses a stronger pre-existing grating oi wae vector

Among the distinct types of such nonlinear grating
behavior on germanium. wNe observe two oi ipec;ai
interest having either hexagonal or rectangular

- symmetry.

-. l. Hexaqonai Symmetry Patterns
For normal incidence of the writing beam and a wide

variety of laser polarizations ranging from elli pocal to
'- circular, the diffraction patterns we observe have the

distinct six-fold azimuthal symmetry illustrated in Fig.
Ia. The various arcs n each branch can then be
interpreted as arising from a combination of one or
more discrete grating g-vectors lying along the six-fold
axes of symmetry, plus an additional grating wave
vector go which rotates around the entire- circular locus
given by 2) with sin0=0.

F4g. 1, Predicted diffraction pattern given oy 17. The full hexagonal That is. all of these arcs can be interpreted as diffrac-
pattern is shown .or ,n=O and 1. From -n-. only :he pattern tion patterns given by gratings with the total grating
formed by 0 is shown. for the other values of 1. simoly rotate by wave vector
-nuitipies of os" The Cit is perfect

gr = m cosIrit, 3)x - rm sin Ihr., 3)y - gu, (7)

2. Higher-Order Grating Obserations where x and y are unit vectors in the surface plane: m is
an integer >0; I is an integer ranging from 0 through

Previous workers have described the diffraction pat- 5: and go rotates in a unit circle in the x. v plane.
terns produced by diffraction from the primary laser- Figure 3 shows the expected diffraction pattern pro-
induced gratings given by 2). i.e.. by those gratings for duced by this formula for various values of m.
which gr =g. That is. the primary gratings correspond This azimuthal symmetry variation does not seem to
to surface ripples with purely sinusoidal height profiles be associated with anything in the experimental optics.
that vary with position over the surface in the form and must presumably come from the similar underlying
hitr) sinikegrf. where g is a solution to 21 and r is symmetry of the • I l l > germanium surface.
position in the x. Y plane.
We are reporting here the observation of diffraction
patterns from higher-order gratings that result from 2.2. Rectanqular Symmetry Patterns
nonlinear interaction between these primary laser- When the writing beam strikes ,he surface at oblique
induced gratings. Suppose that two such primary incidence, the observed higher-order grating patterns
gratings with wave vectors g and g. are present. and become considerably more complex. but the observed
that the surface profile has some nonlinear dependence patterns generally reflect an overall rectangular rather
on these primary gratings of the form hri) [sin(kg. ri than hexagonal surface symmetry.
-sinikog, r)]'. where both g. and g, are separate To analyze this. let us cail the two primary solutions
solutions to i2l. One would not be surprised to find associated with the -sin. terms in i) g. and g-. The
such a nonlinear dependence when a new set of ripples triple patterns for oiT-no:-mal incidence are then gener-
is written across a previously existing set of any ally dominated by three essentially linear patterns
significant depth. The surface profile will then contain running parallel or peroendicular to the x and i axes.
higher-order spatial frequency components with total These dominant ripple patterns are the !arge-period
grating wave vectors given by sums of the form and small-period ripples extending perpendicular

to the x axis. with wave vectors q- = I -sind and
g_= I)sind. and Ueriods .1.=, (l-sind)] and

where g,, g., etc.. are different primary solutions of the .I 3,L(l -sin0)]. respectively: plus the perpendicular
laser-induced grating equtinon 2) These "product" ripples with wave vector g =cost and spacing
gratings might result from a nonlinear response of the .1 --,,cosO. iThese perpendicular ripples correspond
surface when for example a weak grating with wave to the interesection of the two circles along the
vector g. begins to grow on a surface which already Y-axis.)

t-220-



Surface Riopi's on Germanium

Straight-line npples corresponding to these three ge-
neral types are the most common first-order fringes in
both separate and overlapping regions of the illumi-
nated spots. The relative dominance of the three types
of ripples is discussed below.
The nonlinear ripples we observe can then be ex-

plained in general as combinations of one or more of

these three basic ripple types. plus possibly some
component of the general intersecting circles given by
(2). That is. we can always write the total diffraction
wave vector gr in the general form

- V. -m g _ . 18)

where the m's and is are all integers, and g- and g-

are soluuons in the x. v plane as given by (2). All the
rectangular patterns we have seen can be fit by this
expression.

_'.3. Surftace Photographs

Figure 4 illustrates a few examples from many we have
observed, showing the kinds of surface profiles that go
with both the rectangular and hexagonal symmetry

diffraction patterns Note that on normally excited
samples local regions of the same sample may illustrate
both distinctly hexagonal and distinctly square isince

9l = 0-1 surface morphology. It can be difficult to dis-
tinguish this in diffraction patterns, however, since the
probe spot usually illuminates both types of region
simultaneously, and the purely square portion is lost in
the more dominant hexagonal diffraction patterns. b

3. Discussion

Both the diffraction patterns and the surface profiles
are in general complex and varied functions of the
illumination conditions iangle of incidence. polariza-
tion. intensity, and number of shots). We can only
make the following tentative generalizations from our
experiments:
1) For lower writing intensities (less than 100 mJicm-)
we generally see only the prmary diffraction patterns
developing even after a sizeable number of shots.
2) At higher writing intensities (greater than or on
order of 2OOmJcm2i we see first order rings after a
very few shots: and then the complex higher-order

structures developing as the number of shots increases
further. C

31 For higher writing intensities, the patterns begin to Fig. 4 tal Square surface patten obtained after ilumination ith

degrade as the numher of shoti beomes still larger. almost linearly polarized ligit at normal ncidence. The mcident

with the regular patterns degrading into more or less electric Field is vertical i20kV. i 10.000). tbi Hexagonal surface
random speckle patterns. pattern obtained after illumination with circularly polarized light at

rd normal incidence (20kV. < 10.0. ict The depth of the cor-

4) At high writing intensities with linear or only -ugations can become comparable to the excitation wavelength

slightly elliptical polanzation we generally see first the i2OkV. i 8,00)

I
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given by the above analysis, indicating that the ,ippie
patterns are not entirely uniform within the writing
spot. This is particularly noticeable for circular polar-
ization at non-normal incidence, where different -e.
gions of the illuminated spot contain ;~. .. i )

different ripple patterns.
6) As a rule, the g. ripples almost always display a
very high degree of linearity ivery small anguiar
spread) as contrasted with the somewhat more :rre--
ular and angularly dispersed q- and q- ripples.
7) For non-normal writing beams between q=O" and
Oz4OW the large spacing tq- ripples are dominant
while the g- and q_ ripples are much ainter. For

> 4W the g_ ripples tend to dominate althoughi all of
the different patternis are present in the diffraction
patterns.
8) We do not seem to see any qualitative difference
between the results obtained with multiple :Ilumi-
nation with 30 nsec mode locked and Q-iwitched pulse
trains or multiple s ingle- pulse -selected subnanosecona
pulses at 1.06 am.

4cknov.4daqemenes. The technical assistance of C Barker. R ..ocri.
and C. Zercher :s gratefully acknowledged. This research -has bup-
ported by the Air Force Office of Scetific Research. a tie oint
Services Electronics Program at 5ianford.
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Evidence for a dense electron-hole plasma close to the melting phase
transition in silicon

P. M. Fauchet and A. E. Siegman
Ed&ard L Ginzton Laboratory. Stanford U'niversity. Stanford. California 94305
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We have studied both theoretically and experimentally the dynamics of laser-induced electron-
hole plasmas created at the surface of silicon using the strong synergy observed during
simultaneous illumination by two picosecond pulses of different wavelengths. In a range of
intensities up to those capable of producing a phase transition, we find good agreement between
the results of our experiments and the predictions of a conventional model for pulsed laser
heating.

PACS numbers: 71.35. + z, 72.30. -4- q, 64.70.Dv. 79.20.Ds

Recently there has been considerable interest in the concentration is set by the 532-nm pulse. so that we can
physics of pulsed laser annealing and laser-induced phase control the free-carrier absorption for the IR pulse As the
transitions in solids, including some controversy concerning IR pulse delay is increased, the earner density decreases un-
the mechanism of pulsed laser annealing itself Most re- der thecombined action of recombination and diffusion. and
searchers have held that energy transfer from an optically the IR intensity required to melt thus increases. On the other
excited electron-hole plasma to the lattice takes place in hand. when the IR pulse precedes the visible pulse. little or
picoseconds. creating as a result a molten layer at the surface no effect is expected. since no plasma is present. We thus
of the sample.' Other researchers, however, have proposed have a method for probing the dynamics of electron-hole
that this energy transfer could be considerably slower, in plasmas in semiconductors at densities below those obtained
which case there would be a more complicated form of phase at melting threshold, a region where only small reflectisitv
transition.- changes are observed. (Our method must be distinguished

Picosecond time-resolved experiments -" are capable of from the earlier two-pulse work of Auston et al.. in which an
testing these hypotheses. Such experiments have indicated initial 532-nm pulse melted the Si surface, and the addition
for example that when the intensity of a 532-nm excitation of a 1.06-pm pulse prolonged the melt duration i
beam applied to a Si surface is raised above some threshold, To quantify these predictions, we have used a computer
melting indeed appears to occur in a matter of picoseconds. model similar to that of Lietotla and Gibbons.' in whbich vwe
as evidenced by an abrupt jump in the reflectivity of a 1.06- solve numerically a set of three coupled partial differential
pim probe beam." 5 For excitation pulses just below the melt- equations describing the spatial and temporal e%olutton of
ing threshold the reflectivity drops slightly, indicating the the carrier density and the electronic and lattice tempera-
presence of a dense electron-hole plasma at the surface. It is tures in silicon under laser illumination. We have included
difficult, however, to study this plasma in detail for densities the temperature dependences of all parameters ,e.g .absorp-
below - 102 cm - '. because this density only slightly modi- tion coefficient, band gap. etc.i but have neglected diffusion
fies the reflectivity of the probe beam.6  during illumination by the picosecond pulses. We find excel-

We introduce in this letter a novel technique to study in lent agreement between the predictions of our modified code
more detail the plasma close to but below the melting phase and the results of Ref. 9.
transition and also to test the validity of the thermal model In Fig. I we show the evolution of the lattice tempera-
describing semiconductor heating and annealing with ultra- ture predicted by our code for a crystalline Si surface under
short pulses. In our experiments. either of two Nd:yttnrum simultaneous illumination by two rectangular 100-ps pulses
aluminum garnet IYAGI lasers generates 30 to 100 ps pulses at 532 nm and 1.06,um. As the 532-nm intensity is increased
at 1.06/um and 532 nm. A visible pulse at 532 nm with inten- a denser electron-hole plasma is created, so that under the
sity below melting threshold is then used to "'prepare" the action of free-carrier absorption at I 06 um. the final tem-
sample, i.e., to create a dense electron-hole plasma at the perature increases more rapidly, and the melting point is
surface, while still only slightly increasing the lattice tem- reached at earlier times during the pulse. The thermalization
perature. The intensity of an infrared pulse at 1.06 um. time of the hot carrie-rs in this model was chosen equal to I
which is delayed with respect to the visible pulse by variable ps. a reasonable assumption.4" These predictions are rather
increments up to plus or minus several nanoseconds, is then insensitive to the exact temperature anation of the band
adjusted to just melt the surface, as revealed by postmortem gap and the absorption coefficient, but are very sensitive to
examination using a microscope. th, of the free-carner absorption cross section at 1 06

The absorption of 1.06-/im radiation in silicon occurs , = 5.1 x 10 4 (T/300) cm iRef. 101.
predominantly via free-carer absorption, and therefore . ne contours in Fig. 2 then indicate the combined pulse
measurements of melting threshold using 1.06-pm pulses intensities at 532 nm and 1.06/pm that are required to just
alone are very sensitive to surface preparation and doping reach melting threshold on a c-Si surface for cases where the
level. In our experiment, however. thz initial free-carer 1 pulse arrives before, coincident with. or after the visible

Api. Phy. Left. 43 (11), 1 DecemOr 1983 0003-6951/83/231' 1-03501 00 1983 American institute of Physics
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9100-c- creases rather suddenly by a factor of 7. from 1.8 to 0)251J,
0 cm. for a 1.06-Mam pulse arriving coincident with rather

Soc-i7~2 . than slightly before tie 5321-nm pulse. This effect is tery
large when compared to the - 15% drop in IR reflectis t",

0 observed in Ref. 5 dunng an excite-and -probe expenimen't
1 0 40 6o so 0o with similar excitation energy. Without free-carner absorp-

t (PS) tion or other synergistic effects, the curve at zero delay be-

FIG I Calculated tme esolutton ofi- Si surfac~e temperature dunng simul comes essentially a straight line between the Intersection
'aneous illumination at 1 '/6 urn and 53.1 nm The intenisitiesare measured points on the two axes. Also of interest is the rather rapid
rsde the matenal ai Different pulse intensities at 532 rim. hi different increase in 1.06-jum fluence needed to obtain melting when

Free-carner absorption cross sections the IR pulse arrives after the 532-nm pulse. and the increase

of this effect at higher visible energies. The latter is due in

pulse. The synergistic effect of the visible pulse on the IR large part to the faster recombination rate for the denser

pulse absorption for coincident pulses ii.e.. rd = 0) is strong- electron-hole plasma at higher visible intensities.
ly apparent. For example. at a fixed fluence Fs5 , = 0. 1 J/ We have performed a series of such two-pulse melting

cm. the amount of IR energy needed to reach melting de- experiments to demonstrate this type of delay-dependent
synergism on vanious types of Si and GaAs samples. In Fig.
3. we show for example data of this ty Ipe taken on ion-im-
planted ( 100) Si 11l0i5 cm - As - @ 100 keV) for various IR

60P ~--------------------------pulse delays relative to the 532-nm pulse. We shall present in
a later paper more complete results obtained with GaAs and

-Oi different Si samples. We merely note here that the thresholds

20 - *~,may differ greatly according to the type of sample. but that
some synergy is always present.

- , .~ / ,The synergistic effect predicted for c-Si in Figs. I and 2
. is clearly also observed in the ion-implanted Si results shown

00
NCREASING xin Fig. 3. Computer simulations such as in Figs. I and 2 were

- I/CLAY also carred out for the ion-implanted case, taking into ac-

40 count the highly damaged nature of the surface layer. There
40 - ea ,are uncertainties in .;ome of the parameters for such ion-

3. -. -implantedr Iaypirs. but in or-der in reproduce the expenmen-
I tally observed synergy, it was always necessary to includea

0 0 - : - .large free-carrier absorption cross section. A good fit to the
0 04 0.5 '.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 experimental results was obtained for the following param-

Fl,l :j1ci,ni2  eters fat room temperature): ai5321 = 2, 10' cmn

FIG. 2. Calculated threshold luences required to melt a c-Sm surface by il1.06) = 103 cm , = 2'<01 ~,-- = loPS' . 1 - = 0. 1
simultaneous or separate illuination by two 1

00 -ps square pulses at 532 ps. with the latent heat of fusion included. The peak plasma
nm and 1.06 Am. Here. a= a, density reaches - 10"~ cm - 'for large visible energy fluence.
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If free-carner absorption is not included, the predicted lower 532-nm excitation energies and the sensitisits ofo ur
results in ion-implanted silicon lie on a nearl, straight line method to lower electron-hole plasma densities This tech-
Joining the thresholds tbr single beam melting at 532 nm and nique may also he of technological importance. especiall!.
I.ob um. respectively. Such a straight Ime is what Nestein %. hen applied to simultaneous illumination hy Nd YAG and
et al." obtained after simultaneous illumination of arsenic- carbon dioxide lasers.
implanted Si samples with 60-ns pulses at 532 nm and 1.06 This research was supported by the Air Force Office of
Aim. With nanosecond pulses. the plasma density remains Scientific Research and the Joint Services Electronics Pro-
low at all times, and the lack of significant free-carrier ab- gram at Stanford University We thank Professor Gibbons
sorption precludes any s)nergistic effect. and his group for useful conversations. The technical asss-

From the results in Fig. 3. we deduce that the synergis- tance of D. Ress is appreciated.
tic effect of the electron-hole plasma is predominant when
the lR pulse arrives between about one pulse width before to A E Bell. RCA Re O294,91"9, D H .Auston. M surk. r N

Venliatesan, R E Slusher. and I A Golovchcnko. Appi Phss Lett 33

about - 300 ps after the visible pulse. The subsequent in- 4e,1a R97p3

crease of the IR intensity required to melt reflects both the I A Van Vechien. R Tu. and F W Sars. Phs Lett \ 74 4.22 1I-J'4

decay of the EHP and also the much slower heat diffusion H W Lo and A Compaan. PhN, Re, Lett 44. 1 NA I 4 ,O

that takes place on a nanosecond time scale. At large 532-nm K Gamo. K %furakami. M K.,abe. S Namba. and 't Aoagi. n Z_4,r

fluences. the combined effect of diffusion and recombination ana ElectrFBe(u m Solid L nDeractio n s a .tfuters im on p, , te dit. d Ne
J F Gibb~nN. L D Hess. and r W Sigmon No rth-Hollind. New, N .rN,

is more pronounced, in qualitative agreement with the pre- I14l,. p 47

dictions forc-Si. We are presently working on a detailed fit of I M Liu. H Kurt. and.N Bloembergen.Appti PEv. Let( 41.h4;i

these and other experimental curves. and MRS Smposium A. Bo,,on, November 14K'2
D von der Linde anu N Faibmrcus. Appi Ph~s Lett 41. '1 I1

In conclusion, we have shown that the Lietoila-Gib- -This limt is .omev hai lowered for expenments perlormed on O5 ,am-

bons model for highly excited semiconductors appears to be ples. *here nterterence ciffe't, pla', a role see Re( 4.

in agreement with our two-pulse experiments over a large D H Auston. J A Golovchenko. and T N C " enkatesan. Appi Ph,,

range of excitation energies. The technique we have used, Lett. 34. 55 J n ,94

involving melting with two pulses at very different wave- A 53o .a207.L .112k

lengths, is useful where conventional excite and reflectivity- "j M Liu, R Yen. H Kurz. and N Bloembergen. Appi Phs Lett 39

probe techniques are more difficult. i.e.. for intensities one -55 ,I1!t.

order of magnitude or so below onset of phase transition. 'K G Svaniesson and N G Nilsson. J Phs, C 12. ',83' 97 '
,
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